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Preface

This quarterly publication provides archival reports on developments in programs
managed by JPL's Office of Telecommunications and Data Acqu:sitlon (TDA). In space
commumcations, radio navigation, radi_ science, and ground-based radio astronomy, it
reports on activities of the Deep Space Network (DSN) and its associated Ground Com- {

: munications Facility (GCF) in planning, in supporting research and technology, in mlple-
, mentation, and in operations. Also included is TDA-funded activity at JPL on data and

information systems and reimbursable DSN work performed for other space agencies
through NASA. The preceding work is all performed for NASA's Office of Space Track-
mg and Data Systems (OSTDSI.

In geodynamics, file publication reports on the application of ra&o interferometry
at microwave frequencies for geodynamlc measurements. In the search for extraterrestrial

intelligence (SETI), it reports on implementation and operations for searching the micro-
wave spectrum. The lattel two programs are performed for NASA's Office of Space

i

i Science and Apphcauons _OSSA)

-i Finally, tasks funded under the JPL Director's Discretionary Fund and the Caltech
President's Fund which involve the TDA Office are included.

-': This and each succeeding Issue of the TDA Pr,_oress Report will present material in
some, but not necessarily all, of the following categories. -'

"7

OSTDS Tasks:

DSN Advanced Systems

Tracking and Ground-Ra,_-d Navigation
Communications, Spacecraft-Gl ound

, Station Control and System Technology
Network Data Processing and Productivity

: DSN Systems Implementation

Capabilmes for New Projects
Netwolks Consohdatlon Program

'_ New Initiatives

Network Sustaining
DSN OperationsI-

Network Operations and Operations Support
_" Mission Interface and Support

i TDA Program Management and Analysis
GCF hnplementation and Operations
Data and Information Systems

3'
OSSA Tasks:

Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
Geodynamics

Geodetic Instrument Development
Geodynamic Science

Discretionary Funded _lasks iii It
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A High-Performance Hybrid RF Isolation Amplifier
G. L. Stevens

Commumcat_ons Systems Research Section

i ,.t hlgtt-perJonnance hybrid Rf" lsvlatton Anq_hJier (lso-Amp) has been dereh)Fed at
,IPL The circuit exhibits a umque combmathm oJ"RF characteristics at perJormanee

lcrels exceeding those oj any conmtereiall.l" available devwe. Recent tmprorements in the

design have resulted tn significantll' higher reverse tsolath)n, a flmr-J'old increase in band-

•,,'- wMth and unproved reliability. These devices are l'er,' us_J'ul in RF and 1F signal condi-
tioners, instntmentatlon, and _(_nal gem'ratton arid distribution equipment These lso-

.4raps shouhl ]tnd wide application in ju lure DSN attd R&D RF sj's lems.

1. Introduction cared that the failures were due to poor construction tech-

In lt,_7b a two-stage RF amphfier exhlbmng very high tuques, sloppy component mounting and wire bonding, and
httle or no quahty control. A decision was made to replace all

reverse lsolauon and well-controlled impedance levels was
designed at JPL. l The circuit was hybildlzed and several hun- sixty hybrids m the frequency stabfllt_ analyzer. The replace-

ment parts would have to be built by a firm whose workman-
dled of these hybrid lso-Amps were used in JPL R&D systems
including delay-stabilized microwave hnks for reference fre- slnp and quahty assurance standards were bette_ fllan those

of the previous suppher.quency distribution and various muhlple output distribution

__r amplifiers. Prior to interviewing manufacturers of RF hybrid circuits Itk,

wa_ decided to see it" It might be possible to extend the RF

_, Recently. an additional sixty lso-Amps were used m an performance of the clrcmt. The result of this effort was a
-_' Allml variance frequency stability analyzer where the high modified circuit with 10 dB higher reverse l,,olatlon and

leverse _solatlon of this circmt was needed. Unfortunately, this
-1- with the upper frequency range extended from 100 Mitz to

group ot devices, built under contract to JPL, had an unac- 400 MH/.
ceptably high failure rate. Within the first few monttls of

operation, four of the sixty Ilybnd Iso-Amps had catastrophi- After interviewing several leadulg manufacturers of thick.

,_ tally failed and others were suspected of mternuttent bursts of and thin-film RF amphfaers, a fixed-price contract was let

noisy operahon Failure analysis of these Ibm lso-Amps lndi- to a corporation in Florida to hybildlze the modified lso-
Amp design and produce 300 units. Monitoring of the con-

]_ tractor was provided durin._ the engineering and manufactur-
• l By J. Ma,.C(mnell m JPL's Communication Systems Research Section. ing phases by JPL engineering and quality assurance perstmnel.

I

. _.-.. _,.,. _ '*,_ .,J .o '_ --" - ... _. d) ,',
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"% Approximately 100 of the new hybrid lso-Amps have been Reverse isolation is a term describing the reverse transnus-
installed in the frequency stability analyzer and other R&D sion loss through a device. It is a measure of the "'reverse
systems. No failures have occurred Wl/.h these units and tile leakage" ,_f a signal apphed at the output uI tile device al_d

improved performance provided by the modif:ed deslgll will measured at its input. Although the RI- designer is normally

benefit future DSN and R&D systems, concerned with signals flowing umdirectzonally from mpui_

toward outpus, there are numerot_ RF design situation_
requiring amphtiers which can effectively block tho_e "'wrong

way" signals

II. FunctionalDescriptionand Applications
There are dozens of companies within the U.S. and abroad Multiple-output distribution amplifiers (DAs) accept a 1

which manufacture monohthic and hybrid RF amplifiers, single RF or IF input which is amphfied and then split to pro-

Hundreds of oft-the-shelf devices are available which provide vide several identical outputs. These devices are used m situ-
ations where there are multiple users of a single signal. DAsthe RF engineer with a wide selection of easy to use gain

blocks sporting various combinations of gain, bandwidth, noise are used, for example, in DSN trac' mg stations to suppl)
reference frequency signals (originating m a single atomicfigure, input and output standing wave ratio (SWR), and out-

put compression level. Packaging options include flat packs, frequency standard) to many separate pieces of equipment

dual m-hne devices, transistor outline (TO) cans. and connec- and systems, h Is very desirable for the DA to have high
tonzed modules. Recently, a number of wide bandwidth, Isolation between its output ports. ]his will insure clearl.

monolithic silicon RF amplifiers have been introduced which stable outputs on all ports even ff one output is corrupted b_

are housed in tiny, 70 md m_crowave transistor packages, an unstable terminating nnped.,nce, or by signals or noise
emanating from poorly designed or faulty equipment. An lso-

An.p placed m series with each of the DA's outputs will pro-

With this vast selection ot commerci',dly available devices, vide very high isolation between these ports.
why would we want to design another RF amphfier? Could

our requirements be so dffIerent than those of other RF engt-
neers to justify the expense of designing and hybridizing a Atiother apphcation which sometimes requires high reverse

custom part? In what ways does the performax_ce of the isolation Is in receiver or instrumentation IF strips. Local oscil-

_,,,.. lso-Amp excel over the commercially available parts'? lator leakage through a relier may contaminate the preceding
RF or IF stages, adversely affecting other users of that signal.
An lso-Amp placed ahead of the mixer will block the LO

The hybrid lso-Amp was designed to have the following leakage and maintain the purity of the input signal.
characteristics:

(1) Very high reverse isolation (greater than 50 dB at
The use of high-isolation buffers is often necessary where

400 MHzl RF signals must enter an exceptionally noisy environment. An

(2) V_,ry good input lnlpedance match in 50 ohm sys- example of this occurs m frequency-multiplying phase locked
terns (input SWR less than 1.I0' 1) loops, where a sample of the voltage controlled oscillator's

(3) Output power level capability of at least +16 dBm (VCO's) output signal must be supplied to a digital frequency
counter. Switching transients and noise from the digital logic

_4t Gain of approximately 7 dB will not only add to the output of the VCO but may modu.

late the signal as well. Ihls spectral contamination can be
(5) Wide band operation (0.4 to 400 Mt'

avoided by isolating the output of the VCO from the noisy

(6) Single supply voltage operation with low power con- digital circuitry.
.- sumption (+15V at 45 mA).

(7) Easily inserted package for 50 ohm microstrip s2cstenrs Accurately controlled input impedance was also an mlpor-
rant design goal in the development of the hybrid lso-Amp.

,. (8) Exceptional RF performance at a moderate cost
"[lie lso-Amp was designed to operate in 50 ohm systems and

its input provides an exceptionally good terminating mlped-
4, High reverse isolation and accurate input impedance con- ante over a wide bandwidth. This characteristic is useful whenJ

trol were the primary lso-Amp destgn goals. Wide bandwidth, working with devices whose RF performance is sensitive to

large signal handling capability, single supply operation with impedance levels, such as m_xers, reactive filters, equalizers,
low power dtssipation, and moderate cost extend the useful- directional couplers, power splitters, bridges, and transmission
hess of the part to a broad spectrum of applications, lines.

It
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)_. The versatility of the hybrid lso-Amp stems from its unique With a collector current of 10 mA. the AC impedance looking

}, combination of RF characteristics. There are, of course, into the parallel emitters is 6 ohms. Th_ total input impedance
alternate solutions to design problems requiring high isolanon, is

, excellent impedance matching, and high output level
"' capabdity. Z_n = 44 + 6 = 50 ohms

High reverse isolanon can be achieved by using a cascade of DC bias voltages for the input transistor bases are derived
several general purpose RF amplifiers with s-itable interstage from the voltage divider consisting of R3 through R6. The col-

pads to control the overall gain. Care must be exercised during lector current of 10 mA is then estabhshed by the emitter

the design to insure an acceptable noise figure and dynamic resistors (R7 and R8) of 150 ohms each. R9 is the collector t
,ange. With proper design, packaging, and construcnon, high load resistor for the first stage. The total AC load presented to 4

isolation will be realized from the cbain of devices. Compared the first stage is the parallel combination of this resistor and

to using a single device, the concatenation will occupy more the input impedance ot the output amphfier. The net collector
board space and require more construction time. It will likely load impedance is 40 ohms and the common-base conflgura-

consume more power from DC power supplies, dissipate more tion of the circuit establishes a current gain of unity. This

heat, and have a higher overall parts cost. results in a voltage gain of approximately 0.8 (or about -2 dB)
for the input stage.

Applications requiring a broadband RF amplifier with low

input SWR can be satisfied by placing a fixed pad between the PNP and NPN transistors are used in complementary con-

signal source and a high-SWR amplifier. If the required input figurations m both stages of the lso-Amp. This 'allows the lso-
SWR is very low, the pad's value may be large. The overall Amp to handle large RF signals with good linearity while con-

noise figure of the pad/amplifier combination Is increased by suming a modest current from its power supply.

the pad's value, and similarly, the gain Is reduced by that
amount. An additional stage of gain may be necessary to com- The output structure developed for the Iso-Amp is best

pensate for the lossy, impedance-matching pad. Again, the described by using separate DC and AC modeh.
costs of using this approach include higher clrcmt complexity

and increased design effort• In terms of DC biasing, transistor Q3 and its associated

circuitry operate as a current source. Resistors RI 1 and RI2
"" form a voltage divider across the supply voltage, holding Q3"s

base at about +11.5 volts. Approxunately 2.75 volts appear
across the series combination of RI6 (08 ohms) and RI7

III. Circuit Description (20 ohms) resulting in an emitter (and collector) current of

A schematic diagram of the modified lso-Amp circuit is 31 mA. This DC bias current is led to the collector clrcmt of

shown in Figure 1. The circuit employs two complementary transistor Q4.
stages to achieve its high reverse isolation, good impedance

matching, and large signal handling capability. Recent modi- Approximately 5 mA of this current are diverted through

ficauons to the circuit include, the resistive divider consisting ot RI3 (390 ohms), RI4

(1) Frequency compensation (resulting in quadrupled 1820 ohms), and RI5 (300 ohms). The DC voltage seen by the
bandwidth) base of Q4 is proportional to the voltage appearing on its col-

lector. In operation, the voltage at Q4"s collector will rise to a

J" (2) Better transistors (resulting in higher reverse isolation level sufficiently high that ItS base voltage overcomes the base-
__ and improved reliability) emitter drop of 0.8 volts. At this poim Q4's increasing con-

(3) Ch'anges m the output biasing (to eliminate a possible duction slows the rise of collector voltage. Bias equiiibrium is
,_ attained when the collector voltage reaches *7.5 volts. This

source of noise) circuit creates a "stiff" voltage source and the final collector

:-"_ (4) Additional power supply decoupling (for improved voltage is quite insensitive to bins current change_.
isolat:on)

_.,o The biasing arrangement of the output stage is, then, a

"_1_ The input stage was designed to provide a good flnpedance current source driving a voltage source. This lead_ to a verymatch in 50 ohm systems and to exhibit very high reverse stable DC operating point for the transistors. Collector current

__.II_ Isolation. A pair of btpolar microwave transistors are con- and collector voltage are independently controlled with this
netted in a common-base, complemeniary circuit. The input arrangement and each is accurately maintained over normal

--, signal is fed through a 44 ohm resistor (R 1) to both emitters, variations of power supply voltage and temperature.

It
• 3
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"_'_' Consider the AC model of tile output stage. The two tran- Once a candidate design was obtained, It was clear that ,J
" s_stors operate in parallel. Examination of the schemauc better breadboardmg techmque would have to be employed

reveals that. for AC signals, both transistor ba,,e,, are tied during the final clrcult lelincmeuts and RF performance yenL_

together, as are the emitters and collectors. The output stage fication. The deleterious effects of component lead. and the

', can therefore be analyzed as if it were a single trans]stor am- layout restrictions imposed by using packaged th.':'lC(s werL

phfier employing em,tte, 2egeneration and colJector voltage clearly affecting the circmt's RF pe_!'ormanc- --uencie,

feedback. The voltage gain of this stage is g]ven by beyond about 250 Mllz. A better brea,tb, d ',' "iquc

, was also desired to simphfy replication ot . ; .',:. a) ,

-R c identical breadboards had to be built and , ,,, nc t

A v = R--7- the repeatabdity of the design's RF perform

where A two-sided printed circuit board was designed to, tlae final
breadboardmg actw]ties. Chip capacitors. 1,/8 watt carbon

R = the collector load impedance composition resistors, and microwave transistors were surface
c mounted on the 4.0 × 2.8 cm 11.O X 1.1 inch) boards. Plated

and through holes pro,4de low inductance connections to the sohd
ground plane on the back ot the boards. Several of these final

R :- the total emitter impedance breadboards were built and tested, confirnung the repeatabll-
e ity of the modified design's RF perforlnance. One of these

The input mlpedance of this stage is breadboards ,s shown m Fig. 2.

R.c
Z -

m I+A

V. Hybrid Circuit Implementation
where

The internal circuitry of one of the new hybrid lso-Amps
Is shown in Fig. 3. ]-he metal cap which would normally be '

Rf = the unbypassed feedback resistance
welded m place over the _.lrcu,try was left off of th,s sample

and part. A 12-lead. circular "l-O-g hybrid package measuring
1.52cm tO.b00 inch1 m diameter provides the hermetically

: A v = the voltage gain of tile stage sealed environment for tile thick flhn circmt.

With the component values shown m Fig. 1. the second All clrcmt elements within the hybrid clrcmt are either

stage mput m:pedance is 68 ohms (including tile loading printed on or mounted on an alulnma substrate measurlllg

caused by bias resistors) and Its gain IX aPt_roxunately approxmlately 0.91 X 0.91 X 0.038 cn110.36 X 0.30 X 0.015
-_8"- V/V, orgdB, inch). Imtial processing of the substrates zs perforlned on

arrays t)l 9 or lnore subatrates. Conductive circuit traces are

added by' the thick hhn process whereto gold-bearmg mk 1_The net gain of the complete, two stage Iso-Amp IS
screem.d onto tile substrate alrays m a pattern matching the

' = -'_ dB + t) dB = +7 dB desired metah,,at]on. Volatile sol,,ents are subsequentl)
r (;',,(,-Amp " ren, oved m a drying process, lhe arrays are then fired at high

temperature m an inert atmosphere, lusmg the gold alloy
conductors to the alulmna substrates.

IV. Breadboard Activities Ihlrteen of the nineteen resistors m the clrcmt are th,ck
"- flhn and the balance are thin fdnl de_lces. "lhe tluck film

" Several changes in the Iso-Amp design v, ere introduced resistors are printed on the arra_,s with resistive inks. I he ends

"-" during tile recent modifications which resulted m improved of each resistor overlay the edges o1 conductors estabhshmg
_, RF performance. A number of breadboard circuits were budt the circuit connections. The substrate arrays are again dried

and tested during this activity. 1he first breadboards were and fired m a process sinular to the one used lor the circmt

:,p,_f. built on copper-clad substrates using leaded components. Com- conductms. Initial resistance values are intenuonally made
' +_ ponent leads and mtercomtecting wires were kept as short as slightly lower than desired since the thick fihn resistors are

I_- possible to minimize signal radiation and paras_t:c inductance, subsequently laser trimmed to their tinal values.. t

9
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Chip capacitors, thin film re,,lstor networks, and transistor not a problem. In most appht.atlons the hybrid Is soldered
: d_ce are bonded to the substrate arrays with elet.trlcatly into a mtc:ostrlp cm_Ult board, with the base (header) ol the

conductive epoxy lhe arrays are .separated Into individual circuit in Intimate contact with a ,.opper dad 'ground plane.

,._ sub,,trates which arc then bonded to the metal headers of qhls mounting conhgurat]on provides adequate heat stoking
the hybrid package.,,. Additional circuit comlectlons are 1o_ the circuit without resorting to metal damps or ',pe_.]al

added with gold wlrebondlng. Due to the very small wlreborld heat sinks sometimes required with lugher dt.,,slpatlon de',qt.es. .
pads on the imcrowave transistors. 0.001,b cm (0.0007 Inch) "l-hermal resistance at the case:ground pla,]e lUm.'tum can be

diameter gold bond w,re Is used to make base and emitter further)educed by addlnga small amount ol heat _mkgrease

connections Ol, all transistors. Other wlrebondmg, including at thl.', point when mounting the clr,.ult, llus precaut'on pro-

connections to the header's base and pins. is perlormed wl,h tect_ the Iso-Atnpa v,hen they are operated m high tempera-
0 (10.2"5cm 10 001 incl,) diameter gold wire. lure envmmment,,. "

I-ollowmg Inspection and initial electrical testing, the Some apphcatmns require higher reverse IsOlation tha, a
h,,brld circuits enter an oxygen Iree environment where single Iso-Amp can supply. Sllrlpl_r' cascading a pair of these

the metal covers are electrically welded to the headers, her- de',qces on a mlcrostrlp board does not double the reverse

m,'tlcally sealing the Integrated clrcmt. ! real electrical testing lsol,ttlOn. Signal leakage between output and Input mlcrostrlp
[' aud case labehng are the last steps In the manulacturlng tratx-, llmxts the ,_ulation. trot)effect ground,ng and tnsuttl-

process, clent power supply decouphng _.."n also adversely affe_.t the

cascades ultimate ls,)lat',.m (_arelul design, la',out. .rod
" _lueldmg can. however. 3,1eld lso-Amp casca,les with _er',

4 Vl. Electrical Performance tugh l:,olatlt,n.

_, I able 1 shows the typical RF performam.e of tile hybrid
Shown in l-lg 4 Is an l.,,olatl(m amphhe) module de,,eloped

Is_-Amps. Dlllerences between the breadboard and hybrid lor the Allan Variance I"requen_.y Stability Analyzer. Con-Ist,-An, ps are Insignificant wit t' tile notable exceptlou of the
: tamed V_lthlll tills x11odule are two uldependent cawades con-
._ reverse isolation. The rever_e tst)latlon ot the h3,brtd_ t,, t.,,p-
_._ MStlllg ot a _.oncatenated pair ot the h3 brlds v,lth an mtex.',tage
,: lcall} _,ree or lour dB lower than the per:ormance obtained

_,m. the breadboard circuits. Ibis may be doe to _ll_'hq,. pad t_ cuntq)l the overall gaul. f.'trelulattentiontogmundmg.
,,,.. better ground,rig m the breadboards or It may be a cruise- po_,cr _uppl) de,..oup _ .lg and slueldmg (_llt.ludlng beryllmm-
," coppc, _lnger stock shleldst was ne_.essar) to achle,,e reverse, quem.e ol shrulklng _]_e _lze o_ the circuit to a tenth t)l a

lS,)iat_on_ m ex_.ess ot 110 dB at 100 MII/.
,. .,quare mob and ll/ountlllg It In a package v,ho,e lllpUt and

output pln_ are separated by only 1.0 _.m (0 4 lnchL A stra,,
ct)uphng capacHy oI only 0.05 pl_.otarads b,:tween the RF

•_ Input and output pins would, m lact. hmlt the de_lce'.,, _sola-

tlOll to abe:.;:. (_2 dB at IO0 Mllz (a t)p,t.al value h)r theae
'*' h) brld lso-A,npa). VIII. Conclusion,;e

lhe h._hrld R|' l_olallo,l ampllher described m tins article

I he two port _catterlng parameters ol a typical h) brld exhibits a unique combination oI RI' chara_.tenstlCS m a _lngle
' Iso-Amp are given in 1able 2.

easy to use package. I hi:, circuit provides al_ economical solu.

5. tlOn to many RI- design p_oblelnS requiring high reverse lsola-

- VII. Applications Considerations t.,n ?,ood lnlpedance matt.hlng aIld high output level capabll-
,, ,ty. L'selul over a frequency range spalllllng ten octave_, these

, S)nce the hybrid lso-Amp was designed to operate _,'_tll hybrid amphhers should find wide apph_.atlOn In Iuture DSN

relatp,'ely low power con_ulnptlon, heat stoking I_ generally and R&D Rt' _)'stem_.
%.,

i
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Table 1. Hybrid Iso-Amp lynl_ml FIF performance

Gain 7 dB

Frequency Response Hat to withn, 0 5 dB/rum 2 0 to z
to 350 _,tHz

-! 0 dB at 1 3 and 400 Mltz

-1.0 dB at 0 4 Mltz with external

0.1 1mcrofarad b_,p,,ss cap, cltor

from pin 9 to ground

Reverse Isolation 85 dB at 3 MHz

62 dB at 100 Mltz

51 dB at 400 MHz

Input S9/R Less than 1.I lrom 3 t.) 400 MHz

Output SWR Less than 1 75 Irom 3 to 100 MHz

1 dB Output Compression Level Greater than +16 dBm

Thnrd Order Intercept Point +27 dBm

Nor, e I lgure 12.5 dB

IX. Power +15 V at 45 mA

_'" (Dissipation 675 roW)

Package 1.52 cm (0.6 it,.) diameter, 12 lead,
hermetic "1O.-8

Table 2. Typical hybrid Is_Amp scMtering par_mNmlrs

1 requeno', Input Return ($11) I.orward Gain ($21) Reverse Isolation IS 12) Output Return ($22_

MtIt dB Angle dB Angle dB Angle dB Angle

3 -28 0 -138 7 06 -176 -87.3 16 -27 6 145

20 -30.6 -178 7.00 175 -76.0 58 -27.5 -142

100 -31.1 146 729 !55 -.624 69 -175 -133

200 -31.0 117 " 56 129 -56 62 -125 -155

300 -30.2 96 7 46 100 --54.4 53 - 10 3 178
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+15V

lO0 _(11)
RIO

1-_3 o EXTERNAL BYPASS
. R7 -

IK ,_O.01 1 20 33pf
_II RI7 NPO/COG

i I(-

0.01 R2 _-=L

.' 0.01; ' _,0.01
2.2K 'R12

43 R4 390
(2) R1 0.01 0,01 -- R13 0.01 (8)

RF INPUT _ - _ I( - =', RFOUTPUT

L T " IR14001
o.o,i o.o,

: 150 _ 300 : 20 3.1pF
'RB

__R15 LRI8 NPO/COG

NOTES: NUMBERS IN PARENTHESESARE PACKAGE PIN NUMBERS

CAPACITOR VALUES ARE IN MICROFARADS UNLESS OTHERWISENOTED

PNP TRANSISTORS ARE TYPE NEC 88900 (CHIP)

NPN TRANSISTORS ARETYPE NEC 02100 (CHIP)

HYBRID PACKAGE IS 1.52 cm (0,600 inch) DIAMETER, 12 LEAD, HERMETIC T0--8

GROUND = PINS 1,3,4,5,6_ 7, I0, 12, AND CASE

ALL HYBRID GROUND PINS SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO GROUND PLANE

Fig. I. RF l_o-Amp schematic diagram

Fig. 2. RF Iso-Amp breadboard

7
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Fig, 3. Photograph of the hybrid Iso-Amp circuitry

\

Fig. 4, Isolation Amplifier module for the Allan Variance Frequency Stability Analyzer

t
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Optimization of Antenna Structure Design
R Levy

Ground Antenna and Facdttms Engineering Section

-- Opttmaht3' criteria design is applied .lot hl&,e antenna stn_ctures with multiple _mt-

straints Oil Dllt'rowal't ) perJormance Tiw c¢,ttsD'altllS are on accuracy o./ the _tnwture.
rcstrtctiotts ott the microwave pathleltgth error, alld the atttenna p¢)inting crn)r The

examples given show c¢)Jll'ergencc h) ;ow-welght ]easihlc designs that _atisJ', the con-
_tramts Truss-member sizes are atttomatlcalIv selected Jmm tabh,s of CollltlleFcially

-: al'atlable smtctural shapes, and aplm)xhnations regulting Jrmn the method oJ'sclecthm are
joultd moderate The multiple constraint desigtt ts showtt to be more effectire tit meet-

lttg cottstraints than the Md em'ebipe method. For practical smwturcs, the new destgpt

meth.d calt be perlormed within reasonable core size and _:_ttpttlatton time.

I. Introduction more than ent.ountered m design optmnzatlon m{_dels des_.nbed

; m research hterature Tile eillphasls ilere Is tin the design of a
Structure design optimization theory and ItS appht.atlon to

mlc_uv, avc antenna ba,.kup stru,.ture for v,'lnch the de,qgn
a number ut classical or academic problem,, ha_e been described

? m the past two decades (14_ Consequently. there are now variables are tile areas of the t,uss rod members ot the thtck-
theuretlcal design approaches to obtain low-weight structure nesses oI membrane plates ,M_cro_,a,,e perhumam.e con-

. designs that satisfy a variety of conshamts on structure per- strumts hmlt (a) the root-mean-square of microwave path-
lormance and safety. In particular, design approache,, that use length deviation.,, from a smface that ts a best fitting altmnatp,'e

optmlallty criteria (Refs. 1, 6.'7, 10. and 15) are feasible for to tile originally spet.tfted surface and {b) the antenna boreslghl

the design of structures with large numbers ot degrees ol pointing error. These constraints are fun,.tlons of tile dts-

freedtn._ andmr design ,mables pla_.ements of tile nodes of the structure that support ret]ec-
_-- ttve surface panels and nlust be satisfied for gravity and wlnd-

Th,s arttcle describes a specific apphcatton of tile optl- pressure loadmgs at specified upetattonal wind sr_eeds. Shess

reality criteria method to design structures that satisfies con- and buckhng constraints lor gravity and operational wind-. stramts on comphance, mentber tension, and buckhng stresses, speed loadmgs tend to be benign, but can become significant

"-I_ q'he model contains several thousand members and degrees of at higher wmd-speed survival condtttons, or at other nonopeta-

"__ freedom and tens to hundreds of design variables, substantially tional environmental conditions.

_ :; It
"' 9

. ;_
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The following d>cu.,,slons provzde a brief review of the s,ngle member, the sensitlv:t coefflctent is the product el tile

: optimahtyc_lteriam_ odandttlepathlengthe_ro_constramt, stress resultant (bar force) for a specified external loading

A new method that formulates pointing e_lu, _.tm,,tlalntS 1_ and the stress resultant for all assoc]ated virtual (dummyj
_t introduced. A practical selectM1 o! structural members from loading div,ded by Young's modulus. When the group contains

• tables of commercmlly available shape,, is also des_.nbed, more than one member, the length-wmghted average product Is

Resuhs from trial designs are given /ox the new 34-m {112-ft) used to compute the coefficient, and the length assigned to the

diameter ground DSN antenna shown m Fig. 1. thstones of group is tile total length of members. (Tj* is a prespecffted
the design progress and _.o',,pansons of the efficlencies between bound on the virtual work. In t'arttcular, when the displace-

tile smlple sequentml envelope method designs and new ment m a part]cular direction at a g:.:', - node is the constralnl.

designs that treat multiple cvnstramts simultaneously are then C/* is that d)splacement boupu and tt_e virtual load is a
given. Anothe) example compares the selection of des]gn unit load applied at that node and m that direction. Stress

variables flora commercial shape tables with the traditional constraints for rod members can be converted to extension

assumption ot a continuous spectrum of shapes, constraints, and the virtual loading vector consists of a pair oJ
colhnear self-eqmhbratmg loads applied at the terminal nodes

of the member. Antenna pathlength or pointing error con-

straint vmual loadmgs consist of particular vectors with com-
II. Problem Formulation ponents at all nodes that support surface panels.

Large ground antennas are essentially membrane-type struc-

tures In v,t_l_.h ,;e flmte elements are rods (major) and plates Secondary constraints on the design _arlables can he

(mmorL Consequently. only the three translat_oual degrees of nnposed as
fieedom /or displacements and forces at the strut/me node_

are needed. For bre_4t5. only r,)d element areasIdeslgn _ana- a,_a _<a- i = 1,"'..\" 131
blest with identical material properties are d;scu_sed. The
e',,tenslons to include tile tlllcknebses o/ membrane plates as

addmonal types of de:]gn variables and to treat members of in which a i and a t are rather user-estabhshed lower and upper

different materials are s,raightforward (Refs. 7, I 1, and 13), bounds ,n the design variable a, or dynanuc adjustments con-
structed by algorithm. A possible replacement /'or a primary

stress constra,nt is a lower bound szde constraint developed by
A. Optimality Criteria Method tile stress ratio method. The replacement could p,oduce slgn]f-

A brief formulation is provided for background. Further l_.ant computational savings and ]s vahd /or members that are

detafl_, _anat_ons. and nnplementatmn strategies are available not strongly affected by structural redundancy.
: m tile hterature (Re/. 1.7, 10. 13. and 15)

Equatmn (2) can be written as

]he key conlpollents of an optllnlzatlon problem tt)rnlula-

tlon are the obje_.t]ve /um.tion and lh,' ,-onstramts. Here. tile G = C - C * (4)
design obje,.tlV¢ p, to llllnlml/e structure we@It, or equlva- 1 / /

lently, volume, given as ,ahere (1) 1_ the reahzed value of tile v,rtual work for tim jth
_.onstramt and is given by the summation term of Eq. 121.

A

1"" : __.. l.a (11
_ ] It _s useful to define a constraint ratio, D/, for winch values

greater than unity indicate an unsatisfied constraint. This can

m whldl a_ Is the cross-se_.tumal area, L_ IS the length, and i is be computed as
"_ the index within a set of,V design variables. Primary constraint

equations are expressed as D = C//C/* (5)

.v F L

"" (;t q ' C * -<.0 j = l " , K (2) Tile optimahty criteria/'or the design variables for tins problema / are
t--I,,a

,I In Eq. (2), Fq _._a sensmvuy coefficient such that the vtrtual K

'_ work of the itt, design variable /or tile ]th constraint ,s _ = E F L ]=I,'",K ((_)
FoLi/a ,. When the design variable group consists of only a /-: I

It
a.

®
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'_1' lrl which the X/ are nonnegatlve Lagrangian inultipliers to be in which u Is an external loading dlsplaceinent vector for the
determined from solution of the following auxdiary problem, nodes that support surface panels and the components of u are

aligned parallel with the Cartesian axes. h is the vector of fit-

X/G/ = 0 / = 1, ' • •, K (7) tlng parameters, and A and B are mvariant inatrlces that c_m-
tam the geometric relations to transform u arid h as required •

Strategies for solution of Eq. {7), typically either by Newton's by Eq (81. Equation 19) Is used as the basis of a least squares

method or a recursive approximation, have been discussed analysis (Ref. 17) to derive h. In particular, we fred
elsewhere {Refs. 5, O. 10, and 15).

h = Hu (10)

The ser.sitlvity coefficients, F,/, are assumed to be indepen-
dent of the design variables, but structural redundancy weakens i

in which H is again an invariant matrix derived from A and B _,this assumption, so that the design must be approached

iteratlvely through a number of cycles in which the sensitwlty and is equal to

coefficients are recomputed. In the case of antenna gravity
loading, the loads are a function of the design varmbles, which H = - (B t W IB)-1Bt WA (11 )

reinforces the need for lterative deqgn. "'Move" limits are

often imposed upon the relative changes m design variables where W is a diagonal matrix of weighting factors usually

between adjacent cycles in an attempt to control the effects taken to be proportional to the aperture area mbutary to each
of redundancy or loading changes These are invoked by surface node.

adjustments to the upper and lower bounds on design varia-

bles as expressed in Eq (3). It has been shown (Ref. 8) for a pathlength error constraint
that the virtual loading vector consists m h)ads directed normal

B. Antenna Pathlength Constraints to the antenna surface at each node that supports surface
i panels. The magnitudes of the loads are 7! dn. where dn is

i M]crowave pathlength errors are determined from tile
with respect to the best-fit parabolold. Wl{en this loading is

original geometry of the surface and the del]ectmn vectors of employed, the realized virtual work will become the sum of
_,_ the surface nodes. Figure 2 shows the surface geometry rela-

squares of half-pathlength errors and will be identical to
tlonshlps. The solid line through the antenna vertex represents tile e_ror computed by tile usual geometric analysis of the
the _mginat ideal parabololdal surface, and the broken hne deflections.

_',,, represents the deflected surface. The microwave pathlength is

defined as tile distance frum tile aperture plane to the surface It ts cOlnlnon to refer to the "rn_s error" of a paraboloidal

,,i" plus the distance froln the surface {after reflection) t,) the antenna by tile root-nlean-square half-pathlength error ttOl/l
total point and is shown by hne BCP. In the figure, GD is the

the best-fitting patabolold. This is derived from the weighted

deflection vector and dn is tire component of the deflection sums of squares and the sums of the we]ghtmg factors.
vector normal to the surface. It can be shown (Ref. 17) that

the half-pathlength error R is given by In tile cases of gravity loading, the pathlength errors at

particular antenna elevation angles are computed for the dff-

R = (BCP - ADP)/2 = "/. dn {8) "erence in loading between that elevation and the "rigging'"l

angle elevation. The "'rigging'" angle Is the angle at which the

_> where 3': is the direction cosine of the surface normal with panels are ahgned in the field as a,,curately as possible to the
'" respect to the focal (Z) axis. ideal surface. Also, a single gravity loading can be constructed

to define an appropriate constraint to represent either the

, _ In practice, the pathlength errors are computed from an maximum or a weighted average rms antenna pathlength error
alternative paraboloid that best fits the deflected surface. The over the range of elevations from horizon to zenith, For either

best.fitting parabolmd is defined by at most six parameters, of these choices, there ts an imphcit computer algorithm

Le., there are three independent shifts of the vertex parallel to (Ref. 9) to determine the rigging angle. Figure 3 illustrates
the Cartesian X, Y, or Z coordinate axes, one relative change different pathlength error distribution craves from horizon to

-_ in focal length, and two independent rotations, one about the zenith for different choices of rigging angle.

X (parallel to elevation) axis and the other about the Y (yaw)

axis. Then the vector of pathlength errors R with mrespect

the best-fitting surface can be computed as follows' C. Antenna Pointing Constraints

Five independent additive Colnponents that contribute to
R = A u + B h (t)) the antenna boresight pointing error can be der: ed from geo-

l.,. 11 t
"m

• ,, _,_"
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metric optics theory (Ref. 12) for Cassegrain antennas. Defini- HANDBOOK SHAPE, there Is an abbreviated description of
tions of the associated terms and the computational relation- the section. For example, entry number 2 is a l-in. (25.4-mm)

ships are contained within Table 1. The first two rows of schedule 10 pipe with 1.315-in (43.9-mm) outside diameter
multi ".,rag factors in the table apply to parameters of the and 0.109-in. (2.7-ram) wall thickness. The cross-sectional area

best-fit paraboloid that can be extracted from the vector h and radius of gyration are tabulated under the headings

that was defined in conjunction with Eqs. (9) and (10). ttow. AREA and RAD. The load table contains allowable compres- .
: ever, as seen from Eq. (10), the tuner product of each row of sion loads in kips (4,448 N) for the span lengths listed at the

: H with the displacement vector for external loading provides top. These loads are based upon the buckhng stress formulas

i the corresponding term of h. Therefore, the virtual loadmg is for ASTM A-30 steel in the ASCE design guide (Ref. 4). The
', derived from the appropriate rows of H multiplied by the design tension stress is also based upon the design guide, but ,

i factors of the table. As H is invarlant, it needs to be computed the allowable loading can be reduced by a percentage to col !
, only once for each structure, and it applies to all pointing rect for reduced cross sections at connected ends.

constraints.

The table is used to set the lower bound side constraint for

The virtual loads for the remaining pointing error contribu- compressive loads by using member length, maximum load for

tlons, which are in the last three rows of the table, are con- all loading cases, and the buckling stress formula. The nearest
strutted from loads placed at the nodes that define the rota- shorter-span-length column is searched for the first section

tion and translatmns of subreflector and feed. The magnitudes with a larger allowable load, and the buckling formula is

of these loads are the tabulated factors times the coefficients applied to determine the allowable load using the member
of the equation used to define the rotation or translation. For length wtth the area and radms of gyration of the identified

example, if the feed translatmn is defined as the average d_s- section. If the section is found to be inadequate, the section in

placement :;" two particular nodes m, say, the Y coordinate the next lower row of the table ts tested until an adequate
direction, the virtual loading consists of loads m the Y direc- shape is found. The shapes are listed m the table in the order

tion at these two nodes with magnitudes of 0.5 times the of increasing area so that the search finds the lightest member

factor k/(mf). Furthermore, if part of the pointing error is to carry the load. Allowable loads tabulated as zero indicate
correctable by feedback from a sensor or encoder, subtractive that the slenderness ratio for that entry would be greater

virtual loading components can be included so that vzrtual than an arbitrary hmit of 200. The table is also used in each

work derwed from this vector will provide the net pomting cycle after execution of the design algorithm to fred the shape
error. The wrtual loading vector for each constraint ts the consistent with the lower bound side constraint that is closest

unton of the components constructed for each contributmn to in area to the one determined by optimality criteria.
the pointing error.

IV. ExampleApplications
III. Candidate DesignVariables

Structure mc,dels for the 34-m antenna examples that fol-

The selection of structural members Is usually restricted to low are extracted from design studies of NASA DSN antennae

a discrete set of commercially available cross-sectmnal shapes. (Fig. 1) scheduled to be installed in California and Austraha m
Nevertheless, the optimality crtterte (Eq. 6) assume a contin- 1985. Design optinuzation will be descrtbed only for the tlp-

uous spectrum for selection of design varmbles: consequently, ping structure, which consists of quadripod, reflector backup

a rigorous approach would employ a different design method structure, and elevation wheel. Design of the alidade, which
(Refs. 2 and 16) to deal with the discrete spectrum. The supports the tipping structure at the elevation bearings and at

approach used here, however, is to perform the design first for the elevation-wheel pinion, is relatively simpler and is not
a continuous spectrum and then choose the nearest available described here.
size that alsc meets lower bound stress side constraints. This

approach could theoretically lead to a nonoptmlal selection, The tipping structure analytlcal model contains approxi-

but ff the avadable shapes provide a well-graduated set of mately 1145 nodes, 3400 unconstrained displacement degrees

properties without significant gaps, the departures from the of freedom, 3900 rod members, and 90 membrane plates, and

opttmal selectton sht;uld become insignificant, is redundant to about the 500th degree. The quadrlpod con-
tains about 200 nodes and consists of four towerlike legs

rqsure 4 Is a sample from one of several tables constructed connected to an apex structure that supports the subreflector.

for design within the JPL-IDEAS computer program. This par- The backup structure (Fig. 5) consists of 24 main and 24 second-
titular table contams pipe and round-tube customary shapes, ary radial rib trusses, 12 circumferential hoop trusses, and

Since these tables are assembled from local warehouse stock other bracing. Parasitic reflective surface panels that support

lists, the data is in customary U.S. units. Under the heading only their own weights and local surface loads are attached to

t
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;j-% ..4 450 front nodes of the rib trusses. Eight of the main rib number of side constraints to prevent the lree choices of the

,_ trusses are connected to and are supported by an octagonal design variables necessary to satisfy the optunality criteria.
frame of the elevation-wheel structure

._ _, Figures 7(b) and (c) show the cyclic constraint ratio hlsto-
The elevation wheel (Fig. 6) contains about 50 nodes, des for tile four pathlength error constraints and for the five

E provides the transition from backup structure to ahdade, and pointing error constlamts. These figures show the dichotomy

supports the elevation-wheel bull gear. Backup structure and of pointing and pathlength error performance. One example of

: elevation.wheel structures are redundantly connected at eight th_s is seen it cycle 4, where the gravity pathlength error con-
,:, points, which comphcates their design. Design of the quadn- stramt is exceeded although the pointing error constraint is l
": pod inembers IS le_s affected by redundant coupling. Individual satisfied. Another example IS the 0° elevation, 120° yaw wind-

bar and plate member elements are grouped for fabrlcational loading case. the pointing error constraint Is always active, and _'

convenience Into 190 distinct design variable groups, yet. except )or the tlrst cycle• the pathlength error constraint
never is Nevertheless. the design in Fig. 7 is successful because

there was nu ln,.rea_e nl structure weight from the first to the
A. Design for Performance Constraints blXth design ,.',,.le. anu all nine excessive constraint ratios at

Simultaneous rms pathlength and pointing error constraints the hrst _.',,.le be,.ame feasible at the sixth.

are imposed for gravity and wind loadmgs. The antenca rigging
angle zs established to make the pathlength errors for gravity A :nore erratic, de.,,lgn hbtory IS shown in Fig. 8. The strut-

loading equal at horizon and zenith antenna elevations, ture Inudcl is analogous to Out slightly larger than the pre_,lous
and lie5 tv,o more ,.on_tralnts The effect o! redundancy is

The design example here ISsubjected to the nine pathlength emphasized b_ the relamely large move hmit of 2.0. This is

, and pointing error constraints listed m Table 2. These nine as.,,uined tt) be rcsponsible for the significant constraint ,,iDle-
constraints are known to be the most demanding for this 110115at c),.Ie_ 2. 3. 5, and 6 since the predicted constraint

model. No prunary stress constraints are imposed: all stress ratio._, which were close to umty at cycles 3 through 6. lndl-
requlrelnents are treated as _ide constraints with minimum cute successful executlonofthedesign procedure In particular,

sizes established, as described previously, from commercial the design at c_,cle 4. which is 15_,2hghter than the Initial. IS
shape tables. , .qble because the large initial constraint ratio has been

reduced _o unity

"" Although the performance constraints are specified lor
operational wind speeds of 13.4 in/s (30 inph), the structure B. Discrete Versus Continuous Design Variables

must withstand wind speeds of 31.2 m/s (70 mph) at any A design that chooses the nearest available discrete shape to
orientation and 44.7 m/s (100 mph) when stowed at the zenith approximate the assumed continuous spectrutn for design

elevation. Io satlst}' these requirements, the wind-pressure variables is compared with a desw', based upon a continuous

loadings applied for design are at the higher wind speeds, and spectrum. The 16-cycle histories shown in Fig. 9 are for design
the allowable value for the constraint is Increased accordingly, of the backup structure of a hypothetical 40-m antenna Sizes

of the design variables for the continuous design case are
The ,omputer run was limited to six analysis cycles and five determnted by the optmtahty criteria _henever the h)wer

design cycles. Figure 7(at shows the cyclic progression histories bound side constraint does not control: but whenever stress or

: of structure weight and of the most severe constraint ratio, maximum slendernoss ratio governs the selection, the appro-
Note that the designs at cycles 1, 2, and 4 are not feasible prIate discrete size is chosen. The slnall move limit of 1.25

'{-- because of constraint ratios greater than unity. Nevertheless, was used in an attempt to obtain smooth convergence. The
, the discrepancy at cycle 4 between actual and predicted con- normalized structural weights plotted were obtained after

straint ratios Indicates that the design procedure operated feasibility scaling, which consisted of mulnplymg the structure
correctly in cycle 3 by developing a design with a predicted weight by the largest constraint ratio for constraint ratios
constraint ratio of unity. Unfortunately, the effect of strut-

greater than unity. The figure shows that the small differ-

tural redundancy produces the unanticipated response In ences In weight in the early cycles tend to disappear as the

cycle 4. The move limit used to control redundancy is equal to designs approach convergence,
1.5, which requires each design variable to be at least 2/3 and

_,_ not more than 3/2 of Its value in the prior cycle. A smaller e. Multiple Constraint Versus Envelope
move limt: could have overcome part of the excessive con-

_ straint ratio at cycle 4, but would have caused additional Method Designs
_;I_'_ problems at cycle 2. The predicted constraint ratio here is The last example compares designs obtained by solving for

greater than unity because the move hmit activated a sufficient the Lagrangian multipliers simultaneously to satisfy the mui-

r,
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_ tlple constraint conditions of Eq (7) with the old envelope vector processing appears to be excessive and could be reduct:d
-_ method (Refs. 1 and 3). The envelope method uses ._equentlal s]gmflcantly by Improvement of the present program.

explicit decoupled solutions for the Lagrangian multipliers and
applies the optimahty criteria to each solution. The fin',d selec- One cycle for statics analysis with no provlslon_ for design

_, tion of design variables at each design cycle is the envelope of would requ;re 336 s. This time is derived by subtracting
maximum values obtained from the decoupled solutmns, the 90 s used for design and adding 78 s used during a pre-

amble phase of the program to read and provide initial pro-

The example is for a 34-m antenna tipping structure mode/ cessmg of input data. The lollowing times, in cpu seconds, are
snmlar to the one described at the beginning of this section, used for analysis stiffness matrix decomposition, 20c): load-

but w_th _mly _even primary pathlength and pointing e_ror displacement vector processmg. 40:stress resultant recovery. 5.

constraints. The design history hi Fig. lO(a) shows sin]liar pathlength and pointing error analysis. 4. A total of 2157 cpu

structural weights achieved for the fourth through sl,_th cycles, seconds is used for the six cycles of Fig. 7.

Figure l OIb) shows that both methods have overcome signifi-
cant hrst-cycle violations of the first, fourth, and fifth con-

straints and that the two methods appear to be equivalent tar V[. Summary
the tturd through seventh constraint ratios. But at the sixth

lhe optlmahty criteria method is Levlew'ed for design of
cycle, tile envelope method Is not feasible because of the hrsl

and second constraints, while the multiple constraint l_.lethod large ground antennas with performance constrallltS Oil lnl_...ro-
wave pathlength errors. The formulation ,s extended to in-

is feasible for all seven constraints. Computer run tm_¢_ were
about the same for both methods, elude constraints on antenna boresight pointing errors simul-

taneously with the pathlength constraints.

V. Computer Resources Examples drawn lrom practice show that significant per-
lormance improvements and low structure weight are achieved

Problem size and storage _.apac]t3,' lot the JPL-IDEAS within as few as six cycles of computer analysis and redesign.
computer program Is primarily limited by the requirement of Furtherlllore optm]lzatlon was found not to extend lnaxlmtJm

keeping a triangular matrix of lnaXlmUm wa,,elront size 111 core size requirements and adds only a m_)derate Increase In

core during stiffness matrix de_.olnpositlon The 34-m antenna the cpu time for a design c_.le beyond that of a "'standard" .'
,,,,. problem has a maxlmum v,avefront of 220 degrees of lreedom, anal3,_lS cycle "lhl_ llnplle._ that computer-automated design ,

- which requires core storage for about 55.000 30-bit words to optnlllZatlon run times could be less than 10 times that lot a
_.ontaln the double-precision decomposition mangle and as_o- ,,ingle analysis cycle.

. elated pointers. Program source code and other storage bring
the total reqmrement to 110,000 words. "l-he design program A practical method ]s described to automate selection of

operates on a UNIVAC 1,100/81 _.omputer. whldlcanprovlde structmal member design variables from a discrete table of

at lea_t tWl_.e this in-core storage. Therelorc. problems about commercially available structural shapes. An example colnparI-

50% larger than this _.ould be processed by the present son of a discrete shape design with a design that assumed a
prograln, contnluOUS spectrum shov, s no nlajor discrepancies for the

approMmatlons of dls_.rete ,,election.

One conlplete design cycle uses 348 _.entral processing unit

': {cpul seconds. Of these. 90 s are associated with the des'gn An exarnple comparison of the older envelope design
problem 83 s are u_ed lot Cmlstructlngand solving the path- method 'alth tile present _llnUltaneous multiple coustralnl

length and pointing error virtual loading vectors, and lhe design method shows that. although the designed structure

remaining 7 s are used to deternune the Lagrang_an mUltlphers weights are almost the same. tile envelope method violates two
and apply the optimality criteria, l_urthermore, the 83 s for of the seven performance constraints.
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; Table 1. Cassegraln antenna pointing errGr contributions
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Table 2, Performance constraints
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HANDBOOK PROPERTIESFOR PIPES

******LOAD TABLE******

HANDBOOK

NO. SHAPE AREA RAD SPAN LENGTHS

25. 50. 75. 100. 125. 150. 175. 200. _'

I).75STD, 1.05X. 113 .333 .330 8.,_ 4.1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

2)I.0-10, 1.315X.109 .413 .430 11.2 8.3 3.9 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

3)I.0STD, 1.315X.133 .494, .4_0 13.3 9.8 4.4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

4)1.25-10, 1.66X. I09 .531 .550 15.0 12.4 8.2 4,6 .0 .0 .0 .0

5)1.5-10,1.90X. 109 .613 .630 17.7 15.2 12.2 7.0 4.5 .0 .0 .0

6)1.25STD, 1.66X.140 .669 .540 18.8 15.5 9.9 5,0 .0 .0 .0 .0

7)2.0-10, 2.375X.109 .776 .800 22.9 20.6 17.9 14,2 9.1 6.3 .0 .0

Fig, 4. Excerpt from common member shape table

(o) (b)

SECONDARY

TRUSS_ 45° SECTOR
CONNECTIONS _8) e'°'.

TO ELI:VATIO h_ i

WHEEL BELOW

ELEVATION

AXIS

SURFACENODES
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(o) (b)

BACKUP STRUCTURE _ ..... _ -"*_ ................ "_ -n

ACCNNECTIONS (8) ' \ /'_ - _ _- "T 9_ /

_. .,_ II V _\ _.X I A I -- / %:\\ i__
,,- %_-_--\- _- -_ r_-- -I" -;r-&._ ---_
_.Z._ _, _-,_ -,.- _C-- _ _- -./-- _-_,'-- _ \,,.-- :_
,_-_-b -_:___ i L '-i_-"-'-" _-_'_A

'_ ELFVATION
BULL GEAR"

ELEVATIOI',I AXIS BOX BEAM ELEVATION

PLAN VIEW BELOW COUNTERWEIGHT BOX AXIS
BACKUP STRUCTURE SlOE VIEW

Fig. 6, 34-meter antenna elevation wheel: (a) plan view below backup Itructura; (b) side view
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1.5[-- / _ /STRUCTURE WEIGHT

00T___ _ "_MALIZED_
_ ,LARGEST ACTUAL I I I I

_" X ,, /CON_A,N'r
Z ,f LARGEST
< CONSTRAINT

-- 1.5 RATIO

_ 1.0--

-\o
U

LARGEST PREDICTED (NORMALIZED)

CONSTRAINT RATIO

I I I I

i I i o
1.5 _GRAVITY /WIND 60 _ ELEVATION - 180 ° YAW --

o _,_ /
_: 1.0

7
1.0--

0 _ _ "WIND 0_ ELEVATION
_,... _o v - 120 ° YAW

0.5 Z I i J
LARGEST PREDICTED

1.51 ,clj_ I I I I CONSTRAINT RATIO

.WIND 90 ° ELEVATION- 90 ° YAW [o ,6o-1 o.s I l 1 I
_ 10 I 2 3 4 5

_ 80)_-- -- N_-- -- _"_R_V _y-- CYCLE

(90-1 Fig. 8. 34-meter antenna cyclic weight and constraint ratio history,_- I
0.5 -- move limit = 2.0

NOTE" OPERATING WIND SPEED 13.4m s (30mph/

0 I I I 1
2 3 4 5

DESIGN CYCLE

Fig. 7. 34-rnetgr Imtenna tipping structure design history: (a) welghl
and controlling constraint ratios; (b) pathlength error constraint
ratios; (c) pointing error constraint ratios
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Fig. 10. 34-meter antenna simultaneous multiple constraint en-

velo_ meth(_ designs: (a) structure weight history; (b) sixth cycle
J
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High Power Ka-Band Transmitter for Planetary Radar

and Spacecraft Uplink
A.M. Bhanj.,D J Hoppe, R.W. Hartop,

E. W Stone, and W. A. Imbnale

JeT Propulsion Laboratory

D ,J ,me and M. Caplan
Varlan Associates, Inc

A proposed c_mceptual destgn _d a 4()()k h' c,,,;_mttotts ware (Clt') K-band transmitter
_,. and assoctated mtdr:). ,,, c cotnponettt,s to t)(' used j<,r planetary radar am] serre as a proto-

O'pe Jbt future spm'ecraft tzplittks is discussed. System reqtdremetlts .ti)r such a transmit-

ter are presented Performance of the pmp_sed high-power millimeter ware tube. the

gyroklystrmt, is discttssed Parameters _t" ttte prop_sed power atjTplilier, beam supply.
apzd mollitor alld cotltrol derices arc' als_ ;v, ,t Htcd. Mtcroware trat;smissimz line com-

ponents consisting of stgnal mmtitormg devices, s;gnal Jilterhlg devices, and an o rermoded

corrugated Jeed are discussed Finally. an assessment of the slate oJ"the art techptologl' to
meet the system requirements is given and possible areas of dd]icul O, are smnmarized

I. Introduction valuable in die inveshgation of Jupiter's moons, the rings of
Saturn, and the detection of rain in the upper atm(_sphcre of

Due to present user crowding of the S- and X-band micro-
Venus. The number of detectable asteroids m a ten-yea,

wave spectrums assigned to space exploration and to antici-

pated new user requirements that can be met by lugher fre- span will be enhanced by a factor of 10 due to higher antenna

quencies, the Jet Propulsion Lat oratory has initiated a design gain.

and development program for a next generation Ka-band
(34 GHz) continuous-wave (CW) transmitter that will first be The experimental transmitter will be installed on the

used for planetary radar applications where shorter wave- 64 meter (assegrain antenna at Goldstonc, Cahfornia (Fig. I)

; length offers increased resolution of targets and improved (Ref. 1), which is equipped with a rotatable, asymmetric,

ranging capabilities. The technology will be transferable to hyperboloidal subreflectoz that permits the use of multiple

l uplink commumcation with future spacecraft. The scientific feed systems at the ('assegrain focus. The subreflector can be
value of a Ka..band radar can be assessed by breaking the precision indexed to a fixed number of positions that will

,,._1_ criteria down into those that rely on the shorter wavelength allow each feed to properly illuminate the main reflector

a_ to give new informanon and those that require greater two- The 64-meter antennas were designed in the early lq60"s fol

way antenna gain. The shorter wavelength will be espectally S-band operation and subsequent modifications have resulted

"114" _t
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i_%. m some 60 percent aperture efficiency at 8.5 GHz (Ref. 1). The requirements for such a radar transmitter are then

; A block diagram of the existing transmxtters and the proposed (1) High power
" Kd-band transnntter to be installed on the 64 meter antenna
, is shown in Fig 2. To achieve a reasopable antenna efficiency t2) Low incidental phase modulauon Uitter)

i,
at the 34 GHz band, an upgrade of the an;enna dish structure

';" and surface panel accuracy Is required and is part of a planned (3) Phase stability

lmplementatmn project to extend the 64-meter dxameter dish {4) Low incidental amplitude modulation

• to 70 meters and incorporate shaped surfaces. The increased
t5) Amphtude stability

- antenna diameter and shorter wavelength are expected to

provide an antenna gain of 84 dB, and wxth the proposed 16) Frequency stabihty

400 kW CW transmitter, the K_-band radar system wiil have an
(7) Bandwidth

effective radiated power of about 100 mllion watts

(8) Low harmonics
Using an assessment of the state-of-the-art technology, this

ar'dcle _lll present a proposed conceptual design and calcu- (9) Low noise

lated performances of a 400 kW CW Ka-band transmitter (10) Phase modulafion lphase code pulse compression lPN))
including overmoded transmission line components (e.g.,

taper, coupler and a mode filter} and an overmoded antenna _'11) Frequency' shift keymg(FSK)

feed s}stem. (121 Linear capability

The above requirements illustrate that high power alone will
not provide the desired CW radar transimtter capabllmes.

II. TransmitterSystem Requirements If this were the case, it might be more easily obtained with an

_' The transmitters for radar astronomy systems differ from oscillator instead of an amplifier Besides the appeal ofha_ing

convennonal radar systems m that they require a high aver- dynamic control of amphtude and phase, the appeal for using

age power, rather than high peak power, over the bandwidth ,qn amphfier is that it elilnmates the need for phase locking

-: required to handle the transmitted signal (Ref 2) It is also an oscillator to a control signal. Tile control signal itself could,
. xmportant that these transnntters be coherent m order to after amphfication, be the transmitted signal

- determine tile phase relationstnps of the returned signals, and

they nlust have very high phase stability if measurements are Based on the above requirements, the Ka-band radar trans-
to be made over long periods of time The transmitter mu_t mitrer specifications are given in Table 1

: "also be capable of modulation by a variety of pulse programs
while maintaining the phase and amplitude fidelity and pulse

to pulse stability required for pulse compression systems lncor- III. The Transmitter
porated in the radar.

As shown in Fig. 3, the transnntter wdl i_lclude an existing
power supply that converts 2400 V, 3 phase, 60 Hz line w)lt.

Tile performance of a pulse compression system {Ref. 3} age to direct current at up to 90 kV with a power limitation
•. depends upon tile transmitter stability, phase response, and of 1.1 MW for the gyroklystron (to be described later) amph-

amphtude response to preclude the creation of large time tier beam. The frequency synthesizer and tile exciter will pro-

_5. sldelobes (spurious amplitude responses on either side of the vide an input signal to this 400 kW gyroklystron amplifier

:_ lnam compressed signal). By control of these characteristics which will provide approxnnately a 50 dB power gain (goal).
and tile use of weighting techmques, the compressed pulse Tile automated transmitter control will furnish monitoring

system time sidelobes can be kept below -30 dB. If the trans- and control of all functions, while some 40 protective devices

mitrer phase pushing is not to degrade this level, spurious (mterlocksl will prevent damage to equipment by removing
..- sidelobes due to the transmitter alone must be kept below voltage and in some cases drive power in ever," _f a malfunc-

.. -40 dB. The sidelobe level {Ref. 3) is given by: lion. The liquid to air 1.5 MW heat exchang_ ,_" be used to
cool the amplifier, the power supply, various auxil, ,ties to the

" ...V' transmitter, and microwave components of the transmission
SI, = 20 log :,- ( 1_ line

A. High Power Millimeter Amplifier Tube
where ,..kPis the peak phase ripple during the transmitter pulse.
For a subsystem nine sldelobe level of-40 dB, _ = 1.15 °, The gyroMystron is a potential candidate.

t,
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:_'_. 1. Requirements background. The requirements of high ('-band due to the avallablhty of a Magnetron lnjectmn Gun
) powel, lngh gain, ease ot modulatum and an output spectlum (MIC.) suitable for this frequency range), small signal gain

free from spurious signals and noise makes a klystron linear >40 dB: efficiency >355>: output power >100 kW: and a ,_
•' beam tube tile namlal choice for radar. However, at ks-band bandwidth of about 157. Measurements will be made to deter- ,,

" frequencies, an examination of commercially available hnear mine such characteristics as efficmncy, gain, bandwidth as a
tubes shows there are no conventional klystrons, twystrons, function of magnetic field, and cavity tuning. An earlier

or TWTs that can meet the specifications gxven m Table 2 ORNL Ks-band gyroklystron (Ref. 11) built at Varlan did not

Ithese speclficatmns are dellved from the K,-band radar trans- meet design goals of power and efficiency and it was recog-
mitter specifications given in Table l) These conventmnal nized thai the principal difficulty with tile 28 GHz gyrokly-

• microwave tubes cannot be scaled to 34 GH/ (K£band) and _tron was oscillation In the drift tubes, which were capable of
lnamtam high efficiency and high power because of heat trans- supporting propogatmg modes because the buncher cavities

fer problems m the relatives small electron lnteractmn volume, themselves were designed to operate mttle overmoded TE01 l

Tile r_,sult is that less conventional devices operating m higher mode. ttowever, a gleat deal of practical engineering reforms-
order modes (thus larger in circuit area and dissipanon capa- tion has been learned from this first gyroklystron work, and
bihtyt become attcactlve, and the usual P = K/J 2 {Ref. 41 with the inclusion of Varlan*s design study of a gyroklystron

scahng condmon can be ignored, for the NASA Lewis Research Center (Ref. 12)and work at
NRL (described above), the gyroklystron appears to be the

The g)'rotropl (Ref "_t ol cyclotron resonance raise1 ib _uch natulal choice for a JPL Ks-band transmitter that will meet
a de_lce. The mtelaction mechanism responsible for micro- the tube specifications listed in Table 2 for lugh gain. high

v,a_e anlpllficatlon m the ';o called fastwave device is azi- efficiency, high power, and narrow bandwidth A paper design
muthal phase bunching due to the dependence of the electron of the proposed 34 Gtlz gyroklystron and Its chalacterlzaUon

cyclotron frequency on the relativistic electron mass and m terms of efficiency, instantaneous bandwidth, small signal

lnagnetlc couphng to RF fields In the cavlt) wavegulde close and saturated gain, AM and PM sensitivity to operating param-

to cut-off Expernnental research In this field t'.as ploduced eters, spectral purib, phase stability and noise figure follows.
some exciting and m_presslve powers and efflclencles { Ref. 6t,

2. Paper design of JPL gyroklystron. The overall design

However, these oscillators are not statable for all apphca- conslderatmns for g5 roklystrons resemble m many ways the

lions {the prllnary use is for plasma heating) because they design procedures for conventmnal klystron amphfiers, evenm,,*

ale essentially fixed frequenc5 devices There is considerable though the gain mechamam involves a beam interaction with

interest m gyroainplifiers for iadar systelns and satellite cycl :ion waves rather than space-charge waves, Caplan
communlcatwns (Ref 13) has shown that the same equivalent circuit used for

many _,ears in describing klystrons can be used to describe

Earl) _ro-TW'[ anlpllfier development wa_ plolnlsing but gyroklystrons If transadmittance, beam loaded Q's. and bealn
results did not gleatly sulpass the pelformance ot conventmnal reactance are appropriately redefined for a gyroklystron

TWTs. Tile reason was that ,,race the gyro-amphfier has a much

hmger lntelacllon re/oon than the g) m-Osclllatol, the destruc- I tie basic design approach IS 'hown m F_g 4. A Pierce gun

lion of phase bunching due to velocity spread m tile electron p_oduces a beam \_,hlch IS injected into a V,'lggler field Io mlpart
bealn IS greater, tlo_e,,er. _mplmed gun design with a small the _otatmnal cnerg,, to a s,lid beam and then adlabaucall_,

velocit} splead has led to some significant lesults tllgh effi- compressed to the cncult. The circuit consists of 3 buncher

ciencles 125G1 haxe been denmnst_ated in an experlll_eiltal ca',Hles _pe_atlng In the Tt.II _ mode and an output ca",'lty In
C-band gyloTWT at \'allan Ass'0clates (Refs. 7 and _1. M_re the TLI2 _ mode A _lmlll. lapeled [laiIblt11111IS lnade to
_ecentl), Vallan has operated a 04 GHz gy_oTWT with a 30 dB 0 vs7 m dianleter, at which point Ihele exists a 7-1nch-hmg

gain, __", bandwidth, output power larger than 20 kW and an mode _.on_e_tel to tlansforln the TEl2 clrculally polarized
efflcieilcy of 85;. The mode of operation is Ti'._l. Theie is also mode t_, tile Tt:_I oicularly polarized output mode The
ongoing wolk at the Na_,al Resealch Labolatory (NRL) Ul _,_,.i\egtllde Is then lapeled optimally to the collector region

Washington. D(', to develop a wide bandwldth{lO'>) g)ru- _llere the spent beam is deposHed. The down taper regmn
TWT{Ref. 9/. then lead.', t_ a face-cooled double disc 2.5-Inch d_ameter

i.. • "_' llldo_'_'.

,,,I lhere continues It) be inteleSt 111developing a gylokl)Mlon
amplifiel consisting of resonant gyro-osclllator t_pe cavities lhe g.',_kli,',t_on circuit Ct)llSlslS of a nulnber of cyhndrl-

'J. separated by drift tubes. An experllnental gyroklystron is now cal canine', opelattng 111the transverse elecmc mode mtercon-

" _ being assembled at NRL with the folh)wmg objective.,, ( Ref netted by cut-off drift tubes thlt)tlgh w|nch tile rotating

101. frequency 4.5 Gill(the experiment _sbeing perforlned at eleclron beam passes. As m conventmnal klystrons, the mput

It,_,
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cavities and drift tubes serve to prebunch the beam while the The lowest order mode that will satisfy tile criterion that
actual rf ene:gy interaction occurs in tile output cavity, which P < 1 kW/cm 2 is the TEl21 mode with Qext _<400 {a require-

; In tins case is an open Irregular resonator. Designing a circuit ment in order to achieve bandwidth of 0.1_) and (L/X0)/> 3
consists of choosing the cavity lengths, drift tube lengths, and (for efficiency}
cavlt} Q's such that when an electron beam of desired voltage,

current and rotational energy is made to pass through the clr-
The overall stability of the gyroklystron amplifier (against

cult, the reqmred gain, bandwidth and efficiency will be
the propensity to become an oscillator) is ensured by using

obtauled, while at the same time circuit stability against

spontaneous oscillations is maintained, sufficiently short cavities and low enough cavity Q's such that
the threshold currents required for each cavity to self-oscillate

1

are above the operating current. A sufficient number of cavi-

Because of power handling considerations and mode integ- ties are then used to achieve the required gain of 50 dB.
nty, the rf power cannot be extracted conventionally through
a coupling hole at right angles to the device, but must travel in
line with the beam through an up taper and collector region As in all gyrotrons, one is required to create an electron

beam with 70-80% of its energy in rotational motion. Two

methods used for producing such a beam are the MIG and the
As stated earlier, gyrotron-type devices can operate at high Pierce gun/wiggler configuration. The wiggler configuration

-: power and high frequencies; however, this lntloduces the prob- has not yet been used in oscillators as has the MIG, and thus
lem of suppressing other unwanted modes in the cavity whose

has not yet had the opportumty to demonstrate, m a direct
cutoff frequenoes are close to the desired mode. Since the

comparison, the capability of generating beams of a quality

desired output mode in this case is TEll circularly polarized, (low velocity spread) which eoual or surpass MIG beam
which is the dominant lowest order mode, the choice of this

quality. One advantage of using the wiggler is that standard
operating mode for the gyroklystron is desirable since it rules Pierce gun technology can be used. which ensures operation
out mode competition. However, the requirement of 400 kW

w_th a space charge limited beam {resulting m low noise, an

CW at 34 GHz demands , higher order mode in the output m_portant requirement ior radar and communications tubes).
cavity if the power densities dissipated on the cavity walls are

to be less than 1 kW/cm 2 (proven standard heat transfer tech-

,,.,.. nology at this time). Since there is no energy exchange in the With the output cavity operating m the TEl21 mode, power
input buncher cavities, these can operate in the TEll I doml- must be converted back into the desired TE_I mode and run
nant mode, thus eliminating the problem of unwanted inter- into an overmoded wavegulde in order for the output window
action in the drift tubes. One can now have an overmoded and collector to handle the CW power requirement. A sym-

: output cavity, provided the symmetry of the output cavity metric ripple wall mode converter wdl be used to convert

mode is compatible with the bunching pattern imposed on the TEl2 to TEll with > 99% conversion efficiency. The collec-
tor will have to be at least 4 inches in diameter for reliable

beam from the "IEjl I mode. This then requires the output
cavity to be of the WEtnl type, i.e., the azimuthal Index 1 power handling capability during operation with 1 MW CW of

must be the same as that for IEtt t. The power dissipation in beam power. This requires tapering up the waveguide to
such a cavity isgiven by Ref. 14 as. 4 inches and then back down to the "standard" 2-1/2-inch

", output window. Non-hnear gaussian tapers which can main-

• tain 95*A mode purity in these tapered sections will be used.
fS/2 p 0

PlW,,cm 2) = 4.8377 × 10-s "o -o ":-ext A mode filter will be required in the external transmission line
................ to lemove this last 5% power in undesired modes, which con-

- m2 t sist mainly of the TEl2, TEl3, as well as TMjl, TMI2. TMj3,Kmn2{L/'X o) 1 - Kmn2 ] and TMt4 modes. The next section will cover the calculated

"- 12) performances of a few of the tube components and their
parameters, including ope;ating characteristics.

where

)Co = frequency IGHz) 3. Calculated performances and operating characteristics.
"_.. a. Circuit design. The calculated performance of the tit-

P0 = output power {kllowattst cuit design consists of a computer-simulated analysis of a

'_. Qext -- external O of output cavity large number of possible circuit configurations, using the small
),,'_. signal gyroklystron gain program for gyroklystron amplifiers

-_ Kmn = transverse mode number for TEmn mode developed at Varian by Caplan (ReI. 13) and a large signal effi-

_,. = cavity length in umts of free wavelengths ciency
L/X o space program.
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For a given set of input parameters, the small szgnal gain the optimum converter length 6.9 inches. This design was
program calculates gain, beam-loaded Q's, beam reactance, checked using Var]an's computer code which solves 20

transadmittances, cavity amphtudes, and phases, all as a coupled telegtapher's equations reside a wavegu]de of arbi-

fu]lction of frequency and magneuc field. These results are trary wall profile. The code solves for the mode conversion

then used as inputs to a large signal code, which integrates a occurring from the "I"1:12 mode to all other modes with the
large number of partJcle tralectc)r]es through electric fieids same azimuthal symmetry, m = 1, which are the (rely con-

(calculated in the small signal code) to determine the am,_ttnt versions allowed in a symmetric converter. F_gure 8 shows

of energy lost by the beam. This code uses an iteration proce- the calculated performance of such a converter. As expected,

dure to determine saturated field amphtude m the last cavity, almost all power ]s converted to the desired Tt:_jl mode. with !

It is assumed that the field amplitudes and phases in the input the worst offender being TMI2 at -23 dB (1/27_) ]'able 4 i,
cavities calculated from linear theory are valid even at satu- shows the calculated amount of power in each of the spuri-
ration, since these cavities only serve to prebunch wzth httle ous modes at the end of the c()nverter.

energy extraction. For a final check on the design and per-

formance, an eleborate particle s_mulation code that uses up

to 5000 particles will be used. Subtle effects such as beam c. Beam collector The collector has tt_ satisfy two con-
loading on the mode structure can be studied and very accu- straints which work directly against each other. It must dissi-

rate estimates of the effects of velocity spread on efficiency pate high beam power at levels of no more than I kW/cm 2.
can be calculated. This means the collector must be as large as possible, bat at

the same time it is desirable to keep the dmmeter of the

A four cavity gyroklystron circuit design that meets the output waveguide configuratlor, (of which the collector is a
part) as small as possible to ensure mode purity. Spurious

JPL specifications is given in Table 3. Figures 5 and 6 show modes will also be generated in the collector since the collec-

calculated results of gain vs. frequency, and power out vs. tot will contain tapers. For example, the up-taper will connect
power in (indicating a saturated output of 465 kW and 46.5_

the l'" diameter waveguide at the end of tl',e mode converter
efficiency), respectively, for this gyroklystron. These calcu-

to the 4'" diameter waveguide in the beam deposition region.

lotions were based on the beam having zero axial velocity Using non-linear taper deslgos, and the analysis by Sporleder

spread (cold beam). It is estimated that with a velocity spread and Unger (Ref. 16), a 4"' taper design (optimized for a
(hot beam) of 5%. the efficiency would drop to 35'/_.

60 GHz gyrotron) was examined for its mode conversion

.,. properties when used for the Tt: I _ mode. A Varian program
As stated earlier, a gyroklystron can be des::rlbed by the based on Sporleder and Unger's coupled mode theory, which

same type of equivalent c_rcu]t as a regular klystron. The solves for simultaneous couphng of the TE I1 mode to as many

major difference _s that the czrcuit elements such as beam TE]n and TMln modes as are necessary *.omodel the problem,
loaded Q and transadm]ttance can have a strong dependence was used. Figure 9 shows the total spurious mode level for all

on magnetic field and frequency when compared with a con- TEIn modes versus axial distance. The taper described m
ventional klystrtm. A small change in magnetic field can Fig. 9 was not optimized to discriminate against TMIn modes
result in large changes m gain and efficiency. Figure 7 shows With TM modes included in calculation. IO';Cof power was

efficiency vs magnetic field for the above gyroklystron, converted to TMI]. Further effort Is being made to optmai/e
the taper sections for the JPL gyroklystron )o avoid conver-

b. Mode eon;'erter. The _ower emitted from the output sion to TM modes.
cavity will be m the TEj, mode, and therefore a mode con-

verier must be designed to convert ]t to the desired TEll
mode. A relatively simple cyhndrically symmetric mode con- (1. The CW output window. The primary design approach
verter (Ref. 15), which consists of _ section of waveguide for the CW output window is a double ceramic dis_. face-

having a sinusoidal variation of the v, all radit, s, a(z), with cooled with fluorocarbon liquid as shown m Fig. 10. Per-

distance, can be designed. For the converter, a(:) = % + 6a formance for a window of this type has already been demon-

sin (2nz/_b), where ao is the average wall radius, _'t, Is the strated at Ka-band at power levels well ab(we the 200 k_,'
wavelength of the ripples, and 8,, is the amount of maximum minimum (340 kW CW at 28 GHz). At 60 GHz the double
wall perturbation. Mode conversion is accomplished by choos- disc concept has also proven capable of 200 kW CW (Ref. 17).
ing the ripple wavelength equal to the beat wavelength be. These data prove that a 200 kW 34 GHz double disc windov,

tween the TEll and TE_: mode, 2/_,a = 2/),_ - 2/_, The is feasible and indicate that a 400 kW (.W 34 GHz double disc

optimum converter length is gwen approximately as L c = window c_n be de,,igned to operate successfull:',

0.638_/(Sa/ao). For ao = 1 cm, which is about 25% above
cutoff of the TE_2_ cavity, the beat wavelength is equal to Initial calculations for the 400 kW ('W 34 GH/ window, a

2.915 cm; choosing a ripple amplitude of 0.10626 cm makes design with sapphire window discs, offers ample bandwidth t

28
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1.5 1 as sht_wn in F]g. 11). Finite element heat transfer cal- X _41 ,,,t,ahd,,_ ',4 9_
culat]ons predict a worst case peak temperature of 65.1°C at ,,r_u,t

_1()111prg%%lO[1 _,_ll_ll I_,l[ }
'_ the center ol the window face on the vacuum side. The result-

mg thermal stresses in tile window material are well wltlun _( dB. deg / (4)conservative estimates ot loads which cause sapphire breakage, amps- amps/luhe
%CI1%1111.II _,

Having described the calculated performance of some of

the components of the proposed gy-oldystron, it is next
Tables 5 and 0 g]ve very prehnnnary calculations of AM and

appropriate to characterize the tube m terms of nmse figure PM pushmg factors, respectl;'ely, w,th respect to cathode
and AM and PM sensitivities, voltage, magnet coil current, and lead VSWR. etc.

e. Noise ]ignore. The noise figure for the proposed gyrokly- The results of a prehmmary calculation of phase linear]ty
stron configuratmn is calculated using the standard shot noise are given m Fig 5. Some parameters are yet to be calculated

expression (Ref. 18). and will be given in a later report.

I R ) ] B. Power Amplifier

1,2 2 (j; ( shunt

2el ° A.I _3 ss \ QI QI A functional block dlagram of the prup()sed transmitter

P {dB) = lOlog -P,,ut --/n,,,,_ power amphfier Is shown in Fig . 2 ] i_e power amplifier will

] (31 be driven to a 400 kW CW output by a helix traveling wave
tube preamphfier. Such a driver power preamplifier tube at
30 GHz with 40W output has been developed at the Nippon

' where e Is the electron charge, I o is the beam current, ,-V is the Electromcs Corporanon (NEC) in Japan ( Ref. 29). The out-

noise bandwidth. P,,ut IS the output power, Gss is the small s]g- put of the preamplifier will be monitored through a 50 dB
nal gain, /_,,hunt is the shunt impedance of the first cavity, and coupler and will be isolated from the gvroklystron power

,,._ Ql is tile first cavity Q amplifier input by means of a circulator and attenuator. This

is necessary to maintain the amphtude and phase response

This expression has been found to be at.curate for klystron of the sbstem over the 340 MHz bandwidth of the pream-

: amphfiers (Ref. lq) and It apphes equally well to gyrokly- phfier, as the match of the gyroklystron power amplifier
strons, ttowever, tile parameters for the coupling tacit} (/32) input will vaE, considerably over tins band. In addition, the

and first cavity shunt unpedance (/_,.hunt) must reflect the circulator-plus-attenuator must have a high (50 kW peak.

properties of the _'roklystron cavity design. Using the values. 10 kW average) rating for reflected po_er m _)rder to survwe

/'{,hunt QI = 1433_L Ql = 300. (;** = 57 dB. _3"_= 0 q, 14= spurious ermssmn from the gyroldystron input port winch
239 ;' 10 -_', 1 = 125A. ,.V'= 1 MHz. andP,,ut = 200 kW'. occurs when the gyroklystron is t]rst mstalled and tuned up mo

gives "Pn,,t,.e= -110.3 dB, MHz. which meets the tube specffica- the transmitter The input of the preamphfier (TWTAI will be
lions gl_en m Table 2. driven by an exciter wtuch is reqmred to generate the 34 GHz

frequency and +-10 MHz phase modulatmn bandwidth for the
radar. 1"his exciter may have a switched output of 44 MHz

- J AM and PM _cnstttrn'tes In order it) calculate AM and which would then drive a multiplier Ix 7"72) to obtain 34 G Hz.

PM sensttlVlttes v,,lth respect to various operating parameters The inexorable consequence of th_s frequency muhlphcation Is
ol the proposed g_roklvstron, responses of each sectmn of the the multiphcation o1"phase modulatmn by {772): (Ref 21)

- tube must be included in the calculation. For example, It) This implies that the degradatmn by the malt]Flier has to be

determine the AM and PM sensltwtty of the tube due to van- kept near the theoretical mmmlum. The specifications of such
atl()n HI the gun L_)dcmrent, the l_,llowmg ,ndp,'tdual _e]l_]tt',- a multipl,er will be very stringent, and none of these trlulti-

,ty factors must be multtphed together to prt)v]de overall pliers have been bu]h yet.
sensitivity

Anothe_ area of crucial interest ts the guiding magnet.

/l_auss_ X _'_ × _ volume and keeps the electron beam focused in the tube

_amp-s) ,an .),, gauss I',_rc_ ,,,,t_t_r
',arlatmn t_un _lout_, length before the collector. A control of better than 1%

. stallopinll _p_,a must be exercised to maintain high efficiency (as shown in
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i F,g 7) and. typically, a range of 600-700 A and 30-60 V Tile use ot a flequen'.:y' con,,erter (such as the motor gener-
! would be required to nlalntaln a 12.5 kG held if a water- ator) Imght seen, unnecessary' but actually prm,des worthwhile

! cooled copper so!enold were to be used. At present, It has technical and econonn¢ advantages It Isolate_ the po_'er line
. not bccn deteJmmed v,hcthc_ the solel>,d should be a conven- from a crowbar el the dc supply and greatly' sm,pllties hne

tlonal magnet composed era copper conductor wlthahollow protection problems It also ,solates the supply from short
,,,ater channel f¢;r coohng, or a stq3erconductlng magnet _()ll]- durat,on line voltage t]uctuatlons and transle:lts due to the

posed of Nb._Sn embedded in a copper matrix Since power large inertia of its mT.a:lng _.omponents. Tile change from
dissipation v,,ll be an important parametm, ff tile superc_m. 60 to 400 tlz reduces all transformer and filter sizes and costs.

ductmg solenoid does not gl_e a factor ot 1000 to 1 lower

power dlssipatlon than that achievable at room temperature. The beam supply' Is required to prm,de 80 kV between the
its ad,,antageovertlleconventlonalcoppelinagnet,sdoubtful, g)roklystron collector and cathode at a beam current o! _,

Am_thel lact_r to be considered is that for e,,ery watt of 12.5 amps dnring the hmg radar pulse (up to 4 hours)
transfer tn tile cooled superconducting structure, about

400 v,atts el power must be supphed at tile retrlgeratlon Referring to kq. (1) aI:d ]able 6. the mtra-pulse rlpple on

system input _Ref 22) The third tactol to consider are the the supply must be kept belowO. 18',; peak (144 volts peak h_i

constraints _m tile deslgll of the supelcondt,ctmg solenoid typical 80 KV for tile gyrokly'stron) for pulse compression
due to tile fact that the magnet {and the gy'roklystron) ,,vdl time s,delobes of-40 dB
have to t,h through 75"- lrom /emth and rotate through 3_-_0_

azimuth when t,lted lie,sever, tlltable superconductulg The ablhty of tile b_.am supply' to remain Jlpple-lree during

designs ha,,e already hcen studied h_r other gy'ro dexlce apph- the I_mg pulse depends upon the quahty oI the storage caps,.-
caroms (Ref 23t Tile llldl,l advantage of a supe_condu_.tlng ,tor and wrong inductance between the tube ,rod supply'. It is

magnet, besides its being small m s,/e and weight, it that It also desirable to keep the stmage,.apacltor as small a_,possible
prmldes a _,rtuall) ripple-flee magnet,c l,eid prohlc In tile stl as {o ]nnlt tile energy available to discharge m the tube dur-
gun. ',*,ggler. and c,Jcmt Tins ripple-free p_ol]le Is e,,sential ing all arc

m order to keep PM d,stortlon down. as can be seen Irom

Table6 1he supply' must be capable of v_lthstandmg tile stress

llnposed on _t when an arc occurs In the gyrukl.vs,ron The

1he gyroklystron output, at 400 k_, ('g'. wdl bc led _la a resultant firing of the cr_,wbar v,',ll produce a peak current el
wa_egulde arc detector, a loK',vard and reverse pov_er ove_- 20.O00ampsandapeakpm_er oflO00M_'
moded wavegulde coupler, slid a mode filter t_ an overmoded

feed systern lo_ final al_tenna illumination Tlus ovexmoded
O. Monitor and Control

transIlllSSion lille _.t,lI}l in,crov,,ave conlpt)neIllS and an ovel-

moded teed system p, dlscuswd later A transnntter mon,tor and cent,el group I WhlCh will be

comprised ol tile p,_,e, ampllfler lllonitor and control assem-

The D r_klyst_on bed',, ctdlector, filaments. _,a',egt_. e bl.', nl the antenna, translmtter control cabinet on the ground.

c()nlp,)nents, etc. will be c()t_led by distilled and de,oln/_ . and remote )adar ct)ntrol in the ()peratlons)oom) ,a,ll ct)nla,n

water. '.'.Inch ,n turn X_,lll be cooled by au,blent a,r m an tile c(mtlol IacllltleS and indicators necessary It)_ an aut_)lnated

external extstlt,g heat e\changer Tile details el tile g)tokl,,, interlace v,,th the transnutter. ]his ell,up will lntmltor the
stron beam'_upply atedescnbedmtlle follo,._,lngpatag_aph t_ansnnttet circuits and signals to deternnn¢ the _q_erahon,,l

status There will be SOllle 20 tl,aJO, Interior.k,, assoc,ated with
the gy rt_klystlon output stake aliJIle and tile status _I e:,ch will

C. Beam Supply be indicated A memory clrcu,t _,,ll be nl_orporated to "'hold"

A bh)ck d_agram el tile eMstmg beanl supply is sh()_ll II, an lndlcatic, n of lnternl,ttent lault t() assist In tat,It dlagllost,Cs.

I _g 13 Power at [ 2.()00 V. 3 phase, and bO cy des pcl second Built Ill test equlpn_ent (BITI:) and lault Isolation test pmnts
is supphed to separate substations frolll a commercial bile will be provided for ease oflnallltenance and servlceablhty

wtuch Is undergrouud for the last mile. The 2400 V substatmn

supphes the Inaln motor generator only, while all auxiliaries l"auhs delnandlng lnlrnedlate protection such as a gylo-

are supphed from a 480 V substatmn Tile output el tbc mare kly stron arc will result m the firing el the crowbar and the

motor generator at 400 ||z 1_stepped up In ',oltagc in the po_er suppl', will be shut dov, n. "[he control un,t wdl be pro-

transfornler, rectified, and dehvered to the load through a ill- gralnn_ed to lun the s}qem up again alter a sh_rt delay. _'b.e
ter, troy, bar. and serles-hmlter resistor at _oltages adjustable length el v,,hlch g'lll dep,.'nd tqmn tile gas pressure _lt|lln the

up m 90 kV and l.l MW maxunum. 1he output ripple under gyroklystrun en_eh)pe ]Ins _ill be Intmltored by an it,ll
full load _sless than 0.05'; pump I1 tile lauh persists, the transnnttel V.lll remain Ul the

t
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: run down c_mdltlon with approimate faults md_cated A fault Although the preferred diameter for the double d_s_ win-

' such as loss of coolant wdl cause the beam supply t(, be turned dow at the gyroklystron ,s 2 5"'. there arc great ad,'antages m

' oft', while a falll[ MiCh aq ;I wavegmde arc wdl Call,.e the drlv,, (Iqlng a s,:laHer _:avegu,de d,ameter t_r the remainder '_t theIt

and beam to be rein.red transmissmn ,,)stem. Aside from the fact that tewm spurious

rn,_des can propagate at the smaller diameter, the ovelall

These momtonng and control assembl,es will be stuelded lengths of the d,rectlonalcouplersand,m,detdterare._trongly
against both magnetic and electrostatic fields so that transients dependent on the wa_,egmde d,::mete, Mode selectwe d_rec-

3 associated with the high power transmitter operation d. not tional couplers are generally _t the phase vel,_clty t)pe. _btam-
interfere w,th interlock logic circmt functums, and noise mg mode dlscnmmatmn from the fact that d._llcrent modes

mmmmty wdl be achieved through the use of [ugh threshold propagate w,th different phase velocmes These &tferences m i

logic The interlock functmns wdl be connected vm balanced phase veloclt3, ,nciease v,,th decreasing wavegmde d,ameter. !
lines and optical isolators as appropriate, to ensure reliable Similarly. the mode filter's operamm _s based up_m the fact

operat,on even in the presence of the large discharge currents that different modes reqt,,re d,fferent st, rtace currents ,m the

associated with crowbar firing. _,,avegmde wall These differences also increase w,th decrea.,lng
wavegulde d,ameter

The supervision of this monitor and control group will be

microprocessor based, which will allow the mon,tormg and d,s. For the reasons mentioned abo,.e a smaller diameter .f i

playing of a wide range of parameters, together with automat,c 1.75- ,s being cons,tiered for the transmtssltm system Th,s
run up and run down sequencing during normal oneration and dmmeter still alh,ws for relat,ve!y low loss transnuss,on and

under fault condmons. The automatic shut down system wdl wdl handle the high CW power, but reduces the overall dlre_.-

•. continuously monitor critical parameters and will take exe_.u- ttonal coupler and mode filter length The alh_wable length for

tlve acmm under fault conditions that could lead to gyrokl.',- the g) ,oklystron and transmission system Is determined b,, the
stron damage. A prectsmn mt,lttplexed anab_g d,g,tal con- hmght o! the feed cone. wh,ch ,s approx,matel.x 16 feet

verier v,lll mon,tor a large number of analog system param- Addttmnal length ma), be available, depending tm the antenna

eters, all o! v,hich will be displayed on front panel meters. A feed length, since tl-e phase center of the feed is located three

serial interface (RS __3.)"will be provided to permit full morn- feet above the top of the feed c_me The dimension o11.75" ,s
toting and control of the transmitter including data lugging '.',a also preferred since ttus d,ameter is the aptm)xtmate aperture

-"" a remote radar control terminal in the operatio_;s room. d,ameter reqtured l't,r m,)st efficiently ,llummat,ng the ('asse-
gram antenna. At present all of the JPL feeds ha',e ldent,cal
radmtton patterns, and the scaled aperture dmmete_ 1o_

IV. Transmission Line System 34 G|Iz ,s 1.75". Thereh)re v,tth a I 75"' transrnlss,on systezn
no flared horn is required. The feed w'dl be thscus_ed in mule

(Microwave Components) detad ,n a later _ection.

In this section a description of the components comprising

the transmission system will be given. A preliminary layout for A circular waveguldc taper will therefore be included as the
an overnmded 409 kW ('W transmission system ts shown ,n next component m the tran_nnss_on _,ystem. tapering down

Fig. i , ]'he components In the transm,ssmn system consist of fr,,m the 2.5" window dlamete_ to the preferred diameter of

• s,gnal momtorlng devit.es, signal filtering de,,ices :'-',1 a c,rctda_ 1 ,.r,../_A wmhne _r taper, oI the t_,pe described earhe,, wdl be
wavegmde taper. The monitoring devices mclude a wavegutde optmuted tor n;mimum length while the total spurmus mode

._ arc detector, forward and reverse mr,de selective d_recttonal level will be kept bel,,w -15 dBc Tile wurmus re.de mint

cmiplers, polar_/am)n nlt)nlt,)rlng and harnn)mc c,mtent morn- strongl) coupled to the TI:,, nmde P, the '[.,,I l , m,)de, winch
tormg devtces. ]he onl) fiherlng de',qce ks the Tl:,t mode is. uaf.rtunately, one ot the most difficult mode', to filter

, filter which serves three purpo.ses fihermg unv, anted spt.,tt,m.,, out
modes, ensuring the ctrcutartt3, of the I It-t_ mode. and f,lter-

_.- ,ng h,gh har,n_)nlcs. Directional ct)uplers are required for ntonltormg the h)r-

: ward arid reflected It.,, wave The couplers must not only be
The first component in the system immediately following capable of distinguishing between forward and re_er,,e tra_el-

7 the gyroklystron output window IS a waveguide arc detect.r, mg Tl:tt waves, but the) must also be able it, d,stlngutsh be-

This dev_t.e allows the beam power :md drive tmwtr t_ be &s- tween the l"|:,t m_.de and eadt ol the .,purltms modes I bat
connected should an arc be detected m the output wavegutde, is. the couplers trmst be bt_th directive attd mode .,elect,_e

thus preventing permanent damage to the tube. ('trcular v,ave- Mode sele.tp,'e directional c,,uplers can be designed u_,mg the
guide arc detectors of 2 5 inch diameter ate designed rot, tmel) cuupled transtmssmn hne anal) st._ ,)! Mdler (Ret 24) Hie

for use with 28 (;llz and b0 G|tz 200 kW ('W gyrotruns, phys,cal layout t_t a dual mode. select,_e darecti.nal _.¢_uplcr,s

It
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shown in Fig 15 ttere tile overmoded circular wavegmde is of sr,algnt wavegmde w_th tw'3 couphng pinholes located
coupled to a rectangular wa_egmde operating m the dominant 90 ° apart about the wavegulde center line A c,mbmlng

- mode. bridge t:_m_l_tmg _f a hybrid 1. phase shifter, attenuator, and
crystal detector m a stahdard WR.2_ wavegmde wdl then be

If the phase veloc'.ties of the desired TEl, mode ,n the capable of determining the ellipuc_ty ot the output s_gnal
circular wavegvide and the dominant mode m the rectangular
couphng grade are chosen to be equal, then the forward mode The final component ol the transmission system to be
discrimination is defined as the forward coupled power for the considered ,s the TFq_ mode lilter. "l'he present esumate is
desired mode dwlded by the forward coupled power for the that the wt_rst case total spuri_us mode level at the output of

spurious mode. For the nlh spurious mode, this rat,o is gwen the gyroklystron (including realistic effects of shght mlsalign-
by men,s of the tube and component assemblies, insulating gaps

m the tube output waveguide, etc., over the range ol operat-
ing parameters) will be approxunately -15 dBc "lhe exact

f l. 2 distribution of the spurious mode power must be determinedC,, ¢(.rjdx by actual measurements on the gyroklystron itself; however.
-/,,': the calculations from the paper design indicate that the pn-

Dlscrmunatmn = 20 log - - {4)
:,'2 mary spur:ous modes will be the TMIj, 1-l:j2, and TMj2t"

] el.v) d a_a dx modes. Since the exact phase and amplitude d,smb,ttion olC J L[2 these spurious modes Is unknown, the TEjl mode filter will be
included in order to provide a ,aell defined signal at the input
to the overmoded feed. An attempt will be made to design a

where I. ,s the overall c_*uphnglength, mode filter capable of filtenng each of the spt, nous modes to a
level of-30 dBc. The mode filter wdl be of the hehcall.',

C, Is the co,aphng coefficient for the 1-|-,) mode. loaded type, as described by Morgan and Young (Ref 27)

Cn is the couphng coefficient for the nth spurious A schematic diagram of the TEI t mode filter Is shown In F,g
mode, 16. In this type of mode filter qle _mooth wa_egvlde wall ,s

replaced by a conducting hehcal winding which is surrounded
"" ,lqx) Is the cotiphng fun:t_on, h3, a lossy dielectric The pitch of the helix ,s chosen so th;_t :

the st:rface current,, of the des,red mode. in our case the TI _,
Aft equals flu " dn' R('P mode, follo'x the wmd,ngs Spurmux mode,,, .'_cludm.

g]o is the phase constant of the desired mode, and the orthogonal TEII polartzatmn, suffer attenuation v,'heh
passing through the filter l:lhptlcally pol'm:ed T|-l, signal,,.

fl,, ,s the phase constant of the nt_' spv,,ous mode which can be decomposed into TI-,, R('P and L('P comp_,-
nents, will therefore be pur,fied by removing the I..('P ,.om-

D,scrimmatton between forward and reverse traveling waves ponent and retaining onl) the desired RCP component+ lhe
may be evaluated t,smg an equivalent l_rmula by appropriately amount of attenuation for a particular spurious mode depends
redehning the quant,ty A_3. upon the ¢onductp,'ity of the Iossy jacket and the direction t,I

the surface currents for the specific mode Surface currents tt,r

the TEll mode tend to become more longitudinal as the
Recently. mode selective couplers _!" the 1-1:. type have waveguide diameter increases and TM modes have purely

been designed and built by Felch et al _Ref. 25). and Jan,,en hmgltudmal currents for any wavegmde diameter In order t,_
and St,ckel {Rer 26). A coupler design using un,formly spaced obtain s'gnlficant attenuatmn for 1-M mo_ s, it Ix advisable to

. round couphng holes with an ax,ally tapered ct)uphng profile use as zmall a guide diameter as possible. "l-herelt,re the length
capable t,f providing a coupling factor u! -_,OdB m the fc)r. ol the filter sectmn is cr:,lcally dependent ()t; the reqmred
ward d_rection. -40 dB m the reverse d_rectum, and 40 dB attenuation for the I'MI) mode. Tolerances on the hehx pitch
d_rectivity will be investigated. Mr)de dixcrlmmatmn between are detem_ined by allowable ;,ttenuatlon for the TE_ R('I'
the 1-1'.,1 mode and each ot the Tt-,. and 1"M,. modes will be mode The preferred filter configuration consists ol a copper

"* greater than 40 dB helix, bonded tt_a berylha cylinder, backed by a water jacket.

,,d]I Polaritation monitoring devices nta,_ be Included betore and Finally, requirements on the tolerances for al,gmncnt ot th_
, ) after the mode filter, providing a measurement of the elhp. tube, wavegulde components, and feed necessary it) preserve
,.,, tlclty of the Tt'.j_ mode in the circular waveguide 1'he pre- the spurious mode level .vfitbe determmed uxing the formulae

ferred configuration for the polari,,atmn morn,or Is a section reviewed by Qume (Ref .8).
i
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N. V. Antenna Feed System with adequate beam quality {AVll/Vll _< 55_). The
beam optics configuration comprising the Pierce gun/

The transmission system then terminates in an over-moded wiggler is capable, on paper, of meeting the require-

feed which will create a suitable radiation pattern for lllumi- ment and has other advantages as well, including space
_" ,, nating the Cassegrain ,;ubreflector, As wasmentlonedearher, charge limited (low noise) operation. However, a

the 1.75" diameter waveguide provides essentially the correct
magnetic injection gun (MIG), which has allowed

aperture size tor opttmally illuminating the Cassegrain system" oscillators to achieve efficiencies of over 50(2_.will be ,

hevce a flare anglt, horn is not necessary However, equahza- considered as a back-up.
tion of the t:" and tl plane racliation patterns is required for

optimum overall antenna efficiency (Ref. 29). The over- (3) CW window with 400 kW rating. Double disc window }
moded corrugated feed section is shown in Fig. 17. The technology demonstrated at 28 GHz has already come

incident TEll mode is transformed into the balanced Hf'li close to handling the .dO kW CW power level reqmred {
mode along the feed section via a number of corrvgatl,ms of for the JPL device. Nevertheless a back up approach of
varying depth The balanced HEll mode possesses a circularly a "'double-dish'" window will also be considered In ttus

symmetric radiation pattern with theoreticall) no cross- configuration the discs are dish-shaped and are ar)anged
polar zation. Similar feeds have been developed for use with with their convex surfaces in contact with the fluoro-

linearly polarized plasma heating systems (Refs. 30 and 31). carbon coohng channel The dish shape allows much

Detailed analysis of the corrugated section is performed using higher coolant pressure and coolant flow velocmes and
the mode matching and scattering matrix approach of James

would therefore be capable of higiler CW power levels.
(Ref. 32). The analysis allov, s the determination of the num-

ber of corrugations and the reqmred depth profile to give the

optimum TEll ttEll conversion. The analysis also predicts (4) btode filter. Most of the potential problems associated
the resultant feed radiation pattern for an arbitrary set of with the transmission system involve the mode filter

and model purity requirement. Resistive wall filters
input modes, i.e., TEll plus an)' remaining spurious modes

which pass the TE,, n modes are presently used with
This resultant feed pattern is then used to predict the overall
an_,.nna pattern sensitivity, in terms of gain. spilh)ver, and gyrotrons. However. such filters do not include a ,

helical winding. Two problems associated with the
., polarization, with respect to spurious inputs to the feed

: Corrugated feeds typically operate ovel a much widcr band- TEll filter and speclficall) its helical winding are a
very stnngent requirement for the tolerance of the

width than that reqmred for this application, therefore such a )
"_-- pitch of the helical winding {in order to avoid sigmfi-

corrugated section should be capable of producing a suitable

radiation pattern over the modest bandwidth of O.VX. cant attenuation of the TEll mode), and the possi-
bility of breakdown near the windings when transmit-
ting the 400 kW CW power. Also. the modal purity

requirement may dictate an excessive length for the

Vl. Discussionsand Conclusion mode filter, and a co.npromise between modal purity

In assessing the state of the art. the development of a and filter length may need to be made.

400 kW CW 3,1 GHz gyroklystron including the overmoded

transmission system is subject to techmcal risks in several (5) Antenna feed. With regard to the overmoded feed,
areas: corrugated sections have been used to obtain the lnore

i desirable HEll radiation pattern from the TEll mode
(1) Maintaining RF stability (preventing oscillation), in plasina heating expernnents Howe;'er, the primary

* The most challenging technical task ISto configure and difference between the plasma heating application and

,, test an rf circmt which provides adequate gain and the JPl.. application is the more stringent requirement
efficiency without allowing rf instabilities to occur in for the feed radiation pattern which translates into

,_ any portion of the rf structure. The preferred circuit stringent requirements for the modal purity Due to

design ,'or preventing oscillations will include TEI I the large waveguide diameter, an acceptable return
-" buncher cavities, rf cavity Joss, mechanical tunabihty loss should be obtainable over the very modest 0.1%

for the bunchers, cutoff drift tubes and an axial bandwidth. Two problems deahng with the fced's/

:r magnetic field profile which can be tailored to help response to spurious input triodes are mtnnately

,_, prevent oscillations. Back up circuit design includes a related to the problem of the allowable spurmus mode

rill TEoj mode buncher section, level and corresponding mode filter length. Spurious
inputs will have an effect on the circular symmetry

"i (2) Achieving acceptable bean; quality. The second most of the feed radiation pattern, and hence may cause a
_' difficult problem is generating a one megawatt beam reduction in the overall efficiency of the Cassegrain
i
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_'_ system. Secondly, spurious modes may increase the cant losses in the dominant wavegulde, these runs

) level of crus polarized radiation in the feed pattern would need to be made as short as poss]ble.

: and conseq_ ,ntly m the overall antenna pattern.
_' These then are the technical risks and developments needed

" (6) Power _plittei. Finally, should the antenna structure in several areas of the Ka-band transmitter. A conceptual.
: upgrade be insufficient for high efficiency 34 GHz design for a 400 kW CW 34 GHz transmitter including over-

: operation m-", to gravity deformation, a microwave moded microwave plumbing and an overmoded feed system

,_ solution using an array 3f properly phased feeds may has been presented. Upon completion of the future final paper
be needed to compensate for these effects. The pri- design, hardware and implementation stages of the project, the

mary difficulty m the design of such a system would be K,-band transmitter should prove to be a valuable instrument
developing a suitable power splitting device. One possi- f'3r planetary radar and also serve as a proving ground for new

ble candidate would be a muitiple arm couFler designed technology which will be transferable to future spacecraft

using tight couphng theory (Ref. 24), Due to slgnifi- uphnks.
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Table 1. Ka-band transmitter specifications

- t. requenc_ 34 GHz Table 3. Gyroklystron circuit design

: Bandwidth O.I_G

'_ RF po_er output 400 kW CW (+ 86 dBm) a. Characteristics

RF stabihty 0.1 dB over 1 transmit cycle Characterlstzc Value

Incidental AM 60 dB below carrier at all modulatin_

lrequencms above 1 Hz Voltage 80 kV

Phase stabihty 1.0 × 1O- 15 ( 1000 seconds) wzth goal Current 12,5 amps

of 1 0 × 10 -16 (1000 sec) Beam radms O.120cm

lnodental PM (jitter) < 1° peak to peak Perpendicular velocity/parallel velocity 1.5

,Noise figure -80 dB/MHz Magnetic field 12.5 kgauss

fransm_t pulse 20 sec minimum to a few hours Number of cavities 4
maximum

Total length 7.84 cm
_,lodulauon Phase Modulatum" O-IO0_ carrier

suppression 1 kHz to 2 MHz. This is Input couphng Qtoupl 299

accumphshed by PN code modulatzon Output external Qe_t 120

of length 2n-I where n = 6 to 15 and Mode buncher cawties TEl 11at baud length of 0.5 sec to 1000 sec.

,_ Mode output cavlt_ TE
FSK : Shifting carrier frequencies 121

separated from 1 Hz to I MHz and Small signal gain 57 dB

," s_tchmg m less than 1 msec every Saturated gain 50 dB
30 seconds

Saturated efftctency 46.5%

"" Saturated bandwidth I-1 dB points) 0.3%

b. Cavity configuration

: Resonant
('avlty Length Radms

Table 2. JPL gyroklystron specifications number (cm) (cm) frequency Cold Qo Beam QB
(GHz)

¢ ' 34 GHz
O 1 0 784 0.314 33.9 299 330

Bandwidth: 0 F;_ tl dB points) 2 0.784 0.317 33.7 400 330

Output pov, er: 400 kW CW saturated (goal) 3 0.784 0.318 33.6 400 330

Output mode l)ommant TE l 1_ cir_.ularly polanzed mode 4 1.725 0.769 34.2 120 -220
_lth very Mgh modal purity (-30 dB for

each extranetms mode) and circular polarl- C. Drift tubes
'_ " zatmn ssathm 1 dB

Noise hgure: -80 dB;MHz Drift tubes Length (cm)

Orientation: Gyroklystron and auxthary componenls
"..- l 0.784

such as its magnets must be capable of

operating through 750 of elevatmn motion 2 0.784

"- (zenith to 15 ° above horizon) and sunul- 3 2.196
taneuusly through 360 ° m _imuth when

] installed on the antenna

""" Efficiency : 40?; (goal)

Saturated gain: 50 dB mmtmum (goal)

"'" 37
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Table 4. Spurious mode level at converter output of .

_t mode converter TE12-TE11 (99% efficient)

Spurious mode,, produced LeveN produt, ed

TI- -27 dBc13

'*" TEl4 -34 dBc

TMII -38 dBc ,_

TM ] 2 -23 dBc

. TM 13 -37 dBc

TMI4 -35 dBc

Table 5. AM pushing factors

Parameter dB/:,'4

Cathode voltage 0.5 dB/f;

Main magnet coil current 0.5 dB/_7<

Load VSWR 1.6 dB for VSWR 2:1 {oscdlatlon at

? VSWR 2 4:1 ) .:

-. RI" drive (input power) 0.007 dB:_,; .,
l'dament voltage 0.005 dB ','_(typical)

Wiggler coil current 0 6 dB ;7 (t3,plcal)

: Gun cod current 0.5 dB:,4 (typical)

Table 6. PM pushing factors

Parameter _,",;

('athod voltage 6.4 ° '7-

Mare magnet c()ll current 100 ° ,":

Load VSWR TB( 'a

RF dr]ve (input power) TB("

I flament w)ltage TB("

"i Inlet coolant temperature TB('
I

Wiggler cod current TBC

Gun cotl current TB("

aTo be calculated

3a
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_ Fig. 1. 64 meter diameter antenna at Goldstone, California
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Magnetic Refrigeration Development
D. D. Deardorff and D. L. Johnson

Radio Frequency and Mmrowave Subsystems Section

Magm tic refrigeration is being develope, _ ,.o determine whether it may be used as an

alternative to the Joule-Thontson circuit o] a closed cycle refrigerator .tbr providing 4 K

reJngeration ,an engim, crmg model 4-15 K magnettc rtfl'rgerator has been designed and is
being fabricated. This article describes the overall design of the magnettc refrtgt,rator.

I. Introduction may have followed has never been reported m the open litera-
_- lure. J. A, Barclay of the Los Alamos National Scientific
'liP-- Much interest has been generated m tire past few years to

develop adiabatic demagnetlzat,on into a rehable and efficient, l.aboratory is presently pursuing the rotational magnetic wheel

continuous refngeratmn _tage for a closed cycle refr,geratol, concept (private conmmmcation). His gadolinium gallium
galnet (GGG) wheel is slo_lx rotated through a high magnetic

Until recently adiabatic d, magneti/ation, or magnenc cooling, field to achieve a 4-20 K temperature span. Hehum gas is
: was basically regarded as a research tool. a one-shot de_ice to

producing extremely low temperatures l'o_ short periods of pu,nped through GGG matrix at the two temperature ex-
heroes to provide the heat exchange mechanism. ]-lashimoto

time. The pmneering work by Heer el al. (Ref. l } m 1954 re-
et al. at the Tokyo hlstitute of Technology have recently pre-

suited in the first magnetic refngmator to provide continuous

low temperalure (<1 K) refr,geranon needed for physics sented experimental results obtained from a 4.2-20 K magnetic
research. Much of the present developmental work on con- refrigerator they developed (Ref. 10l. They have elected to

ramp lhe magnetic field m ruder to keep their (;GG manx
llnUOtlS magnetic refrigerators centers on low tempelatule

devices to cool infrared bolometers to below 0.3 K for space- stationary. A hehum lhermosiphon extracts heat from the
craft operation (Reg. 2, 3, 4), or to provide superfluid hehum h;ad, hehunr gas Is used to tlansfer heat to the 20 K heat

reservoir. Chinese workers are reportedly (Ref. II ) developing
- refrigeration (Refs. 5, 6, 7.8) for enhancing the operation of

superconducting devices, such as magnets energy storage rings a 4-15 K magnenc stage to mount to a Gifford-McMahon pre-
cooler. No additional information about thmr work is known.

and transmissitm lines. All of ttlese devices use hqmd behum
'_-: (3He. 4He or superfluid 4He) as the lugh temperature heat

reservoir• The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has been using 1 Watt

at 4.5 K closed cycle refrigerators (CCRs) since 1965 for cool-

.. Only very recently has the production of 4 K refngeratu),r ing the low-noise maser amphfiers required to receive very

.._ usmg magnetic coohng been addlessed. This temperature weak signals from spacecraft m deep space. Up to 30 CCRs are

regime is generally reserved for the passively operating, but in near continuous operation in the Deep Space Communica-

inherently ineffimenl, Joule-Thomson valve. A detailed ana- tmns Network ¢DSN), logging approximately one quarter of a

lysis on a design for a 4-15 K magnetic refrigerator stage to milli,,n hours annually. To meet the continuing reqmrement to
_.omplement a 15 K precooler was first presented in 1966 by increase both the reliability and efficiency ot the ('CR and to

-',_ Van Geuns (Ref. 9): however, any developmental work which reduce life-cycle costs and achieve future technical objectives,

+' 49 k
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JPL has initiated the development of a 4-15 K magnetic lU. Experimental Design
:'_" refrigerator for use with a 15 K expansion engine. This new

Choice of the magnetic refrigerator design must depend_- technology is being pursured to s,Jrpass the Joule-Thomson cir-
,- cuit in terms of efficiency, reliability, and achievable tempera- ultamately on the device it is to cool, in this case tile maser, an
- ' ture span. The decision to develop a reciprocating device stems ultrasensitive microwave signal amphfier whose performant.e
' f,om the long experience JPL has with the reciprocating depends critically on a stable DC magnetic field and a stable,

low operating temperature. Operating in the DSN, the maser isGifford-McMahon expansion engine and its sliding seals, its
located in the feedcone of a large antenna. The antenna mayrelatively simpler fabrication requirements, and the greater

ease with which the experimental tests results can be verified be oriented from zenith to horizon for tracking purposes, The
: theoretically, overall cooling system requirements for the maser, hsted in

Table 1, :.e therefore qui+e stringent. The design of the
engineering model magnetic refrigerator has addressed only the

The concept of magnetic refrigeration was introduced in a basic requirements of refrigeration capacity, DC field stabihty,
recent TDA Progress Report (Ref. 12). That report presented reliability, and efficiency.
a review of magnetic refrigerator designs which have either

been conceptualized or built and tested. It is the objective of The schematic of the engineering model magnenc refriger-
this article to describe the design of the engineering model ator design is shown in Fag.3. The major components of the
4-15 K magnetic refrigerator under development at JPL, the refrigerator include the piston and cylinder assembly for
component test results and the status of the developmenl the paramagnetic material, the drive mechanism for tile piston,
effort, the superconducting magnet, the gas pumps for the low and

high ,temperature gas circuits, and the two stage CTI Mode/
1020 expans]on engine. The CT1 Model 1020 expansion engine
provides the high temperature heat sink for the magnetic
refrigerator and is capable of producing better than 9 W of

• II. Principle of Magnetic Refrigeration refrigeration at 15 K. This refrige-._ti.m capacity is a major

The placement of a paramagnetic material in a magnetic determimng factor m the final 4 K cooiing power of the mag-
field at low temperatures causes the material to warm up. Con- net]c refrigerator. The hydrogen heat switch is used during
versely, removal of the material from the magnetic field will initml cooldowns to precool the helium dewar and magnet

,--- cause the material to cool. If the paramagnetic material isheld assembly to 20 K before hquid helium is transferred into the
in contact with a cons;ant temperature reserw>ir, the material dewar. This design presently calls for the external transfer of
will tend to expel or absorb heat from the reservoir as the helium future designs call for the magnetic refrigerator stage

: changing magnetic field warms or cools the material beyond to provide the parasitic refrigeration requirements of the
the temperature of the reservoir• This is the principle of opera- magnet. The magnet assembly (superconducting magnet and
tion for the magnetic refrigerator illustrated in Fig. 1. In this Hlperco l) provtde the large magneuc field needed for the
figure, the magnehc refrigerator operates ideally in a Carnot paramagnetic material, The piston contains two chambers
cycle. Panel 1 of the figure shows the paramagnetic material filled with porous matrices of the paramagnetic material.
thermally isolated from the precooler (heat sink) and the load These matrices are alternately driven into the magnetic field in
(heat reservoir). As the magnetic field is increased, the tern- a reciprocating motion by the mechanical drive system (gear-
perature of the maten_l is increased. As the material's tem- motor and a "ball reverser"2). Couphng tile gearmotor lo the

perature reaches that of the precooler (TH), contact as made ball reverser is a rotary ferrofluidic seal s which functions as a
;.-- between the material and the precooler so that the heat of vacuum feedthrough to prevent contamination of the helium

magnetization created in the matertal during further magneti- gas. Gas pumps in the low and high temperature gas flow loops
zation is removed to the precooler (Panel 2). The paramagnetic provide the gas flow needed for the heat exchange.

material, now at T n and in a strong magnetic field, is again
isolated (Panel 3). A reduction in the magnetic field lowers the The 7 T magnetic field for the GGG piston is provided by a

.- material's temperature until it reaches the temperature (Tc) of 10.2 cm NbTi solenoid having a 6.3 cm bore. The magnet is
the load. Contact is then established with the load and, during encased with a magnetically soft material, Hiperco, having a
further demagnetization, the cooling of the paramagnetic

-" material draws heat from tile load (Panel 4). Thermal contact

is then broken and the cycle is started over again as in Panel 1. t HJperco isan Iron-cobaltalloy availablefromCarpenter Steel.This cyclic operation for the paramagnetic material GGG Is 2BallReverser is a trade name of a mechanicalactuator patentedby
:_ illustrated m the entropy-temperature diagram shown in Norco,lnc.
" Fig. 2. 3Avacuumrotary sealpatented by FerrofluidicsCorporation.
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s_'% maxtmum permeabihty of 10,000 and a saturahon induction gas and the matrices, the heat capacity of tile gas entrained ill

_. of 2.4 Y (see Fig. 41. The Hiperco is used as a low reluctance the matrices, and gas leakage by the seals, as well as other fac-
; path to entrap much of the magnetic flux exiting from the tors. The factors contributing to the loss of coohng power of
:- bore of the magnet. This provides a rapid transition between the refrigerator will be identified and minimized during

o

_ the high field and low field regions enabling a shortened stroke refrigerator testing.
r;-

length for the GGG piston lalgure 5 compares the measured

axial profile of the magnetic field with and without the The GGG matrices m the piston are separated sufficiently
Hiperco and shows the position of the piston at the end of the so that at either end of the stroke one mahix is in the high

stroke. The figure shows the ability of the Hlperco to shape field region while the other matrix is in the low field region.

the field, enhancing the field fall-off rate outside the magnet The placement of the GGG matrices on either side of the
while slowing the fall-off rate of the field reside the magnet, magnet's center provides force compensation to reduce the
although the latter effect was not as pronounced as expected, overall force exerted on the piston drwe shaft to move the

Further field shaping can be obtained by varying the shape of piston. The magnetic interaction force that attracts the GGG

the Hlperco material on the ends of the magnet, to the magnet is substantial (an estimated force of 1550 new-

tons [350 pounds] is required to move one of the 160 gram

The magnet was wound with single strand 0.254/0.406 mm GGG matrices through the 7 "1 field produced by this super-
NbTi wire around a copper coil former. The wire was wet- conducting magnet), thus careful consideration of the separa-

: wound w_th GE 7031 varnish to prevent motion of the individ- tion distance _etween the matrices is required to greatly

ual wires during magnet charging. After winding, the magnet reduce the net magnetic force. The basic equation for the
was potted with Stycast 2850GT. The magnet required only magnetic force is

a small amount of training to achteve 7 T field: however, with

the addihon of the Hiperco, the magnet required some retrain- F = (M • V )B
ing to again reach the 7 T field. A persistent switch for the

magnet has a resistance of less than 0.2 ,uohms corresponding where M is the field and temperature dependent magnetization
to a mimmum five year decay time for the magnet. A resistwe of the paramagnetic material, and B is the magnetic field. Thus

shunt made from a short length of stainless steel tubing is as a first order guesstimate, the separation of th._ matrices

_,mnected to the magnet coil leads in the 4.2 K bath. The should coincide with the separation &stance between the

shunt resistance is chosen to protect the coil during quench maxima in the field gradient on either s_de of the magnet. Fig-
while slowly dumping the 10 kJ of stored energy into the ure 7 shows an initial measurement wherein a 880 N force was

liquid hehum bath. required to move the piston through a 7 T field (similar to the
profile shown m Fig. 5 produced by the Hlperco-encased mag-

in the cylinder assembly of the 4-! 5 K magnetic refngera- net). The curve represents the magmtude of the force on the
tor, two chambers containing porous matrices of a paramag- piston throughout the length of the st_ ke. A reduction in the

netic material are located in tandem on a single reciprocating magnitude of the net force to less than 450 N (190 lb) is

piston machined from phenolic (Fig. 6). In this design, each desired to ensure smooth operation of the piston's drive
matrix volume is 33 mm long and 38 mm in &ameter and is mechanism. This is being pursued through force compen-

filled to about a 40% porosity with 160 grams of 1.1 mm sation methods which include changing the separation distance

diameter Gd3GasOt2 (GGG) spheres. The use of the two between the GGG matrices and by reshaping the field profile
matrices effectwely doubles the heat removal capablhtles per by changing the shape of the Hlperco end pieces of the magnet

.j.. cycle of the piston and reduces the temperature fluctuations ass,,mbly. If required, an additional force compensation
, by providing for a more continuous ,emoval of energy from method, involving the placement of small slugs of GGG
._ the heat source. The cooling power at 4.2 K for this refrigera- between the two matrices but thermally isolated , as not to

'_' tor operating ideally in the Carnot cycle can be given as become part of the refrigeration process, will be implemented

"_ (_c = (Tc/TH)Q-H r/ = 1.76 W The GGG piston is driven with a speed-controllable gear-
"1_ motor having a maximum rotation ,ate of 10 rad/s. This rota-

where T c !s the refrigeration temperature, T H is the sink te.m. tional motion is converted to reciprocating motion by means
;, perature, QH is the rate of heat rejection, r/is the fr_ction of of a commercially available "ball reverser," a nut with ball
2, carnot efficiency at which the magnetic refrigeration stage bearings that run in a cross-hatched track cut into the drive
: operates, and where the CTI 1020 limits the heat expelled at shaft. The track has a set stroke length of 9.2 cm and the angle

15 K to 9 W. The efficiency (assumed to be 70%) is deter- of the track is set to provide a displacement 3.175 cm/2rr rad.
_ mined by factors such as the thermal heat leaks along the This permits a maximum linear speed .:f 5.1 cm/s for the GGG

" cylinder and drive shaft walls, the heat exchange between the piston. A turn-around in the ends of the track automatically
-j
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7_1, reverses the direction of travel of the nut to provide smooth moved, ('p is the hehu,n specific heat at constant pressme, and

' reciprocating motion without changing direction of rotation _T ts tile temperature change of the gas as it passes fllrough
" of the drive motor, tile nlatrix. Volume displacements of 100 cc and 3_;0 cc for

the cold and w_rm temperature pumr, s were chosen assuming

' Float exchange with either mamx ts accomphshed with AT e. = 0.5 K and AT H = 1.0 K and adding tile dead vohlme
helium gas provided by a separate bidirectional displacer fl)r haltof the correspondmggas loop.

(gas pump) in both the low and high temperature gas ctr-
ctuts. When tile GGG p)st:m is posihoned to be adlacent to a The magnetic refrigerator has been designed to achep,,e high

port in the cyhnder, a gas flow loop occurs. The indents in reliabihty. The magneuc refrigerator stage Is a, closed gas loop

the outer surface of the piston m tile area of tile helium flow system: the gas ctrcmt ts sealed after tile initial charge of
apertures allow the helium gas to flow through the porous hehum gas. Internal gas dtsptacers provide tile movement of

matrices while the displacer tS still in motion so that the gas the gas through tile circuitry, ehmmating the need for an

flow need not occur only when tile dtsplacer is stalled at the external compressor to provide tile gas flow The external and
ends of tile stroke. The outer ridges of the ptston form close internal portions of the ptston drive tram are coupled together

tolerance seals to help prevent gas leakage along the cylinder through a rotary seal to prevent gas contammatltm through the

wall. The seals further insure that gas ieakage _s ininmatzed housing along the drive shaft. Tile magnenc refrigerator
between the two gas loops. The design of the piston and gas requires no small orifices as needed m the conventional Joule-

circuitry is such that no mechamcal cryogenic valves are Thomson valve, further minmu,'ing the probl"ms associated

required, with gas contanunation. Finally, the magnetic refrigerator will
operate at slow reciprocating speeds, nnntmtzing the wear rate

Tile two gas pumps {Fig. 8_ :,re &wen electromagnetically of the low-temperature sliding seals.
in phase relatmn to the motion of the GGG piston. Samarium

cobalt permanent magnets are inserted in each end of tile
phenohc rod extending axially from the displacer. The tolls

are then energized with DC current m switched alternate dtrec-

"i,ms to drive the displacer back ar d forth. "File colt designs are IV. Conclusions
being optimized to mimmize the I2 R resistive beating m the

" coils. Superccmducting NbTi coils are being tested for use with The design of a reciprocating magnetic refrigerator to pump

_' tile low temperature gas pump. The w_lume displacement re. heat from 4-1 5 K has been presented. The indwldual compo-
quired of each pump was determined by ncnts have bee,) destgned and have been thbrlc:tted. Tests are

underway to optnnlze tile field profile and the placement of

I'" - 0 the GG(; matttces within tile piston The assembly of tile mag-

(p('p_T) netic ret'ngerator has been initmted. Wtth the experimental
results that will be l\)rthcommg, a careful analysts of thl_,

where (" ts the wflume flow rate of hehunl ill the gas loop. m,tgnettc refrigerator concept c,," be used to design an effl.
p ts the helium gas density. 0 is the quantity of heat to be re. clent magnetic refrigerator usable to, coohng maser amplifiers

t,
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Table 1. CCR system requirements for maser cooling

Reliable

1_fficienI

Multlyear lifetime

Unattended operation
Rapid cooldowns

1...4W cooling capacity
Compact

Magnetic field isolation of maser package
Low microphonics

mK temperature stabihb

Orientation independence

Continued operation during power failures
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Potential Surface Improvements by Bump Removal for
64-m Antenna

S. Katow and C. N. Guiar

GroundAntennaand Fecd_t_esEngineeringSection

The surface panels of the main reflector of the 64-m antenna are initially set at an
""'" elevation angle of 45 deg, where most tracking occurs, to ideally match a prescribed

paraboloid. As the antenna is rotated about the elevation axis, distortions are introduced

at the surface panel's _upporting nodes as well as at the main reflector backup structure
: by changes in the direction of the gravity forces ,elattve to the reflector symmetric axis.

Major t"_mp displacements couM be corrected by controlling the position of the surface-
panel c6 zers using adjustable mechanical jacks that change in length with the antenna

elevation angle. The analysis of two bump-removal configurations is present .d and one

unique adjustment mechanism is proposed. A gain reck,, cry of 0.2 dB at X-band wouM
be available if the reflector structure distortton rms were reduced from O.63 mm (0. 025

in.) to _.15 mm (0.006 in.).

I. Introduction Upgrading the present 64-m antenna network to improve
performance and gain proves to be economically r._ore practi-

Antenna surface-panel distortions and defl:ctions caused cal than building a new replacement system• Viable modifica-

.-:, by changes in gravity loading are introduced by antenna rota- tions, presently under investigation, include extending the
tion about the elevation axis. These gravity-induced deflec- reflector aperture to 70-m, improving the surface panel

•.,_.,,. tions result in difference_ in the radio.frequency (RF) path- fabrication accuracy and setting precision, reducing the
, lengths, thus contributing to the RF gain losses of the antenna, gravity-induced distortions by stiffening braces, and increasing

/ The gain loss is a function of, among other parameters, the the operating frequency (1%£ 1),
_-_ root-mean-square (rms) of the distortions of the main reflector

This article describes one additional possible modificationand of the operati.lg frequency beiPg used•

" in upgrading the 64-m antenna. It calls for the correction of

__ As the planetary exploration program continues to grow, major displacements by controlling, on a real-time basis, the

j the need for an efficient antenna system that provides in- height of the surface panel's corners using mechanical means,

..'_ creased gain, performance, and productivity becomes evident, with corrections changing with the elevation angle changes.

_ so
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'%' A preliminary study of the potential benefits (Ref. 2) resulted the surface normal errors after making a paraboloid best fit
!2 in an improved surface with less distortions (rms value), where that minimizes tile pathlength errors. For tt'e antenna horizon-
. smaplified assumptions of displacement in the major bumpy look case (0 -- 0_) at 0s = 45 dog, the distortion vector (d o) ".

areas were made. This report, a follow-up to the pri',r study, is formed as:
• describes an improved computational technique useO to

" determine the nodal corrections necessary to reduce the sur- do = -0.707 Usym + 0.293 Uannsrm (2)
face tolerance. A conceptual mechanical design to implement

the corrections is also presented in this report, and for the zenith-look case (0 = 90 deg) at 0s = 45 dog,

dgo = 0.293 Usym - 0.707 Uantisy m (3)
II. Analysis

The output of the rms program provides two types of
Since the surface panels of the 64-m antenna are imtially

normal errors: (1) no-fit error and (b) best-fit error. One file
set at an elevation angle of 45 deg to match a prescribed
paraboloid, gravity-induced distortions are introduced at the outputs the no-fit normal errors and another file outputs the
horizon, zenith attitude, or any position in between while the best-fit normal errors. The no-fit normal error is the total

distortion vector due to gravity loading changes as the antennaantenna rotates about the elevation axis.
rotates from the setting elevation angle (Os) to the horizon or
zenith configuration. This means that the no-fit normalThe distortion vectors of the joints (or nodes) in the
errors are the three-component distortion vectors normalized

structure supporting the reflector panels are first computed
to the given paraboloid surface.

for unit gravity loading (one g where g is the acceleration
of gravity) in each of the symmetric and antisymmetric
directions as shown m Fig. 1. Either NASTRAN or IDEAS The RMS program also outputs the best-fit root-mean-
(in-house) structural analysis computer programs can be square value of the ½-pathlength error data together with a

contour map of the normal errors. Contour maps of the
used for this purpose. Using the relationship of the unit
gravity load vectors and their components in the symmetric gravity off/on distortions for the 64-m antenna measured
and antisymmetric directions, as shown in Fig. 1 the three, normal to the surface of the best-fit paraboloid for the anti-

symmetric horizon-look (0 = 0 deg) and symmetric zenith-
dimensional distortion vectors at any elevation angle are given look (0 = 90 deg) cases are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

" by:

The surface distortion contour maps for the unit gravity
do = (sinO-sinBs)Usym +(COSO-COSOs) lJanrtsY rn (1) (off to on) loading vector provide important information.

: Inspection of the contour maps in Figs. 2 and 3 for the U
where vectors show major displacements, hereafter referred to as

U --- symmetric, unit gravity distortion vector for "bumps." Removing these bumps would mimmize the overall
sym

gravity off to on at 0s distornon, rms) of the main reflector, thus increasing the gain

Uanttryrn = unit gravity distortion vector for gravity off of the antenna. Since the bumps, from Figs. 2 and 3, are ondistinctly different parts of the paraboloid surface, i.e., inde-
to on at 0s pendent, it can be assumed that bump nodes for the zenith-

do = gravity distornon vector at angle 0 look case (0 = 90 deg) are affected Olllyby symmetric glavity
loading, and bump nodes for the horizon-look case (0 =

: 0 = an. nna elevation angle 0 dog) are affected only by antisymmetric gravity loaoing,

T 0s = elevation angle at which panels are set (usually This independence of bumps at these two extreme positions
I 45 deg) allows the use of eccentric rollers (driven by the rotation of

the elevation-axis shaft) to reduce gravity distortions. The
The RMS program (Ref. 3) is used to compute the "nor- eccentric rollers produce sine and cosine linear functions of

real" surface errors (perpendicular to reflector surface) at a the elevation angle, 0, that match, by proper design, the
specific elevation angle (0) using the two sets of deflections desired distortion compensation due to gravity loading

dsym and dantrtrym. Only two sets of deflection data (for the changes.
first and fourth quadrants of the antenna) are supplied to the
RMS program. Data for the second and third quadrants are Note that the distortion (in rms) for the unit symmetric
generated by symmetry. The RMS program multipdes both loading is 0.863 mm, which is larger than the 0.616 mm for
sets of deflection data by the appropriate angular functions in the unit antisymmetric loading vector. Therefore, the horizon-
Eq. (1), adds me resulting weighted deflections, and computes look case was selected in this study for corrections at selected
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"_ nodes since 0.7 part of the symmetric loading change occurs multiplied by the over-correction factor, from the first set of
'_ from 45-deg elevation to horizon-look• Another reason for corrected node data• This new set of corrected nodes resulted?

" ' that selection was the fact that the DSN 64-m antenna is used in an improved overall rms of 0.18 mm (0.007 in.).$-i.

_/_ -_ most frequently between the 45-deg to horizontal position ',

range. The analytical technique used to determine the most Some surface nodes originally gave a best-fit rms near zero,
effective node corrections is described in the following section• thus misleadingly eliminating the need fo¢ any further correc-t

tions. However, repeated corrections of other nodes shifted
' the best-fit paraboloid in the Z direction by approximately

, III. Trial Computations 0•50 mm (0.020 in.), giving the originally "good" nodes a,¢

/; The analysis for determining the bump corrections for the poor rms. To fine-tune the corrections made thus far, 63 of
64-m antenna wasdone in two parts.The first part determined these nodes were given a correction designed to compensate
the necessary bump-node corrections for the horizon-look for the shift in the Z direction. The fhlal rms for (157 �63)

" case. The second part of the correction analysis determined or 210 corrected nodes (with the surface panels set at 45 deg)
the relatiol,ship between the horizon-look and zenith-look is 0.15 mm (0.006 in.). The structural model for the selected
corrections, which generated the necessary bump-node cotrec- nodes of this case is shown in Fig. 4. Figures 5 and 6 show the
tions and the new overall rms where the zenith-look gravity contour maps of the distortions mea;ured normal to the

" distortions were initially assumed to be due to the symmetric surface of the best-fit paraboloid before and after the bumps
_ gravity loading vector only. Therefore, the initial zenith-look are removed for the horizon-look case.

surface L .rections are a function of the correction made at
* horizon-look. Corrections for the zenith-look case are made for the same

?_ nodes as for the horizon-look case and are imtially assumed to
:,, The RMS program, using the three-component distortion be affected by symmetric gravity loading only. "Inerefore the
,. data from the structural programs, produced at each node a zenith-look case (Oz) corrections are functions of the horizon-
' "i listing of both the no-fit normal errors and the best-fit normal look (OH)case corrections and are given as. i

errors (after best fitting of the paraboloid). By examining the
(sin 0z - sin 0_}

,_ best-fit contour map of the horizon-look case, with the surface sym-gravity = (hot-look corrections) (sin 0H sin 0s)panels set at 45-deg elevatmn, a number of large, bump- corrections
displacement nodes were observed. Data for 157 nodes were

0.3
entered in the program with zero displacements as a baseline = (hor-look corrections) "_ (4)from which corrections could start.

An initial set of corrected nodes was generated after sub- and for antisymmetric distortions:

tracting the best-fit normal errors from the no-fit normal (cOSfz- cos0s)

errors for the large displacement nodes. This correction antisym-gravity = (hor-lookcorrections)(ccs0H_ cos0s)corresponds to the distance from the actual paraboloid to the corrections
best-fit parabeloid and results in a substantially improved rms
of 0.27 mm (0•0107 in.). The best-fit results associated with (5)

. this new rms represent the normal errors to the corrections where 0z is 90 deg, 0H is 0 deg, and Os = 45 deg.
provided by the new deflectmn data.

-_" The initial set of corrected nodes for the zenith-look case

_, Additional corrections to the selected set of bump nodes was generated using Eqs. (4) and (5) after determining the
were attempted to improve further the overall rms. In the rms using the initial set of corrected nodes• It was foun,-I that

._, first node-correction attempt, (option-1 design) the best-fit the prior assumption that the zenith-look case has only sym-
normal errors were subtracted directly from the no-fit normal metric gravity loading is not quite accurate. Most of the
errors. Subtraction was necessary to determine the distance nodes, however, agree with that assumption, but a few have

" between the actual paraboloid and the best-fit paraboloid, distortions due to both symmetric and antisymmetric gravity
._ Since the new best-fit data produced a best-f;t paraboloid for loadings. The multiplication factors for the nodes exhibiting

_ which the vertex is shifted in the Z direction as the bump- these traits were scaled accordingly and produced a final rms
node errors are removed, the new best-fit paraboloid must be for the 220 corrected nodes (with the surface panels set at
shifted so that its vertex coincides with that of the no-fit 45-deg elevation)of 0.23 mm (0.009 inches).

paraboloid. An over-correction factor of 1.8 was used to corn-
-. pensate for this offset• A new set ot corrected nodes can P. Potter (Ref. 1)designated a minimum acceptable surfaceiJ

• therefore be generated by subtracting the new best-fit data, tolerance for the 64-m antenna that allows efficient operation
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at the 32-Ghz (Ka-band) frequency. The overall surface rms protruding from the elevation bearing housing; the spur gear

i7_ determined in this study for the zenith-look and horizon-look would be driven directly by the rotating elevation axis. The
cases are below these tolerances. Reducing the number of gearbox may also be driven by its own power ur.it using a
nodes selected for this study will increase the overall rms to simple switching device to maintain synchronous rotation _.

_ meet the minimum requirements of Ref. 1 and would result with the elevation axis.
, in a cost effective modification. The reduction effort, repre-

sented as option-2 design, results in an overall rms of 0.23 mm The angl_ of twist in the flexible driviLg cables betweer:
; (0.009 in.)for the horizon-look case and 0.38 mm (0,015 m.) the special gearbox and the eccentric, roller will determine

for the zenith-look case. the accuracy of the corrections imposed on the surface pane&.
The final design may require the use of a worm-gear reduction

" instead of the spur gear shown in Fig, 9. Initial cost estimates, _'
IV. Proposed Panel Adjustment Mechanism however, show that further development is still needed.

The surface panels are supported from the reflector struc-
ture as shown in Fig. 7 by the reverted U-pads, which are now
weld-connected to the top chords of the ribs. Figure 8 illus-

V. Summarytrates the proposed changes in the mounting of the inverted
U-pads using flextures. The inverted U-pads can be pivoted This article has considered only the distortions of the mare
to vary their heights up to the top chords of the reflector's reflector surface resulting from gravity loading. Additional
rib trusses, distortions result from both wind and temperature-difference

loadings on the reflector structure, the surface panels, and
The proposed mechanism for raising or lowering the U-pad the subreflector; these loadings become dominant for antenna

is illustrated in Fig. 9, and the mechanism is bolted to the operation at higher than X-band frequencies. Reflector nodes
U-pad and the top chord. An eccentrically mounted roller, having major bump displacements could be corrected by
which rotates in unison with the elevation axis, can provide controlling the positron of the surface panel corners using
the sine (0) function as well as the amplitude change of the adjustable mechanical jacks, which change position with
surface-panel position, changes in the antenna elevation angle. The analysis of two

bump-removal configurations is presented in Table 1. The
The driving flexible cables, connecting the antenna eleva- potennal gain improvement is about 0.2 dB at X band

tion shaft motion and the eccentric roller motion, can be (8.4 GHz) as the reflector surface distortion is reduced from
driven in unison by a specially designed gearbox that has a 0.63 mm (0.025 in,) to 0.15 mm (0.006 m.). Although the

large spur gear dnviv.g multiple smaller pinion gears placed proposed panel-adjustment mechanism can neutralize the
around the periphery of the main gear. If there is excess nodal displacements at the selected corrected nodes, it requires

2

torque capacity in the elevation drive, th]s special gearbox future development effort and cost trade-off studies among
can be mounted on the alidade next to the elevation shaft other antenna upgrade options presently being implemented.
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Table 1. Surface distortion (rms) due to gravity off/on loading

Horizon Zenith

position, position.
mm (in.) mm dn.)

Original 64-m antenna 0.63 (0.025) 0.50 (0.020)
(structural only)

: Upgrade option 1 0.15 (0.006) 0.23 (0.009)
(220 corrected nodes)

Upgrade option - 2 0.23 (0.009) 0.38 (0.015)
(116 corrected nodes)
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OPTION I: 220 JACKS

(IK3TH • AP4D O NODES)
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Fig. 4. Bump-removing_lJu_table _ _mtlons for _ ant_na
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64-m Antenna Automatic Subreflector Focusing Controller
C. N. Guiarand L. W. Duff

GroundAntennasandFacd0tyEngineeringSection

Defocussing of the radio frequency beam arisesfr_'m gravity-induced structural defor-
:'" mations as the antenna rotates about the elevation axis. The new S,,breflector Controller

generates the axial (z) and lateral (3,) offset corrections necessary to move the subreflec-
tor, thus minimizing the gain losses due to this defocussing. Thts article discusses thee

technique used to determine these offset errors and presents a description of the new
Subreflector Controller.

I. Introduction The present 64-m antenna subreflector consists of a 6.4-m
(21-ft) diameter, asymmetrical, hyperboloidal surface with a

With the progressive needs to communicate with farther moveable vertex plate, a 0.3-m (1-ft) high sohd skirt attached
depths of space comes the increased need to improve the at a fixed tilt angle about the perimeter of the hyperboloid,
efficiency of the existing NASA - JPL Deep Space Network a hub, a backup space frame structure, and four independently
(DSN) ground antennas. The DSN, incorporating both me- adjusted motion mechanisms comprising electric motors and
chanical and microwave engineering efforts, has initiated this jack screws. The four subreflector motion (focusing) mechan-
task, with a main goal to increase the large antenna (64-m isms are located to allow linear travel along the x- (cross eleva,
diameter) network performance by approximately 1.9 dB at tion), y- (elevation), and z- (axial or microwave beam) axes
X-band. in addition to rotatior, al travel to select any of several feed

horns for use. These focus adjustments permit the subreflector
Some of the modifications being developed include the to optimize the radio frequency (RF) alignment and maxi.

following: mize gain for any one of the five feed positions on the tricone
assembly. Defocussing of the RF beam arises from gravity.

(1) Fabrication of precise main and subreflector surfaces induced structural deformations as the antenna rotates about

(0.5 dB) the elevation axis. The subreflector controller generates the

(2) The use of optimally shaped single or dual reflectors co;rective signals which mo',e the subrefle_'t: r to minimize
(0.3 dB) the gain loss due to defocussit,;, l'he .axial (z, anu y-axes

corrections are automated, whi..e ,_,v X-axis corrections
(3) The extension of the main reflector diameter to 70 m (minor) can be adjusted manualb,, _fr_eeded.

(0.8 dB) with several otructural and optical pointing

changes (0.1 -IB) This report discusses the tedudque used to determine the r"

(4) The subreflector focusing automation and upgrade focu.,ing offsets or _y and A_ corrections r.ecessary to reduce
(0.2 dB) described in this report gain losses due to gravity-induced structural deformations.
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_.% Also included is a description of the new subreflector con- from the virtual focus of the hyperboloid (relative to setting
troller designed to enforce these corrections. Operatinginstruc- elevation angle of 45 degrees). After curve-fitting, a y-ares
tlons, theory of operation, and associated software for the correctaon equation is obtained as

_, SRC belong in an operation and maintenavce manual (in
preparation).

Ay = 3.41 [X/_2cosE- 11 (2)

II. Focus Offsets

The surface panels of the 64-m antenna main reflector are where /Xy is the y-axis focus offset in inches. Equation (2)
initially set to represent ideal cassegrain conditions when the is plotted as shown in Fig. 2. At extreme elevation angles
antenna is oriented at an elevation angle of 45 degrees (where (90°) the y-axis offset can reach approximately 100 mm
most tracking occurs). As the antenna rotates about the _4 in.).
elevation axis. gravity distortions are introduced due to

changes in the direction of the gravity force vectors with After determining the Ay and Az offsets, the Radiation
respect to the antenna symmetric (z) axis (Ref. 1). Structure Pattern Computer program (Ref. 2) was used to determine
deformations contribute to a reduced RF performance since the expected gain losses that would result without subreflector

these displace the focus as demonstrated in Fig. 1 and increase corrections. As an example, Fig. 3 shows a plot of the gain
antenna gain losses, loss given as its equivalent surface distortion (in mm) vs focus

offsets for 8.45 GHz.

Displacements of the focus in axia] (z) and lateral 09

directions have major effects on gain loss because they cor- The new subreflector Controller software incorporates
respond to the focus of the best-fit paraboloid and the virtual Eqs. (1) and (2) and is described in detail below.
secondary focus of the hyperbolo]d. These offsets can be
compensated for using the new subreflector controller which
automatically generates ,*hecorrect signals to move the sub-

III. Controller Descriptionreflector in both the axial and/directions.

_" The subreflector axial (z) and y positioning are controlled i

' " A series of tests on the large antenna at DSS 14 were run by a closed loop as shown by the block diagram in Fig. 4. The
to determine the optimum subreflector z-ax]s focus position loop is closed using the subreflector axial (or y) synchro
vs the elevation angle. These tests consisted of a series of position encoder as the feedback element.

: conical scanning (CONSCAN) boresight and subreflector
focus measurer," , using an astronomical radio source. A The Subreflector Controller (SRC) and Interface are
polynomial lea.,, squares curve fit was apphed with a correc- sketched in Fig. 5. The SRC receives the anterina elevation
tion function of the form position data from the Antenna Servo Controller (ASC) at

a rate of one sample per second. The ASC transmits this data
to the SRC through the 534 Serial Communications ,,oard.

Az = A + BX + CX 2 + DX 3 (1) The maximum elevation the antenna is able to change is
: 0.25 deg/s. The antenna elevation angle is used as an index

into a look-up table stored in the memory of the SRC where

'_, where Az is the Z-axis focus offset and X is the elevation the subreflector offset values are located (as defined by
angle complement. The constants are found as follows: A = Eqs. [1] and [2]). The actual subreflector position is read
14.2 mm (0.560 in.), B = -0.068 mm/deg (-0,00271 in./deg), from the X, Y, ,rid Z position synchros on the subreflector

._ C = -0.0069 mm/deg (-0.000275 in./deg), D = 0.000033 and entered int_, the SRC through synchro-to-digital con-
mm/deg (0.0000013 in./deg) and X is (90-E) where E is verter (12-bit). If the actual position of the subreflector is

- the elevation angle in degrees. This polynomial provided the not within 1.27 mm (0.050 in.) of the desired position, _hen
required correction of the subreflectcr Z- position, plotted a rate command will be generated through the 12-bit digital/

; as shown in Fig. 2. A maximum correction of about 25 mm analog converter (D/A), which will engage the motor drives
_'_ (1 in.) is needed therefore at E = 0 (horizon position), of the subreflector at a fixed rate. Once the motor dr!yes
p" start, they will continue to move the subreflector until it has

,. The y.axis focus offset (Ay) was determined analytically reached its desired position. At that time all commands to
J using the NASTRAN structural analysis computer program the subreflector motor drives will stop. The final position

The results included the offset of the best-fit paraboloid focus will be displayed on the SRC.

7,1
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IV. Positional Accuracy loss. The "deadband'" tolerance is wide compared to tile
" positioning accuracy, and once the subreflector stops, it would

._ The new SRC must be capable of meeting the existing take several seconds for the elevation angle change to require
r_ positional accuracy requirements summarized in Table 1. another subrellector position adjustment.
' Positional accurac2_ of the 64-m antenna subreflector is based

3 on these capabilities and the calculated value of offset, due to

', gravity deformations. The calculated offset values reside in a V. Summary
look-up table which is part of the SRC software. Axial (z)

offsets are calculated at 0.088-degree elevation angle intervals The Subreflector Controller (SRC) provides a method for
and lateral (;') offsets at 0.022-degree elevation angle intervals correcting error off,,ets of the RF beam due to gravity-induced

with an error tolerance of 0.25 mm (0.010 in.). The actual structural deformations. The SRC unit has been designed and
accuracy for z-axis and y-axis positioning was chosen to be tested at DSS 14, demonstrating the potential for increased
-+1.25 mm (-+0.050 m.), thus providing a hmiting 0.5 dB gain large antenna performance.

y
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Table 1. Performance Cal_bllltkm of the m.d_eflector ,,,ridanttmna
drlw eN_-.tronlcs

Parameter Y Axis Z Axis

Maximum Axis Travel, mm (in.) 152.4 (6) 203.2 (8)

Maximum Rate of Travel, mm/s (in./s) 0.20 1.27 I
(0.008) (0.050)

Maximum Error for 0.05 dB Gain Loss, 2.54 1.27

mm (in.) (0.100) (0.050)

Maximum Movement/Degree Elevation, 20.3 5.60
mm (in,) (0.80) (0.22)

Maximum Required Tracking Rate, 0.50 0.15
mm/s ¢in./s) (0.020) (0.006)

Maximum Position Resolution, mm (in.) 0.062 0.062

(0.00244) (0.00244)
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Intermodulation Product Levels in Flame-Sprayed Materials
C. S. Yung,F. W. Stoller,andF. L. Lansing

Ground Antenna and Facilitie_ EngineeringSection

_. S. Brazil
Ford Aerospace and Cnmmumcatuons Corporation, Palo Alto, California

Ford Aerospace (under contract with the ,let Propulsion Laboratory) completed a
z

preliminary invertigation on #Ttermodulation prod:_ct (IMP) levels of fiberglass-backed
"" flame-sprayed _urfac'es.The purpose was to demonstrate the use of modified techniques

: and material_ in combustion flame spraying of formed surfaces in reducing interrnodula-
tion products. The approach used improved metal wire stock without impurities or with
smaller droplet sizes, used new high-temperature release agents, used wire stock with
lower electrical resistance, and used variations in spraying distances, and intense buffing
processes which amalgamate the material gaps and droplets in an effort to fabricate
1MP-free light-weight and low-cost subreflectors. The study revealed positive material
candidates with an IMP level around -150 dB, wh&h is comparable to solid aluminum
surfaces used asa reference.

_J

I. Introduction third sidel_be radiation lev¢" when radiated with multiple

/> Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation (FACC) carriers at a power density approximating the antenna oper-
"\ (under contract with JPL) performed a study examining the ating conditions. The study 3bjective was to perform Lab

tests on sample materials and fabrication procedures and tointermodulation product (IMP) response characteristics of
_" certain flame-sprayed materials and processing procedures, compare results versus conventional solid reflecting surfaces.

The purpose for this study was to demonstrate the feasibility
of applying certain modified combustion flame-spray (metal- Past experience (Ref. 1) has shown that conventional

" lizing) techniques and a number of materials for fiberglass- flame.spray techniques using standard aluminum wire feed
:,, backed subreflector surfaces, used for the cassegrain micro- .,rock produce unacceptable IMP and noise problems when a

wave antennas, while avoiding me generation of impairing multiple carrier uplink RF transmitter is used. Hence, a better
LMPs.The aim is to provide a method of producing at low approach is developed. This report describes the materials that

: cost, low IMP, and high efficiency, small-tolerance (RMS) were investigated, their method of fabrication, the test facility,
and light-weight subreflectors. Material candidates were sought the test procedure, and the test results and gives recommenda.
with characteristic IMP levels of -40 dB or below the antenna tions for future work.
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'% II. ;MP Mechanisms IMP currents are a result of tile statistical summation of the
microcurrents from many different nonlinear contacts.

The frequency Fi of a given intermodulation product

resulting from two carriers of frequencies F 1 and F2 (Fj < _) A nonlinear device is one that does not obey Ohm's law, ".
_r is determined by the expression and the relation of current and voltage for such a device is a

cuple that can be represented by a polynominal of a degree
" F = NF l - M_ (1) higher than one over a finite interval. Analysis made by FACC

shows that third order intermodulahon power is the pre-
where N and M are integers. The IMP order is defined as dominant contributor to IMP interferences. Relationships

k

• N + M. For example, the third, f,fth, and seventh IMP orders are derived to show the magnitude of the third order IMP as
can be written as follows, a function of the magnitude of the power of two or more

slgnals applied to the nonlinear device. Where all signal volt-\

F.(3) = 2Fj - F2 / ages are constant, the IMP power, Pi, is shown to vary with the

F(5) = 3El - _2 I (2) carrier power ratioR as

= R_R_R_R (3)
F/(7) = 4F1 - 3F2 Pi (R + 1)3

lntermodulation product effects have been investigated In summary, IMPs result from nonlinear juiactions where
two or more carriers of given power ratio exist simultaneouslysince multiple frequency carriers were first introduced in
and where the power of third order frequencies of the inter-space communications systems. Passive intermodulation pro-

ducts occur because some microwave components in radio- ference is sufficient to cause interfering sources.

frequency systems, presumed to be linear, are in reality very
slightly nonlinear. Transmit-to-receive isolations on thc order
of -150 to -200 dB are typically needed for high-power trans- III. Background
mitter systems with sensitive receivers. For such systems, The detrimental effects of IMPs to JPL radio telescopes
nonlinearities as little as 1 part/101° may present a problem, was described during the Voyager space program (Ref. 1).

Past experience on flame-sprayed surfaces has shown that the
Three of the most predominant mechanisms for producing unacceptable intermodulation and noise products, produced

nonlinearties and intermodulation products are (1) electronic by conventional flame _pray techniques, have resulted from
tunneling (a semiconductor action) through thin oxide layers one or all of the following conditions:
separating metallic conductors at metallic junctions; (2) micro-
discharge between microcracks, whiskers, or across voids in (1) Some impurities in the wile feed stock were included,
metal structures; and (3) nonlinearities associated with dirt, typically, standard alur.mum wire which contains up
metal particles, and carbonization on metal surfaces. Each of to 10% silicon impurities. These impurities cause unde-

sirable coating of the sprayed aluminum particlesthese different mechanisms manifests itself in identical power
laws and in nearly equal levels of IMP generation. (flakes), which create multiple resistive cells with

local eddy currents and roise effects.

The nonlinearities responsible for the IMP are a result of (2) The sp:ay particles may have significant oxide coatings,
the summation of many different microcurrent conduction developed during flight from the spray gun to the

., processes. Microscopically, all surfaces are highly irregular desired surface, resNtingin noise generation.
and have a surface o_:ide layer between particles or droplets

: several angstroms eJ,. When two or more surfaces (particles) (3) The low-temperature oxide-forming and nonuniform
i come in contact, r '. _re spots through the oxide coatings are _pray pattern of spray particles create a porous sur-
i formed, and very thin oxide layers separate the metals, face that, when power illuminated, results in IMP
: generation.

The nonlinearity will depend on the proportion of the (4) The use of incorrect spraying distances which affects
conductive and displacement currents. For recta' surfaces the porosity and oxide coatings referred to in (3),
separated by thin oxide layers, less than 50 A (56 × 10-1° m) above.
nonlinear electron tunneling occurs. For thicker oxide layers,
semiconductor current flow can take place. At high-power (5) The use of,t low-temperature "release agent" (a coat-
levels, low-level water vapor, weak gaseous plasma, and non- ing used for separating surfaces in the simulated female
linear processes in the material come into play. The observed molds) causes excessive outgas_ing al,d thereby creates
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local ,esisti,e cells with their accompanying eddy original methods for the remaining samples. Pure tin was
currents and noise effects, deleted from the list since flame spraying of this material

constituted a health hazard.
(6) The selection of wire materials relative to the size of

the sprayed partlclcs is important. Other v_iremuteJlal_

with good electrical characteristics, such as copper, V[. Test Conditions
silver, tin, zinc-tin, etc., have finer particle diameters
which at S- and X-band frequencies have a significant The test conditions were set to approximate the operating
improved effect on IMproducts, power level of JPL antennas. The peak power density incident

on JPL subreflectors was g_ven as 5.4 W/cm2 A test was
(7) Conventional techniques do not use intense buffing, configured to provide that power density as _ nunimum plus

Since flame-spray particles are laid dt_wn in semiflat any margin the test facihty would provide. Since IMPs from
flakes and are oxide coated in random (creating resist- the flame-spray samples were the primary concern, the test
ive cells ._nd a porous surface), the application of configuration was designed to minimize or eliminate IMP
intensi',e buffing of the finished surface may amalgam- contributions from the facility itself.
ate the surface flakes t%,ther. Buffing wdl break
down the interparticle oxide barriers and minimize A means for mounting and suppmdng the test samples
the amount of porosity especially in softer metals, was constructed that would not m itself contribute to the

observed IMP level. The holding fixture was a polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) frame whic',, supports the sample at 0.635 cm

IV. Study Approach from the radiathag aperture PVC is used to ehminate metallic

The study approach is to avoid 'he past pitfalls menuoned surfaces wh,ch are known IMP generators. The sample was
above and to investigate the feasibility of significantly reduc- held m proximity to the horn aperture to reduce radiation

" hag the ;MPs in the combustion flame-spray process by using into the anechoic absorber which covers the interior of the
a combination of pure wire-feed materials, high-temperature test facility This too was to reduce the background IMP of
release agents, finer particle sprays, proper spray distances, the measurement system. Figure 1 shows the sample holding
different types of wire Iced, and the amalgamating effects or fixture l',cated in place within the test facility.

_ intense buffing. In the future, the plasma flame-spray tech-
! nique may be investigated to determine whether it _arl be The radiating aperture was a 12.7-cm diameter conicall,

adapted to NASA and DSN needs and is not included in th_s horn which connects to the remammg IMP test facility provid-
study, ing the radiation and monitoring system. The transmitter,

recewer, and recordmg/momtormg system used were at FACC
IMP test facility located m Pah) Alto, Cahforma. "lhis facdity

V. Description of Ma,*a,ria[ Samples was built to test IMPs having a level of-170 (IBm from com-
ponents :admted at multiple carrier power levels of +63 dBm

A number of flat flame-spray samples were fabricated as mid a free space environment. An RF-shielded anechoic test
an approximation to the curved female mold used for forming facility is also included that penmts measurements m excess
the subreflector surlace. The sample size was 30.5 cm × 30.5 of -150 dBm from those power sources. The transmitter Is a
cm with a 0.15-cm thick fiberglass backing. The samples were lugh-power amplifier capable of delivering 5 kW of carrier
prepared by Antenna Systems Inc. (ASI), San Jose, California. power. This level of power is necessary to provide a n,!nimum
The wire-feed materials were flame splayed against a flat of 2 kW at the feed interface following distribtmon losses
mold whose surface had been prepared with a high-temperature through the facihty waveguide and monitoring equipments.

. release age.. After the simulated mold had been metal- The frequency bandwidth covers 7.90 to 8.40 GHz. Most
sprayed to a thickness of approximately 0.025 cm, the fiber- of the tests ,vere run at a power level of 1 kW. This provided

" glass backing was applied to the flame sprayed surface. The a power density level of 6.6 W/cm2, exceeding the minimum
backing material wa, bonded and cured, and the sample was required for the study. Attempts were made to increase the
then removed from the mold. The release agent was removed power level; however, the level of reflected energ) _caused by

< using acet-me, the waveguide short presented by the flame-spray sample) into
the receiver bandpass filter cause_ excessive heating of that

4

A total of thirteen material samples was prenared as component.
described in Table I. Following the examination, processing,
a_adtesti_,g of tt.e first seven samples, certain handling proce- The receiving system has a nmse figure of 1.5 dBm ( 105 K).
dures test methods, ar.d test criteria evolved which suggested This is achieved by including a Field Effect Transistor (FET)
that more meaningful results could be obtained by altering the before the downconverter and spec'rum analyzer. Since
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,_ thermal noise power is -174 dBW/Hz at room temperature causes amalgamation of the metal, if the IMP is a result of the
(290K), a 10Hz predetection bandwidth on the spectrum material porosity or if it _s a result of oxidation between
analyzer provided a theoretical noise power of -160 dBm. globules of metal formed during the flame-spray process, the
Also included in the test setup are a spectrum displa_ and an IMP level should be reduced following the amalg;mation,it

equipment controller. These pnwided a swept display of all process.
;- IMPs generated in the 7.25 to 7.75 GHz band. Those data

were stored in computer memory, recorded on tape and by Sevezal buffing methods were examined. The first used a
an X - Y recorder. The modulated carriers which are used horse-hair brush wheel operated at very high speed. It was
to drive the high power amplifier (HPA). the down converter found that the heat developed from the brush was not ade-
local oscillators, and the spectrum analyzer are stabilized to quate to cause distortion of the metal surface and no amalga-
5 X 10- ti by an oscillator. This provided long term or swept mation occurred. The second attempt was W place tile metal
measurement stability. Between 7.7<5 to 7.90 GHz at !east surface against a granite lapping plate. An orl_ital sanding
100 dB of rejection was provided by a separate bandstop machine was modified to accept the material sample during
filter. This prevented energy from the travelvag wave tube this process. Again, sufficient heat to cause amalgamation
(TWT) HPA passing through this window that would generate could not be developed, probably due to the heat sink effect
an iMP in the field effe,.t transistor (FE"r) amplifier. Proce- of the granite block. ,

dures are included to !dentify and isolate IMPs generated
within the HPA. As a third attempt at buffing the flame-s;_ray samples, a

hard leather disk was fabricated and used on edge, similar to
Separate screen rooms having greater than -80 dB isolation the h,rse-hair brush. This method proved to be too harsh and

were used between the receive test area and transmit area. ab:asive. The chsk edge, which was approximately 1.2-cm
These rooms prevent "floating" signals of the transmitter _ick, removed some metal from the sample thus leaving large,
from influencing the Iow-noi_.ereceiver inf,_rmation. Figure 2 unacceptable voids. The leather disk wa_ then applied flat.
shows a block diagram of the FACC test facility. All tests were using an automot,ve-type polishing machine. This method
performed at room (ambient)condttions. was marginally acceptable for certain metal surfaces, The

pure aluminum (sample number 2, Table I) was partially
The recorded IMP level observed at each setting of the amalgamated by the leather-disk buffing process. Materials

carrier frequencies was taken from a stanstical average of ten having a coarse surface (copper and silver, sample numbers 4
- separate readings. This was done to eliminate peaks nulls, and and 5) tended .o load up the leather disk, thus sigmficantly

equipment variations. As a result of this averaging process, ;rnpairing the process. The pure zinc and tin/zinc materials
each frequency measurement occurs over a lO-n',inute nine (sample numbers a and 6) exhibited hard surfaces and large

: period, and each test sanlple measurement occurs, over a 90- areas flaked off during the buffing process.
min,.te time period.

On examinatton of the above three buffing processes _t
No special facilities were required to perforrr, the sample was recognized that none of them yielded the desired result

buffing, surface resistance tests, or porosity tfsts. Conven- and a new trial was n_eded. A dry-lubricant Silicon Carbide
tional equipment was used for each of these. A Kelvin Resls- polishing disk was tried, and it was found that grade-80
tance Bridge was used for the simple surface resistance mea- polishing agent provided significant improvement re, ,,he

, surements. A 30)<power microscope and light source were used surface smoothness and its porosity and seemed to approach
• in judging the sample porosity, amalgamation somewhat more than the leather disk. The
_- processing time was also sigmficantly redu_.ed. This buffing

VII. Test Results method was used on the remaining six samples (8 through 13).

The flame-spray samples were sequentially tested for B. Porostb/Chock

surface resistance, checked for poros,ty, IMP tested, buffed. Samples 8 through 13 were checked before and after
and then retested. Initially the samples were tested, then bt'ffing for granularity and porosity. This exanlination was
buffed using various buffing techniques, and then retested, made by viewing the metallic surface in a darkened room while
Th¢ data herein are grouped according to the sample identnfi- holding a high-intensity constrained light source to its fiber-cation in Table 1.

glass degree porosity was a subjecttv¢ judg-surface. The of

i! ment made by the test conductor with ranking from 1 to 5

A. BuffiNg Procedure8 (1 :- no light sh_,wing through, 5 = slgmficant light showing
One of the study objecti;es was to determine v,hether :he through). Porosity was helpful in determining the effective-

observed IMP level could be reduced by intense buffing wh_:h hess of the buffing process. The results are shown in Table 2.

It
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-_t C. Surface Resistance Tests mounted in the holding fixture and their IMP responses were
measu"' t. This calibration revealed (Figs. 3[b] and 3[c]) a

Each sample was measured to determine its DC surface nomina_ increase in the baseline IMP level. The ;ncrease is
- resistance before and following the hlfffing process. A KeMn attrmuted to two factors" first, a co,centration of incident

Resistance Bridge was used for these tests by placing two energy on the .hamber absorber in the prorimlty ot the
,., electrodes on the su,face of the sample, spaced apart by a horn; and second, a signiqcantly increased reflected energy

, constant distance. The results are tabulated in Table 3 for into the monitoring microwave components (horn, orthomoae
comparative evaluation before and after buffing only. in junction, filters). Since IMPs increase at a rate of 3 dB per dB

: general, materials having low resistance contribute lower of incident power (Ref. 4), the reflected power level throught

system noise temperature. However, these measurements ao the monitoring RF components is increased several fold when
not represent the actual dissipative loss a. sociate I with the the calibration plates and the flame-spray sample plates are
metallic surfar.e as described in Refs. 2 and 3 t . A more accu- positioned over the horn aperture. Thus. the observed system
rate measur_.,,aent technique such _s the cavity resonator IMP level ,ncrease in the calibration level was expected. The
technique was developed by R. Clauss and P. Potter (Ref. 3). calibration data shown in Fig. 3 are accurate w_thin ±5 dB of

the indicated values. Thus, the two copper and aluminum
D. R_ll_'tion Te_s plates exhibited generally comparable IMPsig_mtures(~- 160

One area of concern was the reflective quality of the dBm).
samples following the buffing process. A test was added to
determine the surface reflection to RF energy. A microwave 2. Test samples. The results of the first seven flame-spray
reflectometer using an Automa;ic Network Analyzer was samples are shown in Fig. 4 where the general IMP level is
used to monitor reflected energy from an open-end waveguide observed between -100 and -170 dBm. Standard aluminum
placed flush to the sample surface. Table 4 lists the resultsof flame spray (sample 1, Fig. 4[a]) shows the largest IMP
samples 8 to 13 before and after buff'rag for comparative (-114 dBm); however the high-temperature release agent
evaluation only. Note that for a perfect reflector, the reflec- improves its performance sigmficantly. The IMP performance
tion coefficient should be zero. A different reflection measure- of standard aluminum flame spray with high temperature

merit technique wherein each sample is placed at 45° slope release agent (Fig. 4[g]) is comparable (at -137 dBm) to the
from the radiating horn is contemplated for future work. general trend of the other samples. IMP performance was

plotted before and after buffing. When the 10 dB tolerance

E. IntennodulaUon Products (IMP) Tests window (--.5 dB) is considered, .t was apparent that the sam.
pies performed generally the same except tot the "standard"

The IMP results acquired from the measurements described aluminum with low-temperature release agent (Fig. 4[a]).
in Section VI are plotted as a ft,nction of the receive fro- Pure zinc (Fig. 4[_) and zinc-tin tF2g. 4[cl) appear as slight
quency in Figs. 3-5. Each graph includes a frequency dlstribu- favorites within each group (" - 132 dBm).
tion. Fifteen carrier pairs were tested with carrier 1 frequen-
cies ranging from 7.900 to 8.075 GHz and carrier 2 between The results of samples 8 througrA 13 are shown in Fig. 5.
8.050 to 8.400 GHz. IMP 3rd order frequencies ranged from During the te,_ts on these sample,., the transmitter/receiver
7.40 to 7.75 GHz. An analysis of the results isgiven below. control software was modified (wherein each frequency was

repeated ten separate times), and the transmitter power output
1. System calibration. A reference calibration demon- was set at a constant 1 kW. The results show a closer correla-

strated the background IMP of the facility, holding fixtur,:, tion between sample tests than was observed from the previous
and test equipment. The source horn was radiating into the seven samples and show consistent improvement in the men.
anechoic room without a test sample plate in position. The sured IMPlevel when the buffing process was used although no
calibration demonstrated (Fig. 3[a]) a background IMP level signifi,;ant change can be attributed to the double buffing
averaging-171 dBm o,'er the receive frequency band. process.

, Second, reference calibrations were made to demonstrate The measured tolerance was reduced to *-2.5 dB on sam-

th_ inherent IMP level of the measuremem system when a pies 8 through 13 due to improved repeatability of measure-
reference test pla_e (of known IMP purity) was substituted ments. This also is attributed to the modified measurement
for the test samples. Two a;luminum and copper plates, with method.
dimensions identical to the flame-spray test samples, were

IS0e ,,/soC.w. Choi andG. S. Kbkpatrick,"SurfaceRe_t/stivityMen- The results of Fig. _a) also show that the 70/30 tin-zinc
surmnentsfor the IPL 34-m X-BandAntenna,"HarrisCorporatton, (at -134 dBm) performs better following the buffinl_ proce.
Melborne,FI_, Septetabez 9, 1980. dure. Buffing apparently affected the tin-zinc (improves IMP

t
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from-134 dBm to-155 dBm)far more than any of the )/her btfffing processes revealed no conclusive evidence that the
"' samples tested. The pure aluminum sample in Fig. 5(b) mea- ,naterial had undergone amalgamation: the improvement may

sared low initial IMP (-156 dBm) and exhibited a lower value result from rupture of the oxide coating ar_.,.nd the spray
, (average -158 dBm) following the second butting procedure particles. Porosity tended to increase only slightly f JIlowing

(with dry-lubricant silicon followed by leather disk), the buffing process.

The METCO BabbitTM sample in Fig..5(c) and the pure Taldng the norm of multiple recordinps of the IMPlevel a)
alumir _with a 70/30 tin-zinc subsurface sample in Fig. 5(d) each frequency set improved the repeatabilit3, and thus the
show generally the same mixed trend as the pure aluminum, accuracy of the d. ta. Setting the power at a constant level

removed the 3 dB/dt_ slope from .) e data curve.
The two remaining samples (No. 12 and 13 in Figs. 5[e]

and 5[f])having overspray and material buildup to double The 3tudy results showed a definite feasibility for some
flfickness exhibited poor IMP response after buffing. N) flame-spray materials for DSN antenna subreflectors. From an
particular reason could be found for their higher IMP IMP conside,'ation, the tested materials reveal positive candi.
measurement, datex ¢,r _ha.'_..plqicat;.on.The selection of a soecific material,

howe-er, sh-t,!d ,'Jot be made withou., further technical and

economical tnvestigations. Until the observed IMP level from a

VIII. Summary sam) _,;matexial can be maintained at a value below the mea-
surement system noIse !e,,el, there _sroom for improveme_rt.

It was learned that as a general class of ma)erials, flame- Indeed, as th,- zr,aterial te,.hnology is enhanced, as was experi-
sprayed fiberglass-backed laminates can be considered viable

enced durir_ t!:c c_lrrent _.tu,_y,improvements can be made in
candidates as reflector surfaces in high-intensity microwave the measuremer t ,_cthods to demonstrate even lower levelsof
mnlttple carrier systems w_thout excessive interference due to perfcrmance. ".lxe arear :wisioned for further work include
secondary emissions from mtermodulation products. This

the followin_
rather board conclusion is supported by the overall low level

(between -150 and -160 dBm) o¢ IMPs oL,- ,,ed from the (1) l-lasma '))'-"v met_'l:.ing techmques result in surfact:_
present tests, whose chala_,terist,,< ;_ay avoid many of the known

sources of IMP generation. "Ihe process uses a comb_-
The flame-spray materials were exposed to a radiation den- nation of high-energy,, h_gh.veloctty gas with az_inert

sity in excess of 6.6 W/cm2 w_th selected tests exceeding gas carrier to develo? high-density, oxide-free, non-
A3 W/cm:. Some materials (tin-zinc and pure aluminum) porous metalhc surfaces.

: exhibited IMPs of -150 dBm when measured over a 6.3 per-

cent frequenc_ band. These levels ale generally considered (2) In fabricating a scaled subreflector, with a hyperbohc "_,:
satisfactory for most recezving systems yet may be mar- surface and testing for its IMP performance, material
ginal for strmgent JPL systems, candidates should include tin-zinc and pm ' aluminum.

in addition, compare.tire microwave -ef, cti,'e effici- r
The study shows that buffing the flame-spray surface for ency measurements shou' ' be made on the.subr_'flector

: some samples improved IMPperformance; however, the results using a standard solid aluminum unit as t, reference, i'
, wer_ mixed. General improvement of 10 dB were noted and

may reach 20 dB (such as usiv.g ti:l-zinc in Fig. 5[a]). The (3) The effect of local environment on selected candidate
"'best" buffing process found was light polishing with a dry materials flaoula also be considered _rior to a final ma- ._

, lubricant silicon fine grit paper. Further buffing with hard terial selection. Weather effects, such as rain, ice, hail,
leather provided only nominal improvement. Microscopic humidity, dust, high- and low-temperature cycling,
examination of the fame-spray material before and after the should be deter _fined.
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Table 1. Flame-spray samples

: Sample Description
Number

: 1 Wire spray using "standard" aluminum wire (with 10%

-- mlpuritles) and a low-temperature release agent

2 Wire spray using pure aluminum wire, high-

temperature ;elease agent and no buffing

2(A) Same as Sample 2 with buffing

J Wire spray using pure zinc-tin wire, with high-

, temperature release agent

.-- 3(A) Same as Sample 3

4 W)re spray using pure copper whe with high-

temperature release agent

4(A) Same as Sample 4 with buthng
Table 2. Porosity of some samples

5 Wire spray usir.g pure sliver, wlth high-temperature
release agent

5(A) Same as Sample 5 wi'h buffing Sample Poroslty

6 Wire sprat using pure zinc wire with high-temperature number Material Before buffing After buffing
release agent

6(A) Same as Sample 6 with buffing 8 70/30 tin/zinc 3 5

7 Same as Sample 1 except using a high-temperature 9 Pt:re aluminum 4 4
release agent 10 METCO Babbit TM 5 4

7(A) Same as Sample 7 with buffing 1_ Pure aluminum 2 2

8 A composite of tin/zinc in a 70/30 ml\, with high- (with 70/30 backup)

tempera'ure release agent 12 70/30 (overspray) 1 I

8(A) Same as Sample 8 after bulfmg 13 Put* aluminum 1.5 4

9 Repeat ot Sample 2 above ¢pure aluminum) for repeat (overspray)
of measurements

9(A) Repeat of Sample 2(A) above (pure aluminum) after

buffing for repeat of measurements

10 Wue spray using METCO Babblt TM w,th high-
temperature release agent

!0(A) Same as Sample 10 after buffing

_. 11 Wire spray of pure aluminum as the surface area _lth

a 70/30 tin-zinc as a subsurface backup materml, with
high-temperature release agent

11(A) Same as 11 after buffing

12 Same as Sample 8 composite (70/30 tin-zinc) except
.- flame-spray surface material thickness was increased to

approximately 0.05 cm using an overspray

• 12(A) Same as Sample 12 after buffing

: 13 Same as Sample 2 except flame-spray surface material
thickness was increased to approximately 0.05 cm

_. . using an overspray

._ 13(A) Same as Sample 13 after buffing

" Jr
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Table 3. Bridge Resistance of samples

Sample Resistance. ohms

Number Material Before buffing After buffing

1 "Standard" aluminum 0.0102 0.0114

(low-temp. agent)

2 Pure aluminum 0.0127 0.0133

(high-temp. agent)

3 70/30 tin/zinc 0.0038 0 0037

(high-temp. agent)

4 Copper thigh-temp, agent) 0 0010 0.0010

5 Sliver 0 0029 0.0028

6 Zinc (high-temp. agent) 0.0061 0.0065

7 "Standard" aluminum 0.0150 0 0154

(high-temp. agent)

8 70/30 tin-zinc 0 0113 0 0105

9 Pure aluminum 0.0063 0 0065

10 METCO Babblt TM 0.0053 0.0051

11 Pure aluminum 0.0055 0.0060

, 12 70/30 _wtth o_'erspray) 0 0033 0.0034

13 Pure aluminum 0.0004 0 0041

(_tth overspray)

Table 4. Surface Reflection of flame-spray samples

Sample Rcfle_,t;on Ios_ _oeftlclent, dB

number Material I rcqucnc._, (;llz Before buffing After buffing

Copper reflectmn plate 8.1 0 06
8,4 0.01

8 70/30 tin/zinc 8 1 0.11 0.03
8.4 0.11 00l

• 9 Pure aluminum 8 t 0 43 0.08
8.4 0.40 0.07

'_ "/M

10 METCO Babbit 8.1 0.24 0 08
8.4 0 36 0 04

L-- 12 70/30 tin/zmc wtth overspray 8.1 0.17 0.08
8.4 0 09 0.08

13 Pure aluminum with uverspray 8.1 0.23 0 02
•_ 8.4 0.42 0.01
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Performance Simulation for Unit-Memory
Convolutional Codes With Byte-Oriented

Viterbi Decoding Algorithm
Q D Vo

Commun*ca_ons Systems Research Section

This article describes a software package developed to simulate the performance of the

byte-oriented Viterbi decoding algorithm for unit-memory (UM) codes on both 3-bit and

4-bit quantized A WGN channels. The simulation was shown to require negligible memoo'

and less time than that for the RTMBEP algorithm, although the)' both provide similar
performance in terms &" o'mbol-error probabilio,. This makes it possible to compute the

symbol-error probabilio' of large codes and to determine the signal-to-norse ratio required

to achieve a bit error rate (BER) of 10 -° for corresponding concatenated systems. A
(7, 10/48) UM code, lO-bit Reed-Solomon code combination was found to achieve the

required BER at 1.08 dB for a 3-bit quantized channel and at O.91 dB for a 4-bit quan-
tized channel

:4
I. Introduction VlterbL The RTMBEP decoding rule, which has been pre-

A general (l o. ko/no) umt-memory (UM) convo['lhonal Vlously simulated (Ref. 1), has as ,ts estimate at° the value of

' encoder is shown in Fig. 1. Let a t be the k0-blt byte of input a t ,hat ,naxlmizes P(arlr[l.t+,xl ) where r[1, t + A] is the
to be encoded a_ time t, at-I be the lo-blt byte of delayed observed sequence with delay A. To speed up the simulation,

- we set up probability matrices P(r,+_lbt+t), where i = O,
input, and b t be the corresponding no-bit byte of encoded 1, - • - . A. As a result, the required memory Is at least

,, output. Let G O and G l be encoding matrices with dimensions (A + l )2to+ko, which is quite large for big codes. For exam-

, k o X n o and/o X lio respectively, then the encodmgequation pie, for 10 = 9. k o = 10. and A = 8, at least 4,718,592 real
_. may be written as numoers are needed. On the other hand, the simulation for

the byte-oriented Vlterhl decoding algorithm requires prac-
bt = at Go + at-i GI : t = 1,2, • • • tlcally no memory (too small to count) since it does not have

to store the matrix P(rtlbt). Furthermore, the Viterbi algo-
There are two different decoding algorithms that exhibit rithm itself is much simpler and hence runs faster than the
similar performance: the RTMBEP and the byte-oriented RTMBEPalgorithm.
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II. Byte-OrientedViterbiDecodingAlgorithm
The byte-oriented Viterbi decodi-, , rule chooses its estimated sequence al°, a°, ' •, a° to be the value of a 1, a2," . az, which

maxlrDlleS
it

p(rl, •.. ,r I la 1," .. ,a l)P(a l," .. ,a I)

P(a I , - - . , a] Ir I , - • - , rz) = P(r I , • - •, rl)

Here we assume that all reformation sequences are equally likely (i e., P(a t) = 2-ko) so that the algorithm is the same as
maximizing

p(rl, • . . ,r I l a l, • .. ,a z)

or

p(rl, •.. ,r IIb l, - .. , bI (a I. ... ,al))

A recursive method is developed as follows. Let a t = at, at where the comma denotes concatenation of(k o - lo)-bit byte_" t with

/o-bit byte _t" _t is called the state at time t since it affects the output at time t + 1. Let

f('_t_l) = max P(rl,...,rt_llal ...,a't_l,_t_ l)
111, '' "_l"t_ l

Then

f (_ t) = max P(r l " ' "" ' rtl al''"" 'a't-i "fft- i "at"at )

= max P{rtl r 1
"l"" "t-z'it-l"at ''"'rt-l' al' ""at-z'at-I'at'at)

i XP(r,," .rt_lla ,, ".a__l,;t_l,a"t,_ ,1 j

Since the code has umt memory we can write

f(it) = ^max P(rel_t_l,arat) max P(r l, ' rt_lla I • at_l,at_ l)
|t_l,at a 1, . . at_ 1

= max IP(rtlbt (at_1"" ,_t,'at)lf(_t_l )11- ;,-1,';, ,

__ The process can be described by a trelhs diagram (Fig. 2). At (b) Set up 3-bit quantlzed AWGN channel probabihty
time t we have to compute and store the metric at each state matrix.

(I.e., f('at))" Also, we need to store the corresponding optimal

,, path leading to that state. The performance simulation soft- (c) Set
ware package for lh ' byte-oriented Viterbi decoding algorithm

"" ISsummarized as follows:

,." f(o = =1 andfto * ol = o
_.1_I (1) Initialization (t = O)

_ (a) Set up coder matrix that gives b t for each a t and

;_. at-l' IERR(ao) = 0

100
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Note that qce we are interested .lust in symbol procedures (see Ref. 1). The Viterbl decoder runs about four

error probabdity, in the simulation we need to times faster for small codes (k o = 4) and about twice as fast

store only the accumulated number of errors of for big codes (k o = 9). Amazingly enough, with all these ad-
th_ optimal path that leads to a particular state vantages, the VJterb_ algorithm still achzeves szmilar perfor-

O.e., IERR ('fit))" mance. For comparison, results baseu on 8000-byte decoding
simulation are shown in Table 1 for a (4,4/8) code and a

(2) At time t (mare loop: t = 1, 2, • • "), the following steps (6.6/30) code. The Viterbl algorithm simulation is run for a

are taken: (6,9/36) code and a (7,10/48) code ¢gund by PII Lee. The

(a) Simulate current observed byte r t symbol-error probabilities based on 4000-byte decoding simu-
lation for the (6,9/36) code and 20O0-byte decoding slmula-

(b) For each state at" compute tlon for the (7,10/48) code are gwen in Table 2 and plotted

= max !P(rtlb t ('_t._l,a"t,'_t))f('_t_z) t in Fig. 3 for both 3-bit and 4-bit quantized AWGN channelsf(_,)
_t-l'_'t / I (see the Appendix). These codes are concatenated with various

matching symbol-size Reed-Solomon codes. The required

and count the corresponding number of errors E_/N o (i.e., outer code signal-to-nmse ratzo) to achieve a

IERR ('Cr). Since f('at) will be very small after bit-error-rate (BER) of 10 -6 is shown in Table 3 and plotted
many _terat_ons, it _snecessary to normahze it' in Fig. 4. With 4-bit channel output quantization, the

(7,10/48) unit-memory code, (1023, 927) Reed-Solomon code

f(_r ) = f('_t)/f(O) combination requires only 0.91 dB in Eb/N o. This represents
an improvement of 1.62 dB over the proposed NASA standard

(3) Finally, the estimate a°, a°. . ",at ° is chosen to be the (i.e., (7,1/2) convolutional code, (255,223) Reed-Solomon
path that leads to the state a'ff such that code combination).

f(,_o) >1 f(,_,), forall_t's
IV. Conclusion

with Its corresponding number of errors 1ERR (_o). A software package was developed to simulate the per-

" formance of the byte-oriented Vlterbl decoding algorithm for :

III. Performance umt-memoly codes. This simulation requires negligible mem-
ory compared to that for the RTMBEP algorithm. It also runs

:- The above simulation software package requires little mere- faster because of its simplicity. As a result, it is possible to
o_y (m the order of 2ko) compared to the one for RTMBEP al- determine the symbol-error probabihty for large byte-oriented

gonthm (m the order of 2k0+z0). Th,s occurs since in the codes. Then the required Ea/N o to achieve a BER of 10-6 can
RTMBEP algorithm we need to store the probabdlty matrices be evaluated for concatenated systems. A (7,10/48) code,

P(rt+_lbt+_) where i = O, 1, • • • , A so that not all of these (1023,927) Reed-Solomon code combination IS found to
have to be recalculated in the next Iteration. Even so, the achieve the required BER at 0.91 dB, which is a 1.62-dB im-

RTMBEP algorithm Is still slower due to comphcated recursive provement over the proposed NASA standard.
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Table 1. Performance comparison between Viterbl and RTMBEP decoding algorithms

Code G O G 1 Viterbl decoding RTMBFP decoding

(4,4/8) 87 8B Eb/N 0 (dB) 1.5 2.0 2.5 E'b/N 0 (dB) 1.5 2.0 2.5 ,.
41] E2 P 0.0313 0.0157 0.0063 P 0.0317 0.0154 0.0065

S s
2D B8
1E D1

(6,6/30) 20FBAC1C 0FI4B4C1 E'b/N o (riB) 0.75 1.00 1.25 Eb/N o (dB) 0.75 1.00 1.25
107DD60E 1E296982 P 0.0252 0,0122 0.0077 P 0.0246 0.0125 0.0079

S $ i'081]EE307 3C52C344

04DD71A3 39A19688 i
02EEBOF1 33472D10
01F75878 278A5A60

Table 2. Simulated symbol.error probability for a (6, 9136) code and a (7, 10148) code-Viterbi
decoding

Code G O G 1 Symbol-error probabtlity, Ps

(6,9/36) FFFFF0000 C144DAA24 E',/N o (dB) 0.3 0.5 0.7
FFC00FFE0 92168221E 4-_itchannel 0.0765 0.0567 0.0328

F83EOFC1F 973860692 3-bitchannel 0.0841 0.0605 0.0446

: E4210C3D8 072155018

0739811018 60ASOEACA
D71062816 7008D69B1

909EC4234

6064DA924

6AO956DB0

(7,10/48) FFFFFFF00000 AA84C7DO8C3B E'b/N o (dB) 0.0 0.25 0.50
FFFCO00FFFC0 A4DF8474F71D 4-bit channel 0.0850 0.0460 0.0245

: FE03FSOFE03F CllASA2916B4 3-bit channel 0.0965 0.0590 0.0380

C183870E183C A65295EC8A17

3D7B44C9DF22 DE156BCAEAOB
BAE2117AFB4FB 7EE41D2591E3

415CF745D496 486C6ECAD964

3846FETB6C28

BI01CDE50AB4
73F328165182

S,,

._. Table 3. Required EalN o to achieve s BER of 104

J_' Code (6,9/36) (7,10/48)

,k,- R-S 399 415 431 447 831 863 895 927

i_ code rate 511 511 511 511 1023 1023 1023 1023Required Ps 0.06214 0.05080 0.03986 0.02942 0.06143 0.04914 0.03722 0.02580

'- Required _3-bit 0.482 0.618 0.77 0.987 0.23 0.354 0.512 0.716
E'_N o (dB)_4-bit 0.557 0.65 0.724 0.222 0.335 0.482

J3-bit 1.56 1.52 1.51 1.57 1.13 1.0_, 1.09 1.14Required

E_/NO_ (dB)_4-bit 1.46 1.39 1.31 0.96 0.92 0.91
%
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"" Appendix

" 4-bit vs 3-bit Channel Output Quantization

The quanuzat_on of the output to one of J levels simply For binary input, this becomes
: transforms the AWGN channel to a fimte-mput, finite-output

alphabet channel (Ref. A-I). For our case, a biphase modu-

(3.bit quantlzer) is shown m Fig. A-I. The channel con& R0 = - In +_ OIP(Yl I) = - In 1 +____a

tlonal probabdit]es can be computed as follows: Y

P(I IO) = Q(3a- x)
The 4-bit quantized channel model is shown in Fig. A-2

P(MI O) = Q(14 - Mia- x) - Q(15 - :ilia - x). M = 2, ' .. 7 w_tb the channel conditional probabd]t]es given by

P(8t0) = 1- Q(-3a-x) P(IIO) = Q(Ta-x)

P(MII) = P(t_-MIO) PIMI0) = Q((8-Mla-x) - Q((g-M)a-r), M = 2." -,15
where

a = quantlzer step size P(1610) = 1 - O.(- 7a - x)

x = X/_s/No P(_,Ill) = P(17 MI0)

The quantizer step size is chosen to maximize the Bhatta-

charyya distance: where the quantizer step size a is chosen to maximize

8

-_ d = -In _ x/P(MIO)P(Mi 1) 16

• : M:I d = -In _E; _P(MIO)P(MII)

From th_s, the channel cutoff rate R 0 can be easdy computed. M= 1

R ° ; max - In qlx) _/P_ The cutoff rate is plotted for both channels over the interested
,I . range of Es/N o m Fig. A-3. We see that, to achteve the same

cutoff rate, we can save approximately 0.11 dB (in the range

= max -In _ E q(xlqlx') _ x/P(ylx)P(.),l_: _) usmg a 4-bit quantizer instead of a 3-bit quantizer. This fact
q _ , _. v_as originally suggested by Pd Lee (personal communication).

%
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A Simple Algorithm for the MetricTraveling Salesman Problem
M, J. Grimm

Communications Systems Research Section

An algortthm was designed for a wire list net sort problem. A branch and bound

algorithm for the metric traveling salesman problem is presented for this. The algortthm ,.
.. is a best bound first recursive descent where the bound is based on the triangle inequality.

The bounded subsets are defined by the relative order of the first K of the N ctties (Le.,
a K city subtour). When K equals N, the bound is the length of the tour. The algorithm is

implemented as a one page subroutine written in the C programming language for the

VAX 11/750. Average execution times for randomly selected pianar points using the

Euclidecn metric' are 0.01, 0.0.5, 0.42, and 3.13 seconds for ten, fifteen, twenty, and
twenty-five cities, respectively. Maximum e_:ecution times for a hundred cases are less

than eleven times th _ averages. The spee: ,J/" the algorithm is due to an initial ordering
algorithm that is a N squared operation,

The algorithm also solves the related problem where the tour does not return to the

starting city an. the starting and/or ending cities may be specified. The algorithm can

.j easily be extended to solve a nonsymmetrk" problem sati;fying the triangle inequality.

I. Introduction (xl,yl) with the point (x2,y2), the effective length of the

wire is Ixl- x21 + lyl-y21, It is desirable to minimize the

The Digital Projects Group uses an in-house development length of the nets.
" aid program (Ref. 3) for specifying the interconnections of the

.{ 1/O pins of integrlted circuits placed on wire wrap boards. The

program produces nets of (x, y) coordinates of points that For a typical logic design, a board has two thousand nets,
must be interconnected. The coordinates are the locations of with each net containing an averageof three points. Approxi-

socket pins upon which at most two wires may be placed. An mately eight percent _,c:h- ,zetahave ten or more points, and a
insulated wire electrically connects two socket pins. The few exceed fifteen points. With such small nets, it would seem

length of a net connecting the N socket pins is the sum of the that a simple algorithm could be specified that finds minimum

effective lengths of the N- 1 wires connecting pairs of points length nets using a reasonable amount of computer time, The

in that net, When a wire wrap machine connects tlae point algorithm to be presented satisfies the requirement, and also
k
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-_ solves me metric traveling salesman problem (TSP). It also net, then th: length of that net becomes the curren ° minimum,
. allows one or both end points of the net to be specified, and that no, is saved as a potential minimum length net. The

i ! facilitating the routing of electrically terminated nets. algorithm terminates when the set has been explored, and the
• potential minimum length net is then the mintm,um length net, '

3,
II. _ ConlbinMorJal Probh!_ The algorithm to be p_esented is a best bound first algo-

, The TSP can be defined as follows. Given an N by N rithm; that i_, when a set is partitioned, the first subset to be
matrix D of non-negative integers; find an order vector 0 explored is the subset with the smalles" '3wer bound. The
such that algorithm also has the ptope:zy that subsets are mutaally

'_ exclusive and collectively exhaustive and that the subsettin8 '!
_,'-1 process ultimately yields a subset with .just one net in it, whose

!. D(O[N], O[1]) _" E D(O[I], O[1 + 1]) length is the lower bound.
1=1

.__ The algorithm computes an initial c,rdering for the points,
and it labels them one through N. The initial ordering will be

:; is minimal. The order vector may be any permutation of the described in the next paragraph; this one describes the subsets
numbers one throu_ N. If D[I, J] =D[J, 1] then the prob!em and bounds used by the al_,.orithm.The subsets are defined by

"- is called the symmetric TSP. If, additionally, D has a zero diag- the relative o,'der of the fi=t K Feints in tne tact, and the lc_wer
onal and satisfies the triangle inequality (D[I, J]g D[I, K] + bounds are computed directly from _be triangle inequality.

'. D[K, J]) the problem is called the metric TSP. If the ficst term The depth of a sub_et is defined to be the number of points
in the minimization equation is omitted, the salesman does not considered (K). A ccnvenient lal_el for a depth K subset is its
have to return home, and the problem becomes the net sort K point order vector. For example, the depth three subset

" problem. The distance defined in the introduction is a metric; 1-3-2 is the set of all nets for which point three is between
so that problem is a metric net sort problem, points one and "re. If N is greater than three, 1-3-2 can be

partitioned into the four depth four subsets: 4-1-3-2, 1-4-3-2,
The algorithra to be presented solves both the metric TSP 1-3-4-2, and 1-3-2-4. For th_ net sort problem, the lower

and the net sort problem, It can easily be extended to solve a bound for the set 1-3-2 is D[I, 3] + D[3, 2], For the £SP the
nonsymmetnc problem 10yen that the triangle inequality lower bound is D[I,3] +D[3,2] +D[2,1]. The triangle
holds, inequality guarantees that no net in the subset is shorter than

the lower bound. Moreover a depth N subset contains just one

IlL The Algorithm net whose length is the lower bound.

Bently (Ref. 2) describes approximate solutions to the TSP The algorithm consists of recursively partitioning depth K
that are feasitfle for N-_ 10OO Smith (Ref. 4) defines the subsets into depth K + 1 subsets until either the lower bound
branch and bound algorithm but does not give execution exceeds th,. current minimum or a new current mmimura is

times. Bellmore and Malone (Ref. 1) give execution times for foux,d. Tl:e speed of the algorithm is found to be extremely
random Euclidean problem: that a_'ethree orders of magnitude data sensitive, and an initial ordering of the points is required.
inferior to the algorithm to be presented. The algorithm is a In order to maximize the lower bounds of depth K subsets,
simple application of branch and bound using the triangle and hence tend to eliminate subsets without having to parti-
inequality• The novelty of the algorithm ts a worst possible tion them, the first K points should be chosen to be maximally
ordering presort which enhances execution times by about separated. This is accomplished with the following presort
three orders of magnitude for N = 20. algorithm. For the net sort problem, if both end points are

specified, they are labeled one and two. If one end point is
The branch and bound algorithm (Refs. 1 and 4) can be specified, it is labeled one, and point two is the one farthest

defined recursively as follows. Given a set of nets and an from it. Otherwise, and for the TSP, the first two points are
upper bound (current minimum) on the absolute minimum chosen as the ones farthest apart. Point P[J + 1] is chosen as
length net: Partition the set into subsets and compute lower a point not already chosen which is the farthest distance front
bounds on the lengths of the nets in each subset. If hqe lower all of the d points already chosen. That is, point P[J + 1] is
bound of a subset is not less than the current minimum, dis- the point K such that: MIN(D[/'[I],K]: 1 = 1..... J) is
card that subset because it cannot contain a net shorter than maximal for 1 < K < N and K not in P[S] : S = 1..... Y.
the current minimum, if the lower bound of a subset is less

than the current minimum and the sub_et contam_ more than This initial ordering is a N squared operation and sign/f/.
one net, explore that subset. Otherwise, if the set has only one cantly enhances the execution speed of the algorithm.
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The branch and bound algorithm is applied to the presorted column of zeros so that D[J, 0] = 0 for all J. For the net sort
points and is as follows. Start with the set of all nets to be con- problem, qle initial set to be explored is 1-2 which is defined
sidered, the lower bound for the set, and a current minimum by
of infinity. From the set's lower bound, compute lower bounds

for each one deeper subset. Record the two best (smallest) LINK[0] = 2;LINK[2] = 1;LINK[I] = 0
lower bounds. If the best lower bound is not less than the cur-

rent minimum, discard the entire set because it cannot contain
a net shorter than the current minimum. Otherwise if the sub- Notice that the lower bound equation is now also valid for end

set depth is N, record the single net in the best subset and set points of the net. The valid indices (1) for the net sort problem
thc "urrent minimum to be the subset's lower bound (length), wsth S preselected end points are S,..., L. The valid indices
and the set has been explored. Otherwise if the best subset's for the TSP are 1..... L.
lower bound is less than &e current minimum, explore it.
Having exploied the best subset, if the second best subset's For a symmetric distance matrix, only one row of D is
lower bound is not less than the current minimum, the entire required to compute the increase in lower bound provided

set has been explored. Otherwise, successwely explore each that D[I,LINK[I]] is maintained. DL[I] is defined to be
subset whose lower bound is less than the current minimum. D[I,LINK[I] ]. Now the lower bound equation becomes

The algorithm terminates when the initial set has been explored.

At this time, the current mlmmum is the length of an absolute D[I] + D[LINK[I] ] - DL[I]
minimum length net, and the recorded net is one of the abso-

lute minimum length nets. where D[J] is D[LP1, J] • i.e.. D is now just a row of the dis-
tance matrix.

IV. The Computer Realinltion of the To explore the depth L + 1 subset formed by placing L + 1
Bran©hand BoundAlgorithm between I and LINK[I], the required updates to LINKand DL

The recursive algorithm is easily implemented as a recursive are
subroutine (SUBSET) whose algumehts are as follows:

_' LP1 The depth (L+ 1) of the resulting one deeper LK = LINK[I] '
subsets LINK[I] = LP1

LINK[LP1] = LK
LEN The lower bound of the depth L subset to be DT = DL[I]

explored DL[I] = D[I]

D Row LP1 of the distance matrix DL[LP1] = D[LK]

The subset being explored is globally defined by the singly To restore DL and LINK to the depth L subset,
linked list LINK. For the TSP, the initial set to be explored
is 1-2-3 which is defined as a circular list (LINK[l] = 2;
LINK[2] = 3; LINK[3] = 1). Other global variables used by DL[I] = DT
SUBSETare as follows: LINK[I] = LK

N The number of points in a net The C language realization of this algorithm is given in

MIN The current minimum Fig. 1.

WIN The linked representation of ,he current minimum

net. V. Example of Algorithm Execution
The increase in lower bound of the depth LPI subset formed Consider the five-point net with its corresponding distance

, by placing point LPI between points I and LINK[I] is matrix in Fig. 2. The problem to solve is the net sort with no

i preselected points. The initial ordering algorithm gives the
D[1, LP1] +D[LPI, LINK[I]] --D[I,LINK[IJ ] points labeled as shown. The initial set 2-1 is partitioned and

lower bounds are calculated until a new current minimunl of

To facilitate the recursivecomputation of lower bounds in the 7 is generated from 5-2-3-1-4. Set_ 2-3-1-4 and 2-3-1 both
net sort problem, the distance matrix is augmented with a have second best lower bound ,ct gxeater than the current

t
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_% mimmum, so the)' have been explored. The second best subset VI. Execution Times
" of 2-1 yields a new current minimum of 6 fbr 3-2-5-4-1. Tile

rest of the subsets fall the second best test and the algorithm Table l gives average and ma.ximum execution times for

• terminates. In this example, only twenty-one lower bounds randomly selected planar points using the Euclidean metric
- were computed to determine the minimum of sixty (5!/2) for the TSP. These measurements were made on a VAX
" possible nets. 11./750 running UNIX•
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Table 1. Execution times

Number Yumber

oi of _,verage, s Maximum, s
Points Cases

10 100 0 01 0.07

15 100 0.05 0.23

20 100 0 42 3.87

: 25 100 3.13 33.55

.. 30 25 55.36 400.37

35 14 263.63 1786.93

/
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T

subset(Ipl,len d)
4 int Ipl, len,*O;

{

int dd[SIZl],i,lk,dt• lim, lim2;
I

for(! im=l_m2=30000000, Ik=s; lk<Ipl; lk++)
_f((dd[Ik]:d[ Ik]+d[link[ik]]-dl[Ik])< Iira2) '

if(ddZlk]<lim){
i:lk;
lim2=lim;

.: lim= dO[IN];

else
lim2=dd[lk];

i_((lim+=len)>=min)

return;
Ik:link[ i];

link[ _]=Ipl;

link[lpl]=lk_
if(Ipl==n){

_, #or(dt=O;dt<:n;dt++)
e wln[dt]:link[dt];

l:nk[i]=lk;
min:lim;

, return;

}
" dr=diE1];

dl[l]:aEi];

S Ol[lpl]:O[lk];
," subset(Ipl+l,l_m,d+n+l);

dlC:]=dt;
link[i]=lk;

:_((lim=m_n-len)<=lim2)
, return;

for(dO[i]:3OOOOOOO, i=s;i<lpl;i++)
if(dd[i]<llm){

lk=link[i];

link[i]=Ipi;

link[Ipl]=Ik;
dr=dill];
d![i]:dEi];

dIElpl]:d[Ik];
subset(Ipl+l, len+dd[i],d+n+l);
dlKi]=dt;

link[i]=Ik;
}

}

Fig.1. TheC LanguagereellzmtlonofIxanchandbound|lgorlthm
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0 ! 23455

4_ :_2 , 0054 , ,I 3 2 050 1 4 fNET
3 04 ] 052

4 014503

= 5 04 I 230

AUGMENTED DISTANCE
MATRIX (D)

LOWER CUIRENT DELTALOWERIK3UND
; SUBSET BOUND MINIMUM 0 I 2 3 4

2-1 5
_, ) 4 0

2-3-1 5 4 ) 8 2

2-3-I-4 6 I 6 2 2 3
5-2-3-I -4 7 7

3-2-I 6 5 l 0 8

3-2-4-I 6 2 4 0 2 6
3-2-5-4-I 6 6

Flg. 2. Exampleof algorithmexecution for • flvt_g_m netand Its
corrmlpoflcllngdllltlmcem_trlx
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Symbol-Stream Combiner: Description and
Demonstration Plans

W.J. Hurd, L. J. Reder,andM. D. Russell
Communications Systems Research Section

A system is described and demonstration plans presented for antenna arraying by
Symbol Stream Combining. This system can be used to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio
of spacecraft signals by combining the detected symbol streams from two or more receiv-
ing stations. Symbol Stream Combmhtg has both cost and performance advantages over

,., other arraying methods. Demonstrations are planned on Voyager II both prior to and
during Uranus encounter. Operational use is possible for Interagem T Arraying of non-
DSN stations at Neptune encounter.

I. Introduction Symbol-Stream Combining has three major advantages

Symbol-Stream Combining (SSC) is a method of combining over Baseband Combimng. First, the ground communication
bandwidth for SSC is less than one-tenth of that for BBC. This

the received signals from two or more antenna-receiver sys-
is a major cost reduction, especially when international satel,terns in order to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which
hte links are required. Second. the SSC combining and backupis approximately equal to the sum of the signal-to-noise ratios

at each antenna-receiver. The primary motivation for SSC recording equipment is less complicated and less expensive.
Third, the SNR performance is approximately 0.35 dB betteris interagency arraying of non-DSN and DSN stations for the

_ Voyager Neptune encounter• for SSC than for BBC, as shown by Divsalar (Ref. 1). The main
disadvantage of SSC is that the subcarrier demodulators and

This article describes the symbol.stream combining system symbol synchronizers must operate at lower SNRs than for
,,- concept, the hardware and software implementation, and BBC: this disadvantage will be overcome by use ofsynchrom-

the preliminary demonstration plans, zation techniques being developed for the DSN Advanced
_ Receiver (Ref. 2).

In Symbol.Stream Combining, the received signals at
each antenna station are processed through symbol detection. Figure 1 shows the planned conhsu_. Ion for the first

"" - Then the detected symbols from the two or more stations demonstration of SSC, using DSS-13 and DSS-14. Voyager 2

__ are brought together, aligned, and combined with proper will be tracked by both stations. The symbol-stream combiner

weighting. This is as opposed to Baseband Combining {BBC), will be located at DSS-14. The signal at DSS-14 will be
m which the signals are brought together, aligned, and com- processed by a standard telemetry stream through symbol

__r bined ,_s broadband baseband signals prior to subcarrier detection. Then the detected symbol stream will b0 input to

demodulation, the Symbol-Stream Combiner (SSC). The signal at DSS-13
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x
will be synchronized and the symbols detected using a partial Xo(n) stream. The value of k is determined by software cross
breadboard of the Advanced Receiver signal processing unit. correlation of the two streams and by utilizing delay calcula-
These detected symbols will be transmitted to DSS-14 on the tions based on antenna poixiting predicts and knowledge of

, existing microwave link and input to the SSC. The combined the vector baseline between the antennas. Once the value of
symbols at the output of the SSC will be input to a decoder, k is determined, weighting and combining is performed in
and the symbol stream from DSS-14 only will also be de- special purpose hardware.
coded. Either two decoders will be used simultaneously, or
one wdl be time shared. The decoder performance will be

monitored to establish the SNR improvement achieved by III. Hardware Description
SSC. The special hardware is a multibus board which was

developed for the BBA for the combining and weighting of

II. System Description sampled data and a special delay card developed for this
project. A block diagram of the hardware configuration is

One of the main advantages to the symbol stream corn- shown in Fig. 2. The hardware consists of a multibus card
bining method of antenna arraying is the simplicity of the cage with seven standard and two special purpose cards, two
hardware necessary for the implementation of the system, disk drives, two function generators, and an interface assem-
Because SSC is performed on the quantized symbols after bly. The standard calds are,
subcarner demodulation and symbol synchronization, the

data rate into the SSC is equal to the symbol rate, which is 1 INTEL SBC-86/14 Single Board Computer with an
under 60 kHz for Voyager Uranus encounter. This is much 8087 Mulumodule
lower than the 15 MHz sampling rate of the Baseband Assem-
bly (BBA), which implements Baseband Combining. Thus, 1 Chrislin Industries CI-8086 512 KByte Dynamic RAM
functions performed in hardware in the BBA can be done Card
in software in the SSC. These software functions include 1 National Semiconductor 8222 Disk Controller
cross correlation for alignment and SNR estimation. The

• SSC also performs SNR estimation, in software, on the input 1 INTEL SBC-534 1/O Expansion Card

, symbol streams to determine the weighting constants to be 2 SBX-488 Multimodule interface cards for controlling
used in the hardware for the combining, the function generators ;

1 Digital Pathways TCU-410 Clock Calendar CardThe basic functions that must be carried out in SSC are

: alignment of the quantized symbol streams, weighting of
The two special multibus cards are a Programmable Digitaleach symbol, and combining or summing the weighted sym-

bols. The combining function is as follows. Delay Card and a Multiplier-Adder Board for combining.
Two eight-inch Shugart Disk Drives are used also.

Z(n) = ao Xo(rO+aIXl(n +k)
A custom interface assembly to interface to the microwave

where link at the stations and generate test sequences for system
: self-test is also shown. The two function generators supply

0, 1 = station index clock signals. One supplies a times-four clock, phase locked
to the channel-0 symbol clock. The other supplies a test signal

= symbols from station i clock for channel 1 during self-test.

Z = combined symbols
A. DelayCard

n = time index for nth symbol
The function of the Delay Card is to input two symbol

k = delay to station 1 from station 0 streams, buffer them, delay one stream with respect to the

• a = weighting constant for station i other so as to "alignthe corresponding symbols from the two
'- sources, and to output the two aligned symbol streams to the

Multiplier-Adder Board.
The weighting constant as computed in the SSC using the

'_ algorithms analyzed by Q. D. Vo (Ref. 3). The above relation A diagram of Delay Card signal flow is shown in Fig. 3.
is implemented in hardware with software control and compu- The card consists of two independent channels so two streams

tation of values for a0, al, and k. Alignment is accomplished ca, be delayed simultaneously. Each channel has a first-in-
by delaymg the Xl(n) stream by k samples with respect to the first-out (FIFO) circular buffer memory, a read address

Ih
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!. counter and a write address counter. Channel 0 is set at a produce the combined output. This card Is slmdar to the BBA

fixed delay of ko symbols, depending on the particular sta- Multiplier-Adder Board (MAB), with a minor modification to
, . tions being arrayed. This fixed delay is greater than the maxi- enable 8086 addressing rather than 8080 addressing. The MAB

' mum allowance (negative k) for the basehne. The channel-1 can combine up to four symbol streams and can be used with

data are delayed ko + k, which is always positive. The differ- an additional MAB to combine up to eight streams. The card
ential delay is k, as required, performs 8-bit multiplication on input data streams with

weighting function values mput from the 8086 over the multi-

The main complexity in the Delay Card arises becau,,e the bus. The card then performs sums on these dat.a to produce

symbol rates from the two stations are slightly different due the combined results. In addition, the MAB provides circuitry z

to Doppler shift. This Doppler shift or changing delay is for capturing either input data to the card or data at a selected

caused by Earth rotation. The differential fractional Doppler point in the computation and transferring these data over
between stations is on the order of 10-9 for two Goldstone the multibus to the computer. This enables the software to

stations, and up to 2 X 10-6 for widely separated stations, acquire the symbols for use in the cross correlation and SNR

Thus. the delay changes by one symbol time in 106 to 109 estimation computations. The weighting coefficients are
or more symbols In each channel-O symbol time, there is returned to the MAB from the software. f

almost always one channel-I symbol, but occasionally there

are zero or two channel-I symbols. C. Interface Assembly

The interface assembly provides two interfaces between

The Delay Card operates synchronously with the symbol- the SSC Delay Card and the microwave link or a local symbol

stream clock from channel-O. A clock at four tm_es the synchronize_ assembly (SSA). The interface assembhe_ also

symbol-0 clock is input to the Delay Card. This clock is generate psuedorandom test patterns for self-test of the data
divided into four phases, a read phase, two write phases paths, under computer control
(WO and Wl ), and a do-nothing phase.

For flexibility and reliability, both interfaces can input

The operation for channel-O symbols is straightforward, either SSA or microwave link data. The interfaces use Zilog

During each channel-0 symbol time, the newly arriving symbol Z8530 Serial Communication Controllers for parallel-to-
is written into the buffer on write phase W0, and one symbol serial and serial-to-parallel conversion, and Computrol modems -_
is read out on the read cycle, for FSK modulation and demodulation of the microwave link

signal. The Z8530 Is used to send and receive the streams

: The situation for channel-I input is more complicated, using a standard SDLC protocol.
The channel-1 symbols arrive asynchro'aous!y to the times-

four clock. Ti,ey are first synchronized to that clock using a

shift reglster. As the channel-1 symbols are synchronized, a IV. Software Description
Data-Ready signal is generated for each symbol. Then, on the
next write phase, either WO or Wl, the symbol is written into The SSC software is composed of modules that perform

the channel-I buffer and the Data-Ready signal is turned off. operator interfacing, calculation, and control functions. The

' Thus. there are two opportunities to write into the channel-I software organization is shown in Fig. 4.
buffer during each channel-O symbol tmle, but O, 1, or 2

., writes occur depending on the number of channel-I symbols The operator communicate_ v_ith the system through a
s- arriving series of menus and prompts. After the operator has made the

necessary key-ms and has selected the option to align the
One symbol is read out of the channel-I buffer on each incoming data streams, the program takes ever. First, the

,;,. read phase, i.e., at the same instant as the corresponding SNR Estimation Module computes SNR estkmates and _,om.
_4_ channel-0 symbol is read. The synchronization delay for biner weight values. Ne:tt, the Delay Calculation Module

channel-I is denoted by e. The FIFO buffer delay is k0 + k- e. computes delay values from the !nput antenna predict infor-Finally, the differential delay between the two channels is k, mation. These values are used to initialize the boards. Then
as desired, control passes to the Alignment Medule, which consists of

-- the Correlation and Control Submodules. Control passes

between these submodules until the streams are 'aligned or

• B. Multiplier-Adder Board the t)perator intervenes. During the alignment process, oper-

The Multiplier-Adder Board performs the weighting of the ator displays including SNR estimates, correlation values,

_ symbol streams and summation of the weighted streams to and delay estimates are constantly updated.
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A. Environment Using a number of raw data samples from the MAB, It com-
putes an estimated SNR and then wmghtlng constants for

The p,ogram operates under the CP/M-86 operating sys- each data stream. It also computes the output SNR. The
tern. As myth software as possible is written in Pascal MT+O;6,

with low-level interface routines written in 8086 assembly algollthms used a,e those developed by Q. D. Vo (Ref. 3).

language. In critical areas where bottlenecks might occur, 3. Alignment Module. The Alignment Module consists of

assembly language Is used for speed, the Correlation Module and the Control M()dule that ahgns
the data streams. It accepts delay esqmates from the Delay

B. Operator Interface Calculation Module for lmtlal ahgnment. It then uses the

Correlation Module to determine the exact delay, which wdl
The operator has the optmn of using built-in default

be clo_e to the delay input from the Delay Calct, latmn Module. t
values ()r entering his own values for most system variables.

and aligns the symbol streams accordingly.
Variables such as SNR estimates or antenna pointing predicts

can be entered through the keyboard or from a data file that
The Correlation Module reads the two symbol streams from

the operator specifies. Upon power up, the operator can the MAB, correlates them, and decides if the streams are
enter either a test mode or the Real Time Combmm {RTC)

mode. From the mare menu the operator can also display aligned. This decision is based on a correlation threshold value

system date and time. The SNR Estimation and Delay Calcu- which can be changed by the operator If the streams are
lati(m Motlule_ can also be run mdiv)dually with results dis- ahgned, then this program Is left and the tracking/combining

mode is entered. If the streams are not aligned, then the delay
played to the operator, for testing. Operator dlsplays take the

is changed by a so)tware algtmthm, and the process Is repeated
Iorm of changing real time displays that can be viewed dur;ng
the test mode or the RTC mode. Operator control is main- untd ahgnment Is achieved

tamed via the keyboard. The Control Module takes delay values from the Correla-

turn Module and computes values for the read and write
The ablhty t_) write test data to disk Is available m either

counters for the registers on the Delay Card. It stops thethe test mode or the RTC mode. Data written to disk consist

of system variables, raw data. combined data. computed delay function on the card, resets the counters to the desired
results, ume, date. test identification, such as test name or _alues. restarts the delay function on the card. and returns

to the Correlation Module. it also accepts new weight valuesnumber, and a small field for comments.
- from the Correlat,on Module and loads them to the MAB.

C. Mathematical Modules During the ahgnment process, this module forms the one
control p(vnt for access to both the MAB :,nd the delay card.

There are three mathematical modules, the Delay Calcu-
latmn Module. the SNR Estimation Module, and the Align- D. Interface Modules

,nent Module. The two mare interface modules are the modules that

communicate with the MAB and the Delay Card. They per-
!. Delay Calculation Module. Due to the geographical form the low-level control funcnons to pass data and corn-

separation of the receiving stations, spacecraft signals arrive mands between the high-level PASCAL software and the

at ane station later than the other. That delay and the delay hardware. The MAB can operate in a test mode or a combmm

assocmted with transnuttmg the received data stream from mode. In its test mode, outputs to the board consist of start
one statmn to the station at which the SSC equipment ts and stop test commands and values for the or_-board test and

., located require that one stream be delayed to allow proper wmght registers. Input from the MAB in its test mode con_ats
,' alignment with the other stream. The Delay Calculatmn of intermediate and final results from the adder trees and

Module takes as input two DSS station names and antenna status lnfotmatmn. Output In the combiner mode to the board

j, pointing predicts associated with each station. The geometrical consists of multiplier constants h)r the weight registers, and
delay is calculated using the predicts and the basehne vector input consists of the raw data symbols, intermediate adder

,. between the two stations, it i_ necessary to perform this
tree results, and combined data symbols.

calculation only for acquisition because the hardware main-

tams delay synchronization after acquisition. Transmission The Delay Card is controlled by outputs t,a the card con-
, delay time between stations and cabhng delay times for each sisting of values loaded Into the read and write counters for

statmn are also accounted for. A database containing this each delay buffer and commands to enable or disable the

information is maintained on disk. delaying function of the card.

2. SNR Estimation Module. 1"he SNR Estimation Module Testing of both the interface modules and the cards them-

computes an estimate of SNR for each incoming data stream, selves is controlled by low-level menus built into the software
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modules. The Delay Card test menu allows the operator to The desired opezatmg conditions are that the symbol SNR

7% load the read and v,rite counteis for each channel directly and at DSS-14 be approximately -2 to +3 dB, and that the symbol

' to enable or disable the delaying function for each channel. SNR at DSS-13 be approximately -10 to -5 dB, "Ihus. the
The MAB has the circuitry on board to generate its own input breadboard t)f tl,e advanced Jeceive_ telemetiy processor is

* • to the adder tree. A static test or a dynanuc test t;an be con- required at DSS-13 in order to achieve subcarrier and symbol

ducted. Intermediate results can be read from seven different synchronization at low SNR with low degradation. If the

points in the adder tree. advanced telemetry processor breadboard is not ready when
desired, an "alternate configuration using DSS-12 and its

There are two other smaller hardware interface modules, standard telemetry processing system will be t,sed for a first

One allows the operator to view and change the system date demonstration. This would demonstrate the SSC technique,

and time which are maintained on the Timing and Control but not the ability to use a very lov, SNR station. The low

Unit (TCU) board. The other interfaces the two HP 3314 SNR capability would be demonstrated when the adva_lced
Function Generators via two SBX48_; GPIB modules. This telemetry processor breadboard becomes available.

allows the function generators to be under program control.

Tentative plans are being developed to use the SCC during
Voyager Uranus encounter m January, 1986. This usage could

V. Preliminary Demonstration Plans be m a backup mode to BBC between Goldstone stations or
could be to array Owens Valley Radio Observatory or DSS-13

Initial demonstration of SSC is planned tor the first quarter into the Goldstone array. Either configuration would be on a

of calendar year 1985. using DSS-13 and DSS-14. Prior to nonoperatlonal basis.
the first combining demonstrat,on, the SSC will be laboratory-

tested, and the microwave hnk interfaces and other station A major goal of these demonstrations is to make symbol-

interfaces wdj be checked out. Several SSC demonstrations are stream combining a viable option for implementation of
planned for the first half of 1985, Interagency Arraying for the Voyager Neptune encounter.
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l

_ In this paper, a new error-trellis syndrome decoding technique for convolutionai

codes is deveh)ped This algorithm is specialized then to the entire class of systematic

: convob_tional codes. Finally. this algorithm is applied to the high-rate Wyner-Ash convo-
_ luttonal codes. A special example of the one-error-correcting W),ner-Ash code. a rate 3/4

_t code, is treated it: this paper. The error-trellis _yndrome decoding method applied to this

1 example shows in de:ail how much more effici, nt syndrome decoding is than, say, Viterbi
• decoding, if applied to the same problem. For standard Viterbi decoding. 64 state,_ would ;

be requtred, whe, eas in the example only 7 states are needed. Also, within the 7 states
! required for decoding, many fewer transitions are needed between the states.

!

I. Introduction factor needed to correct the "noisy" message. Such a noisy

is obtained by the Massey and Sain method (Ref. 3)This paper outlines simplificationa of previous syndrome message

decoding me_hods (Refs. 1. 2) for convolutional codes (CCs). of applying the right inverse of the generator matrix to the

'" The new method involves finding minimum error paths in received coded message.

what is called an error tree, or its more compact equivalent,
an error trellis. As will be shown, the computation of the Development of the new error trellis syndrome decoding

error trellis is accomplished by finding the sc!ution of the scheme is followed by a discussion of its application to high-

syndrome equations explicitly in terms of the received coded rate systematic convolutional codes. This application to high.

sequence. The error trellis is a graph of 211path solutions of rate CCs shows the real advantage of syndrome decoding over

the syndrome equations. This new procedure for finding the Viterbi decoding of CCs in terms of reduced complexity.
error trelhs differs from previous methods in that it does not

involve an explicit computation of the syndrome.

II. Syndrome DecodingWith the
After the error trellis has been computed, the minimum Error Trellis

weight path in the error trellis Is found by any one of many

minimization tectmiq _,_ including the Viterbi and sequential This section provides a brief development of the concepts

minimum-path-finding tech.iques. The minimum error path of a convolutional code (CC) needed for systematically con-
that is folmd by ruch a minn.ization of the path weights in structing an error trellis for minimum.error-path decoding.

the error trellis is shown _o be a best estimate of the correction Here, only a brief synopsis of these concepts is given, enough
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_' to systematically construct an error tree or trellis without involves a partitioning of matrix B it, Eq. (4), as well as its

; resorting to the intermediate step of computing the syndrome, inverseB -1 . That is, let

_ The inputs and outputs of an (n, k) CC can be represented.-- IJBll

respectively, as D-transforms, B = (6)

2

x(D) = _ x.DJ (1) and
J=O 1

B- J = [B1, B2] (7) i
and

where the first k rows of B constitute the submatrix B1 and

the remaining (n - k) rows are the matrix B2, and where,y(D) = Yl Dj (2) likewise, the first k columns of B-l constitute the submatrix

/=o B1 and the remaining (n - k) columns are the matrix B2'

of the input sequence of k-vectors of formx/= [Xlr x2j ..... Since B times its inverse B-I is the n X n identity matrix,

• xki ] and the output sequence of n-vectors of form yi = the following identities ev_.denflyhold:
[Yli, Y2/ ..... Yn/], where xti and Y_i belong to a finite Galo_s

field F = G(q) usually restricted to the binary field GF(2) of BI B1 = lk
two elements, and D is the delay operator. The input x(D)
and the output y(D) are linearly related by means of a k X n
generator matrix G(D) as follows: Bl B2 = 0 (8)

.v(O)= x(D)G(D) (3) B2-_, = o

" =Iwhere the elements of G(D) _re assumed usually to be poly-
nomials over the finite field GF(q), where q is the power
of a prime integer. The maximum degree M of the polynomiai In terms of the partition in Eq (7), the Forney parity-check
elements of G(D) is called the memory delay of the code, and matrix is defined by
the constraint length of the code is k =M + 1.

In order to avoJd catastrophic error propagation, the H = B_ (9)
encoder matrix G(D) is assumed to be basic (Ref. 3). This
means that the Smith normal form of G(D) is It is readily verified using Eq. (4) and the identities of Eq. (8)

that Eq. (9), in fact, satisfies Eq. (5), the requirement for H
to be a parity-check matrix. It should be noted that the

G = A [Ik, 0] B (4) parity-check matrix is not unique. For example, it can be

shown that H = C B_ is a parity-check matrix, where C _sany
where A = A (D) is a k X k invertible matrix with elements (n - k) X (n - k) invertible matrix with elements in F[D].
in F[D], the ring of polynomials in D over F, and B = B(9)
is an n X n invertible matrix with elements in F[D]. The For an input message x(DL as defined in Eq. (1), the
elements of the inverses A-_ and B- J of matrices A and B, encoded message or code sequence is y(D) as generated by

respectively, are polynomials in F[D] (Ref. 4). Eq. (3). Suppose that y = y(D) is transmitted and z = z(D)
is received. Then, the transmitted and received sequences are

By definition, the parity check matrix associated with related by
G = G(D) is any full-rank (n - k) X n matrix with polynomial
elements in F[D] which satisfies z(D) = y(D) + e(D) (10)

G(D)HT(D) = 0 (5) where e(D) is the D-transform of the e_ror sequence. The
syndrome of the received code z(D) is

where T denotes matrix transpose. A modification of the
method of Fomey (Ref. 4) is used to find H. The method s(D) = z(D)X Hr(D) (ll)

k
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]_ If y(D) in Eq (3) is substituted in Eq. (lO). then the e = [z, s]
: syndrome, computed in Eq. ( ! I), satisfies, by Eq. (5),
_. = eB -j (17)

' s = zH T
where r, as m Eq (16l, is an arbitrary k-vector with elements

= (x G + e)H T in the ring F[D] Finally, a multiphcation of both sides of Eq.
(17) by B yields

= eH r (12)
e = eB

Thlsisthesyndr°meequati°nf°rtheerr°rsequencee=e(D)" [BI 1

The syndrome equation. Eq. (12), shows that the syndrome

computed in Eq. (11) is functionally independent of the = [r. s]

original transmitted code y(D) as well as the original message B2
x(D).

= rB 1 +sB 2 (18)

The problem of _yndrome decoding of convolutional

codes is, as for block codes, to solve the syndrome equation, in terms of submatrices B 1 and B 2 in Eq. (6) as the most

Kq (12), for the set of all possible solutions e = e(D) It has general solution of the syndrome equation, Eq. (12).
been shown (Ref. l) that this set of solutions is a _set of the
set of all codewords. The general solution. Eq. ( 18), of the syndrome equatmn

can be expressed in a number of different forms. For example.

To explicitly solve the syndrome equation, Eq. (12), sub- it can be put into canonical form originally found heuristically
stitute 11 as gwen by Eq. (9) in Eq. (12), thereby obtaining by Vinck, De Paepe. and Schalkwijk (Ref. 4). Towards this

T is theend, note from the identities in Eqs. (8) and (9) that B 2
left inverse, denoted by 1/-I , of the parity-check matrix 1t.

s = eB 2 = eB -l (13)

-k
B2 = (H-I) T (19) , :

where /-k is the identify matrix of (n - k) rows. In Eq. (13), Next, note from the Smith normal form in Eq. (4) of a
let basic encoder that

e = eB -I (14)
A-IG = [lk,0]B

so that Eq. (13) becomes the simple equatic,.
= B_ (20)

0 i (15) A substitution of B 1 in Eq. (20) and B 2 in Eq. (19) into
,. S= _"

__, J Eq (18) yields

e = rA-IG + s(tFJ) T (21)

where s = IS 1 , S2 ..... Sn_k] and e = [e I , e2 ..... %1 The

general solution of Eq (15) over the ring F[D] i; given Since r is an arbitrary k-vector of elements in F[D ] ,evidently by

i t = rA -I (22)
[el,e 2 ..... ek] = [TI,T 2 .... Tk] KT

is also ,n arbitrary vector of polynomials in F[D]. Finally,

[ek+ 1 , ek+2 ..... en] = l:':, 2 ..... ,__,.1 substituting t in Eq. (22) into Eq. 121) yields,

= s (16) e = tG +s(H-l) r (23)

where _ = _(D) are arbitrary elements in F[D]. Thus, more as the general solation of the syndrome equation, Eq. (12),
compactly, the general solution of Eq. (14) is where G is the k × n generator matrix, 1/'l is the left inverse

It.
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of the panty-check matrix, s is the _n - k) component syn- _'= _'(O) is the D-'ransform for which II e II = II t G+z R IIis
, drome computed by Eq. (11), and t is an arbitrary k.vector minimum, then

with elements in F[D]. The above proof is a simplification of -,

_; a more general version, given in Ref 2. of the Vinck, de Paepe, _" = _'G + z R (28)

and Schalkwijk identity heuristically established in Ref. 4.

,_ Herein, it is desired to put Eq. (23) in a form which makes it is the D-transform of the minimum-weight-possible error
, possible in the syndrome decoding process to bypass the sequence.

exphcit computation of the syndrome s(D).
By Eq. (4), the right inverse G-_ of the generating matrix

Towards this end. subsntute Eq. ( I 9) into Eq. (23) and, by G is

Eqs. (9) and(11), the quantity z ]Y2 for the syndrome s. These fl_l
substitutions yield

G -1 = B-I / "A -1 (29)

e = tG +z(B 2 B2) (24)
LoJ

in terms of received sequence z as the general solution of the This is verified by multiplying G in Eq. (4) on the right by

syndrome equanon. G-I in Eq. (29). Multiplying both sides of Eq. (28) on the
right by G -1 in Eq. (29) yields, by Eqs. (7) and (8), the

In Eq. (24), let R be tile n X n matrix B z B 2, since B 2 and identity

B:_ have ranks (n - k), it can be shown that the matrix R =

B 2 B 2, where B 2 and B2 are defined in Eqs. (6) and (7), re- _G -1 = [/'G +z/} 2 B2] G -1
spectlvely, also has rank (n - k). Subsntuting R into Eq. (24)

yields Ill
= ?+z[t:B 2 [/_.B_] ,4-1

e = tG +zR (25) " 0

as the general solution of tile syndrome equation. Here. R as [-lkl

thenXn, rank(_-klmatrix = ?+z/l_ [O,l,,_k] [].4 -I0

R = /Y:B: (26)
= ? (30)

t is an arbxtrary k.vector of elements in F[D], and z is the

D-transform of the received sequence. By Eq. (10), the subtraction of _"from z produces a best
estamate f of the transmitted code, i.e.,

Let z(D) be any fimte-length received sequence. By the

maximum likelihood principle, the most hkely error sequence _ = z- _" (31)
is the one with minimum Hamming weight. Given z(D), the

sequence e(D) wxth minimum Hamming weight is found by The best estimate j_ of the code, if multiplied on the right by

minimizing the weight of the right side of Eq. (25) over all G, yields
polynomials t(D) in F[D]. That is,

,_ = _'G -1 (32)

min lie II = minlltG+zR II. teF[D] (27)
which is the best estimate of the original message. Hence, sub-

where z = z(D) is the D-transform or polynomial of any finite- stituting Eq. (31) in Eq. (32) and using Eq. (30) produces

length received sequence and [I x II denotes the Hamming

weight or "norm" of an element x = x(D) in F [D]. _ = (z - "_)G- l

The minimization required in Eq. (27) is analogous to cer- = z G-1 - _" (33)

tain optimum hulling techniques in control theory. The

sequence r(D) = z(D) R(D) is the error sequence for t(D) = 0. This important identity shows that }'= _(D), obtained by the

What one attempts to do in Eq. (27) is to find that sequence 7" minimization in Eq. (27), is a correction factor to the standard
which, when encoded as 7"G and subtracted from r(D), yields method of recovering the message from z = z(D) if z were

the sequence _" of minimum Hamming weight. That is, if noise-free.
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,. In  fo,,owingse tion.thetechniquesofpe  rm,ngtheII"-• minimization m Eq. (27) for finding _"and T are discussed. B -1 = (38)
= Among these methods are the Viterbi dynamic programming
' algorithm and some of the seqaential decoding techniques. "In-

"" Then, the syndrome-decoding algorithm described above is

:. applied to systematic high.rate CCs and, in pamcular, to the which actually equals B when the field of coefficients is the
one-error-corzecting CC developed originally by Wyner and binary field GF(2).

a Ash (Ref. 5).

The partitions, given in Eqs. (6) and (7), of B and B -1,
respectavely, are, for a systematic CC, ,"

III. Syndrome Decoding of Systematic
Convolutional Codes Ft_q

preceding section are now applied to B = [1[The results of the

systematic convolutional codes. The generator matrix for a L-]B2 ,
systematic CC has form

where ,

G(D) = [1k, e(D)l (34)
B l = [Ik,p(D)]

where I k is the k × k identity matrix andP(D) is a k × (n - k) (39)
matrix of polynomials over GF(q) in the delay operator D. B 2 = [O, In_k]
Again, as m the general case, the maximum degree M of the
polynomials in P(D) is called the memory of the code and and

K =3/+ 1 is the constraint length.

A parity-check matrix associated with G(D) an Eq. (34) is
the (n - k) X n matrix, where ,

[0J: This follows from the fact that H(D) has rank n - k and that it
satisfies Eq. (5). (40,)

TheSmithformalformofEq.(34) is, byEq.(4), /_2 =I P]n-k

G = A [1k. O] B

" [I q N°tethat theparity'checkmatrixf°undbyEq'(9) fr°m/_2

' k' P in Eq. (40) actually equals the parity-check matrix found

= [Ik, 0] L'0 ,i_ k.J (36) already in Eq. (35) by satisfying Eq. (5). As a consequence,
r for a systematic CC, the syndrome s in Eq. (12) is

.- where P = P(D), the matrix of polynomials in the generator s = z H J

matrix G(D) in Eq. (34). Hence, for a systematic code, A = 1k

" In_kI,]7.: B = (37) -P

"=' Because of the triangular form of B, the inverse is readily

found to be = - z re(D) P(D) + zo(D ) (41) t
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where z n(D ) is the lnessage code vector of k components, e(D), given in Eqs. (43) of(44). For low-rate systematic CCs,
' possibly corrupted by noise, and z_(D) is an (n - k) compo- this mmimxzauon can be taken over F[D]. whereas for high-
r- p

nent vector of parity symbols, also possibly changed by chan- rate systematic CCs, this minimization need only be accom-

; nel noise plished over a small subset, call it E, of F[D], defined by

error-bound constraints of the particular CC. This latter fact

' Next, by Eqs. (39) and (40), the matrix R in Eq. (26) is for high-rate systematic CCs will be demonstrated for the one-,t

given by error correcting Wyner-Ash CC (Ref 6). It is the very small
size of the set E compared to the set F[D] which makes

R = /_2 B2 syndrome decoding more efficient than the classical maximum
likelihood method for decoding CCs.

[;1= [0"In-k] Let _ denote the error sequence of the solution, Eq. (_),

n-k of minxmum Hamming weight, and let t'be the element t(D) e

F(DI, for which the Hamming weight of e(D) in Eq. (43) or

[0,-P ] Eq. 144) ismmimum. Then, byEqs.(43) and(44),asin Eq.

= (42) (28), _'and _'are related by

0, ]n-k

Thus, for a systematic CC, the general solution, Eq. (25), uf _ = [_"(_'- Zm)P +zpl

the syndrome equation, Eq. (12), is, by substituting Eqs. (34)

and (42) into Eq. (25), = [_. _'e + s] (45)

e(O) = tG+zR
By Eqs. (29), (36), and (3g), the right inverse of the goner-

= t[lk'P] +z[ O'-P 1 atormatrlxGlnEq.(34) isO, In_ k

= [tl k, tP(D)] + ,z

O, In-kJ L 01
= [t(D),(t(D)-zm(D))P(D ) +z (D)] (43)p

where Zm(D ) is the received message sequence "in the clear," [Ii]
z(D) is the received parity sequence of the CC, and t(D) is an = (46)
e_'ement of F[D]. By Eq. (41), the above general solution, Eq.

(43), of the syndrome equation for a systematic CC can be
expressed in the alternate fo, m

llence, by Eqs. (45) and (46), the relation
e(D) = It(D), t(D) P(D) + s(D)] (44)

_G-' = 7"

where s(D) is the syndrome, computed by Eq. (41) in terms of

zm(D ) and zo(D), gwen in Eq. (30), also holds for systematic CCs. Again, the
subtraction of_ from z produces

The "best" correction factor }'(D) for all systematic CCs is

found, as in Eq. (27), by minimizing the Hamming weight of _ = z -

It
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%

_,.= asthebestestimateoftransmittedcode,sothat Ik Po 0 Pj 0 P2 0 Pm

,t ._ = 57G_ i Ik t' o 0 P_ 0 P. 0 P,.

,: = (z - "_1G- ' ¢; =
IA Po 0 PI 0 P2 .. 0 P j

= z(; -I -_
I

= 1:,, ,zpl ? (50

= zm - _" (47) as its compamon infinite generator matrix, where

: P(D) = Po +PI D + D"as the best estimate of the received message in terms OfZm, the .... Pm (51 )
received message "'in the clear," and the correction factor, _.

where 0 is the k X k all-zero matrix and P_ are k X k (n - k)

matrices. Since, by Eq. 1351, HfD) = [-pT(D), In_kl is a

IV. Error Trellis Syndrome Decoding of parity-check matrix of G(D). given above, the associated

Wyner-Ash Convolutional Code infinite parity.check matrix is

The Wyner-Ash one-error correction codes were first de- T l
fined m Ref. 5. A more modern and understandable develop- P0
ment can be found in Blahut's recent book ( Ref. 71. Instead of

defining the C(" only in terms of its mfimte generator or pT 0 pT 1O

- parity-check matrix, a_ is done m Ref. 7, here the Infinite
T 1matrices are converted first into compact matrices in terms of pT 0 pT 0 P0

the delay operator D. If

T 0 pT 0P2

G(D) = GO +G I D + . . . , +Gm Dm (48) H =
pr 0

is a generator matrix of a CC of memoryM =m, as defined m

Eq. 13), then evidently pt 0

G O Gl G: ... (;,, 0 0 .. P,, 0

0 GO G I G: G,,, 0 ,. .

G=

0 0 G O G I G 2 ... G, ... (52)

., The results In Eqs. (50) and (52) are given in Ref. 6 in the
./

same notation.

in terms of Eqs. (51) and (521, Blahut defines an (n,k) =

1401 (2'n' 2m - 1) Wyner-Ash code as follows: Let tl I be the
_a_ parity.check matrix of the binary (2" - 1, 2m - 1 - m)
",,; Hamming one.error.correcting block code. Choose matrices

_-i is the infinite generator matrix associated with G(D). Thus, a p_, pT ..... p,,T to be tl,_ m rows of the parity-check matrix

systematic codc with generator matrix G(D) = Ilk ` P(D)] has t/j , i.e., t,

-= 128
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"_. , are the generator and parity-check matrices of tile (4, 3)

Pi I Wyner-Ash CC, respectively. Also, by Eqs. (37) and (38)

T B=B -j
" P2

ll 1 =

o. l,,__J
pT

??!

I 0 O, I + D + D 2"

= [PI,P2 ..... P,.I r 153)
0 l O, I +D

Finally, let Por be a vector of 2'?' - I ones, i.e., =
O01, 1 +D 2

Por : l ,l, i.....
,,_,,,-_" (54)

000,1
2m - 1

Blahut shows (Ref 7, Theorem 12.5.1) that the minimum so that, by kqs. (3(,I) and (40), B: = [0 0 0 1] and B 2 =H T
distance of the Wyner-Ash code is 3 and, as a consequence, it and. finally, by Eq. (42),
will correct at least one error. To understand this code in more

detail and to apply the decoding technmue developed m the
last section to it, consider now an example for m = 2. I + D + D 2

Example: The nl = 2. the parity-check matrix of the ttam- 1 + D

i mingcode, ls R = /_2 B2-- [0 0 0 1]
1 + D 2

[:l111 = 1

" D2"000, 1 +D+
st, thal, by Eqs.(53) and(S4),P_ = [I I I],pT= [ I 1 0],

andP/= [1 0 I].Thus. by kqs.[51), 0 0 0, I + D
= (56)

r Dz] 00 0, 1 + D 2

1 +D+

PID) = / I + D ] 0 0 0. 1 .jL' + D 2
The above results for this 3/4 rate CC can now be used to

explicitly obtain the general solution e(D) in Eq. (43) of the

and. by kqs. (34) and (35), syndrome equation. This is accomphshed by substituting Eqs.
(55) and (56) into Eq. (25) or directly from Eq. 143). The

IO0,1+D+

G(D) = 1 O, I + D e(D)- e = [et,e2, Cy 64]

0 1, I + D 2 = [t'(ti +zl)(I+D+D')

and +(t 2 +:2)(1 +D)

H(L)) = [I +I)+D 2, I +D, I +D 2, 1] (551 +(t a +z3)(l +/31)+24] (57)

1_9
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" where where the latter expression under the summation is the Ham-
ming weight of the coefficient of the/th power of D.

t(D) -- t = [tI, t 2. t31 (58)

By Eqs. (57) and (64) for this particular example of con-
By Eqs. (41) and (44), e in Eq. (57) can also be expressed volutional code,
more compactly as

coef [e(O)] = [tti, t2/, taf _ + S/] (65)
e = [t, r +s] (59) o/

where s is the syndrome, where

s(D) = s = Zl(1 +D+D 2)+z2(1 +D) r = ti,/+tl,/_ l +tt,/_:

+z3(1 +D 2) +z 4 (60) + t2a + t2.1_l
and

+/3,/ + t3,/_ 2 (66)

r(D) = r = tl(1 +D+D2)+t:(1 +D)
is the regulator function at frame/, and

+ t3(l +D 2) (61)

S = Zlj +
Note that the term _D) = r in Eqs. (59) and(6]), in order to / zx'/-I +zl'/-2
minimize the Hamming weight of e(D), must be chosen to
"cancel s(D)" in Eq. (59). For this reason, one might call r(D) +Z2j + g2,i-I

the regulator needed to cancel the syndrome s(D).

+ g31 + Z3,1-2 ,
Now, the formal power series for e(D) in the delay operator

is explicitly +z41 (67) '

e(D) = [el(D), e2(D ) ..... e(D)] is the syndrome function at frame / in terms of binary vari-

ables tq and zii, defined by,
glQ

= E [eli' e2i ..... earl Dt (62)

/=o r(D) = _. [tli, t2/ ..... tk/]D/
1=0

Define the truncation of e(D) at stage or frame time N m
terms of Eq. (62) as

= _7_ t D/N -Ii=o

- [e(O)]A' = E [el/' e2i ..... earl DI (63)
1=o

z(O) = _ [zl/,z2i ..... z i]D i
Thus, the Hamming weight of the sequence of possible errors _=o
in N frames is

Note in Eq. (66) that r is a function of t. = [tl/, t2/, t3/] ,
N tj_ 1 = [rid_ 1, t2,/_ i, t3d_l] and t/_ 2 = [tid_2, t2,j_2,

"" II [e(D)JNII = E II [el/, e2/..... eart II t3/-2]' That is, at frame/, rl is a function oft/at frame/; a
,I /=o function of t/ i at frame/- 1; and a function oft/_ 2 at frame
? /- 2; i.e.,

N

":d = _ IIcoef [e(D)] II (64)
/=o o ,/-- ,(t_/,t_/_,,t/_2) (68)

i.
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_ If the values of the regulator function rt at frame/are ]mag- y = [1 l l l, 0 0 0 O, 1 1 l l,
"- ined to be generated by a sequential circuit, then the pair (72)

0 0 00,1 1 I 1]
It

7 _' = (-t/-l' tj-2) (69)
' Assume y, given in Eq. (72), xs transmitted over a binary

constitutes the values of the interna] state of the circuit and symmetric channel wxth probability of error somewhat less

" vector t: is thejthinput to the circuit, than 1/12 = 0.0833 .... Then, suppose that the received
coded sequence is

,t

Let the sequential circuit with output z = [1 1 0 1,0 0 0 0,1 1 1 1,
(73)

uj = It/,,-(_tc oj)] (70) o o o o,o 1 1 11

be the regulator circuit of the decoder, where oi is the internal i.e., z I = [1 0 1 0 0], z2 = [l 0 1 0 1]. z3 = [0 0 1 0 1] and
state defined by Eq. (69). Also, call the set of all allowable z4 = [1 0 1 0 1]. By Eq. (60), the syndrome sequence for this

, paths generated by Eq. (70) the regulator tree or trellis, value of received sequence is computed to be
Finally, by Eq. (59), the error trellis of the code is, for all
paths generated, s = [1 0 1 0 1 1 1] (74)

v = [ty s/+ r (ti. o)] (71) by the same method used above to obtain Y4'

It is shown in Ref. 7 (p. 366) that the rate 3,'4 code of this
'£o illustrate the above concepts, let the . to the example can correct one error in every 3 frame time_ or code

prestnt example of the (4, 3) CC be length of 12, As a consequence, one needs only to correct one
error every 3 frames. This limits the number ot values of

x = [1 1 1, 0 0 0, 1 1 1, 0 0 O, 1 1 I] t=[tl, t2, t3] to4, namely the values

,""" i.e.,x I = [l 0 1 0 1] --x 2 = x 3. By the generating marrzx [0 00] = O, [1 0 0] - 1 .
given in Eq. (55), the output y = to1, Y2' Y3' Y4 ] is obtained (75)
inwhat follows:.v I =)':, =y3=._, =[1 0101],aridY4 = [0 10] -- 2, tO 0 l] = 3 :
(I +D+D 2)x I +(1 +D) x2 +(l+D:_r_.k:qfiicltly,.v 4is
computed from this relation as follows: Note that the four values of t in Eq. (75) allow for, at most,

one error, anJ that these four values are convemently labeled

x I l 0 1 0 l by the integerst =O.l,2,or3.

Dx I I 0 l 0 l Figure l shows a constrained regulator trellis with outputs
[t, r], In Fig. I, note that, because of the limited error.

D 2 x I l 0 l 0 l correction capability of the code, the number of internal
,j. states o = (Dt, D2t) of the regulator circuit can be limited to
.- 7 out of a possible 64. Moreover, the number of state transi-
_ x2 1 0 1 0 1 tions can be limited to those shown in Fig. 1 for the regulatol

trellis. The branches of the regulator trellis are labeled with

Dx 2 1 0 1 0 1 the value [t, r]. For example, the branch from state o = [O 0]
to o -- 13O] is labeled by It,r] = [3, 11= [0,O,1.1]. which

_. x 3 1 0 1 0 1 means tI = O, t2 = O, t3 1 and r = 1.

'@ D 2 x 3 1 0 1 0 1 decode message in Eq. (73), by Eq. (70) an error
To the

" trellis is created by adding the vector [0, s] to all labels in
the regulator trellis where s is the syndrome value. Thus, in

Ya -- [1 0 1 0 1 0 0] Fig. 2, the values of [O, s], where s is the syndrome value in
; Eq. (74), appear on all possible transitions o --- [00] to o =

Thus, the output of the encoder is [0 0] on the top line of the error trellis. At each node, the

It
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cumulative Hamming weight of the path, passing through that [00, 3 0, 0 3, O O, 0 0, 1 0, O 1.0 t 0 O]
" node, is written.

- The Hamming weight at each node. plus the weight of a m tczm> <_t >tate value> o = Dt. D2t. llen_,e, based tm the
criterion of kq. (27), the best estimate of t ispossible branching from that to the next node, is used to

eliminate branches. The technique is similar to the method in

Viterbi decoding for eliminating branches. To illustrate, in t" = [3, O, 0, O, 1, O, 0, O]
Fig. 2 there are four branches at Frame 2 which could go to

state or node o = [0 0] . The transition ]s chosen as tlle branch = [0 0 1,0 0 O, 0 0 0.0 0 0,
from o = [0 3J to o = [00] since the node weight 2 plus

branch weight 0 Is 2, the minimum of the 4 possible I 0 0, 0 00]
transitions.

The minimum over'dl path weight of the erro_ trellis in If this vector is added component-wise to z in k,q (73), the

Fig. 2 is message is corrected to yield _"= x, the original message.
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Coherent Digital Demodulation of a Residual

Carrier Signal Using IF Sampling
R. Sfeir,S. Aguirre,andW. J. Hurd

CommumcationsSystemsResearchSect=on

Analysis is presented of an all-digital technique/or the coherent demodulation of a

residual carrier signal with a biphase modulated square-wave subcarrier. The processing I
technique, proposed for use in the DSN advanced receiver, employs the concept of lF
sampling. It also uses an optimum Costas loop for subcarrier demodulation and data-
aided carrier trackhzg, i.e., combined Costas and residual carrier tracking. It is shown t/tat

_,
the loops perform essentially tile same as the corresponding analog loops in terms of
signal-to-noise ratio and loop bandwMth, k]4rthermore, the sampling does not #ttroduce
biases or other signtficant effects or, the loops provided t/zat the loop bandwidth is very

: small compared to the symbol rate, and that the number of sample; per symbol is large
compared to #tverse loop bandwidth.

I. Introduction into baseband I and Q samples. The IF sampling configuration
was chosen for three main reasons. First, it overcomes the dc

"['heever increasing advances in LSI and VLSI technology offset problem of baseband systems, which is a serious prob-
, make possible the use of digital integrated circuits m real-time

lem in phase detection at low signal-to-noise ratios, Second,
processing areas that were previously implemented with analog the hardware is simpler and dc anaplifiers are eliminated.

._ circuitry. This paper describes a digital implementation pro- Third, the maplementatlon concept is not proven, and is thus
,_ posed for the DSN Advanced Receiver to avoid tl_e inherent

deserving of analysis and dem,_nstration. One complexity and
problems associated with analog systems such as dc offsets potential disadvantage of IF samphng is that the samples are
in the mixers and amplifiers, the need for calibration and offset from each other by one-half sampling period. It is

"- adjustments, aqd less reliability, versatility, ai_d flexibility shown that this 1-Q offset inherent to 1F sampling has no
,- than digital systems, significant effect on the loops' performances.

J

Two families of configurations have been considered for The digital system employs synchronous bandpass sam-
="_-,, the design of the proposed advanced receiver: one associated piing for the coherent demodulation of a residual carrier

with I-Q baseband sampling and another associated with IF signal biphase modulated by a square-wave subcarrier. The

sampling. In the first on_,, the sampled 1 and Q channels are receiver uses a PLL to track the residual carrier phase, angenerated first by demodulating by two in-quadrature refer- optimum Costas loop with integrate and dump filters for
",'_ ence signals and then sampling with two in-phase samplers; subcarrier demodulation, and a data-aided loop for improved

-_ in the second, we first sample at IF and then demultiplex tracking performance of the carrier phase.

' - 135
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II. Functional Block Diagram 0c. Thus the instantaneous residual carrier phase of s(t) is
_: and Description denoted by 27rf o t + _c' where 0c = 0c - _,.

" Figure 1 shows the functxonal block diagram of the pro- The IF signal s(t) is sampled at frequency fs = 4io' at

' posed receiver. The received signal is at an intermediate times t = n/4f 0. The mth output of the sampler is mvltiplied
frequency f_ and contains data that biphase modulates a by exp (fmrr/2) and demultiplexed into real and imaginary

square-wave subcarrier. The modulated subcarner phase parts with. the real or m-even samples becoming the Q channel.
modulates the carrier with a modulation index _. The signal and the imaginary or m-odd samples becoming the 1 channel.

"- at the output of the bandpass filter is:

The Q samples qn are input to the residual carrier tracking

r[ t) = V'_ sin (_,t + A D (t) + 0c) + n (t) loop and to the subcarrier Costas loop. The I samples i are
input to the carrier Costas I arm. Note that the carrier Costas

where Q arm is the same as the subcarrier I arm. Sideband aided

r{t) is the rece,ved s,gnal in volts (V) carrier tracking is accomplished by properly combining the
outputs of the residual carrier and the carrier Costas phase

P is the average signal power in V 2 detectors m order to maximize the total loop SNR.

is the modulation index

D(t) = d(t) t_in(w t+Osc) with rlinx=sgn(smx)s_ III. Residual Carrier Phase Detection
+'* and Tracking

dlt) = E at p(t- _T),a_=-l wlthequalprobability
_=.__ Re_dual carrier phase detection is accomplished using the

Q-channel samples. The bandpass filtered signal r(t) ,s mixed

wt _s the recewed 1F frequency in rad/s against the carrier DCO output signal _ cos ((o_ - COo)t +

0c l_ the carrier phase m tad _.l and lowpa_s filtered to give:

' _ Is the subcarrier frequency in rad/s s(t) = x/ffsin two t + A D(t) + c_)

0 is the _ubcarrier phase in rad
sc + nc(t ) cos (Wot + _c) - n(t) sin (Wot + (_c)

n(t) = v_.n c (t) cos(wt + Oc)-_n s (t) sin(cot+O c)

: ,s a narrowband white Gausslan noise process where eac = 0c - 0c is the carrier phase error.
w,th nc (t) and n (t) being statistically independ-

ent, stationary band-lmuted white Gaussian noise From the above equat,on, xt follows that the quadrature
processes with one-sided spectral density N O in sampled term is:
V 2/Hz and one-sided bandwidth W.

Tis the symbol time qn = Re (s(m/(4fc)) • exp qm 7r/2)). m = 2n

= -,/fisin (AD(nT) + _c (nT))
: The bandpass filter,ng effect on the subcamer is neglected,

_ Le., the subcarrier waveform is assumed to be an ,deal square + nc (nT) cos (cac (hi-s)) + ns (nT) sin (¢c (nT)wave.
(1)

The reference signal for carrier lock is a combination of and the in-phase sampled term is:
the sampling clock and the career-loop dagltally controlled

: oscillator (DCO) output signal. The sampling frequency is / = Im {s(m/(4fo) ) " exp (jm 7r/2)) m = 2n + 1
'. de, ived from the symbol synchronization loop and is denoted

"'. by 4/o. The symbol synchronization loop. not considered = W'ficos(AD(nT + T/2) + ¢c (nTs + Ts/2))
here, is assumed to maintain perfect symbol sync, and fo is a

, multiple of the symbol rate. - nc (nT + T/2) sin (¢c (nT + T/2))

The input signal, r(t), is mixed to frequency fo using the - ns (nT + T/2) cos (¢c (nT + T/2)) (2)
carrier-loop DCO output signal, whose instantaneous phase is

w I t + 0c' with w l :" wl - _°o and 0c denoting the estimate of where T = 1/(2f 9).

lk
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r_.
,_ The continuous counterpart of the noise portion of Eqs. (1) Q channel. Then the outputs of the I and O arm filters are

2 and (2) is essentially white noise with zero mean and one- respectively

sided spectral density N o.-It

N
_ 1

The S curve for the residual carrier-loop phase detector, 1(0 N E qn Sin (wscnT +'Osc)
i.e., the average output of the phase detector as a funcUon of n=l

the phase, is obtained by plotting C(Oc) = E [qn I_bc] versus
, _c' where E['] denotes the statistical expectation. From

= vrPad(i) • Fz(_sc(O) • cos (Oc(i)) + N/Eq. (1), and since the noxse is zero mean,

C(_Pc) = E [qn 10c] = N/ffc°s A sin 0c + periodic terms. (4)

which is the expected sinusoidal S curve, and is plotted in N

1 I'os (_scnT + Osc)F,g. 2. Qq(i) = _ E qn
n=l

From Holmes (Ref. 1, Chapter 5). the rms phase error of

a phase-locked loop due to random noise is = ffad(0 • F (¢sc(i)) • cos (¢c(i)) + N q

o,/% + periodic terms

where N 0 is the one-sided spectral density at zero frequency where the signal terms are:
at the phase detector output, B L is the one-sided loop band-
width, and A is the slope of the S curve at _ = 0. It is also
necessary to assume that the nmse bandwidth is wide com- V_a = V"ffsin A = (signal power) 1/2

pared to BL .
N

1

For the residual carrier phase detector. A = ,_ff cos A and d(i) = _ ___ dO, T) (5) :
N_.-. the noise spectral density is the input noise spectral density n':l _

or N 0. Thus ,'
2

2 = ,oBL/(Pcos 2 A) (3) F/(¢_) = 1- _- I_1, O_lO_l_<¢r

width.Thisis the same as for an analog loop with the same band- F(Osc) = Ill _-"_2esc' rr0_<l¢_l_< _rrIV. Subcarrier Phase [)election andTracking +ff(_r-_,_), _ < I_1 < _r
t

The subcarrier phase detection and synchronization is done
and the noise terms are.

.__ by means of an optimum Costas loop. The analysis assumes
: perfect symbol synchronization and that the residual carrier

loop is locked so that ¢c = 0. 1 N
++ N, = _- E [ncCnTs) cos 0c - ns(nT) sin Oc]

lne carrier Q samples qn are multiplied in the two arms of n= ]
the Costas loop by phase quadrature square.wave reference

" signals _. the subcarrier frequency. The products in the two X 5in (wscnT + Osc)
channels are summed over the symbol times to implement

=7'_ the matched filters of the optimum Costas loop. The channel N

,_ with the reference in phase with the sabcarrier is the data N = 1
channel, q - _r E [nc(nT) cos 0c - ns(nT ) sin _e]

LJll n = 1

Let/(i) and Qq(i) denote the subcarrier 1- and Q-channel
_ outputs_for symbol i, with subscript q denoting the carrier × los (wscnT + 0so)
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!. withmeans: S(¢_) = (2/_)•Pa "_ "[I°(2/_)I@_I],I@_I< _/2

.- E[Nil = E[NI = E[Ni .N] = 0 Figure 3 shows a plot of the normalized S curve Sn(_)
,. for [¢_[ -_,a/2; the S curve is defined as:

', Et:v_l= e[N2ql= :vo/(2r_ S,,(_) = ,_/(2e,).S(%)
Note that in the previous expressions we have dropped the

y,

: variable t denoting the ith symbol. Also notice that we have stable lock points at _sc = +-Mr.which
is to be expected in a Costas-loop S curve.

The phase detector output signal is given by:

To get the phase error variance o_ , we assume that the
Z = -I-O noise term Nsc is white compared to the closed-loop band-

width Bz. The one-sided spectral density of the above noise
= Pa" F. (Ox). F [0_) +2_}. N process, No, is given by

+ x/_d. < (¢se) • d .N + V'_d- F (¢sc) " d .A; N'o/(2T ) = E [N_I = Pa "No/(2r) + (No/2T)Z (6)

+ periodic terms In deriving the above expression, ¢¢ = 0 is used.

The periodic terms arise from end effects when there is As for the residual carrier loop, the variance of the phase
not an integer number of subcarrier cycles in a symbol txme. error can be expressed as (Ref. 1):
Thus these terms have frequency depending on the relation-

ship between symbol rate and subcarrier frequency. When o2 'BL/[S'(O)]a
the subcarrier frequency is close to a multiple of the symbol %v = No

rate, the frequency of the periodic terms is low, but the where BL is now the one-sided bandwidth of the subcarrier
amplitude is very small. When the subcarrier frequency is not loop and

" close to a multiple of the symbol rate, the amplitude is higher,

but the frequency is on the order of half the symbol rate. In dS (¢_)
this case, the frequency is assumed to be well outside the loop S'(O) - -_-_-_ ¢_ = 0: bandwidth. In either case, the effect of the periodic terms on

the loop phase error is negligible. There are also small effects SubstitutingN o and S'(0) by their expressions we get:due to the sampling but they are negligible. The detailed
analysis regarding these periodic terms will be published in g , r

future report. °2 = ,/(2] -_a 1+¢'sc J
For 0sc small, F (¢sc) "_ 0 and F.(¢sc ) _- 1. With this

. approximation and neglecting the periodic terms, the phase Except for a factor of (rr/2)2, this is the same expression
detector output becomes as for a Costas-loop tracking a sine-wave subcarrier. The

" factor (rr/2)2 is the same as that used for tracking unmodu-
lated square waves with square-wave references. The factor

Z = Pa"/7/(0so ) • F (¢sc) +_ [1 + (1/2)/(EJNo)] represents the squaring loss due to signal
× noise and noise X noise terms, and is the same as for an

where Nx = V_a d. N +N." Nq represents the signal × noise optimum analog Costas loop, (Ref. 2). Thus, in this method of
. plus the noise × noise terms, analysis, there is no theoretical degradation due to the digital

implementation.
Now if we fix ¢sc and take the statistical expectation of

. Z we get the S curve, S(_se), of the subcarrier loop-phase
detector. This is

• s(_) --E[ZI_.1 --(2/_)•Pa' F (_). F (%) "4. The Data-Aided Loop
": A data-aided carrier tracking loop is a loop that combines

Notice that S(¢s,. ) is periodic in ¢sc with period rr; in the residual carrier tracking and Costas-loop tracking to reduce
interval [-rt/2, 1r/2], S(q%) has the following expression: carrier phase error. To accomplish this, a Costas data-aiding- t_
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_i type phase detector is implemented for the carrier by adding a U = -I • IJ q
third arm, with carrier I and subcarrier i. The output of the

. carrier Costas phase detector is added to the output of the = (1/2)P d sin (2 ¢c) +N c
' residual carrier phase detector, with appropriate weighting.

" Minimum phase error for a given loop bandwidth is achieved where Ncc = x/Paa*d. [Ni • sin (_c) + N'i " cos (¢c)] +/_ "

by maximizing A 2INo for the composite phase detector, N' I represents the signal × noise and the nmse × noise terms.
where A is the slope of the S curve at zero phase and NO is

"- the spectral density at zero frequency. The S curve, S1 (¢c), of the carrier Costas-loop phase
detector is found to be the regular Costas S curve, i e., a sine

In the following analysis, it is assumed that the subcarrier wave in 2¢c. I _expression is given by:
loop is locked so that esc = 0, that 0c is a slowly varying pro-

cess, and that there is perfect symbol synchronization. S 1 (¢c) = E [U I_c] = (1/2) Pa sin (2 Cpc)

The Q arm of this loop is the same as the I arm of the The spectral density of Nee is the same as that ofNs_, which

subcarrier loop, and the output of its f'dter is given by Eq. (4): was given by Eq. (6)

/ = V_a.d.cos(¢c)+ N N'o = Pet'No+N_/(2T)

The above expression neglects the periodic terms that get For only Costas tracking of the carrier, the phase-error
filtered out by the loop fdter and the NCO; the variable i variance is given by.
denoting the ith symbol is also omitted, and it xsassumed that

" ¢)s_=O,hence, Fl(OS,.) = 1. N°BL V 1/2 ]2 , BL/[S,I(O)]2
Similarly, the output of the l-arm filter is given by' °1¢c = NO - "d LI + E--_--_0j (7)

- ( /, 1 N T which is the same as that for any optimum Costas loop.
I _ in Sin WscnT+ws,., sc

,'1=1

Finally, the output Fa of the residual carrier phase de-

: = - v_ad' sm (¢c) +N', teeter is combined with the output Fb of the carrier Costasphase detector. Let Fc be the combined phase-error signal
with weiglns a apd b; we havewhere

N F =a'F+b'F b
d' 1

=-_ E d(nT+ T/2) If we want to maximize the total loop SNR then the
: n= l weights a and b should be chosen such that:

is also equal to d defined in Eq. (5) since we have a multiple
of two samples per symbol and we have perfect symbol syn- a/b = (v'S-NRa/,v"S'NRb).(ol,/a,, )
chronization. The noise term is given by

where

j N
. N'= 1, _. _ [n(nT+T/2) sin¢¢+n(nT+T/2)cos¢)¢] SNR = l/o; istheresidualcarrierloopSNR: Eq.(3)¢

n=l
J

.- SNR = l/a_ is the career Costas-loop SNR: Eq. (7)
"'_ X t_in(test nTs + _sc T/2 + _,.) _c
=d

o2 = NO Bt, is the variance of the noise process in the
I_ with E[N,'] = 0, EIN', 2] = No/(eT), and E[N I • Ni] = 0 a residualcarrierloop

:- since N_ and Ni are two orthogonal noise processes.

• o0 NOB/, is the variance of the noise process in
The career Costas phase detector output is: the carrier Costas loop

t
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After st'bstituts_n _eget optimum subcarrier Costas loops, and data-aided c_rrier

tracking loops have been shown to be the same as the corre-

, ,/a/b = cos A Pa + NO spondmg loops implemented by traditional analog means, orby digital means after analog demodulation to I-Q baseband.
sin A 2T Some periodic effects are introduced by end effects when

there is not an integer number of subcarrier cycles in a symbol

and the sideband aided loop SNR is: SNR c = SNR a + SNR o time, but these effects are negligible for narrow-loop band-
widths because the frequency of the periodic effect is then

outside the loop bandwidth. It is thus concluded that IF

VI. Summary and Conclusions sampling is useful for avoiding the problems inherent with
analog implementations, such as dc offsets in mixers and

For a telemetry processing system utilizing IF samphng, amplifiers, the need for calibration and adjustments, and less
the random noise performances of residual carrier loops, reliability, versatility, and flexibility than digital system_.
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A Strategy for Successful Deep Space Information
Transmission in Bad Weather

L. Swanson and J. H. Yuen

Communications Systems ResearchSection

To retrieve data during bad weather, most missions slow the data rate to accommodate
-.- a certain amount oJ"attenuation, or to allow jbr all but a very small percentage of all- :

weather conditions. Thts system has two well-known and balancing disadvantages, no
data ts received reliably during very bad weather, and tile data rate is slowed during good
weather. ICepropose a system of processing that encodes the most critical data more
heavily, allowing it to be retrieved under bad conditions, while at ;he same time ,llowing

most of the data to be sent at a higher data rate. 2

I. Introduction of clear reception, but the cost is less telemetry. For example,
as shown in Table 1, total weather degradation for X-band

A brief look at past progress m data transmission from data at the Madrid 64-meter antenna, 9(Y?_weather, 30° ele-
space shows that a lot of improvement has come from fre-

vation angle, is 1.1 dB. This means that to ensure reception
quency mcreases and associated technology. From 108 MHz, under 9(Y?bof all weather conditions, data must be slowed to

through L-band and S-band to our current X-band of the a factor of 0.78 compared to what tt would be if we assumed
Voyager spacecraft, telemetry capabdity measured m bits per clear, dry weather. To ensure reception under 9cYAof 'all
second at a given range has improved by a factor of l0 is since weather conditions (at the same station and elevation), a mis-

_- the first free-world satellite, Explorer i m 195_3_,Ref.1). slon would have to accept a loss of 4.2 dB, or a data rate
factor of 0.38, compared to clear, dr_ weather.

In the neat future, use of Ka-band (32 GHz) will undoubt-
edly allow even further improvements in data rate. But as At Ka-band, while increased data rate is available in clear,

-" frequency increases, data rate increases must be weighed dry weather, degradation due to bad weather is worse than at
against performance degradations due to weather and atmo- X-band. There is little experimental data currently available lo

spheric effects. Clouds are almost tra:'sparent at S-band; quantify the losses, but in any case the same principle applies.
we&ther causes virtually no degradation. At the current
X-band, data rate must be chosen for a weather trade.off. By The current Voyager and Galileo communication systems

"_ lowering the data rate, a mission can be more nearly certain employ the concatenated Reed.Solomon/convolutional code,
o_
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, which is very sensmve to even a small degradation m signal- tional Consultative Committee on Space Data Standards, can
to-noise rat,o. For example, bit error rate rises from 10-s to be seen m Fig 1

• 10-2 as Eb/N o drops from 2.3 dB to 1.9 dB (Ref. 2 I. This
It ..

, means that 0.4 dB can be the difference between successful We propose adding a repetition code to the critw:d d_la,

•_ data transnussion and failure. Future deep-space channel yielding the system depicted m Fig. 2. On tile ground, critical

coding schemes are likely to be just as sensitive, data is identified and the repetmon code decoded. During
good weather, all data is Viterbi and Reed-Solomon decoded.

During bad weather, only crincal data can be decoded. I Cnn-
" II. Protecting Critical Data cal data must be sent m whole frames in order that the outer

One way to design a reliable telemetry system is to provide decoders can work during bad weather.)
extra margin. For example, at the Madrid 64-meter antenna

30 ° elevation, one could adjust the data rate to allow Eh/N o = The performance of our system is a parametric funcnon of
3 4 dB. allowing a margin of 1.1 dB over the 2.3 dB required the repetition code rate and of the amount of critical data.
for a bit error rate of 10-s. This would mean that, durmgg0'?k Of course, the extra power gwen to the crincal data means

of all weather conditions, Eb/N o is sufficient to expect a that there is less power available to the normal data' again the
decoded b_t error rate of I0-s. In fact, even in the absence of amount of power lost to the normal data IS a function of the

weather degradatzon, we must provide _ome margin for other repention code rate and of the amount of critical data.
system uncertainty ( Ref. 1). The Voyagel and Galileo missions Table 2 shows the loss of pewer in overall data (for critical

provide about 2.0 dB for these nonweather effects. Thus a and normal data combined) m a system using our scheme,

tt_tal of 5.4 dB of Eb/.V o is needed to assure reliable commu- compared to the curre,,t concatenated convolutional/Reed-
rotation 9(Y,_ of the nine. Solomon system, as a function of repeunon code rate and the

amount of crmcal data. When x of the data Is repeated n

This system has two obvious drawbacks. One is that no nines, the loss of power m overall data is just (it - l)x, which
useful data is received I0',;- of the time. The other Is that the is shown on Table 2 m dB.

1. I dB _s unnecessarily conservative most of the time, and so

some data rate Is being sacrificed. These drawbacks play off The fact that a concatenated Reed-Solomon;convolutlona_,
against each other, the higher data rate during good weather repetmon code is a good low-rate code for low symbol signal-

means a h,gher hkehhood that the reception of any useful to-noise ratios was first called to our attennon by Pfl Lee dur-

data is precluded during bad weather, lng a technical discussion. Indeed, this seernmgly almost trivial
:epemion code works quite well. We compared it to other

: We propose an mfomaauon transmission system that will low-rate coding schemes (orthogonal and biorthogonal codes);

allow certain data, viewed by the mission as critical or "must this comparison is shown m Appendix A.
receive," to be retrieved under the worst of circumstances

le.g, 99'/_ weather) whde allowing a reasonably high data rate The scheme described above is different from the one pro-

for all data dur,ng most weather. Another goal, such as maxl- posed by E.C. Posner (Ref. 3), and first suggested by T. M.

nuzing the expected total data return, might lead to a different Cover (Ref. 4), which uses a single "cloud" code to protect
coding scheme, some data more than others. The Cover-Posner scheme is a

' theoretical one, giving bounds on the data rates for the two

Each mission has ddferent scienUfic and mission objectives, kinds of data, while ours is a concrete, easy-toqmplement sys-

-" and so different critical data. Our scheme Is to encode thts crit- tern based on a very minor addition to the existing proven

: ical data separately so that it Is recoverable under very bad cir- deep-space coding system. A comparison of the performance
cumstances. We call the rest of the data "normal" data• IE. C. of a time.multiplexed system like ours to the op',mum is

-_ Posner (Ref. 3} refers to the two types as "'base" and "bonus" given m Appendix B.
data, respectwely.)

" Aside from the obvious crttlcal data protection, a scheme
" Our coding scheme does not require a completely new like ours offers several advantages. Of course, a mission can

.__ deep-space telemetry system, but budds upon the existm8 con- determine what data is critical. For example, some science

-[ catenated Reed-Solomon/convolutional code, requiring only data and some highly compressed Imaging data mtght be the
r_ simple additional equipment. Hence it is an efficient and eco- critical data on a mission, Also, a mission can determine how

nomically effective way to enhance data reception capability, heavily to encode the critical data, and how much critical data

to send, trading these off against power for the normal data.
The current deep-space telemetry coding scheme, as used There could even be different levels of critical data. five repe-

on JPI missions and adopted as the guideline of the lnterna- titions for very critical data, three repetitions for less critical
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'_" data. etc. Also, the amount of redundancy can be changed in less power. Thus the normal data Is received under slightly
thght, m case of hardware change_ on the ground or even on more restrictive weather conditions. _n exchange for the critz-

account of short-term weather pred_ctlons, cal data being received under less restrictive cor, tlitions.

What does our protection cost m terms ot data rate during

good weather? The fact that the critical data has been ex- III. Conglusions

panded means that overall data rate must suffer m some way. We have proposed a coding system to pro'cot a mission's

, Three ways to deal with this loss present themselves (1)com- critical data against very low signal-to-noise faun conditions.
pressing the rest of the data, (2) sacrificing the least desirable

This system is strnple to implement, easy to change, and
data, and (3) lowering the probability that normal data will be

is based on a proven, rehable, exist,rig coding system. It allows
received reliably. We examine each in the paragraphs below. a small amount of data to be protected against very bad

attenuation, while allowing all of the data to be sent at a

Current missions use data compression for imaging data. _ higher data rate than would be the case tf all data were pro-
Depending on the amount of redundancy in the original data. tected against such bad _ttenuation. Critica! data Is heavily

data compression can allow a large increase m the amount of encoded and then embedded m the normal data. If only a
information commumcated at a given data rate. If the normal small amount of data Is critical, the effect on the power

data being sent are redundant, further data compression would available for the rest of the data Is minimal. Besides protecting
present little problem, if all possible data ,'ompresslon has critical data aga!nst bad weather, another goal might be to
already been done, sour,,'e coding could be done to code the

maximize expected total data return. This goal might lead to a
information bits. This. however, adds substantmlly to the bit

different coding scherre.
error rate. So data compression should be used only if redun-

dancy exists in the normal data. There are other means ,of dealing with weather effects,

which are operaUonal m nature. Our method does not in any
The simplest idea is just to sacrifice (never transmit) the way preclude the use of these• It does offer addiUonal pro-

least desirable data, lowering the real data rate. This gxves each tectlon to any link. llistorically, this protection has been

transmitted normal bit exactly the same power it had before offered by the use of a lower frequency link. like S-band,
• the critical bits were heavily encoded, wh,ch is vir,t,ally independent of weather, for critical elata. In .:

"" the future, such weather-transparent links may not be avail- ,

The last possibdity is to speed channel symbols, increasing able, but m any case our scheme ,:an be viewed as additional

their rate. This means that each channel symbol carries slightly protection.

We have assumed that synchromzation wdl not be a prob-

1E. Hilbert et al.. BARC Data Compresston 1or Gahleo Imaging. Publi- lem. ] his and the ability of the deep-space telemetry system to
cauon GI,L.-625-301. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, C_h- recover channel symbols under very bad weather conditions
forma, 1979 hnternal dt_:ument), are questions that still need to be addressed.

t
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" Table 1. Total wQ_ler degradation (Including e41filctlof both incruse(i atmospheric attenuation and increased system noise temperature)
in decibels: Madrid X-band 64-m_er"

"_ Percent _ l'.levat_onangle, degrees _
!

weather 10 12 14 16 18 20 25 30 35 40 50 60 70 80 9t
!

10.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 2 0 2 0.2 0._ O.l 0A O.1 0.1 0 l 0 l 0.1 0 1

.- 20 0 0.3 0 3 0.2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0.2 0 1 0.1 0.1 0 ! 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
'_ 30.0 0.4 0.4 0 3 0.3 0 3 0.3 0 2 0.2 0.2 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0.1

40 0 0.5 0._ 0.4 0 4 0 4 0 3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 2 0 2 0.2

50 0 0 6 0 5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0 3 0.3 0.3 0 2 0 2 0 2 0.2 0 2

60 O 0.9 0.8 0.7 0 6 0.6 0.5 0 4 0.4 0.3 0 3 0 3 0.2 0.2 0 2 0.2

70.0 1.3 ! 1 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0 6 0.5 0.4 0 4 0 3 0.3 0.3 0 3 0 3
75.0 1.6 14 12 l.l 10 09 0.7 06 0.5 05 04 0.3 03 03 0.3

80.0 2 1 l 7 1.5 1.3 1.2 l 1 0.9 0 7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0 4 0.4 0 3 0 3

85.0 2 6 2.2 1.9 l 7 l 5 l 3 1.0 0 9 0.7 0.7 0.5 05 0 4 0.4 0 4
900 3.4 29 24 2.1 19 1.7 13 1.1 09 08 07 06 0.5 ('5 05

95.0 5 0 4.2 3.6 3 2 2 8 2 5 2 0 1 6 1.4 1.2 1 0 0 8 0 8 0 7 0.7

:' 98,0 7 7 6 6 5.8 5 2 4.6 4.2 3 4 2.9 2 5 2 2 1 8 1 6 1.4 1.3 1 3

., 990 10.3 9.0 79 71 6.5 59 49 42 37 33 27 24 22 21 20

995 146 12.6 112 101 93 86 7.3 63 5.6 51 43 39 35 34 33

aThis table is one ol a set o! tables, describing weather attenuation under man)' cizcumstantes at man) Deep Space Network antennae, p-'pared
' by P Kinman o! the Jet Propulsion Laboratory m an internal memorandum to N Burow

Table 2. Loss of power (in decibels) to data because of repmltion of
critical data

Code

,; _ repeutlon 2 3 5 10
Attenuation

,., allowed crltlc',d

:. Critical _ "---_ 3 4 7 7 10

1 0.04 0,09 0 18 0 41
"_" 2 0,09 0 18 0,36 0 86

5 0 22 046 0.97 2.60
l0 0 46 0.97 2 20 10 0_)

in.
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SPACECRAFT:

ENCODI_ ENCODER ENCODEDDATA
I
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(MCD) DECODER

Fig. 1. The current deep-space telemetry coding system

_ACICIAFT: NORMALDATA
J
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DATA ENCODER ENCODER

_' REPETITION
CRITICAL ENCOOER
DATA

GgOUND_
NORMALDATA

NOISY ENCODEDD_TA DECODER

• REPETITION

CRITICALJ DECODER
DATA (

Fig. 2. Proposed new deep-space telemetry coding system
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- Appendix A

Choice of Code for Critical Data
..o

The codes suggested m this artMe are simple to lmplemeut touchierL or if a very luw symbol signal-to-noise ratao must be

in a mission using concatenated Reed-Solomon/convolutional considered. Performance for orthogonal and bi-orthogon_
coding. Other low-rate codes could be considered for the cnti- codes was obtained by interpolanon from tables m Appen-

cal data. Prominent examples of low-rate codes are orthogonal dix 4 of Ref. 5: performance for the concatenated code wast

and bl-orthogonal codes (Ref. 5). Bi-orthogonal and orthogon- obtained from Ref 2.

al codes of appropriate rates are considered, along with con-
catenated Reed-Solomon/convolutional/repetmon codes, m Comparison of codes for these purposes is different from

Table A-1. normal comparison for error correcting codes• One usually

compares codes by considering the bit signal-to-noise ratio

For each of these three types of codes, we have chosen sev- (Eb/No) required for a given decoded bit-error rate (or con-

eral spec!fic codes to examine. Of course, rate balances against versely, the decoded bit-error rate for a given Eb/No). When

performance at low symbol signal-to-noise ratio, one can adjust the data rate in order to control t:b/N o, this is
the logical way to compare codes. But we are assuming that

Table A-1 gives these attributes for several codes of each the symbol rate has been adjusted to control Eb/N o for
type In addition to code rate, expansion 7/(16 × rate) is Reed-Solomon/convoluqonally encoded normal data under

given. This is the ratm of the number of channel symbols certain weather conditions, so that symbol signal-to-noise

required for transmission of one critical bit under a given low- ratio Es/A"o is determined entirely by weather conditions,
rate code to that required for a normal bit under Reed- Once we decided how much attenuation we wish to accom-
Solomon/convolutlonal coding, modate, we have determined the symbol signal-to-noise ratio.

We can then choose a code, weighing the probability of error

Table A-1 also gives performance, m terms of decoded bit at that symbol signal-to-noise ratio vs code rate or expansion.
: error rate, of each code at two symbol signal-to-noise ratios: The lower the code rate. of course, the more expansion, or

-4.4 dB and -6.5 dB. These were chosen because they repre- the more channel space will be used by the critical data. low-

sent 09% weather and 99.5% weather IX-band, Madrid ering the power available for normal data. Notice that the
64-meter antenna 30 ° elevatmn) when normal data is reliable error rates in Table A-I show that the concatenated Reed-

in 90-/7 weather. A choice among these codes for critical data Solomon/convolutional/repetition codes perform better than

: would then depend on a balance between the expansion of the the orthogonal and bl-orthogonal codes. (All error rates

code and its performance Of course, this balance gets more assulne perfect carrier and subcarrier tracking, and perfect
difficult if there is much critical data (which makes expansion code synthronizatmn.)
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Table A-1. Pm'formance of several low rate codes at low symbol signal-to-noise ratios

Orthogonal codes

: Bit-error rate Bit-error rate

k Rate Expansion at symbol SNR -4.4 dB at symbol SNR -6.5 dB

4 0 25 1.75 0.04 0.1 t
5 0.15625 2.8 0.004 0.03

6 0.09375 4 7 10 -s 0.002

Biorthogonal codes

Bit-error rate Bit-error rate

k Rate Fxpansion at symbol SNR -4.4 dB at symbol SNR -0.5 dB

5 0.325 1.4 0.05 0.12
6 0.1875 2.3 0.005 0.04 '

7 0.109375 4.0 3 × 10 -5 0.003

Repetition codes - inside Reed-Solomon/co,;, olutional

Bit-error rate Bit-error rate
k Rate Expansion

at symbol SNR -4 4 dB at symbol SNR -6.5 dB

2 0.21875 2 0 5 × 10 -4 >0.05

3 0.145833 3.0 <10 -5 >0.05
4 0.109375 4.0 <10 -5 <10 -5

5 0.0875 5.0 <10 -5 <10 -s

'i
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: Appendix B

, Time-Multiplexing vs Cloud Coding ',

; We wish to compare a system like ours, which time- log2 [1 +A (,2-x2/B - l) + 2-xz/Bp/NB]
multiplexes critical data with normal data, to a cloud coding

• system (Ref. 4), which is optimal. To avoid comparing apples log2 (l +P/ANB) - xz/B
with o_anges, we assume that we have optimal codes in all = - (A +P/NB)2 "'2/B
cases• that is, we are tame-mulnplexing an optimal code for I +A (2-x2/B - 1)+ 2-x2/B P/NB ':
the critical data with an optimal code for the normal data,
and comparing this to an opumal cloud code•

Substituting this intc xj,'_ 1, we find that

For bandwidth B, signal-to-noise ratio PIN for normal data,

: signal-to-noise rano P/AN for crmcal data. and critical data x 1 log2 (l + P/AA'B) (A +P/NB) 2-':2/t_
rate .r2, the normal data rate is bounded by _-- =

x 1 logz (1 +P/NB) 1 +A (2 -x2/B - 1)+ 2-xz/B P/NB

x1 = Blog 2 [1 +A (2-':z/B - l) + 2-x2IBp/NB]
at the x 2 for whichxj/_j is maximized. Since

in a cloud coded _ystem Ref. 3.
x 2 _<Blog 2 ( 1 +p/A,VB)

Using time-multiplexing, the critical data rate x 2 uses
we get

x 2

J = B log2 (1 +P/ANB) xj A log2 ( I + P/AA'B)T.- _<

x I log2 (1 +P/A'B)
of the channel nine, leaving (1 - J) of the channel nine. at

data rate Blog 2 ( 1 + P/,VB). for normal data Thus the largest Letting D =B!og 2 ( 1 +P/NB) represent the largest supportable
possible normal data rate x'i ' for nme-mulnplexing is normal data rate. we get

_1 = 1- Blog 2(I+P/ANB) Blog 2(I+P/NB) xj AB _D,e_ 1
. _c'__ D- log2 ,1We wish to bound the ratio xl/._"1.

For example, if B = 2.000,000, A = 5, and D = 115,000, we

The ratio xl/_ l approaches 1 as x 2 approaches zero or find that (x I/._'_) ¢ 1.016, or the maximum loss due to using
B log2 (1 + P/ANB); so, for fixed B, P/N, and A, ]t is largest time-multiplexing (with optimal codes) compared to cloud

? when d(x_/._a )/dx 2 _szero. l'his occurs when coding (w_th optimal codes)is 0.07 dB.

zg
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Tropospheric Delay Effects in Radio Interferometry
G. Lanw

Tracking Systems and Applications Section

i
A new tropospheric mapping function is derived which is more accurate than previous

_, mapping functions above elevations of 4 degrees. The error due to the given analytic ap-

proximation is estimated to be less than O.02_ for elevation angles larger than 6 degrees,

(less than 0.4 cm at 6 degrees, and approximately 0.004_ or 0.03 cm at 20 degrees). The ,
mathematical expansion used in the derivation is valid .for any laterally homogeneous

• . atmospheric model of refractivity. The new mapping function, computer generated ray

m tracing tables and other mapping fitnctions are c_:mpared. The results can be used in

correcting for tropospheric delays of radio signals. , '

" I. Introduction effects are included m the delay. For E = 6°, 1/sm£' _ 9.6;

thus the difference between the mean and the approximated
Radio waves traversing the atmosphere of the earth are

delayed due to electromagnet]c refraction The delay depends (plane air layer) delay Is _-2 m and tt Is smaller at higher
elevation angles, approximately gwen by -eZ/(smE tan2E).

on the length of the path; consequently, it is a funcuon of
This effect Is pnmardy due to the curvature of the air layer.

the incident elevanon angle of the radio wave. Usually, since

satdhte and stellar radio sources are observed only above 6° The mean value for e is ~0.00122. This funcUonal form for
the delay correction was first derwed by Saastamomen

elevanon, we set our precision reqmrements at 6 ° . The pry (Ref. 1). The proportionality factor e is a funcUon of the
mary causes for this low elevanon angle limit are. antenna

_-, pointing limits, ground obstructions, system noise and signal atmospheric model of refracnvity. Thus a 10% modehng

multipathmg. In addinon, modeling errors of the tropospheric error m e results in an _20 cm delay error at 6° elevation.
delay are relatwely large at very low elevation angles. Consequently, mlsmodehngs of the tropospheric mappmg

can cause slgmhcant errors at low elevation angles.

The tropospheric delay at an (unrefracted) elevation angle
In addition to the errors resulting from inherent zemth

-" E can be determined by the mapping function s(E). if the

J Earth's atmosphere is approximated by a laterally homoge- delay uncertainties, there are errors due to mismodelings,
neous plane air layer and the refractive bending of the ray is mhomogeneities and large-scale temporal vanaUons. The

7'_ neglected, then s(E) = Z/sinE, where Z is the zenith delay, corresp,mdmg major delay errors at low elevation angles
are the following:

The mean sea level value for the dry tropospheric delay ts (1) Refractive bending.
'_ ~2.3 m at zenith and "20 m at 6°elevatton. The delay of

"'_ 20 m is a mean delay value for a laterally homogeneous dry (2) Dry modeling errors.

d_ atmosphere. Spherical geometry and refraction benmng (3) Water vaporvarmtions.

oti
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The refractive bending effect is _13 cm at 6° elevation and ]ion of elevation dependent systemat;c erro_ may be caused

can be completely removed by proper modeling. The varia- by tropospheric delay errors. Elevation dependent systematics
,r

tlon of the bending effect due to zenith delay changes Is _ 20_,_ were reported by Treuhaft j , Treuhaft et al. t Ref. 2). Treuhaft,

: or 2-3 cm at 6° . The dry and wet errors are about 10 and Lanyi, and Sovers (Ref. 3), Shapiro e' al (Ref. 4). and Davis,

", 11 cm, respectively, and these errors correspond to 1-2 (7 Herring _nd Shapiro(Ref 5).
estimates. The dry errors are due primarily to variations of the

temperature profile of the troposphere. The water vapor Treuhaft j (see also Ref 3)m_roduced a statistlcalmeasure

errors are due primardy to large-scale temporal variations for testing the elevation-angle dependence of the post-fit
(e.g., diurnal varlations) and mhomogenelties. In the estimate residuals for the 1978-1083 Deep Space Network Very Long

of the wet variations, a 6 hour observation pet tod Is assumed. Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) data. Th;s test indicated a
statistically significant elevati_,,a dependence for the data set

' In the following, the effect of these errors m radio inter- Yreuhaft's other results indicate that the systematics persist

ferometric measurements will be dlscussed and we wdl describe for different tropospheric mapping functions with constant

a relatwely accurate tropospheric delay function, which aids temperature model parameters. Addmonal results showed

in removing some of these errors, that elevation dependent systematics can be induced by
simulations of temporal tropospheric varialions.

II. Tropospheric Delay Errors in Radio
Interferometry III. Computational Approach

The delay errors described in Section l may occur m radio The tropospheric delay expression has to be a function of
interferometric measurements. The present formal accuracy all major atmospheric model parameters ff precise corrections
level of varlc,US lnterferometnc measurements varies between for atmospheric changes are necessary. The first task is to

0.1 and lO,:m, depending on the baseline length and the establish an atmospheric model of the refractivHy. Refrac-
number of eoservations. These formal accuracy figures do not tivlty models of dry air can be relatively accurate However,

ace,_:nt for all the systematic errors. Systematic errors can there is no accurate model for the highly variable water

be incorrectly absorbed into parameter estimates. The magnl- vapor.
tude of the error for estimates of intercontinental baselines is

about the size of the delay errors estimated m Section I. Ob- For a given refractivity model one can evaluate the actual

servations at low elevation angles z:re, however, necessary on tropospheric delay by two different computational approaches.

long baselines for the following reasons: ( 1 ) Computerized numerical calculation, i.e., ray tracing.

(1) The visibdity of radio sources by two station_ is (2) Analytic formulation and approximation.
limited.

(21 Good geometry requires well separated multiple The first approach ]s relatively straightforward but time-
observations of radio sources, consuming. This feature Is particularly amplified when tropo-

spheric parameters are varied. The second approach results m
(3) Such observations enable better determinations of relatively fast computation, and, as a byproduct, it gives more

zenith delay or other model parameters, insight into the problem than the previous approach. Analytic
formulauons were given by Hopfield (Refs. 6 and 7), Saasta-

Direct experimental verifications of tropospheric delay moinen (Ref. 1), Chao (Ref. 8), Marmi and Murray (Ref 9),

errors are often difficult. A stattstical evaluation of elevation Black (Ref. 10), Black and Eisner (Ref. 11). and Lanyi 2 (see
dependent post-fit residuals may be used for indirect verifi- also Ref. 12).
cation. However, elevation dependent systematlcS can be

caused by other effects also. The major sources of error are For the dry air, the assumptions of static equihbrlum and

ionospheric delays and antenna cable delays. Dual band the ideal gas law are basically sufficient to describe the dry
ionospheric calibration results in small calibration errors.
Antenna cable delays may have a different elevation ctcpen-

donee, and we do not have well estabhshed magnitude esti- ITreuhaft, R. N., "Time Variation of Intercontinental Baselines Using
mates for the Deep Space Network antennas at present. There VLBi: Analysis and Validation," IOM 335.1-171_, January 1984,
are indications, however, that the effect does not exceed private communication.
15 cm In magnitu_2e (L. E. Young, private communication,

1980) and antenna cable delay errors, in principle,are removed 2Lanyi, G., "Tropospheric Propagation Delay Effects for Radio
by proper calibration techniques. Consequently, a large pot- Waves," IOM 335.1-156, November 15, 1983, private communication.
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. refractivity profde If the temperature profile of fhe atmo- radio lnterferometnc experiments on long baselines, total or
sphere is known. We use a temperature profile consisting of individual (dry or wet) tropospheric zenith delays can be

'. three linear sections. In former work one- or two-secUon relatively well estimated if observations with Jow elevation ,.
profiles were used. For the water vapor, Saastamoinen's semi- angles are included in the experm_ent.

_. empiracal moael is apphed (Ref. I ).
, The major error, which cannot be estimated from the

In the analytic approximation we expand the tropospheric experiment, is due to water vapor mhomogene]ties. This
delay up to the third order in refractivity. The second and error is "" 0 cm at 6° elevation. The temporal and azlmuthal
third order terms describe the refractive bending effect. These variations of the water vapor are also difficult to estimate

higher order terms were not explicitly included in former from the experiment itself. Consequently, precise hne-of- J.
tropospheric mapping functions. Other expansions are carried sight measurements by water vapor radiometers may be
out m parameters related to the curvature of the Earth's necessary to determine the delay due to watel vapor. For this
surface, e.g.. the scale height divided by the local radius of purpose, we assume that the total error for the water vapor
curvature. Using these approximations we integrate over the radiometer is smaller than the errors we seek to ehmmate.
_.urved path of the ray (see Fig. 1) and obtain the formula However, water vapor radiometers, m general, are not designed
given in Appendix B. The derivation is not g,ven here, but to function accurately at low elevation angles: thus the path
detailed calculations and other considerations will be pre- toward high precision could be a difficult one.
sented in another pubhcat]on.

As far as experimental verification of the new mapping

The tropospheric delay formula gwen m Appendix B can function is concerned, two imtlal results should be mentioned:
be easily computer coded. We performed computerized ray (1) The new mapping funcuon with fixed mean tempera-
tracing also for comparing various analytic ]napping func-

ture profile parameters is statistically preferred by our
t_ons. Using the mean atmospheric parameters listed m data (Ref. 3). This is the same data set as was men-
Appendix A. we obta!'ed comparison plots (see Figs. 2 tioned in Section 11 for antenna stations m Austraha.

through 41. These plots show that for the given atmospheric Cahfornia and Spain for the full 5 year period. The
p_*rametersthe new mapping function is very close to the ray station in Australia has some bias, though, and sites !

tracing result. For a different set of atmospheric parameters at other geographical locations might have also some-
the other mapping functions might approach more closely what different mean temperature profile parameters
the ray tracing in certain elevation regions, but the funda- and correspondingly different mapping functions.
mental discrepancies cannot be removed.

(2) Elevation dependent systemaucs can be partially
removed by using varlable atmospheric model param-
eters (Ref. 3).

|V, _urlllTIAry Both findings are initial " "res_.lits.

The tropospheric delay formula presented ,n Appendix b
is a relatively accurate expression as far as the model and the In conclusion, It would seem that the best approach for
derivation are concerned. The zemth delays and temperature determining the tropospheric delay funcuon parameters lies
profile paramete:s may be obtained from meteorological data. in the combined use of surface and radiosonde rneteorologi-
Alternatively, under some experimental circumstances, certain cal data, water vapor radmmeter data and staustlcal model
model parameters can be estimated from the data itself. In parameter estimates.
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i Appendix A

List of Symbols

- )78.._/ clg/g _.HI gla_,ltyat the czntcr ofThis Is a hst of symbols used m the tropuspherk, delay gc _ .... "
formula (see Appendtx B). Tire Values given here were used gravity of air column
for calculating the plots m Figs. 2 through 4. The values of

w = O.8165 K/kin (a mean temperature lapse ratemodel parameters are chosen such that different inodels
value

would match each other as closely as possible. Since the

models can be inatched only In an approxnnate manner, the o_ = 5 la = mg_ kw. H,)pfield's dry model parameter
values gwen here are the results of a compromise, and Chao's value)

3 = 3.5 (a mean value) wet model parameter

hj = 0 (for matching models) mverston altmlde
E {unrefracted) elevatton angle

h2 = 12 2 km (Chao's value) tropopause altitude
slE) tropospheric delay

mapping functmn Zet = 0 (for matching inodels) wet zenith delay
X = 1 forE>10°.=3for a scale factor

Po = 1013 25 mbar (sea level) surfat.e prt, ssure
E< 10 °

TO = .9.K surfa_.e temperature
From the values above we obtain.

R = 6371 km (for matching radius of curvature

models) of Earth A = 8.567km(& =kT o'mg) scale height

0 = 45 ° lat,tude o = 1.345 IO-3(o=A,R) a curvature measure

m = 4.8007 10-23g (dry air) mean mole_.ular maas ql = 0 (scale helght-normahzed) tnversmn altitude

i, k = 1.380o6 10- t6erg/K Boltzmann'_,.(mstant q2 = 1.424 (scale hmght- tropopause altitude
. normahzed) _ :
, k/m = 2 8700 106 erggK a gas c,mst2nt of dry _'

air Zdry = 230.70 cm y /entth delay

2,

L
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Appendix B

Tropospheric Delay

The tropospheric delay Is the difference between the actual and

and a hypothetical vacuum (straight line) propagaUon time of

the radio signal. In principle, by applying Fermat's principle f_ [

for a laterally homogeneous spherical air layer, the path of the Fhendt(E) - I L6;3 / .... (q}a . u) {q0 }jradio signal can be derived. The path is a function of the 2tan: L" _{q°}a
constant of integration. After expressing the constant of

integration as a function of the unrefracted elevation angle _m_2E]J
E, an Integration of the refractivity over the path is carried _ (;3((q)a.u) e

out. This gives the total propagation delay. After subtracting

thevacuumdela_,.thetropospherlcdelays(E, lsobtamed 1 ( {q}aw ) {qO}aw
Fhend2lE ) ..... G 3 ,It (5)

These steps cannot be carried out exactly In an analytic 2tan 2 F o

fashion. The tropospheric delay formula presented In this

appendix Is a result of numerous approximations. The resul- / \

tant tropospheric delay Is a function of dry and wet zenith F. e,_13(/:,) = - I G3 t {qJw , tt ) {q°)w: o (co)2delays, Zdfy and Zw_t. The dry and wet zenith delays can be 2tan: E _q }w - w
predicted from meteorological data (see, e.g.. Ref 1) or from

the experiment itself, The tropospheric delay is also a function 1 G3 ( {{q}),u){{qO)} a
, of other temperature profile related parameters. A, o,a, ql' Ft'end4(E) ...............

q:. The parameter 3 ts a semt-empmcal model parameteL" for 2tan 4 E {{qO}}
the refractivity of the water vapor. The definition of the sym-
bols and a set of mean values are given in Appendix A These

parameters can be adjusted according to local meteorological The quantity G(q. u) Is a geometric factor related to the
- " conditions curvature of the Earth's surface and given by

In the following equatlons we use the Indices d and w for Glq. u) = ( 1 + qu) -I/2 (6)
: referring to certain mtegrals of dry and wet surface-normdh/ed

refractlvlttes, respectively. The Index dw refers to the Integrals where

of the product of dry and wet surface-normalized refractlvmes.

u = 2o/tan21: 17)
The tropospheric delay can be written as.

s(E) = F(E)/smE (1) The quantlty .4 (E ) is given by

Expansions In the refractivity and other quan,ities result In IO

A(/:') = (qO) + E

F(E) = ZdryPdr {E)+ -.,Tw,etFwetlE)+ (Z,],,/A) Fb_naI(F) n ,

+ 2 (ZaryZ r A)Fb,ma2(E) + (Zw2,/'A) Fb,md.t(/:) ((2n- l l'? :n!)_-1/21" [u/l + ),(q)u]" ((q - ),(q))")

4",_,3 ,,.2) Fbend4(E ) (2) (8)tt'dry /,_
i

,-. where The indices d and w in Aa(E) and A,.(F.') refer to dry and
wet moments in Eq. (8). The moments ({q - )_(q)jn\can be

QII Farr'(/:') = G(X(q)a,U):tatE) +(3/4)GJ( (q)a'ul(q:)aU° 13) evaluated in terms of the moments (q") by the use of the bi-

,_ nomial theorem. The quantities (qn), {qn}and {{q,,}} are

"" F tiE) = GlA(q)w/(q°)w,U)Awll:'j/(q°) 14) the n-th order moments of the surface-normahted dry/wet-.,, , re t'ract tvlty ]'(q ), .t': (q) and .t'31 q ),
it
- k
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"Y" _O,...,,RQUAL,_(

.,_
; ,_ where a and b are listed in the following table.

• , (qn) = J dq qnI'(a)
0 a h [ql

;' I a- I dry (q)a

{qn } = ; dq q" -21q) _ ¢._ - 2 wet (q)0

, (q) 2 2_ - 2 dry squared (q}u

__fdqqnfdry(q)fwet(q) fl+l _a+ i)- 3 product of dry and wct (q}aw(qn }aw

o 2fl 2fla- 4 wet squared {q}.,

3 3a- 3 dry cubed {{q))a

{{qn)} = J dqqnf3lq)
0 ard

T2(q2) = I- (q2- q _/a (11)
Denoting all the six types of dry, wet. and ber,d moments

by [qn]. for the pamcular three-section temperature profile
model, we have if we set q l = 0 and neglect the bendmg terms and the

second term in the dr3, expression, set A(E) = I and k = 1 m

the dry and wet formulas, and expand G((q).u), retaining the

: [qn] = n! [(l/a} n+l 11 - exp(-aqt)) first order term for the dry and zeroth order term for the wet
mappmg functnon, then Saastamomen's mapping function ns
obtained.

('n ,)+exN-aqi) (ot/(b+t+l) 11- T_'"' If we set qt = O, q2 = 5, andes= 5, neglect thebendmg'_t 0 "-

terms, set AlE) -- I :,nd k -- 1 in both the dry and wet formu-

las and ignore the wet effects, then we obtam Black's stogie-

+ 11/a) "*l exp(-aq t ) _.,a+,,+l. (q,,)1 (10) term mapping function to a good degree of approxn-,ation
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Investigation and Rehabilitationto Extend Service Life of
,_"

' DSS-13 Antenna Concrete Foundationffi

;,_ A.A. Riewe, Jr.
1L Ground Antennasand Facd_tmsEngmeerm9Sectmn

4 It was nottced m 19 77 that exposed surJaces _ff"the reudorced concrete foundation oJ"
the DSS-I J 2b-meter atttenna were exhibiting relativeh' light _,'qcking By 1980 the crack-

ing had worsened to the point were it wa_ decided that an im'esttgatum should be under-
'i taken to estabhsh the cause and. as needed, devtse a repatr techmque that would maitttqi,'t

the sen, iceability off the atttenna. Core samples were obtained from tire concrete and
_artom laboratory tests emtdueted ht place nondestructive type te"s ,,,ere u!so per- '

:_ ]or'ned. The ;ests estabhshed that the concrete was deteriorating because of alkali-

__ aggregate rcactiHty. Thi_ is t, phc,,u)menon wherein certain silice,),ts constituents present
m some aggregates react wtth alkalie _ tn the portland cement to produce a silica gel o

' which, in turn, tmbtbes water, swells, aJ'd cracks tl'e concrete. After a thorough stntctural
,_-" analysis, a rehabihtation scheme was devised and installed. Tit(' scheme cultsisted o.l "

• supple*nental steel ]rame attd frictton ptle anchored grade beam encircling the existing

-4," fimndation This system prortdes adequate bra_ing against base shear and m crturniltg
due to seismic loadinff Larger cracks v,ct6 sealed ,Isi/t_,a press'ure l_t]eeted two-c(ottpotzent

etJ(.,x)'

I. Introduction iace condmon survey, detemm]atlon t)/ rebound numbel, pull-
out tests of anchm bolts, and momtorlng of crack w,dths

,",n extenswe mvesngataon was undertaken by the Ground undm dynmmc and wind loads. 1he lehabflitatlon ,ound
_ Antennas a:_d [:aclht]e_ Engineering Sect_,)n to determine tile necessary to extend the useful hfe el thc antenna touqflation
o_ cause of severe c_acklng observed m the DSS-13 (Venus- was estabhshed a-d has been successfully completed
= Statvm) antenna remf.)tced concrete foundation and to design
" structural steel bracing to extend the t,seful hfe of thex',"
_ antenna. 'Ihe antenna is one of sev,'ral t":sed at the Deep Space

._ II. Structure DescriptionCommunicat,on_ Complex. Goldstone. Cahforn,a. which is

c,wned by NASA and operated by the Cahforma Institute of Ihe DSS 13 antenna is a 20-mete1 diameter parabohc
"', Technology':, Jet Propulsion Laboratoly. reflector with an azimuth-elevation mount. "/he base flame
,/. COIlSlStSof eight steel columns that lape_ outward as they

The mvest_gahon involved axamlnaUuu el the o,_gmal con- debcend to the concrete foundation where they a_e at a _adms

• crete design, in-place tesIing and testing of cores :aken t'mm of 3.08 m ( 13 ft, _/,,m.) at the top of the bearing plates. Each

the ihteriot and ,,,p surfaces of tl,e foundation. 1"tie tests column is anchored raze tt'e foundation with four 57.15-nun-

,_ included ultrasopic pulse r-adings, petrographk exa,mnatmn, (2_4-m. -1 d_ameter anchor botts that extend 2 13m (7ft,

standard camprexs_on t,'sts, standard tensu_ splitting tests, sur- 0 m.) into the concrete.
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The foundation ts 10.67 m (35 ft, 0 in.) square in Nan. Fig- and of the steel base, 756,198 N (170 kips). A design check by

ure 1 shows a partial plan and section The top of concrete is a hcensed structural engineer indicated there were no deft-
-, slightly above adjacent grade and extends to a depth of 3.05 m ciencies in the original as-built structure.

(10 f',, 0 ha.) as measured around its perimeter. In the center is

r, a 3.66-m- (12-ft-O-in.-) diameter pit, 3.96 m ( 13 ft. 0 in.) deep.

The footing under this pit is 0.70 Ill (2 ft, 6 in.) thick. The Vo Condition of the Structure
mare reinforcing steel m the 2.05-m- 1 ) 0-ft-O-m ) thick section
consists of No. 8 (25.4-mm- (l-in.-) diameter) bars at Cracks of various types have developed on almost all

152.4 mm (6 in.) on center each way, top and bottom. The exposed surfaces of the foundation. "Map" or "pattern"

reinforcing steel in the 0.76-m-t2-ft-6-m.-) thick section under cracking has developed o_,er all exposed surfaces. The "map"

the pit is also No. 8 bars at 152.4 inm (6 in.) on center each cracks arc most prominent on the upper iiorizontal surface of
way on the bottom including the sloping transition, but the the foundation, with httle or no difference between the

top bars in this area are No. 4 bars (12 7-ram- (½-in.-) diam- exterior area and the area enclosed within the base. The
cter) at 0.305 m (12 in.) on certer. "map" cracking, although moderate to very slight, appears on

"_ all surfaces within the pit area. The major system of cracks is a
series of generally horizontal cracks, located on the vemcal

The only vertical r_,mforcing steel in the mare 3.05-m- surfaces in the pit area. These cracks have a vertical spacing
(10-ft.) thick sectmn of the footing consists of No. 4 bars at

ranging from about 0.305 m (12 in.) to 0.457 m (18 in.). A
0.305 m (12 in.) on center each way in the outer face and in

majority of these cracks have a _,Idth an the ruder of 0.25 to

.: the face of the 3.66-m- (12-ft-) diameter pit. 1.27 mm 10.010 to 0.050 In.). but two cracks have widened to

approximately 12.7 ntm (0.5 in.). Figure 2 is a photo taken
of one of these cracks. An inspection ph was dug along the

III. Foundation Concrete Materials westeny side of the foundat,on exterior extending to its full

depth of 3.05 m (1O ft). The crack pattern there was generally
The concrete fimndatmn was placed during May and June

sHmtar to that exposed m the interior pit described above.
of 1902. The mix design (Table 1 ) called for a 25.0-ram (l-re.)

maximum aggregate. 334.6 kg/m 3 (6.0 sacks per yd 3) of
cement and a maximum allowable water content of 5.33 X

10-4 m3/kg (6.0 gal per sack) of cement. The aggregate source Vl. Investigation Program
iTable 1) was Barstow. California', no records are available lnvestigatmn of the foundation began in January 1980, :

indicating the cement brand or t2,pe used. No admixtures were when it was becoming apparent that areas of structural distress

used. were developing. Cracking was first reported in 1977 by sta-

tion personnel, but no untoward probl,_m was thought to exist

The mix design was for a 24.13-MPa ( 3500-psU compressive at that time becaase the cracking was ,'e,atively light and surfl-
strength ai)hougn the structural design was based on 20.68 MPa cial in nature, and cracks often form in r,ormal concrete due to

(3000 psi). Only five held test cylinders were taken during thermal changes or drying shrinkage. The cracks, however,

construction. Ttus was inadequate. The volume of foundation progressed to a point where, in 1980, an investigative program
concrete is on the order of 436 m a 1570 yd a) and the Amen- was initiated. The investigation incluued visual inspection,

can Concrete Institute Building Code requires that a minimum measurement of crack widths at selected locations, pull-out
of 16 field cyhnde,s should be tested for this volume, tests on two anchor bolts, monitoring of crack width during

periods of high winds, and testing of concrete cores.

Three of the 152-mm- (6qn.-) diameter by 304.8-rare

(12-in.) high field test cylinders had an average compressive The most important information in concrete investigative
strength of 17.31 MPa (2490 psi) at age 7 days. Two cylinders work is obtained from the testing of cores. Tests on core sam-

at age 28 days had an average compresswe strength of pies provide a direct determination of absolute strength and

24.75 MPa (3590 psi). eiasuc properties. Specimens obtained f',_ ,_ cores permit
petrographic study that can p,,.ssibly _stablish the cause of

cracking. Horizontal 152-mn>I,5!m-1 diameter cores were

IV. Structural Loadirg taken in August, 1980, lro,n the ve,ticai wall in the pit area.
which extended 0.61 to 0.91 ::" (2 to 3 ft) into the footing.

The horizontal Jad, due to wind, on the mare reflector is Vertical 50.8-nnn- (2-in.-) diameter cores were a,so obtained

311,375 N (70 kips) and on the steel base, 44,482 N (10 kips), from the outdoor top of the tbundation at the locations
' The dead load of the main reflector is 1,334,467 N (300 kips) shown in Fig. I. They extended to a depth on the order of

It,
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, 2.90 m (9 ft, 6 in.). The core locations were generally estab- longitudinal pulse velocity = (_
• lished by visual inspection to provide information on areas

showing greatest distress as well as those of less distress, distance traveled in concrete without crack = 2x

,t distance traveled in concrete with crack = 2 x/_x2 + h 2

VII. Description of Concrete Test Cores
4h2 +4x 2

The cores contained fine cracks of random orientation and T2 (in concrete with crack) - --
c

slightly larger cracks of a generally horizontal orientation. °_2
Photographs of the two vertical cores in core storage boxes are

4x 2
shown in Fig. 3 and 4, Reinforcing steel was cut in three cores. T2 (in concrete without crack) -
No corrosion was observed on the steel and the bond between s °_2
the steel and the concrete was tight. No rust stains have bc_,
observed on concrete surfaces near the cracks. This indicates /r_2
that no corrosion of the steel is occurring, h = x /____c - 1

4
where

VIII. Description of Concrete Tests

To determine the general condition of the concrete, the Tc = travel time around the crack

following tests were made: T = travel time along the surface of the same type of

(1) Ultrasonic pulse velocity tests to determine depth of concrete without cracks
major surface cracks.

Compression tests were performed in accardance with
(2) Standard compression tests. Ref. 3. All cores were tested dry although ASTM C 42 pro-

vides that cores be tested promptly after being stored in lime-
(3) Petrographic (microscopic analysis) examination of saturated water for 40hours, Reference 4 states that cores

cores to establish aggregate mineral composition, shall De tested dry if service conditions in the structure are :

'"- (4) Standard tensile splitting test. dry,

(5) Determination of rebound number. A petrographic study of random segments of the test cores

: was made microscopially to establish the types of minerals
Pulse velocity tests were performed il_ accordance with present in the aggregates and to determine if alkali-aggregate

Ref. 1. The test, in this project, was used to measure the depth reactivity was occurring.
of the crack having the largest surface width. The test was
done in accordance with procedures set forth in Ref. 2. Splitting tensile strength was determined by testing core

samples in accordance with Ref. 5.

The basic principle of crack detection by pulse velocity
tests is: If a crack is of appreciable width and is of consider- Rebound number of the in-place concrete was measured on
able depth perpendicular to the test path, the path of the pulse the interior face of the foundation in the pit area in accor-

___ will be blocked and no signal will be received at the receiving dance with Ref. 6, Three representative areas were tested.
-" transducer. If the depth of the crack is small compared to the

distance between the transducers, that is, the path length, the

pulse will pass around the end of the crack and a signal will be IX. Test Results
received at the transducer. However, ill doing so it will have A. Sonic Tests

+, traveled a distance longer than the straight line path upon
which the pulse velocity computations are based. The resulting The sonic test was used to measure the depth of the largest1

calculated pulse velocity will then be low in comparison with surface crack exposed in the interior pit face. The depth was
" that through uncracked concrete in the same vicinity. The dif- determined to be on the order of 0.69 m (27 in.). Values

terence in the pulse velocity is then used to estimate the path obtained using this method were supplemented with other
length and hen_,e the crack depth. Thus if the transducers are observations made on actual cores on cracks because it has not
equidistant (x) from each edge of the crack, as shown in yet been established how wide a crack must be to significantly
Fig. 5, the depth h of the crack can be obtained as follows: increase the transmission time.

I
_t
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' B. Standard Compression Tests _:. Rebound Number

Six 101.6-mm-(4-in.-) diameter cores were obtained in the The compressive strengths obtained using the rebound.¢

; pit area walls and delivered to an independent materials testing method were above 35.85 MPa (5200 psi). 1he rebound
laboratory for testing. Due to the friability of _he samples it hammer, in this case the Schmidt type, is principally a surface
was possible '._ cut and trim only one of the cores for corn- hardness tester and there is little apparent theoretical relation- ,,

_ pression testing. The ultimate compressive strength of the one ship between the strength of concrete and the rebound num-
.I' core tested was 22.03 MPa (3195 psi). This one test result is ber obtained using the hammer. Within limits, however, empir-P

obviously very selective and can be considered to represent an ical correlations have been established between strength and
"_ approximate upper limit for compressive strength in that it the rebound number but there is a wide degree of disagree-
t was the only one segment out of six cores sound enough to ment amon 3 various researchers concerning the accuracy of

enable fabrication of a test sample. Indeed, portions of some the estimati'_n of strength from rebound readings. The con-

cores could be crumbled by finger pressure. The one compres- sensus among users is that it is useful only as a rough indica- J,
sive strength test value obtained is below the design mix tion of concrete strength. In the case of the Venus foundation

, concrete strength of 24.13 MPa(3500 psi), but slightly greater concrete, the hammer yielded much higher values of compres-
than the structural design strength of 20.68 MPa (3000 psi). It sive strength than those obtained from tests of core samples
must be assumed that the strength of the concrete in much of taken immediately adjacent to hammer test areas. It is there-
the mass might be well below the design strength, fore believed that no conclusions can be drawn from the

hammer data.

C. Petrographic Examination

Core segments were petrographically examined by Dr. X. General Condition of the Concrete
Rachard Merriam, consulting engineering geologist, in Septem- The test results indicated the following condition of the
ber 1980. His examination revealed the aggregate consists concrete:
largely of volcanic rocks, many of which are of approximately
andesitic composition and have partly glassy groundmasses. (1) The concrete is of questionable to poor quality.
Such rocks are known to be reactive with cement alkalies. (2) Compressive strength is below the design compressive

": Dark "reaction rims" were observed around the periphery of strength.

i,_ some of the broken andesitic aggregate particles as well as (3) The aggregate is very reactive. _ _-.- deposits of wlaite silica gel in air voids and within cracks.
Both are features of concrete experiencing alkah-aggregate

reacuvlty, and Dr. Mernam concluded that the deterioration XI. Cause of Cracking
was due to alkali-aggregate reaction. About one year later,
in October 1981, Mr. David Stark, Principal Research Petro- When all the test results were reviewed, the cracking was
grapher of The Portland Cement Association, Skokle, lllinols, established to be principally the result of the ,_kali-aggregate
vmted the Venus antenna to investigate our alkah-aggregate reactivity. No corrosion of reinforcing steel was observed in
reactwlty because none had previously been reported in the the cores and no rust stains were observed on the concrete
Barstow area. His on-site inspection supplemented by his near cracks. Slight corrosion may be present but not in suffi-
petrographic study of JPL-supplied core se_;mentsled him to cient amounts to be disruptive. Corrosion Is a major concern

:, agree w_th Dr. Merriam that the Venus antenna foundation because the corrosion products occupy 2.2 times as much vol-
concrete was indeed experiencing alkali-aggregate reactivity, ume as the original metal and may develop pressures up to

32.41 MPa (4700 psi). This is considerably greater than the
tensile strength of concrete which is generally less than

D. Standard Tensile Splitting Test 3.45 MPa (500 psi), and disruption of the concrete ensues.
-_" Once the corrosion begins, it continues as long as oxygen andThe sphtting tensile test was performed on two test cores

moisture can reach the reinforcing steel. The dry desert atmo-by Twining Laboratories of Long Beach, California. The values
sphere has no doubt helped in keeping corrosion to less than

, obtained were 2.55 and 2.96 MPa (370 and 430 psi). The tests
that needed to noticeably crack the concrete.

. were selected to determine the influence of the reactivity
" microcrackin_ on tensile strength. The val,._esobtained were

" considered somewhat low by Twining Lal_oratories. Further, XlI. Alkali-Aggregate Reactivity
._ the percentage of broken aggregate exposed on the split sam-

ple faces was very small, which indicates that the bond of the The phenomenon of alkali-aggregate reactivity involves a
aggregate to the paste matrix was low. chemical interaction produced by certain siliceous constituents
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•e, present in tile aggregates with alkahesm the cement.'lhereac- extended ff a rehabilitation program were developed and

tlon produces sihcd gel. which then imbibes water from the mltqenrente,, [he design approach assurncd that the tounda-

surrounding concrete and swells. The _esultmg _olumetnc lion concrete was satisfactory to carry the pedestal", vertical
expan,,ion damages the concrete by cau,,mg intense internal dead . h_e loads even though cracked, but nut its base shear

microfracturing with an attendant reductlu,, m the strength of and/or uplift loads.

the concrete and a dnninution of its elastic properties.

Structural analysts deternuned that the antenna pedestal

I.E. Stanton of the Cahfornia Division of lhghways first babe does not develop uplift from wind loading, but from
lecogntzed the senou_ cracking and deterioratmn of a con- sel:mlC loading described in Rcf. 9. To restore the effective-

crete pavement m the Sahnas Valley. Cahforma. in 1938, apd hess of the existing foundation. It was considered necessary t<'
m 1940 he pubhshed a paper {Ref. 7J on the influence of provide only enough addmonal structure to resist uplift and

cement alkalies on certain aggregates. Based on his work. the base shear loads. The foundanon la still capable of perfornnng
Dlvismn of thghways changed it,, cement specifications to its function of spreading the concentrated antenna base dead

include a top hnllt of 0.50 percent total alkali content (per- and h',e loads at Its top surface over tile larger area of the

cent Nan0+ 0.o58x percent K201 for regions where reactive foundation bottom and thereby distribute the load to a

aggregates a'ere used m making concrete, Subsequently. an bearing pressure allowable for the bearing or founding sods.

alkali content of 0.6 percent of equivalent Na, 0 was accepted The requned resistance to uphft was provided by mstalhng a
in the United States as an upper hmlt for cement when used structural system composed of steel-framed braces attached to

with ,eactp, e aggregate,,. No records eMst to indicate that the eadl of tile eight sl_ped steel columrls in the antenna base

cement used fur construction of tile k,'emJs antenna founds- core. Tile outer lower end of eact, bia_,e is anchored to a large
Ilon was certified as being a 'qow-alkah" type. Manufacturers reinforced concrete grade beam. which, m turn. is anchored by
m the Molave Desert area have reported verbally' that all ot a ,.ystem of cast-m-place concrete frtctmn piles. A plan and

thelr cement production, regardles,,, of type. has met the partial section of the structural system is shown m Fig. 6.

0.0-pc'cent hmit ,,lnce the early l¢_50s, winch would _,over <onstructlml started July 5. 1983. and was completed.
the period of construction oI DSS 13. "lhu,, tile be,,t pleven- August 4. 1983. PLgure 7 show_ the installed system.
tatlve practice of the tnne was followed, consciously or not.

t

during construction. 1here are indeed no indications that tile In addmon to tile installation of the braces, all accessible
Barstow area concrete industry was aware, at tile time ofc_m-

clacks, greater than approxmlately 1.59 mm _t/lt, m.) wide.
structlon that local aggregates were reactive

were pressure rejected with a tv,o-component epoxy adhesive
to seal tile surface and stop moisture intrusion hire the rein-

In recent years, some investigators have _.o,ne t(_ reah/e that
lolcmg steel.

tile use of It)w-alkali cement is riot always etlectp,'e in conhol

llng deletel_ous expaIlslon slid 111nlan} cases onl} slows lilt:

reacqon. All aggregate used in the new com.rete work was obtained
from the Gwl Rock Co. pit located near San Bernardmo. Cah-

DavM Stark of the Portland Cement Assoclatlou l]r_t forma. Petrographic study' of this material showed it to be

reported in 1979 (Ref. 8,) that lien and laboratory obser_a- completely free otnur, erals kn(_wn to be reactive.

tmns indicated that certain glassy' volcanic aggregates used

with low-alkali cements can react deleteriously. Stark ldenu-
ties the reactive volcanic materials as being ot andesmc to XIV. Monitoring Program

rh}olmc composltlon "-ihe,,e materml types were fimnd m ',lg- Although tile useful lite of tile Venu,, Antenna has been
mficant amount:, in core samples taken lronl the Venus

extended periodic inspections will be lequired to observe the
foundation, formation of new cracks or widemng ot tile mletted cracks.

l-urther cracking is to be expected m that the ,'kah-aggregat,:

Xlll. Rehabilitation Program reaction can continue for king penod_ of tram before stopping.
As new cracks occur, or old ones widen, additional epoxy

The results of tile mvestigatiou indicated that the usefu! adhesives will be rejected. Thus the useful life of tile antenna

life of the Venus ar, tenna foundation coald be _uccessfully can be prolonged.
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Teblo 1. Supl_ng co_

Name Service

Facific MaterialsLaboratory, In¢,, Concrete mix design
Bloomington, Calif.

Concrete MaterialsCo., Source of aggregate
Barstow,Calif.
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Fig. 2. Crack in pit wall
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Fin. 3. Vertical core No. 1

Fig. 4. Vertical core Ho. 2
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Fig. 7. The installed system
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HASTRAN Structural Model for the Large
64-Meter Antenna Pedestal

Part III - Applications to Hydrostatic
Bearing Oil Film

C. T. Chlan and D. SchonfeJd

Gro-nd Antennas and FacdRJes Engineering Section

Inve_ttgatmns were conducted on the 64-meter antenna to'drosh ti¢"bearing oil film
thickness under a variety o/ h)ads and ela_tk' m;Muh The_e .oarametrw studies used a

NASTRAN pedestal s,ructural mudel to determine the defleethms under the hydrostatic'

bearing pa._ The de tlt ,tolls formed the htput f')t a compute, program deveb;ped by the
Frankhh ,,stttute to d( ermine the hy,b,':statw bearing otl film ttm'kness b'_:r the future

64-meter to TO-meter atttennu exlettst_;tt attd fi)r ttle 2.2-meter ( N6-tn./ hautJ(lt c_ncrelc

replacement vases, the program predwted safe oil jtha thickness (greater :han O.13 mm
(0. 005 in. ) at the corners ,)f the pad). The effects of varying m,)duh o1"elasticity for dil:

]'erent _ec'ttons o/ the pedestal attd the Jibn height under distressed rutzner conditions
were also studied.

I. Introduction a cruss-sc_.ttonal ,.l,agram of the hydrc.tatl_, bearing J,
_huwn m Fig. 1 Del]e_.ted shape_ uf the h._ ,ru,dat],. be,rl ,g

This Is the third and final artt_.le m a _erles of report_ on the pad and runner _url'a_.e are fl_ustrated m Fig . .
_tatl_. anal)'sl_ and ,.,)mputer modeling tt)r the large O4-meter

ntenna ._edestal lhe pede_t d ,,tructural n_udcl prevlou,,ly Three parametric. _tudte_ were t.ondu_.led to c_aluate tile

rcpurted m Ret,, I and 2 _,a', deve!oped using the MSC version perh)rmance of the hydrostatic beanng _wtem. Etle_.t_ on the

t)| the NASTRAN Program. oil film th_.knes_ due to the follt)wmg fa_.tor_ _,ert. _.tm_ldered

in ea_.h of the three parametric _tud_e_

The top _urlace detle,.tton o! the pedestal obtained from ( 1) The hetgh_ ,)l the new _.om.rete m the pedestal haun,.h

the NASI RAN model was used a_ an ,pput tu 'he hydrostatic, area.

bearmg oil him program (Rel. ") to determine the rain,mum
oil flhn thtckness between the hydro,.tatt_, bearing pad and the 12) The d,tlcrent moduh .or ela_ttcit)' of the _.uncrete m

the pedestal wall and haun.:h area.
runner. The knowledge ut the t)ll him thickness wa_ necessary

to conduct a variety o1 hydro,,tattc beartt.,., rehabthtatlon 13) 1he hydrostatic bearing pad lo_,d tncrease due to the

studies. A minimum ,,tl flhu thtckne_,, ol 0.13 mm 10.OO5 in.} planned antenna aperture extension fr,_m O4-meter It)
IS cormder':d nece,sary 1o_ sale operation, to avoid any metal- 70-meter.

to-metal contact between the hydrostatic bearing, and to

accommodate a variety of runner malfum.t|ons and placement The re.,,ults of these parametric studle_, will be p_e_,ented m
tolerances. Section I11.
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II. Description of the 011Film Computer Superposmon is obtained by assuming that each recess is pres-

Program sunzed m turn with the pressure at other ,ecesses equal to zero
(Fig. 3). The final pressure distribution can then be expressed

'_ The hydrostatic bearing computer program was developed as a hnear combmanon of the md,vldual soiuuons
by the Frankhn lnsutute (Phfladelp'.aa. Pa.) under contract

with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Ref. 3). The program's
-p

<w' original use was to aupport the design of the 64-m antenna. At P{X. Y) = _,,w--!'_J'_°_P (X, Y) (3)
that time, the program included a number of capabihues pre- /
vmusly unavailable m other models. A... mg these capabdmes

.i was the abihty to analyze nonuniform film thickness, tilting where c_/ Is a &mensionless pressure wetghtmg factor for each
-' moments, and various lubricant supply modes. This program Is recess

used m conjunction with the NASTRAN pedestal model to

pre&ct hydrostauc bearing off film thicknesses under a variety (Pr)l - Pat,,,
of load condmons, in this secUon, a descrlptmn of the _ - (4)

_ Frankhn program is presented to indicate how It was used for I Pref- Patm
the O4-m antenna pedestal stu&es.

The program has the ability to solve for various lubricant

} The derivation of the mathematical equatmns used m the supply schemes, with the following optmns.

program IS based on a number of assumptions. These assump- ( 1 ) Separate pumps feed each recess.tlons are:

i (1) Incompressible flu,d. (2) Separate pumps feed opposite pairs of recesses with
capillary compensation.

i 12) Two-dmaensmnal laminar flow.
(3) A common mamfol" feeds all recesses with capillary

: (3) Stead),-stat_ condmons, compensation.
4
' For bearings w,th a neghglble amount of retanve morion, the For the work presented here. optmn (1) was used throughout,

Reynolds Equauon becomes since that 1s the supply scheme on the 64-m antennas. Once

: the program obtains a pressure &strlbutmn map P(X, Y), other

8 (h30P/+ 0 (0P) quantlt,es can be computed as well. In particular we areO.r _v] _ h3 _ = 0 (l) interested m the clearance distnbutmn H(X. Y).

The program solves Eq. (1) m tts dlmensmnless form. The The general shape of the clearance d)stnbutmn can be
• dimensionless t(mn ts obtained using a characterlsUc length L, obtained either by the evaluatmn of an appropriate analytic

I a characteristic od film thickness c, and a characteristic pres- functmn or by poim-by-pomt input. The program contains a
sureP r" number of coefficients. A 1, .4.,'" Aa3 that are used to

't, specify possible functmns for H(X. Y). The general formula Is"

The result IS
_ tt(X. Y) = Aj +A2s+A3t+A4s2 +Asta +A6st

---- __-_ _-_1 0 (2) +A_sa+A8ta+A9s;t+A_oSt2\OX 2 Oy21

P-Patm +A_I _/A_2 +A_a+Al4tap-
Pr - Pa tm

+AIs cos (A _os) + A lT COS(A lBt)

It = h/c
+Al9 cos (A]6slcos (A,8 t)

A x y {= 1--£ Y - L +Aa0 e-Aa_>" cos(Az_X)

where Pat,,, is the atmospheric pressure. + e-A al(_-x) cos [A2_(1 - X)]

The program makes use of the fact that Eq. (2)is linear m - 2e -a a_/2 cos (A =_/2) t (s)
pressure, P, in order to obtain a solutmn by superposition.

l
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In thlsformu]a, thedlmenslonlesscoordlnatessandtareglven most pad deflection occurred in the circumferential direction
by (,_). 1he results showed that minimum od fihn thickness

• occurred at the corners of the pad. Based on previous opera-

#, s = X- X 0 = X- A22 tlonal experience, a 0.13-:rim (0.005-in.) oil film thickness at" (6)
= the pad corners ISconsidered a minimum acceptable value. The

t = Y- Y0 Y-'4:3 flow chart of the Frankhn computer program IS given m the

_lth X 0 and Yo denoting the geometric center of the pad. As Appendix and Ref 3.

an exalnple, for a uniform c!earam.e distribution .4 1 = con-
atant and al! ..1_ (t 4: 1) = 0 A doubly-parabohc shape was
assumed to approxnnate the actual runner deflec,,on pattern

and hence the clearance distribution, and has provided accept- |||. Parametric Studies
able results. !n terms of the formula shoran abo_e, the result-

Three parametric studies were conducted to evaluate the
lng equation is operablhty of the large 04-meter antenna:

.2 t2 (71
H(X, Y) = A i + A4s +"Is ( 1 ) Effect on the od film thickness due to the hmght vaila-

t,on of the new concrete in the pedestal haunch.
The tie-in between the input to the Franklin program and the
NASTRAN pedestal model outpnt IS the runner deflectmn (2) Effect on the oil film thickness due to the varlatmn o¢

map. Given a set of pedestal, bearing loads and elastic proper- concrete elastic moduh In the pedestal wal! and haunch
ties. the NASTRAN model predicts a deflection map for the area.

runner area under the pad ( Fig 4). The deflections at the end
points of )',e center line (.s, t) = !0, 1 3). 10.- 1 3), 10.5.0) and (3) Effect orl the oil film thickness due to the pad load

,, at the center point (0. O)are used to find the coefficients A: in increase for an antenna aperture extensmn from
4 Eq. (5). F,'tting these points gp,'es a r_.presentat:on of the 64 meters to 70 meters.

whole surface tc within 5(} of the actual deflections, which IS
', considered sufficiently accurate. A NASTRAN pedestal model was used to obtain the
'_ pedestal top surface deflections. These m turn served as the

To obtain the actual oll flhn thickness, the,4 1 coefficient _< input to the hydrostatic bearing colnpute_ prograln for deter-,¢.

varied until the pad load computed by The Franklin program IS mining the ol! fdm thickness between the hydrostatic bearing

equal to the actual load on the pad For most of our work. we pad and the runner.

: determined oil fihn thickness based on th' pad 3 load of
l 1 × 106 kg (2.4 X 106 lbL For the planned 70-meier exten- Two design charactens',ics are used to evalu;,te the sensltlV.

,_ton h)ad analysis, we vaned this load to a inaxnnum of ity of the hydrostatic bearing pad operation to the modulus of
1.6 X 106 kg (3.6 × 106 lbl. elasticity. The first characteristic IS the maximum pad out-of-

flatness. Deflected shapes of the hydrostatic bearing pad and

The flexibility of Eq. 5 allowed various other deflection runner surface are Illustrated ', Fig. 2. Rehltive deflections
conflgura'lons to be tried, in particular, the case of twist m the within the hydrostatic bearing I" - ' and within the runner SUl-

• runne- The clearance equation for this case ISgiven by face (from centerlme to edge of pad) are shown as Ap and A r,
, respectively

H(X. Y) = A 1 +A4sa +Ast" +,,16st (81 Design criteria (Ref. 4) require that the mismatch of de-

' or, for a simpler planar twist, fleeted surfaces, AS, be within 0.101 mm (0.004 in.). (This is
,a, the vanatmn ot the film height between the pad and the

runner.) Out of this a maximum mlstnatch of deflected shapes
H(X. Y) = A t +A6st (91 of 0.076 mln 10.003 ln.) was established as the allowance for

_/, creep during construction before the bearing pads could be
Note thai this is taken as an extreme case of runner distress, moved. The remaining 0.025 mm (0.001 in.) was the design

._ reflecting actual profile measurements In the past. criteria for mismatch of elastic deformations (Ref. 4). Since

creep strains have been compensated for by relevehng of the
Another advantage of Eq. 5 Is that it allows us to consider runner, the maxnnum pad out-of-flatness, a A6 of 0.101 mm

pad deflection. By reducing the s 2 term m Eq. 5, for example, (0.004 m.), can nov, all be accounted for by elastJc deforma-

one can account for a parabolic deflection In the s-direction of tlons. These elasuc delormatlo,s are part of the NASTRAN
the pad. The t-dlrectmn deflectmn was not considered because output.
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The second characteristic used to evaluate the operabdlty (2) The pedestal wall was assumed to have a fixed modulus

."_lr of the hydrostatic bearing :s the minimum oll film thickness of elasticity of 1.4 × 101° N/m 2 (2 × 106 psi), whde

_- between the pad and the runner• Based on previous opera- the new haunch area was assigned a modulus of elastic-
tlonal experience, a mmlmum oil film thlckness, h, of lty of 3.5 × 10a° N/m 2 (5 × 10° psi), 3.15 × 101°

_:: 0.._27 mm (0.005 m.) is considered necessary for safe opera- N/m 2 (4.5 X 106 psi) and 2.8 X 10 lO N/m 2

tlon. Each of the three paramemc studies is explained below. (4 X 106 psi} to simulate &fferent values of the

replaced concrete,

A. Height of New Concrete in the Pedestal Haunch
Results of this parametric study showing the effect on the

In Ref. (ll we used the original pedestal model without off film thickness due to the variation of concrete elastic

Including the pedestal haunch hp. The pedestal concrete, with moduh are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. Figures 7 and 8 also
an lniUal modulus of elastlcny E of 2.1 X 10 l° N/m 2 gwe the results of this study.
(3 X 106 psII, was replaced by a new concrete with the
modulus or elasticny of 3.5 X I0 l° N/m: (5 X 106 psl) at

various heights from the top. C. Pad Load Increase With an Antenna AperturQ
Extension From 64-meters to 70-meters

In Ref. (2) we used the improved pedes4al model, which This study investigates the effects of tho Increased pad load
• included the pedestal haunch hp. As before, the pedestal con- of the antenna with an aperture extension from 64 meters to

crete with an ,mtlal modulus of elasticity E of 2.1 X 10 l° 70 meters on the pedestal deflectmn and the od film thickness.

N/m 2 (3 × 106 psi) was replaced by a new concrete with the Pad 3 was assumed to have a load of 1.1 X 10 ° kg (2.4 X

7 modulus of elasticity of 3.5 X 10 l° N,'m 2 (5 X 106 psi) at lO6 lb). in this study, four loads of 1.1 X 106 kg (2.4 X
_ different heights from the top. Results of this parametric 106 Ib), 1.3 X 106 kg (2.8 X 106 lb). 1.45 X 106 kg (3.2 X
_, studvare shown m Tables 1 and 2, aswell asm Figs. 5 and6. 106 lb). and l.OX 106 kg (3.6 X 106 lb) were considered for

pad 3. which correspond to load factors of 1.00; 1.17: 1.33:

{ B. Variation of Concrete Elastic Moduli in the Ped- and 1.50. respectively, relative to the estimated present

r estal Wall and Haunch Area: 64-meter pad 3 load. Thls load was based on mtegration of
recess pressure readings. The modulus of elasticity was ._

: The seventy of the concrete deterioration with accompany- assumed to be 3.5 × 101° N/m: (5 X 106 psi) for both the _

lag reduction m compresswe strength and modulus of elastic- pedestal wall and the haunch area. The maximum fihn height _
lty varies wldely throughout the pedestal mass, Studies to date variation. AS, and the minimum film thickness, h, are gwen
have shown that the most serious damage was In the haunch In Table 5 for the four loads considered. The results are also

'- area. A height ,,f 2.2 m (86 In..) of the concrete In the haunch _hown In Fig. 9.
area has been replaced as part of the rehablhtat:on efforts.

Portions of the remaining pedestal concrete not replaced

have experienced moderate damage and are expected to drop
further In strength and modulus of elasticity In the future IV. Conclusions
since the alkah-aggregate reaction (the mare reason of deteno- In this study we reported on apphcatlons of the NASTRAN

rattans) IS continuous, and not fully understood. Therefore, pedestal model to the hydrostatic bearing off f'lm for the !arge
this study was made to evaluate the operability of the hydro- 64-meter antenna. The NASTRAN model gave as one result
static bearing under these continuous deteriorations. The the top surface deflecuons of the pedestal. These deflections

moduh of elasticity of the concrete In the pedestal wall and formed the input for the hydrostatic bearing oil fihn computer
the haunch area were varied. This study was further subdivided progrant to determine the mmmaum oil fihn thickness.
Into two parts'

The knowledge of the minimum od fdm thickness between
• (.1) The new haunch area down toz, depth 2.2m1861n.l

the hydrostatic bearing pad and the runner was required to
was assigned a fixed modulus of elasticity of 3.5 ×

conduct a variety of hydrostatic bearing rehabilitation studies.
10 I° N/m 2 (5 × 106 psi). while the modulus of elastic-
ity of the remaimng wall was taken to be 2.1 × 10 l°

N/m 2 (3 × 106 psl), 1.4 × 10 l° N/m: (2 X 106 p_i), Based on results presented in this study, a height of

and 0.7 × I0 l° N/m 2 (1 × ]06 psi), to simulate time 2.2 meters (86 In.) of concrete m the top most redestal

deteriorations. Note that tests made on replaced con- haunch area has been replaced in the DSS 14 as part of the
crete showed E > 3,5 X 10 l° N/m: (5 × 1016 psi). rehabflItati( _, efforts. For a new concrete with the modulus of

It
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elasticity of 3 5 X 10 I° N/m 2 1'5 X 106 psi), the study pre- 70-meters was also investigated• For a pad load Increase of up
"3 07.

"% dieted a safe ml fihn thickness of more than 0.13 mm to ,0,_, the study predtcted a safe oil film thickness.
: (0.005 m.).

i Ihe techmques developed in this study will also be applic-

' The effect on the od film thickness due to the pad load able to future rehablhtation studies of the large 64-meter

, Increase for an antenna aperture extension from 64-meters to antennas m the DSSs 43 and 63.
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Table 3. Effect of vorying the modulue of elesticily of the

, pedeelal woll ",b

Table 1. Effect on Ihe oil film thlclme_ due to the helght variation Modulus of elastlc,ty Fdm height Minimum oil film

__ of the mew _ in the Ilmdel_Jl haunch a,b of theN/m2pedestal(psl)wall' A6,variati°nmm(in.) thickneSSmm(m)h'

-i Film height Minimum 2 1 X 1010 (3 X 1061 0.097 0.193
oll film (0.0038) (0 0076)

,4, Description, N/m 2 (psi) varlaUon AS, thickness h,
! mm(in ) 14X 101°(2 × 1061 0.102 0.191

mm (m.)
•," (0 0040) (0.0075)

Entlrepedestal'E = 2 1 x 101° 0.236 0,100 0.7× 1010(1 × 106) 0.119 0.178
" (3 X 106) (0 0093) (0.0042) (0.00471 (0.0070)

: Top 1.4m(561n.): E = 3.5 x 1010 0.158 0.190
(5 x 106) ',0 0062) (0.00751 aSee Secti(m III.B.

• Rematmng pedestal. E = 2.1 × 1010 bThe modulus ot elast_clb of the top 2.2 m (86 In.) in the haunch
' (3 × 106 ) is considered to be fixed at 3 5 X 1010 N/m 2 (5 X 106 psD.

_- Iop2.2m1861n.)" E = 3.5 X 10 l0 0150 0.193
(5 × 106) (0 0059) (0.0076)

Remaining pedestal E = 2.1 × 101° j Table 4. Effect of varying the modulus of elasticily of the(3 x 106"1 haunch aree LI_

asee Section III.A. Mo3ulus of elastmlty ! ihn hmght M,mmum oil film
.,x bBased on the original pedestal model (Ref 1). of 'he top 2.2 m variation tluckness h,

(86 in.) In the haunch.

: N/rr 2 (ps0 AS. mm (in.) mm (in.)
"5

3.5 x 101°(5 x 10% 0.102 0.191

:! (0.0040) (0.0075)

. 3.15× 1010(45 × 106 ) 0.112 0.152 ,
,, Table 2. Effect on the oil film thlckne_ due to the height venation (0 0044) (0.0060)

, of the new oonerelo In the pedeetal haunch ",b 2.8 x 1010 (4 x 106) 0.125 0.152
10.0049) (0.0060)

: Minimum
Film height

Description, N/m 2 (psi) vartatmn &_, oil film aSee Section III.B.thickness h, bThe modulus of ehlsttctty ol the pedestal _all ts assumed to be

mm (in mm (m.) ft\ed at 1.4 × I0 I° N/m 2 12 x 106 psi).

EntirepedestahE = 2.1 × 1010 0 147 0.132

(3 × 1061 (0.0058 (0.0052) Table S. Effect of the Pod load Incruse due to the

, Top 1.4m(56in.): E = 3.5× 101° ) 0102 0.196 antonna exllmslon*'n
) (5 × 106) _ (0.0040 (0.0077)

,_ Remamlng pedestal. E = 2 1 × I0 I0 I Film height Mlmmum oil film
4_ (3 × 106) , Pad (No. 3) Load factor variation, thickness, h,

Top 2.2m(86 m.): E = 3.5× 1010 } 0097 0.191 Ioad, kg(lb) AS,ram(re.) ram(in.)

(5 X 106 ) ( (0.0038) (0.0075)
$

_, Remaining pedestal: E = 2.1 × 1010 I 1.09 × 106 1.00 0.089 0.185(3× 106 ) , (2.4× 106 ) (0.0035) (0.0073)

'r" 1.27 × 106 1.17 0.104 0 152
asee Section 111A. (2.8 X 1061 (0.00411 (0 0060)

bBased on the unproved pedestal model (Ref, 2). 1.45 × 106 1.33 0.119 0.122

_, (3.2 X 106) (0.0047) (0.0048)

• 1.63 × 106 1.50 0.135 0.086

(3.6 x 106) (0.0053) (0.0034)

asee Section lll.C.

; bThe entire pedestal is assumed to have a modulus of elasticity of
3.5X 1010N/m 2 (5× 106 psi) tn all cases.
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Appendix

' Oil Film Computer Program Flow Chart

I READINPUTS: J

1. NUMBEROF RECESSESl
2. PROGRAMOPTIONS

Ioo_oOPT,O_C.OSE_l

OPTION h OPTION 2: OPTION _ OPTION 4: OPTION 5:
SOLVEFLOW

TEIMINATE SOLVEFLOW PROBLEMWITH SOLVEN_W TILTPREVIOUS
RUN PROOLEMONLY IASIC SOLUTION PRO6LEM CASE

ALREADYIN

I t f t
R_ESSGEO_._Y"FLOW.... FC*_. "T,LTH"
R_.SLOAOS t tFLOWSIN EACH

t "REYN.... REYN"

• '*FLOW" CALLSUBROUTINE CALLSUB_3UTINE

I "FLOW" "FLOW"' t t
[ .T_._ J 1 RE_RNI I RE_,_I I .TORNI

:- t t t t
Fig. A-1. Main program

R_D INPUTS:

I. BEMING GEOMETRYGRIDWORK
2. PADGEOMETRY

3. COEFFICIENTSOF ANALYTICAL
FUNCTION FORCLEARANCE

"_" DISTRllUTION

GENERATECLEARANCEDISTRIBUTION,
M (X,Y)

/

".. Fig. A-2. Subroutine "FORM H"

d
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(.,I,,JGi}_; .... _- , " ....

*' OF POOE .'._d_:_LiI'Y

" READ INPUTS:

1. cOORDINATES OF A POINT OF
INV_dll Ab_T C LEARANC E

2. COMPONENTS (X, _ OF THE
TiLT

TILTS BY ANY SPECIFIED AheOUNT
THE CLEARANCE DISTRI|UTIr3N

ALREADY EXISTING IN COi_
STORAGE

Rg. A-3. Subroutine "TILTH"

READ INPUTS:

1. MAXIMUM NU/dI_R
OF ITERATIONS

2. TRUNCATION
CONSTANT

GENERATES COMPONENT SOLUTIONS, P;(X, Y)
I

AND THE CORRESPONDING COMPONENT

SOLUTION VALUES OF THE LOADS W:,

CENTER OF IPRESSURE COORDINATES,J AND

. FLOWS, QTj

Flg. A-4. Subroutine "REYN"

READ INPUTS:

I. PUMP CONFIGURATION

2. RESERVOIR IqL_SURE

3. CAPILLAIIY FACTORS

4. TOTAL FLOW OUT OF

;tk RECESS

/ub&TCH COMPONENT SOLUTIONS WITH
THE PROPER FEEDING EQUATIONS.

EVALUA_S COmESPON01NG _ESSUSE

DISTIIIUTION P(X, Y), LOAD, W, CENTER
OF IqlISSURE COCNILDtNA_S ANO FLOWS
OUT OF EACH RECESS FOIl ANY SPECIFIED
FEEDING CONFIGURATION

FIg. A-S. Subrout_"_O_'

t
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Availability of the DSN Telemetry Data System
- and Its Major Elements, Including

the TWM Assemblies
R. Stevens

Telecommumcgt=onsandDataAcqu's_t=onOffice

The DSN Discrepancy Report 5:vstem records all om Jges of DSN Data ,_vstems that

occur during mission support operations, The recorded :;,ta&es of the Telemetry Data
System tbr 1981 through 1983 were :abt,lated a,ld anaty:ed. The analysis de_'c'oped

avadabilit)' characteristics of the Telemetry Data System and ser_ ral of its ma/or _lements,
mch_ding, in parttcul,,r, the Tra_'ehng Wa_'e Maser [TWII) As3embhes. The principal

ob/ecn_,e o]" the worl_ was to provide a comparison o] availability characteristics o]" the

TWM Assemblies with those of other DSN subsystems and assemblies.

For the three-year period. ¢he A _ailab_lity of the Telemetry Data 5:vstem is 99. 03_.

and its Mean Time to Restore Service is O.9 hours; the A railability of the TWM Assem-
bhes is 99 83e,4. and their Mean Time to Restore Servh'e is"2.5 hours.

I. Introduction and Summary Table 1 contains the most signdicant results of the analysts.

This article presents Mean Time Between Failures (MIBF), More than 100,000 st_,tion support hours are represented m

Mean Time to Restore Service (MTTRS), and Avadabdity data the data ol the table. The Antenna + Pumtmg Subsystems and

of the Telemetry Data System and certain of its critical ele- the TWM A_sembly are the two leading equ:pment t:ontrlbu-

ment5, including the Traveling Wave Maser (TWM) Assemblies tots to Telemetry D;,'a System outage time.
The results are based on analysis of Telemetry Data Syst,:m

outages recorded in the DSN Discrepancy Reports for 1981, The most significant problem wah the TV,'_!_ _ their tmle-
1982, and 1983. to-restore-service chatacteristtc_. ]able 1 ,how_ a relatively

very long MTTRS (2.5 hours) for the 'rWM_ The results of :1

The purpose of the article is to support a comprehen_w¢ detailed analysis ot the 1982 and 1983 D,,_ Monthly Reports

study of TWM Assembly reliability. That stud)is reported m are more descriptive of :he problem. That _emple cover_
Rel. 1. approximately 601< station hours. In that sample, there ts a

t
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i total of 22 times during the two years wl,en telemetry was Failures in the five Telemetry Data System elements that

unavailable for most or all of a pass. Ten of those tim-s were were analyzed, items 2-6 of Table 2, caused 80% of the total
caused by TWM unavailability. The TWM Assembly is cur- telemetrv outage time during the three-year period (excluding

-_ rently by far the worst offender in causing long telemetry that caused by RFI). The remaining 20% of the outage time
_ outages, was caused by failures in several ether subsystems/assemblies,
,._ the effects of adverse weather and procedural e;rors. No detail

Averaged over the last three years, the performance of the analysis of their individual contributions was doneA
|

Telemetry Data System meets the future MK IVA Availability
• requirements; it does not meet the future MK IVA service Figure 2 is a plot of the Table 2 MTBF and MTTRS data

restoration requirements, for the Telemetry Data System and the five of its system
elements Data for the individual years and for the entire

The time trajectory of the Telemetry Data System Avail- period are plotted. Contours of constant availability are
abF ,y and the related outage hours for 10.000 station support shown, MTBF/MTTRS time-trajectories that move to highert

hours are shown in Fig. 1. Station support hours represented availabilities are generally good, and, conversely, those that
; by the points of Fig. 1 are: 1981 - 50K hours, 1982 - .30K move to lower ones are generally not good.

hours, 1983 -- 30K hours. As an example, the planned Vc/-
' ager Uranus encounter operanons require approximately C. Discussion of TWM MTBF and MTrRS
_ 10.000 individual station support hours. Thus, if the 1986 MK
': IVA performance is no better than the 1981 - 83 _/IK III The TWMs occupy a lonely position on Fig. 1. They have a
' performance, about 100 hours of Uranus encounter telemetry relatively high MTBF, but also a high MTTRS. Actually• the
, wdl be lost or significantly degraded by DSN Telemetry Data 2.5 hour MTTRS shown is the average of a number of brief
' System outages when backup systems restore service quickly and a

number of very long outages when backup is not available and
outages.

i

the failed maser has to be fixed.

,_ II. D.Zscussionof Analysis
That characteristic is further illustrated in Fig. 3 by plots of

._ A. Data Source the of telemetry function outage events (ordinate)
percentage

The raw data were taken from the monthly DSN D]screp- for which service was restored in less than the indicated time
ancy Report (DR) System. During spacecraft mission support, (abscissa). Figure 2 shows the character of the Telemetry Data ,*

any interruption in a DSN Data System service is documented System and three of its major elements: the Antenna + Point- '
by a DR. The DR idennfies the faulty DSN Data System and ing Subsyster,_._.the TWM Assembly, and the Telemetry Sub-
its faulty subsystem and assembly. The DR also gives the dura- system. The relatively very high percentage of long outages of

"_ th_ TWMsis evident.
tion of service outage.

: Data were taken from available monthly DRs for 1982-83 Incidentally. Fig. 2 shows that the median time to restore
and from the DR data archives for 1981. The 1981 through telemetry Data System service is approximately 10 minutes.
1983 period includes support of the Voyager 2 Saturn en- It also sho-'s that 10_ of the outages are of 2 hours or more

:' counter and subsequent S/C testing and preparations for the duration.
1986 Uranus encounter. The majority of other support was of
S/C in extended mission cruise. Overall. the period must be D. Outages from RFI

characterized as much less demanding on DSN mission support Telemetry outages from RFI were considerable, but they
than what lies ahead after mid-1985, did not impact high priority mission support. During the three-

year period, RFI caused 251 Telemetry System outages total-
The prime objective of this study is to compare operability ing 141 hours 8 hours in 1981, 23 hours in 1982, 110 hours

characteristics of TWMs with operabihty characteristics of in 1983 (cf. Table 2).
other subsystems or assemblies. That objective was met by

., tabulating and analyzing the outages of the Telemetry Data Detailed analysis of the 1982 and 1983 DRs showed the
System. The Telemetry Data System includes the TWM following: Only missions in extended phase were affected
Assembly and other major subsystems and assemblies.

B. Results of Analysis IThe weathereffects ware analyzedfor 1982 and 1983. The out-
ages were: Total- 25.2 hrs; from wind- 19.4 hrs; from rain-

The summary tabulation of the DR data and its analysis are 3.0 hrs (all X-band S/N degradation); from snow and ice -
in Table 2 Footnotes below the table explain the entries. 2.8 hrs.

1,
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"_ (Pioneers 10, 11, 12), there were no X-band outages; essen- usually, the economical approach to providing a significant
"- tially all RFI was from external sources (only 17 minutes percentage increase in availability is via more station facili-

were identified as station internal); approximately 80% of the ties, xuLherthan via increased system functional availablhty.

events were predicted in advance.

Regarding restoration time except for emergencies and
scheduled special events support- the acquisition of cruise

III. Availability, MTBF, and MTTRS: MK IVA mission data is basicall) not time crxtical. Probably the require-
Future Requirements vs Current ment shown is more rigorous than need be, although it is a
Pe_orltllan_ commendable goal for a smoothly operating network.

A. Requirements 2. Critical support. The Availability requirement of 99%
The DSN has two basic mission support regimes: mission appears realistic. It has a historical foundation with deep space

critical phase and mission cruise phase. An example of the missions, because it appears that that is about what has been
former is Voyager 2 Uranus encounter; an example of the provided in the recent past. The figure applies to a single
latter is Pioneer 10 extra-solar-system cruise, stream, and, in an arrayed configuration of N independent

antennas, the Availability implicitly is approximately 0.99 N.
The Availability and MTTRS requirements for the MK IVA For example, the availability of the full capability of a three-

Telemetry Data System recognize the two support regimes. 2 antenna array would be approximately 97%. Because the array
The basic requirements are: configuratlons are applied to the most critical support activi-

ties, this suggests that a more ambitious Availability goal may

Spacecraft Tele. Tele. funct, be appropriate in the future.
support regime funct, avail, restore time

The Time-To-Restore-Service requirement appears appro-
Critical activity 99.0% 30 mms max; priate from a miss;on suppoxt perspective. However, it will be

15 rains mean very difficult to meet. If it is met. and the present MTBF is

, maintained, the single antenna system Availability will be
Normal (cruise) 96.0% 30 rains max: approximately 99.7%.

"lP,* g,

activity 15 mins mean

C. Discussion of Performance
The requirements recognize that, realistically, performance

: may be impacted by critical system elements that sometimes The analysis did not differentiate between critical and
cannot be restored to service in less than 30 minutes. Those cruise S/C support periods. During the time covered by the

are elements having inherently long repair times and lacking analysis, the majority of the support was for cruise phasemissions.
ready redundancy. The recognized inclusmn of any such ele-
ments requires justification on a cost vs performance basis
during the system design phase. The average Telemetry Data System Availability deter-

mined for the three-year period is 99.0%. That meets the
stated MK IVA requirement for critical support.

B. Discussion of Requirements

1. Cruise support. The Availability requirement of 96% is The average MTTRS determined is 0.9 hours. The 1982-

probably as high as can be justified, Actually. the dominant 1983 data show a significant number of long outages: e.g., 10%
factor in the support availability is the limited station track- of the outages are greater than 2 hours. These service restora-
ing time that can be allocated to cruise mis_.ions.For the lower tion characteristics are far off of the MK IVA mark.

.- priority missions, that results in an average network support
availability vs their SIRD requirements or about 50-80%.

D. Discussion of the Findings
/ Providing a Data System A"ailability greater than the 96%

_._ specified would scarcely be felt by those users. Also, informal The leverage on improving the Availability and service
_a studies by ',.heTDA Mission Support Office have shown that, restoration performance of the Telemetry D.,ta System is with
" the Antenna + Pointing Subsystems and the TWMAssemblies.
"J They cause 31% and i8%, respectively, of the total system-_ 2Deep Space Network System Requirements,MK IVA Telemetry

System (1984 through 1986), JPL document832-16 (preliminary), outage time. The TWMs cause almost half of the system out-
March15, 1982.(Internal) ages longer than 6 hours.

t
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::_ If the MTTRS of the TWMs were improved to the average Finally, the large antennas and the ability to point them
_ of the other lelemetry Data System elements examined correctly are in a special category, An outage of the antenna
_:- (0.8 hrs), the System MTTRS would be reduced from 0.9 to causes an outage of all DSN Data Systems that are in use for

-, 0.8 hours, and its Availability would be increased from 99.0% mission support, not only Telemetry. a-he subsystems that
to 99.2%. Achieving that TWM MTTRS will require full provide the function ar,; large and complex, have mechanical
redundancy and exceptionally vigilant maintenance and use and structural elemems that are time consunung to replace or
procedures• repair, and full and effective redundancy is very expensive.

Nonetheless, their contribution to system outage is prominent,
3 The current MTBF of the TWMs is very good, relative to and any impro_ _.ment that could be made in their availability

other station equipment. It is believed to be pracucal to dou- characteristics would produce a _ignificant _mprovement in
ble it. Achieving that is especially important f{_rcritical event the Telemetry Data System Availability. That is probably also
sup, _rt when rWM redundancy is not available, true for the Availability of the other DSN Data Systems•

Reference

I. Stevens, R, and C. P. Wiggins. A Study of DSN Traveling Wave Maser Reliability, The
Telecommunications and Data Acquisition Progress Report 42-78, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California. August 15, 1984.
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Table 1. Anah/sis of T_m_y Data Systmm outages

No. of Outage MTBF M'ITRS Availability a

Syst/SS/assy outages hours (hrs) (hrs) %

Tele Data Syst 1182 1044 90 0.9 99.03

- . Antenna + Pointing SSs 354 322 300 0.9 9%70

TWM Assy 75 186 1420 2.5 99.83

" aAvailabflity = MTBI'/(MTBF+MTI'RS)
m
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Table 2. Summary of telemetry outage events and resulting MTBFs, MTTRSs, and Availabilities"
4

Syst/Subsyst/Assy Time Number of Total outage Station MTBF MT'I RS Availability
period outage events b (hours) hours (hours) c (hours) d for telemetry (%)e

1, Telemetry Data System 1981 500 414 47,700 95 ,q.83 99.13
(without RFI outages) 1982 362 294 30,100 83 0._1 99.03

198q 320 336 29,000 91 1.0_ 98.86

All Years 1182 1044 106,800 90 0.88 99.03

2. Antenna + Pointing SSs 1981 138 107 " 346 0.78 99.78

1982 129 109 " 233 0.84 99.64
1983 87 106 " 334 1.22 99.64

All Years 354 322 " 302 0.91 99.70

3. TWM Assy 1981 29 65 " 1645 2.24 99.86

1982 20 55 " 1500 2.75 99.82
1983 26 66 " 1120 2.54 99.77

All Years 75 186 " 1424 2.48 99.83

4. Receiver SS 1981 80 77 " 596 0.96 99.84

1982 52 29 " 578 0.56 99.90

1983 58 59 " 501 1.02 99.80
All Years 190 165 " 562 0.87 99.85

5. Telemetry SS 1981 66 58 " 723 0.88 99.88

1982 36 42 " 835 1.17 99.86
1983 47 13 " 618 0.28 99.95 ,

_ All Years 149 113 "' 717 0.76 99.89

Z
6. Facility SS 1981 32 20 " 1491 0.63 99.96 :"

1982 14 14 " 2210 1.00 99.95

1983 18 9 " 1610 0.50 99.97 :

: All Years 64 43 " 1669 0.67 99.96

7a. Telemetry Data System 1981 516 422 " 92 0.82 99.12
(with RFI outages) 1982 413 317 " 73 0.77 98.96

1983 504 446 " 58 0.88 98.51

All Years 1433 1185 " 75 0.83 98.91

7b. RFI Outages 1981 16 8 " 2981 0.50 99.98
, 1982 51 23 " 589 0.45 99.92

= ' 1983 184 110 " 158 0.60 99.62

"_. All Years 251 141 " 425 0.56 99.87
L,

: aFrom DSN DRs for 1981-83. Data from 35 monthly DR reports are included in Table 2 - the September 1982 report was not available.

'_; bonb DRs that ca,,sed a recorded outage of the Telemetry Data System are included in the tabulation, The outages are recorded to the closest

minute, so outages less than 1/2 minute are uncounted. For example, during 1982-83, there was a total of 46 DRs against the TWM Assy that

resulted in telemetry outages - those 46 were included in the count. Also, there was a total of 16 Telemetry System DRs against the TWM Assy
that did not cause recorded outages - those 16 were not included in the count.

"-" CThe MTBFs shown are calculated as the number of station tracking hours divided by the number of telemetry outage events for the period con-
( sidered. That approach implicitly assumes that station hours=telemetry hours, which is not quite true. For example, a small amount of VLBI

for mission support does not provide simultaneous telemetry. That results m telemetry hours less than station hours. Conversely, some telem-

etry is dual channel, which results in telemetry hours greater than station hours. The assumption was used for simplicity: it probably doesn't
bias the MTBFs by more than a few percent.

dThe MTTRSs shown are calculated as the total outage time divided by the number of recorded outages for a period,

eThe Telemetry Data System Availabilities are calculated as the MTBF divided by the sum of the MTBI plus the M'FI'RS.
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! A Study of DSN Traveling Wave Maser System Reliability
!

R, Stevens

-t Telecommumcauonsand DataAcquls_ttonOffme
i
L C.P. Wlgguns

TelecommumcatlonsSmenceand EngineeringD_vJs_on

I

This artwle reports on past and present reliability and availability characteristics of the

DSA" Trmehng Ware Maser {TWM) Assembhes. F,r the )'cars 1981 through 1983. the
characteristics determired are. Mean Ttme Between Failures (MTBF) 1200 hours; Mean

Time to Restore Sen'we (MTTRS) 2.5 hours,, and Availability 99.839L The TWM

MTBF currently is very good relatwe to other DSN subsystems and assemblies; however,

it has been signtftcantls' better in the past in the late 1970s it was 3000 hours. The
TWM MTTRS ts currently about three times as h)ng as the average of other DSN sub-
systems.

The dominant cause of TWM fai&res ts contamination of the helium gas in the closed

cycle refrtgerators. Statt,m configurations that do not provide TWM redundant)' are
subject to t,aving reception outages for hmg periods of time.

] A number of recommendations are made to m_prove the TWM A ssembO' availability
i charactertstics for future mission support operations. Many of the recommendations

i result from a network-wide workshop o!'TWM experts that was recently conducted at the
Canberra Complex.

|
t

' I. Introduction and Summary The unique and criucal attribute ol the TWMs t\)i deep
4 space conlmunicatlons is tile very small noise they introduce

A. Introcluctlon the latest models add no more nolle than the cosmic back.

The Traveling Wave Maser (TWM) Assemblies used on the ground (3K). That has enabled total system temperatures of

large DSN antennas are truly remarkable devices. Their techni- 13 to 20K, increasing the recepnon capability of the DSN's
cal performance m the field is essentially equivalent to the best large antennas by about a factor of two relatwe to that cur-

attainable in a laboratory envtronment, rently obtainable with any other amplifier approach. Other

192 t_
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important attributes of the TWMs are: 40-45 dB gum over the tlon and logistic support at the complexes, lmplementat)on wdl

S- and X-band frequencies ass]gned for deep space reception, lead to slgnlftcantly improved TWM MTBF. It will also mini-

-. excellent phase and amplitude stabihty, la, ge dynamic lunge mlzc the rl_k of fadures from mamtenanc,: or repair pr()ces,,es
(greater than 100 dB). and immumt, m)m damage by any that have unpercewed faults. Such faults can result m con-

• reas(mable input overload, current fadures of both prime and back-up TWM Assembhes.

' However. achieving a high availability of the TWM Assem- 2. Provide on-line back-up configurations at supD)rt,ng

bhes Is a very demanding task• And high availab]lity is essen- statures for all periods ot cr,tical S/C actwlty suppmt.
tial, because a TWM outage results in loss of DSN recept,on

- capability until the ft, nctton is restored In _ecent years, the This wdl greatly improve the serv]ce rest,)ratton character,s-availability of the TWM Assembhes apparently has been tics of those Front End Are_s(FEAs) currently lacking redun-
,_ degrading. This study was done to assess the situation dant TWM Assembly configuratu)ns Spe_.iflcally. that includes

: redundant X-band TWMs for FEAs 12 and 42 by early 19_5.

B. Summary of Study Findings and for FEAs 15.45, and 65 by 1988.

The current Mean Time Between Failure_ (MTBF) ot the
3. Emphasize the care lavished on TWM As._emblies at

; TWM Assembhes is very good relative to other DSN _tat,on
FEAs that wPI be used for critical support but that will lack

- eqmpment. The MTBF has been. and can be. slg,fificantly
better than it ts now. The dominant cause of TWM Assembly redundancy.

failure is gas contamination in the hehunl refrigerator This will maximize the MTBF of the non-redundant TWMs,

The Mean Tm_e to Restore Service IMTTRS) of the TWM and thus wdl decrease the hkehhood of long receptton outages.

_. Assemblies is about three rimes longer than the average of Specifically. that apphes to FEAs 15 and 45 at X-band fo,
other station subsystems. The TWMs are the dominant canse Voyager at Uranus. It also apphes to FEAs 14.43, and 63 at

['_i of very long outages of station reception capability. Unrehable S-band t'or Inlernat]onal C<)metary kxplorm (ICE) critical
single point of failure naechanlsms must be reduced at the sta- telemetry and for Gahleo crHlcal radu) science both requ,re

._ tlons to improve the service restoration characteristics of the simultaneous use of the prime and the back.up TWMs.
TWM Assembhes.

4. Implement the distributed ground fauh protection in

The Availabdlty j of the TWM Assembhes is approximately the TWM AC input power c]rct, tts at F EAs 14 and 12 {
99.8'>_. The TWMs account for about 20',.; of the total outage

.._ time of the Telemetry Data System, and ahnost one-half of its Ct, rrently at the (;oldstone Complex. AC input powez

"_ outages that are longer than six hours• It Is practical to ground fault protection clrcu,try ts common to all mdwldual

maprove this performance sign,t'tcantly in the future. TWM A._semblies Tht, s, a single ground fault can cause all• TWMs. primes and backups, to fad. Implementat,on of dlstri-

A DSN Maser Reliability Workshop was conducted Maser buted protectmn w,ll lower the risk t)f long outages at
experts from all of the complexes and from JPI_ participated. (',oldstone.

The Workshop report gives a priontized set of recommenda-

tions to provide improved TWM Assembly maintenance and 5. Undertake the Ihgh Prlt)rtty Engineering Development

repatr capabd]ty at the complexes. The report also gives Tasks, and implement the Second Prtonty Mamten_'3ce and
-'." recommendations for engineering development effort to pro- Sustaining items c_ted in the Workshop report.

, v_de improved TWM Assembly availabihty characteristics.
Th,s will further improve MTBF and MTTRS attd wdl

_. C. Summary of Recommendations reduce the effort required at the complexes to maintain a very
high level of TWM Assembly pe_fomaance.

..,- The recommendations from the study are, in order of
priority:

II. Study Background
I. hnplement the First Priority items as recommended in

- the Workshop report. The basic objectives of this study are. ( I ) to understand the
avadability characteristics, past and present, of the DSN TWM

Assemblies, and (2) to _dentify actmn_ that would improve
The items pertain to u_,c o! best available field maintenance

their availability characteristics for future m_ssion support
a and repair techmques . d to providing needed mstrumenta-

The study was started m June 1983. Tlus report covers the
lAvailability = MTBF/(MTBF+MTTRS) complete study.
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% III. Availability Characteristics of pared in advdnce by the JPL Cognizant Operations Engineer
TWMAssemblies (COE) and the JPL Cognizant Development Engineer (CDE)

with input and review by personnel from all of the complexes.
The term, "Availability Characteristics," as used in this A preliminary maser reliability improvement engineering pro-

-_. article, includes the MTBF; the service restoration properties, gram plan was prepared by the JPL Section 333 Microwave

including the MTTRS; and the formal Availability that was Electronics Group, including the CDE, and _upplied to the
previously defined. Workshop participants for assessment. Maser experts from all

complexes and maintenance facilities and the JPL COE and
A. MTBF History CDE participated m the Workshop.

Analysis of failure and DSN Discrepancy Report (DR) data

gave the MTBF history shown in Table I. B. Workshop Results

A formal report of the Workshop activities was issued.Approximately 1.8 million TWMoperating hours are repre-
sented m the table. The report gives recommendations in three categories:

B. Availability of the TWM Assembly vs O:her I. First Pr]orzty Implement FY84

Station Equipment 11. Second Priority Implement FY85

An analysis was done of the DSN Telemetry Data System
1I!. High Priority Development Tasksoutages for 1981 through 1983 (Ref. I). The outage data were

obtained from the DSN DR System reports. Tile Telemetry
Data System includes the T_,M Assembly as well as other The Workshop attendees recommended that the Category I
major assemblies and subsystems. By tabulating the specific items be implemented prior to the Voyager encounter at
causes of the System outages, a comparison of the availability Uranus. The Category I items abstracted from the Workshop
characteristics of the TWMs vs other major System elements report are:
was obtained.

1. Implement new and upgraded maser operation and
The analysis of the Telemetry Data System outages gave the maintenance procedures (developed at the Workshop);

results shown in Table 2.

2. Supply to each complex the necessary support equip-
Approximately 107,000 hours of scheduled Telemetry Data ment identified by the Workshop as required to perform Work.

System support are represented ;n the table, shop recommended procedures;

The MTBF of the TWMs is relatively very good. However, 3. Establish a special training course at each Complex
the MTTRS of the TWMsis relatively very poor. Also, the data Maintenattce Facility for maser operation, maintenance, and
showed that the TWMscaused almost half of the Telemetry repatr personnel. The course should embody the latest and
Data System outages that were longer than stx hours, best engineering and operating knowledge of the DSN TWM

Assemblies;
C. Causes of TWM Assembly Failures

Analysis of the 1981-1983 DSN DRs to tdentify causes of 4. Implement the computer-based TWM-CCRmomtoring
TWMAssembly failures gave the results shown in Table 3. and analysis system proposed in the preliminary reliabihty

improvement engineering plan, previously noted, and include
The DR data show that refrigerator contamination is the additional monitoring points as recommended by the Work-

dominant cause of TWMAssembly failure. That is supported _hop; and
by analysis of failure data samples collected from the stations

during the past ten years: Of a total of 376 failures, 218, or 5. There are several engineering changes to the TWM
58%, were attributed to refrigerator contamination. Assemblies currently proposed. The following Engineering

/ Change Orders (ECOs) are recommended by the Workshop as

7,. IV. Maser Reliability Workshop being top priority'

a. Provide new extended range flow meters for
A. Workshop Background

Jt A Maser Reliability Workshop was co tucted in December proper instrumentation of the Joule-Thompson valve return
,, 1983, hosted by the Australian Complex. An agenda was pre- flow.

1t14
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b. Provide for constant flow through the storage tank Several of tile outages at (;oldstone were long. DSS 44 has

of the hehum compressor, and add a pressure rehef valve to been deactivated since the reported failures.
the helium storage tank.

-- B. Studyof Goldstone Power for TWMs

c. Provide a second stage oil lnjectionlzne filter in
,; A consultant was engaged to assess the suitabthty of the

the helium compressor, power system that supplies tie TWMs at Goldstone. The fob

:1 h)wmg Is extracted trom tile c_,nsultant's report.
There are thirteen Category II (Second Priority Implemen-

tation) items. They are considered by the Workshop attendees Four of the (Goldstone) outages were caused by an

as being straightforward, of lower pr:_)rity than Category I accidental ground contact and eleven of the outages were

items, and they should be implemented as soon as practical caused by the undesired placement of ground fault protec-

after the Voyager Uranus encounter operations. The top four rive equipment. The resul was that a ground fault m any
Items on the list are: single compressor would _ause loss of power to all other

t_ compressors served by tile same "cryogenic" power panel

1. Provide a mechanism to bypass m-service flow meters This condition has been recognized and ground fault pro-

._ so that they may be calibrated or replaced without interrupt- tectlve ._.iulpmenl for the individual compressors was

i mgservice, purchased and portions have been received. The studyRECOMMENDED that Installation of th_s equipment be

,_ 2. Provide a mechanism to replace in-service adsorbers given high prt_rity.
without affecting maser operauon.

... Other methods of lnlprovtng rehabihty of electric

service were studied v,hlch included by-passing busses and
,. 3. Refrigerator stage temperature momtorlng sen_ors

should be made available as soon as possible and added to all panels to reduce exposure to equipment fadure and the

CCRs during routine repair cycling, addition of "'clean" or dedicated circuits between the
power source and the cryogenic panels Costs ranged from
$3.250 to $68,O00 for the possible incremental improve-

• 4. A service loop should be put in the compressor plumb-
: ments to a basically rehable system NO additions were -

, ing between the first stage oil separator and the orllice block RECOMMENDED.
to overcome the vibration failure ot" this line•

; The study also examined the rehability of commercial

There are thirteen Category I!1 (High Priority Develop- power and the first level of redundancy which is the local

merit) items that the Workshop attendees recommended station power. The advisabihty of mstalhng a second level
should be investigated as soon as possible. The top three _tems of redundancy consisting of emergency generation located

on the list are: adjacent to cryogemc power panels was also examined.

Costs ranged from $_55,000 at DSS 12 & 15 to $143,0OO at

"" I Compressor upgrade to a 5hp motor. The compressors DSS 14. It was determined that the multiplicity of local sit-
currently use a 3hp motor that is overloaded by the new t,on generators and the good record of automatic transfer
TWMs. from commercial power to star)on generation during corn-

' mercial power outages provide adequate rehablhty of power

"_ Develop field techniques for measurement of gaseous service to the maser compressors. NO RECOMMENI)A-
impurities In hehum. TIONS were made. The transfer process should be given

• periodic and realistic tests.

3. Develop a thorough understanding of the behavior of

the compressor oil z,t increased temperature. VI. TWM Assembly Redundancy and
" Spares
/

V. Goldstone Power Distribution Study A. PlannedOperational Configurations
the Mk IVA DSN will have TWMs configured as shown :n

A. TWM ,(Mlet_rlbly _ Due to Power Fiiilura Table 5.

i Analysis of the 1981 through 1983 DSN DR records for

TWM outages due to AC power failure gave the results shown The "2" TWM configurations provide redundancy for all
m Table 4. conventional support operations. Some non-conventional

liB
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suppmt opelatums wdl be discussed lz: the next section In VII. Improved Instrurr,entation of TWM%
sUUlulary, laNe 5 shows that It cmrent plans are re@e- Refrigerator Operating Parameters
mented, th¢,e will be IWM redundancy at all FEAs except 15

We beheve thai observation and analysis ot the _,peratlngand 45 bv 19_5; by 1988 there wdl be no excepuons
• parameters of tl_e ['_'M Closed Cycle Refr,gerators{('(R,,) can
, provide insight ,too ('('R cmldltmn and can iden,.fy ,mpend-

B. Consideration of Support Operations When nlg ('('R ladures beh',e flwy occtu

Redundancy is Not Available

When a TWM Assembly tails, It Is almost sure to be out ot A. Previous Work on Instrumentation
service lor 12 hmlrs or more There/ere. if there is not on-hne

An earl)' result of this Mtldy wax the reconunendatlml t_
red!redan%, available, a hmg leceptlon mirage is Inevitable.

develop and detnonstrate a computer-baled data collection anti
analysl.S s),,tem q_r tile ('CRs. Ilia com.ept was endorwd by

Ite,e are three cases where on.line [WM redtuldant.y is ilt_t tile TWM ';,_t>rkshop It is Recolllnlellddllon 4 oI tile Prlur-

.,variable Ity I list (see Section IV.B.) Work v,as started but has been

temporarily set as,de on the design _l a prmotype.

1 "lhe FEA ha', a single TWM An example ,s Ft'As 15

.lnd 45 used lor X-Band support ol Voyager at klranu', All Meanwhile. attempts were made to analyze ('CR paramete,

FFAs at tile cmnplexes will be smmhaneously m use for data pre,,Iously c_dlected by hand Tile resuhs could not vall-
V_)ager supp_rt, so that tunctmnal ba_.k-up will not exist, d_,te the belief that rehable predtcttml,,, ol incipient falhlres

_.tmld be obtained from the data ()lie problem w,th all ot tile

pa.,, data a_aflable p, that the critical measurement ol the

2. The nusslml support reqmrcs use _}1"both prime and Jouh.'-Thon'ipsml stage return flow IS spmh.'d by a Ill}wlnete,
back-up lg,'Ms. An example xssupport ot I('l; lot a )'eal begin- that Is :.,aturated ahn,_st all ol the tmle That pr_blem uan he

nmg in March 19_5 with a t,ne.da) crlt,cal cn,..¢_unter in Sep- corrected lor the future by the mlpletnentallon _}Id planned
tember I('|- rcqulres use ot both prnne and bdck-up S-Band [COlrelertolVB, ltem 5d)

TWM,, t¢_ enable combining ol two _.arner channel_. The sup-

poll wdl be provided by FkAs 14.43. and 63.
B. Current Work on Instrumentation

At>ther c,.ample is +upp_+rl ot polarlzatltm m, L',ulement _,t The TWM'('('Rs at I)SS 12 will be properl) instrumented.

tile (;ahleo S-Band signal. -thai lnedsUlelllent rtquiles use _1 and the,r operating parameter data will be systematic.ally cub

both prime and ba_k-up lWMs [i-As 14.43. andre3 will be letted for a period t_l wvelal nlt}nths [he data will bemanu-
: used lhe measurements arc ctmcal to Jupuer envlronnlent all)' _.olleuted and andl)'/,'d, l)ehnluon ol the data colle_.tlon

radlu ,,cJenL.e e.xpernnent suppmt. I he) will be made hn .ibl)ut regmlen and the a,_alyw,, ut tile data ate unde_ way

_}nc week m At!gust oI lghg, and Interlnltte,lt[) t>n a pre-
dehnedsdleduleuntdApillot 1990 It the ellort k,, successful, as we beheve It nlU,,t be. the

results wdl be used to gu,de the lutu,e development ol a

3. A COlnlnoll ldlltlle node brings dowll both prime and t.olllptllel-based pr0t,,_type system. Also. tile results will

back-up IWMs. Recent cxamplc_ ot this are tatlh) ct,arcoal provide techniques mr manual data collectum and analysis
tilter .,lo,.k unknowingly used m malntcnan,.e ol nmltqfle that ua,l be used during the Interim untd the computel-based

lWMs. ;rod extended imwer outage to the ]WMs s)stem is available It} the netw:_tk.

_,_'llil_ml TWM redundaltcy, lowerIng tile risk _}I having an

- extended ,eceptum outage reqtutes increasing tile IWbl VIII. Concluding Observations

MIBF. Although the TWM M'lBf: ISgt od ,t Ix beheved that Reliable perhmnance t_l the IW'M As.,,emblJes 1+essential.

apphcatltm tff tile use. nlalnte,lance, and rcpall pra,,tlces espet.lall) during support ol critical S_(' activities.
• recommended by th_ recent TWM Wo_kshtq:, will provide

.-. slgntltcant I,nprtwenwnt. Also, healthy TWMs have tile best Both tile M[BI- and tile MIIRS of the [WMs call be
_.hance t}l sur'.lvlng A(" power interruptions.

_1 1repro,red stgnlh_.antly by practical measure,,, lhe MI'IRS
• probably needs the mint attentlml, hut when redundant) l_
d

t_:lh;ris to provide impruvements should focus especially lacking, unprt}ved M l BI" IS tile only rt}ad to lowering tile risk

on preparatltmX lot critical S'C support events, ol long outage of receptlol| capablhty.
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, Table 1. MTBF history

Table 4. TWM outages due to AC power failure
Time Period Approximate MTBF (hrs)

Complex Station No. of TWM Outages
l_ate 1960s 1300

Late 1970s 3000 Goldstone DSS 12 3

f-arly 1980s 1200 Goldstone- DSS 14 12

Canberra DSS 44 4

Total (refer to Table 3) 19

Table 2. Analysis of Telemetry Data System outages

Table 5. TWMS configurations
Total

Syst/SS/Assy Outage MTBF MTTRS Avadabllity
thrs) (hrs) (":.1 Complex-FEA X-Band S-Band Comments(hrs)

Gold- 12(34m) 1(2) a 2 (2) X by 1985 if 1 SPC-10

Tele Data Syst 1044 90 0.9 99.03 spaze instld as B/U. ,
Antenna+APS SSs 322 300 0 9 99.70 I

TWMAssy 186 1420 25 99 83 Gold 14164m) 2 2

Receiver SS 165 560 0.9 99.85 Gold 15(34reliEF) 1(2) (2) Flanned by 1988.
Telemetry SS I 13 720 0.8 99.89 S-Band FET

: t

l:acdlty SS 43 1670 0 7 99.96 Gold 10_,spares) .211) 4 (1) X if spare mstld as on- ,_
P line B/U at FEA-12.

Aust 42(34m1 112) 2 (21 X __y1985 if 1 SPC-40

spare mstld as B/U.

Aust 43t64m) 2 2

Aust -45(34mHEF) I12) (2) planned by 1988.
S-Band FET.

Table 3. Ceuus o! _ Asslmnbb/failures Aust 40tsparesl 2( I) 3 (1) X if spare instld as on-
line B/I.I at FEA..42.

No. of % ot'
Area of I'allure

Fadures Tr_tal No. Spain 61(34m) 2 2 Spare X has been instld as
on-line B/U.

Helium Refrigerator 120 64 Spare- 63164m ) 2 2
_ ('ontammation (109) (58)

Other (drive unit, etc ) (111 (6) Spam-65134mF, EI") (21 (4 FEA on-hne 1988. Gets

Hehum Compressor 14 7 2 X TWMs and S FET.

Miscellaneous (pump, MWV, electr.) 30 16 Spare 60(spares) 1 2
• AC Input Power 19 10

Umdentified IDR not definitive) 6 3
aNumbers In parentheses are changes to pre_ent configurations.

Total 189 100

/
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GCF Compatibility With Packets and Data Compression
E. C. Posner

" Telecornmumcatlons and Data Acquisition Ofhce

P. Merkey

Cahforma Institute of Technology, Graduate Student

} Some miscion_ using packets and/or data compression may want an undetected GCF

block error rate of 10- 6. Here we show that the present GCF meets thts requirement.

r

- I. Introduction is obtained. The actual probability that a block contains an "_

The DSN GCF High-Speed Data Lines and Wideband Data error will of course be slightly greater than this because of
undetected errors.

Lines use blocks of length 4800 b_ts, 22 of which are parity

: bits generated by the NASCOM polynomial (Ref. 1): The undetected error rate is the probabihty that a block

G(X} = X 22 +X 20 +X 14 +X 13 +X 12 +X 11 +X a passes the divisibility test but nonetheless contains an error.
For packet telemetry systems (and all the more for packet

+ X 7 + X 5 + X 3 + X + 1 (1) telecommand) as well as for missions with inaage or other data
compression, it may be necessary to keep thxs undetected

block error probability below 10-6 (Ref. _). Is the block error

or, m factored form, probability below 10-6? It is hard to measure directly with

._ G(X) = (X+I)2(xIO+x3+I)(_10+X3+X2+X+I) current instrumentation, but this article shows that the-- ,equirement is met anyway.

A codeword or code block m this code is a block of 4800

bits of 0 or 1 which is identified with a polynomml in X with II. Code Structure
"_ 0 or 1 coefficien _ and modulo-2 addition. A codeword then

:..,, is polynomial of degree at most 4799 divisible by G(X). Reference 4, plus a little calculation, shows that a length-
4800 binary code with 22 check bits is at most single-erro'-

5 '

" If an error is detected by virtue of the fact that the re- correcting. Since X + 1 is a divisor of G(X), the weights of

_, ceived block, regarded as a polynomial, is not exactly divisible the codewords are all even. Hence our code has minim.lm

by G(X), an error is detected, and a retransmission may be distance 2 or 4.
a,_ requested depending on mission requirements (Ref. 2) Mea-
_" surements conducted for the TDA Engineering Office show Actually, the minimum distance is only 2. This is because

that at most one block in 200 contains at least one bit error, of the following argument. From Ref. 5, define M O) (X) =

so, without retrdnsmissions, a throughput of 99.5% (or more) X 10 + X 3 + 1, a primitive polynomial, with root, say, a. Then
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)
31(3) (X), defined as the irreducible polynomial with root a3, What then is the undetected block error probability of this
"alsohas degree 10 and is the second degree -10 factor in code? We will upper-bound it as the probability of an unde-
G(X) of Eq. (1). Thus' tected double error plus the probability of all quadruple (or

higher) errors. We can ignore triple errors because they are of "
G(X) = (X + 1)2 M (1_(X)/v/ta) (X) odd weight, hence detectable. The probability of a particular

double error is ,

Here 31(l_ (X) divides X 1°23 + 1 and no smaller binomial, by
primltivity. The theory of equations shows that 31(3) (X) b = p2 (1 -p)479s
divides X 341 + 1 and no smaller (because 1023 = 3 × 341).
So H(X) = (X + 11M (l_ (X)M (3) (X) also divides X 1023 + 1 b = 9.174 × 10-13
and no smaller binomial Thus, G(X) = (X + 1) H(X) divides

)
(X 1°23 + 1)2 = X TM + 1. But X TM + 1 is a codeword, There are 3462 double errors which are codewords, so the

being a multiple of G(X). Hence there are codewords of probability of an undetected double error is 3462 times b, or
weight 2, and the code is of distance 2, not 4. 3.176 × 10-9.

We note in passing that the code generated by M (i) (X) " We can upper-bound the probabihty of quadruple or higher
M (3) (X) alone, of degree 20 (20 check bits) generates a errors in the independent-error case by the probability of

distance-5 BCH code of length 1023 (Ref. 6). The NASCOM quadruple errors alone, because p is so small. Ttus can be made
code however uses (X + 1)2 times this, of degree 22, but, quantitative using the "tail estimate" for the binomial distribu-
more nnportantly, out to length 4800. How many code- tion (Ref. 5, App. [A.5], p. 467), but we omit it. The prob-
words of weight 2 are there in the NASCOM code'?We need to ability of quadruple error is (4800 × ,,799 × 4798 × 4797)/24
km_w this to estimate error probabilities, times p4 (1 - p)47,_6 = 1.868 × 10 -11 Adding the previously

, derived probability of undetected double error, we find that
IfC(X) is a codeword of weight 2, then an upper bound to the undetected block error probability

when using the NASCOM ..-bit polynomial with indz-
C(X) = (X'+ 1)X j pendent errors is

'm, for some non-negatxve integers with i +/ at most 4799. Now 3.195 X 10 -9 , i
7 G(X) divides C(X) since C(X) is a codeword, so G(XI divides

X _ + 1. All the more, M (1/(X) divides X' + 1, so i is a multiple This more than meets the undetected block error probability
r'o 1023. Since (X + 1)2 must divide X t + 1. t must be even. requirements.
blnce i +] is at most 4b00, i = 2046 or 4092.

If I = 2046, ] can range from 0 to 4799 - 2046 = 2753.

There are 2754 codewords X'm + X y with i = 2046. If t = IV. Arbitrary Error Structure4092. ] can range from 0 to 4799 - 4092 = 707. so there are

708 more codewords of wesght 2 Altogether, the code has Now suppose we know nothing of the error patterns, just
2754 + 708 = 3462 codewords ef weight 2. that one block in 200 contains at least one detected error.

,i This is almost the same as one block in 200 containing an
-.- error, detected or not, and it is this that we shall actually

'_ III. Independent Errors assume. Let us even assume, as the worst case, that everyblock with an error contains at least two errors. In fact, a

,¢ First suppose bit errors m a block occur independently, little thought shows that the worst case is when all the errors
This is not necessarily the case. But, if it were, the input bxt are double errors. This is essentially because higher error

,; error probability is derivable from the fact that at most one patterns are so numerous that they tend to distribute them-
_Z block in 200 contains at least one error. If p is the bit error selves randomly with respect to the code. Thus, approxi-
'! probability, it will be small. So the bh)ck error probability r mately 2-22 = 2.5 X 10-7 of the higher error patterns can be
4- is about 4800p, and expected to be codewords. What is the exact fraction for

double errors'?
1

4800p - 200 There are (4800 × 4799)/2 = 1.152 × 10 7 error patterns of
weight 2, but, as we have seen in Sec. I1, only 3462 codewords

p = 0.96 × 10 -6 of weight 2. If we assume, as we do, that all error patterns of

Ik
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a given weight, lrl particular of weight 2, are equally likely to 1-- X 3.006X 10-4 = 1.503X lO-6
occur, the probability that a double error pattern is a code- 200
word is

", This slightly exceeds the 10-6 undetected blot,k error plob-
ability requirement. However, the assumptions under which

346_/1.1, _ X 107 = 3.006 X 10-4 we derived this high error probability are so extreme that we
can consider that we do meet the 10.6 requirement. For
example, if half the blocks in error contain a single error

This is almost 1261 nines as large as the 2-22 probabihty we (which is, of course, detected) and half contam a double
would get if double error patterns distributed themselves error, the above estimate drops by a factor of 2 to 7.5 X 10-v.

e randomly with respect to the entire code. and the requirement is met.

The probability of undetected error in these strange circum- We lestate here that if we momtor the links to make sure
stances can be found as follows. We start with 1/200, the we are getting the 99.5% throughput, then we will also be
probabdity that there is at least one land so, by our assump- confirming the 10.6 or less undetected block-error probability
tions, exactly two) errors in the block. We multiply this by as well. The GCF with error detection by the NASCOM

) the probability that the error pattern is a codeword and. 22-Nt polynomial is compatible with the extremely low
hence, is undetected. Thus, the undetected block error prob- undetected GCF block error probabilities that some missions
abihty is may want m the packet era.
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Earth Orientation Effects on Mobile VLBI Baselines
S. L. Al!en

Tracking Systems and Apphcattons Section

Improvements in data quality for the Mobtle VLBI systems have placed higher accu-
i racy requtrements on earth orientation calibrations. Errors in these calibrations may give
" rise to systematic effects in the nonlength components of the baselines. In this work,

'._ various sources of earth orientation data were investigated for calibration of Mobile VLB1

i baselines. Significant differences in quality were found between the several available

._ sources of UTI-UTC The JPL Kalman-filtered space-technology data were found to be at
least as good as an), other and adequate to the needs of current Mobile VI.BI systems and

, obsen'ing plans. For polar motion, the values from all services suffice. In addition, the

effect of earth-orientation errors on the accuracy of differenced baselines (t.e., baselines

between Mobile VLBI sites which were not simultaneously occupied) was investigated.
: This effect was found to be negligible for the current mobile systems and observing plan

I. Introduction of the various components of these baselines in an earth-fixed

frame requires very precise knowledge of the orientation of
The Mobile VLBI systems developed at JPL 1 have been the earth in space.

producing high quality data since the beginning of 1980

:_ (Ref. I). Hardware upgrades made during this interval include

.{ conversion to wideband receivers, the Mark I11 data acquisition II, Earth Orientation Calibration of
1 system, and dual (S- and X-band) frequency capability. These Baselines1

l maprovements have resulted in single measurements of baseline
I length with formal errors of less than I cm and repeatabihty of By using a worldwide network of VLBI stations located in

1 to 2 cm. regmns where local earth motion is not common, it would be
: possible to estimate the baselines and the earth orientation

-_ To achieve similar accuracy in the measurement of non- parameters from the same data set (Ref. 3_ However, the

;! length components requires an additional calibration. This is Mobile VLBI baselines do not satisfy eiu, of these criteria
due to the fact that the VLBI technique provides a very accu- since they are measured between stations on the western

rate measurement of the baseline within the reference frame of U.S. coast. Furthermore, solving for earth orientation in an

the quasi-stellar radio sources (Ref. 2). However, measuremcqt absolute sense requires placing some kind of constraint or
model on the motion of the baselines. This risks the contam!-

1Allen, S. L., et al., "Current Mobile VLBI Data Base," Submitted to nation of earth motions by imposing a possibly incorrect
the NASA Crustal Dynamics Data Information System, Goddard model. Thus, it is necessary to use an external source fo_ the
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, May 1984. values of UT 1-UTC and polar motion (UTPM).
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A. Services Providing Earth Orientation Data tion 111,this has implications for the computation of differ-
_ enced baselines. It requires appropriate deployment of mobileIn order to cahbrate the Motile VLBI data it is desirable

umts and the use of base stations to minimize differencing
'" to have a _elf-consistent, high-precision UTPM data set which, errors.

spans the entire history of the mobile experiments. The
highest precision techniques for measuring UTPM are lunar,, B. Results of Earth-Orientation Calibrations
laser ranging (LLR) and VLBI. Such measurements are pres-

" ently carried out by several independent groups. Unfortu- The most often measured Mobile VLBI baselines are those
.'. nately, neither of these techniques has a complete data span between JPL in Pasadena, Calif., Owens Valley Radio Observa-

overlapping with Mobile VI.,BI, It is necessary to use UTPM tory (OVRO), near Lone Pine. Calif., and DSS-13, at the
data from a service which combines the raw data from several NASA Goldstone complex (the JOG triangle). The baselines
techniques. Four services provide such combined data: the vary in length from 171 km to 336 kin. There are also many
U.S. Naval Observatory, the lnternatlonalTime Bureau(BIH), measurements of the Owens Valley to Ft. Davis, Texas
Dr. Robe_'t W. King (MIT Combination Solution; Ref. 4), (HRAS) baseline. This baseline is 1508-km long; thus, its
and T.M. Eubanks (JPL Kalman-filtered space-technology sensitivity to rotations is a factor of 5 greater than any JOG
data; Ref. 5). In the present work the latter three types have basehne.
been applied to the Mobile VLBI data m order to evaluate
their usefulness in removing systematic trends. Deficiencies in UTPM calibration show up as scatter m the

nonlength components between one experiment solution and

Since a combination solution for I51"and PM is typically another. On these relatively short, regional baselines, the vertl-
only as accurate as its input data, _t is instructive to consider cal direction is nearly coincident for each station. This allows
the expected accuracies of several different services of 151"and nonlength error sources to be relatively easily separated into
PM.These figures are gwen in Table 1. two perpendicular components, transverse and vertical.

The values for the first three services are derived from past The scat:er of points in 'he vertical direction is caused by

performance (Refs. 4, 5) The values of the last service are unmodeled day-to-day changes in the tropospheric path delay.
predicted from a covariance analysis {Ref. 6). These represent The uncertainties in the troposphere cahbration commonly

,,... the accuracy of UTPM measurements which can be expected cause 10-cm variations in the basehne vertical component. This
within the next two years, effect is larger than the deficiencies in UTPM, and it masks ..

any rotations along th_s direction. Fortunately, the transverse .,

The frequency of observation of the earth orientation ser- baseline components are not affected by any large systematic
: vices is also of _mportance to the calcfilation of differenced errors except UTPM; they provide a sensitive probe of UTPM.

baselines. Astrometric UT and polar motion are derived from

many daily observations of lower precision than LLR or VLBI. The Mobile VLBI data for the JOG triangle are presented
Although the frequency of these observations _sgreater than with three different calibrations in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. These are
that of LLR or VLBI, the smoothing which is required removes plots of the transverse component of the baseline vs experi-
much of the high-frequency signal. However, the relatively ment date. For each plot, the RMS devmtion from a fitted line
quick data reduction of the astrometnc data makes them avad- and the chi.squared per degree of freedom are given.
able for services such as the BIH Circular D. VLBI makes high-
precision observations of UT and PM, but these are generally With the BIH Circular D values of UT1-UTC, the points
obtained at intervals of o,ae week. LLR comes closest to pro- which are closely spaced in time cluster qmte well. These

riding daily, hlgh..precislon values of earth orientation, but closely spaced points were obtained during the same mobile
even so, LLR cannot make observations for a week around field exercise or"burst." However, from one cluster to another,

- new moon. To recover a value of UT and PM at the epoch of shifts in the transverse component are evident. These shifts are
a Mobile VLBI experiement, it is necessary to interpolate or especially noticeable on the OVRO/DSS-13 baseline. The
filter, other UTI-UTC series greatly reduces the shift from one

mobile burst to another.

-,.. For polar motion the interpolation can be done simply and
. b.

accurately because there are no large amplitude components Figure 4 contains a similar comparison plot for the OVRO/

with frequencies less than 2 weeks. This is not the case for HRAS basehne. The effect of deficiencies in UTPM is much

UTI-UTC. Recent investigations indicate _hat even if I51" greater on this baseline. The first two points in this baseline
were perfectly measured at 5.day intervals, the one-sigma are known to contain systematic errors unrelated to UTPM.
uncertainy in interpolating midway between the measured {These pomts are labelled H and 1, and they are unimportant

__. points would be at least 0.5 ms (Ref. 7). As discussed in Sec. to this discussion.) Again, on this baseline the transverse
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scatter is reduced by using the MIT and JFL values of different days. The mobile sites would not be the same for the
"% UT1-UTC. two experiments, but at least one of the base stations would

be identical. Differenced baselines would be trivial to compute

_" Figure 5 presents the OVRO/HRAS baseline in another given two assumptions: first, that rio crustal mouon occurs
form. The ellipses are the projection onto the transverse- during the interval between occupations of the different sites;
vertical plane of the 3-D error ellipsoids obtained from each second, the earth orientation is known exactly for the occupa-
solution. Since this plane is perpendicular to the basehne, tions. The calculation would simply involve taking the differ-
rotations of the baseline naturally show up as deflections on ence of the vectors to each of the sites (hence the term "differ-

the plot. Of course, vertical deflections may 'also be caused enced baseline") and adding the covanance matrices to corn-
by troposphere cahbration errors. The inset vectors in each pute the errors.
plot show the magnitude and &rection of typical displace-
ments caused by variations in UTPM Point C in the JPL plot The possibility of actual motion of the sites between occu-

(Fig. 5[b] ) has a very large uncertainty in UTI-UTC due to pations degrades the accuracy of a differenced baseline. Hence,
gaps in the Kalman filter's input data. The BIH Circular D we restrict calculation of differenced baselines to occupations
calibration is not shown because its scatter exceeds the bound- in the same burst, with the maximum invervals between occu-

aries of this plot. pations of the endpomts of a differenced baseline being about
3 weeks. Even a baseline moving 6 cm per year would only

From Figs. 1, 2, and 3 it is clear that the MIT and JPL move 5 mm in 3 weeks, and most measured baselines appear to
UT1-UTC values give less scatter than the BIH Qrcular D. The be changing by less than 2 cm per year. Barring earthquakes,
two series produce results which are comparable in transverse the uncertainty m the troposphere and ocean-loading correc-
scatter. The JPL Kalman-filtered space data produce a slightly tions is larger than this motion; hence, earth motion will be
narrower vertical column of ellipses in Fig. 5(b); however, ignored here. Errors in earth orientation for the two days
further data will be required to draw definite conclusions would cause a misalignment of the two networks. More pre-
about the relative merits of the JPL and MIT combination cisely, the solution on each day would be expressed in a rift-
solutions, ferent, slightly rotated coordinate system, "lhis would cause a

* systematic error m a differenced basehne produced from these

A similar investigation was carried out on these data using soluuons.
various sources of polar motion. In no case was the result of

,.,-, one polar motion calibration significantly better than any B. Computation and Error Modelingother. More data, preferably with longer baselines, will be

required before Mobile VI..BI data can be used to make a The geometry involved m the computation of a differenced
sigmficant evaluation of polar motion data services. For pres- baseline is depicted in Fig. 6 Figure 6(a) shows a scenario

: ent purposes, BIH Circular D suffices for the calibrauon of with one base station and a mobile station which occupies
polar motion, two sites on two different days. The uncertainty in the source

of earth orientation on each day ISrepresented as an error arc
perpendicular to the basehne from base station to mobile site.

III. Differenced Baselines The differenced baseline receives error contribution from each

mobile site. Figure 6(b) depicts the geometry of a three-base-A differenced baseline is defined as a baseline between two

mobile VLBI sites which were not occupied simultaneously, station experiment. All three base stations are active on both
Unlike the simultaneously measured "direct" baselines, the observing days, and the mobile moves from one site to

-_ length of a differenced baseline can be affected by deficiencies another. In this case the base-station network can be used
in UTPMcalibration. Doubt regarding the sxzeof this error and to solve for the difference in earth-orientation parameters

between the two days. using the values obtained from an earththe model necessary to best remove the error has prevented
J the report of any differenced baselines before this time. The orientation service as a priori information, Only the baseline

capabihty of producing differenced baselines would greatly from each mobile s,te to the nearest base station Is shown,
--" increase the data yield of Mobile VLBi experiments, and it though all are measured. This is done m order to emphasize
J would permit a rethinking of the deployment strategy for the that when earth orientation is not known exactly, the shortest

baseline to the mobile units serves as the tightest constraint onMobile VLBI units.

their positions.

A. Error Sources The results of a differenced baseline calculation should be

Typically, a differenced basehne would be formed from independent of the choice of,eference station in the solution.
two separate solutions involving VLBI networks operated on Figure 6(c) shows another three-base-station scenario where
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"_ both mobile sites are closest to the same base station. If the upper limits on the errors which will be encountered when
• correlations between all stations were not included, then actually reducing dat_.

choosing different reference stations would produce different

error estimates for the &ffcrcnccd baseline. Tills would be "l-he tables and ligures give the esti,nated errors in the
' physically unreasonable. JPL's mu!tlparameter least-squares "'rational" coordinate system (in which, the principle axes are

fitting program MASTERFIT (Ref. 8) does handle all correla- along the baseline length, vertical, and transverse directions)
tions properly; differenced baselines produced by MASTER- for various arrangements of base stations and mobile sites.
FIT are independent of the choice of reference station. Note that when there are three or more base stations, the

VLBi data alone are sufficient in principle to determine earth
The results of a differenced baseline calculatlon should also orientation. However, due to the large vertical uncertainties

be independent of arbitrary choices used to define UT and PM. on the baselines caused by troposphere, the earth-onentatiun
Consider the effect in Fig. 6(a) if day 1 of the burst were value obtained from a service always serves as the tighter con-
chosen to have UT and PM fixed with zero error. Since the straint in the vertical direction.
baseline on day 2 is much longer than the baseline on day 1,

its uncertainty is much larger. Although the post-fit error in The additional error accrued qt,adratically to a differenced
the length of the differenced baseline is the same with either baseline due to UT and PM uncertainties is given in Tables 2
day chosen as reference, the error in the transverse compo- through 5. Table 2 details the effects when four base stations
nent is much larger if day I is fixed. This is also a nonphysical are operated on both days of the experiment, including the
result caused by the assumption of perfect knowledge of the antenna in Ft. Davis, Texas (HRAS). This network allows for
coordinate system on a particular day. very precise determination of earth-orientation differences

using the Mobile VLBI data. The additional errors are tabu-
The correct strategy for producing post-fit errors which are lated for several baselines in California using a priori errors for

not dependent on arbitrary choices of a reference day is as fol- US and PM from the various services described above. These

lows. Assume that earth-orientation services provide values errors are expressed in the rational coordinate system of corn-
which are correct but lacking in the high-frequency compo- portents: the length, the component transverse to length, the
nents (i.e., periods of less than _5 days). Thus, the data from vertical component, and the root sum of squares of all three

consecutive experiments with common base stations can still components. -

be quite useful for tracking the day-to-day &fferences which ,_
"" were not resolved b), the UTPM service. For each experiment Table 3 gives the same figures when calculated without the '_"

set UT and PM to the ,'alues from the service, and assign pres,'nee of HRAS. and Tables 4 and 5 reduce the number of
a priori constraints equal to the errors quoted by the service. If base stations to 2 and 1, respectively. It is clear that the pres-

: possible, the day.to-day correlations of the UTPM values ence of more and longer base-station baselines reduces the
should also be used. This will force the post-fit values of earth amount of error due to uncertainty in earth orientation. Plots
orientation to agree in the mean with the service supplying of these errors are given in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 for a cross section
UT and PM, but it will also allow the VLBI data to adjust of the data in the tables.
the differences between one day and the next in order to

remove mlsalignment of the networks. This use of both The interpretation of these tables and plots must be made
a priori ,rid VI.BI data correctly utilizes the available informa- with the understanding that this is the extra error due only to
tion, and it is simple to implement _ MASTERFIT. UT and PM uncertainty. These must be combined with the

other errors inherent in the VLBI system to produce the full

"_. C. i::stimlltlKI Erlrorll error. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate this point. Figure 9 shows theworst tabulated case of differenced baseline error. There is

The errors which may be expected oil differenced base. only one reference station (OVRO). Figure 10 shows the very
"¢ lines are described below. These errors were calculated using same errors witla a VLB1 system noise of 2 cm in the length

the assumption that an individual baseline is measured with and transverse added. Only in the case of the astrometric UT

of its and and PM is there significant degradation of for thean uncertainty 2 cm in length transverse compo- a accuracy
nents and 9 cm in the vertical component. The values of the differenced baseline.
earth-orientation services' uncertainties were set a Friori to the

' values given in Table 1 and constrained using the VLBI net- Thus, differenced baselines within California do not suffer
work to determine the post-fit uncertainty in UT and PM. significant degradation due to uncertaintiez in earth orienta-
These uncertainties were propagated to the mobile stations tion. However, the above analysis should not be taken to mean

along the shortest baseline from mobile to base station, that only one base station is sufficient for the calculation of
Although this is not a full covariance analysis, it serves to set differenced baselines. It is very important that there be a base
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station relatively near the mobile looations; e.g., a base station still agree well with the full network solution; however, the
", in Massachusetts with mobile units in California gives very Vandenberg-only solution differs by several sigma.

large errors for a differenced baseline.

When more than one mobile unit is available and base sta- IV. Conclusion
tions are nearby, each mobile unit car, move between each For Mobile VLB! baselines with lengths less than lO00 kin,

experiment. In the simple case of one base station and two it now Is possible to remove all significant errors caused by
mobde stations, differencing increases the number of base- uncertainties in earth orientation. This can be achieved using

lines produced per burst of n site occupations from 3n to either the JPL or MIT combination solutions. The continued

(n + 1) (n + 2)/2. When base stations are far away, two mobile efforts to develop VLBI and laser systems ;or UTPM measure-
units can work together to serve as base stations for each ment should insure that this high accuracy is improved in the

other. In this case each mobile unit remains at each site for 2 future. Thus, for regional work, earth orientation will no

experiments while the other moves. Each extra base station longer pose a problem, at least until other system errors are
serves to decrease the VLBI system noise by providing more reduced below a level of I cm.

data. More importantly, redundancy in the base stations helps

prevent errors such as those which can be seen in Figs. 11 The occasionally measured longer baselines from the
and 12. Mobile VLBI systems will continue to serve as indicators by

which UTPM data sets can be evaluated. Calibration of the

The February 1983 burst provided an opportumty to cal- long baseline data will provide information on the systematic
culate differenced baselines using real data. Experiments errors remaining in the UTPMcombinations.
H83A and H83B shared the base stations OVRO, JPL, and

Vandenberg. MV3 occupied Pearblossom and Pinyon Flat on The computation of differenced baselines is a simple and

the two days, respectively. These experiments allowed for a natural way to take full advantage of the data produced by the
solution of a differenced baseline using MASTERFIT. Fig- Mobile VLBI project. Their inclusion approximately doubles
ure 11 shows the results of the solution when all three base the number of basehnes produced under the current deploy-

stations were used and when only pairs of the base stations ment plan. The additional error encountered on these differ.

were used. All of the solutions agree, although the solution enced baselines will usually be small in comparison to the

with all three base stations has slightly smaller errors. Fig- other errors in the VLBI error budget. The base-station base,
. ure 12 shows the same experiment when only one base sta- lines are also enhanced by the inclusion of more data into a

tion is used as a reference. The JPL.and-OVRO-only solutions single coherent solution.
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ORIGINAL PAG:S.,.':Jl
OF POOR QUALITY

Table 1. Typical Mrors for various sources of UT and PM

S()urc¢

Earth Lunar Laser 3 Station

Orientation Astrometric Ranging VLBI "Supel" LLR

Component t L LR ) (Pred]cted)

rJ UTI, m_ 1.25 0.4 0 3 0.07

o PMX, marcsec 7 7 3 2 0

o PMY, marcsec 7 5 7 1 5

r

Table 2. Differenced bael|ne errtx: Additional error (in cm) for dl//enmced baselines due to UT
and PM OVRO, Mojave, Vandm_, and HRAS as flMx:l balm stations

Source of 1,_rth Oricntauon

Ba,,ehne Astrometrtc LLR VL BI "Super" LI_ R

uL = 012 oL _- 010 oL = 011 at. = 006
o I" = 041 oT = (137 o7 _ 037 o'1 _ 025

Monument Peak-_ulnc_, oV - 1 38 oV _ 1 06 nV - 1 22 oV ~ O33

RSS = 1 45 RSS _ I 13 RSS _ 1 28 RSS = 042

oL _ 016 oL - 015 oL _ 016 ,_L = 010
,11 = 046 oT = 041 al _ 042 r_T _ 029

._. Pt Re)'e_ - Yum,a oV = 159 oV = 1.21 oV - 122 ,_V -035

- _. RSS _ 1 66 RSS = l 29 RSS _ 1,30 RSS _- 0.,¢6

._ oL - 0.08 oL _ 007 oL = 007 ,,L : 005
• o"1 = 0.14 oT _ 0 13 oT = 0 14 ol = 0.09

Sta Paula - Pearblossom
oV = 0.63 oV _ 048 oV = 037 oV - 0.13

RSS = 0.65 RSS 0 50 RSS : 0.40 RSS _ 0.16

/

t
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• ° ORIGINAL F'.._'._- .

OF POOR QUALtT_¢
D%

_t TIIbkl 3. _ blllliill4 IIn_l': _ _ (in _) far dllflftt_d I)4ulinll due to El"
and PM OVRO, ItS, VamdenNcg used as fixed b_e

Source u! ; arlh Or,entatlOn

Baseline Astrometnc LLR VLBI "Super" LLR

oL = 030 aL = 024 ul_ = 021 aI = 008
o | : 1 45 aT : I 08 oT : 084 a 1 : 0 36

Monument Peak-Oumcy oV : I 93 aV = I 20 _V = I 44 ,TV : O33

RSS = 2.43 RSS : 163 RSS = 168 RSb- 0.50

oL = 049 aL : (.141 aL : 033 ,JL : 014

oT = 1 62 aT _ 1 24 oT = 096 q] : 041
PI. Reye_-Yuma aV = 290 aV = ' 51 oV = 1.49 _JV = 036

RSS = 3.36 RSS = 200 RSS = 180 RSS = 057

oL = 027 oL _ 021 .1. = 0,16 _L : ()(}"
oT = 0.51 oT = 040 ,,T : 031 _T : O 13

Sta. Paula - Pearblt-,_,om 0 14¢_V = 101 oV : 057 aV = ()42 ,V =
RSS = I 17 RSS _ O 72 RSS = f) 55 RS5 = ,J20

m

Table 4. _ belmlin4 imor: Additional tmor (in cm) for diflbfonced b_mllnw du_ to UT

and PPa Illolm_ _d Vanaqmaecg uud -- flaed l=_.m laatmne

Source ot I arth (.)rlentat_on

Basehne A_,trometrl_. LI R VLBI "Super" LLR

ol = I 13 ,_I = 073 ,,I. = 052 oL : 021

o'l = 257 o'i - 1 66 ,, I" - 1 21 o 1 : 048

' MonumentPeak'Oumcy oV - 226 oV _ 1.74 oV - 2(12 oV : t) 52

.: Rss= 3ol Rss: 251 RSS: 241 RSS - 073

(]L = f) 91 ,]L : 058 -1. - 041 oL = 017
a] _ 2.23 o'l _ 1 47 ,J 1 -_ I_)b {,'1 O43

Pt Re)es- Yuma oV = 261 oV = 14b .V ; 179 oV : 040
RSS = 355 RSS _ 2.15 RSS" 2 12 RSS : 061

oL = 0.37 oL = 0.24 oL _ (118 oL = 01)7
,_ 1 = 069 oT = 0.47 o I" _" 034 o t - 0 14

Sta Paula - Pcarbh,,,,,om
oV _" 1 12 oV = 057 oV ; 1.143 oV : 014

RSS _. 1.37 RSS = 077 RSS _ 0_7 R'_S- 021
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Table 5. Dlffenmced bes_ina error: Additional error (in an) for dl/l_mnced basetln_ due to UT
and PM OVRO 30 used as fixed ben m_atlon

Source of Earth Orientation

Baseline Astrometric LLR VLBI "Super" LLR

aL = 0.49 ,TL = 0.27 aL = 0.22 aL = 0.07

aT = 381 aT = 196 aT = 1.33 aT = 0.51
Monument Peak - Quincy aV = 292 oV = 1.62 eV = 2.03 oV = 0.46

RSS = 4.82 RSS = 2.56 RSS = 2.44 RSS = 0,69

oL = 1.23 aL = 0.69 oL = 0.50 aL = 019
aT = 4 14 aT = 2.17 aT = 1.46 oT = 0.56

Pt. Reyes - Yuma
aV = 4.53 aV = 1.96 aV = 2.14 oV = 0.49

"" RSS = 6.26 RSS = 3.00 RSS = 2.64 RSS = 0.77 ';

aL = 2.57 aL = 1.33 aL = 0.91 aL = 0.34

aT = 0.64 aT = 0.34 aT = 0.22 aT = 0.09
: Sta. Paula - Pearblossom aV = 1.58 a V = 1.20 aV = 1.33 aV = 0.35

RSS = 3.08 RSS = 1.82 RSS = 1.62 RSS = 0.50
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Mojave Base Station Implementation
C.G. Koscielskl

M_sston Support and Operations D_v_s_on

A 12.2 meter (40 ft.) diameter X- Y mount antenna has been reconditioned for use by
the Crustal Dynamics Project as a fixed base station. System capabilities and characteris-
tics are presented, as well as key performance parameters for subsystems. The implemen-
tation is complete and transfer to National Geodetic Survey/National Oceanic and A tmo-

: spheric Administration (NGS/NOAA) is under way.
m,...

I. Introduction angles of tile two ante-has are used geometrically to determine
: the baseline distance between the two stations (Ref. 3).

Since the late 1960's, NASA has been using space technol-

ogy to develop new methods for making geodetic measure- If one of the stations is mobde, it can be positioned on the
merits over large areas with high precision, h_ghmobility, and opposite side of an earthquake fault from a fixed station, and
minimum observation time. One of these technologies is measurements can be made over a period of time. Such mea-
microwave Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), which surements can determine changes m the basehne in all three
uses extragalactic radio sources (quasars) as measurement dmlensions (longitude, latitude, and elevation) with sub-
reference points (Ref I ), decmleter prec]sxon (Ref. 4).

VLB! is used by NASA's Deep Space Network in the The Mojave Base Station is the newest fixed statmn to join
navigation of interplanetary spacecraft (Ref. 2). Its application the network of fixed and mobtle antennas. The 12.2 meter
to mobile geodehc systems is being accomplished with the X Y mount antenna was built in 1962 to support the Relay I
collaboration of the radio astronomy commumty, communication satellite. The facility, operated by the

"- Goddard Space Fhght Center (GSFC), along with 7 other X- Y
_._ A VLBI geodetic system consists of a pair of radio tele- type meter antennas located around the globe, formed the

: scopes at separate locations. Quasars emit large amounts of Data Acquisition Facility Network. These stations were a pro-
/ intense microwave radiation. The two stattons simultaneously totype of modern satelhte "earth statmns." In 1976, after pro-
-,- receive and record these random quasar signals, which arrwe gram completion, the station was placed m standby status by

slightly sooner at one of the antenna':, depending on which sta- GSFC.
"- tion is closer to the radio wave front. By using ultraprecise,.Ill

atomic clocks, it is possible to measure the slight difference in As early as 1978, JPL recognized the need for a dedicated
_ the signal arrwal times. The time difference and the pointing VLBI base station facility at Goldstone. The Venus station had

-; 216 t,
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served as the original base station, but many other commit- racks began. The antenna controller, ttydrogen Maser fre-

,'% meats of the station caused serious schedule conflicts with the quency standard, Mark 111 data acquisition terminal, and
Crustal Dynamics Project (CDP) requirements. An agreement tlewlett-Pack.".rd 1000 computer were installed and cabled.)

was reached within NASA which provided for transfer of the

". 12.2 meter antenna and the 12.000 square foot control budd-

' 7 mg to tile CDP. iV. Control Building Rehabilitation

The mare control budding. M-8, on the Mojave Site was

II. System Requirements selet.ted as the budding to house the electromc equipment for
the VLBI system. The building had been vacant or used for

A study team of JPL and GSFC engineers was formed to storage since 1976. when it was last used to support the ATS-6

establish system requirements. See Table 1 for key system re- satelhte. Aside from alrt which had collected over the ensuing

qmrements. See Fig. 1 for a Mojave Base Station detail block 6 years, the building was in good condition• The rite protec- ,'

diagram, tion system had been maintained regularly, the air-conditioning
was operable and plumbing was functional.

III. Implementation Plan Modifications to the air-conditioning were contracted to a
local vendor. Air ducts to unused areas were blocked and a

The Bendix Field Engineering Corporation (BI_'I:C) of bypass was installed to reduce' the air flow through the system.

Columbia, MD, was contracted to plan and carry out the These changes were made to reduce energy usage. The system
rehablhtation of the aqtenna and the control building. A was balanced and tested: temperature varies-+3 degrees F over

detailed study was completed m December 1980 which called a 24 hour period. The electric power distribution system was

for sandblasting and painting the antenna and modifying and modified to meet the system requirements. Power meters were
repainting a portion of the control building. The antenna work added to monitor the utility, techmcal and antenna buses. All

included stripping old cables and equipment from the antenna rehabilitation work was ccmpleted by February 1983 and the

and removing the hydraulic subsystem which was no longer building was occupied at that time•
required. The antenna RF cassegram housing was also
removed.

The design of the antenna dish surface does not allow for V. Electronic Equipment
alignment of the surface tolerance, but the surface accuracy The electromc eqmpment for the VLB1 system was pro-

was measured at -+0.020 inches RMS as set by the original vided by GSFC. Several commercial vendors :rod Haystack

manufacturer. Radio Observatory were responsible for the fabrication of
: variou_ subsystems. The eqmpment was installed by a team of

Antenna bearings and gears were inspected and lubricated JPL, contractor, and GSFC personnel.
The orthogonality of the X and Y axes was checked. The align-
meat of the X axis, parallel to the North- South meridian, was A. Microwave and R_iwor
found to be in error by 30 arc minutes. It was determined that

The Microwave and Peceiver Assemblies, along with the

this error could be accommodated by the antenna pointing phase cahbratlon equipment, are located m a single housing
software. Therefore. no attempt was made to reahgn the X and mounted on the Ouadripod Structure of the antenna

: axis. parabolic dish. The Monitor and Control Assembly monitors

microwave and receiver functions and controls operation. Key

Implementat:on of antenna electromc equipment began m characteristics of the Microwave and Receiver Assembly are
November 1o82 and continued into the Spring of 1983. shown in Fable 2.

The Receiver RF feed focus assembly was installed, tl,c
B. Data Acquisition Terminalantenna electric drive serve motors and electronics were

, installed and the antenna position encoder assemblies were The Mark ill VLBI Data Acquisition Terminal (DAT) is an

,, installed along with antenna posltlon limit hardware. All asso- Integrated computer-controlled electronics/recording system

,.,. elated cables were installed on the antenna and between the which takes a broadband analog i.F. signal, converts selected

,r,lZp' antenna and control room. frequency windows to video (baseband), separately clips, sam-

LI_. pies and formats each video signal, and records the resultingAfter completion of rehabditatlon of the control building time-tagged Mark 111seri. data streams in parallel on magnetic

'g. in December 1982, the installat,on of electromc equipment tape. The DAT includes the control computer and necessary
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J'% communication systems for complete computer control• Phase !. Antenna Control Unit (ACU). The central assembly of
, and cable cahbration, data storage, tape read after write and the subsystem is the ACU which houses all the electronics to

reference frequency distribution facilities are included in the generate motor drwe commands m all modes of operation.
_t DAT. See Reference '_for a detailed explanation of the Mark Motor commands are produced by the ACU as a result of

ili DAT. input commands from the front panel rate controls (manual
mode), the internal tracking routines (tracking mode), or the

C. Frequency and Timing position commands (position designate and manual modes)•
The closed loop output of the ACU is a low voltage analog

• A Hydrogen Maser frequency standard and clock assembly signal proportional to the antenna position error for each axis.
have been manufactured by the Applied Physics Laboratory of The X and Y axis motor controllers provnde the interface
Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. The maser, between the command output of the antenna control unit and
Serial No. NR-7, embodies the latest technology. Frequency the high current requirements of the antenna drwe electric
stability requirements are <I × I0 -z4 parts for time periods motors.
>1 minute up to 1 day (24 hours). 1 The temperature envir-
onment of the unit is required to be stable within ±3 de- 2. Antenna interlocks• Antenna protection and personnel
grees F. Measurement of the clock offset to a known standard safety are accomplished by the use of travel limiting switches
such as NBS is accomplished by the Goldstone Mobile timing and safety interlocks located at critical positions throughout
standard. The Hydrogen Maser subsystem supplies 5 MHz and the antenna.
1 pps signals to other subsystems.

3. Angular Position Unit (APU). The angular position of
D. Monitor and Control the antenna is reported by the use of optical position

The Monitor and Control Subsystem (MCS) cons,sts of the encoder-transducers mounted on each axis and an interface-
HP 1000 computer and software. The RS-232 ar, ' VFEE.488 decoder within the ACU. The txansducer outputs Gray code
con munications interfaces provide a con*, ,ntrol point which the ACU converts into binary digits. The binary posi-

:- for .tatton operation and the display of ,,tJon status and tion information is used in all tracking modes.
al ',n ir,e_s_,ge, The mon]t,._rand control subsystem performs
the :,',!iowmgfunctions: Table 3 provides key cha_acteristics ,,f the Antenna Control

,._. Subsystem.

(1) Provides a central control point for the station
G. Meteorology Data

(2) Provides schedule input via fk,ppy disk
The Meteorology Data Subsyslem (MDS) provides data

(3) Prepares the ancihar) data re_.. "d which aids in the analysis of VLBI data. The atmospheric con-

(4) Provides operator mput-outp_:t and ct,mmand via ditions at a VLBI station pre_ent a source of error in measure-
CRT terminal meats which can be removed in final data processing.

(5) Generates antenna pointing commands Functions of the Meteorok)gy Data Subsystem are to:

(6) Monitors subsystem performance (1) Measure outside air temperature.

E. Water Vapor Radiometer (2) Measure atmospheric pressure.

The Water Vapor Radiometer provides the sky apparent (3) Measure relative humidity.
brightness temperature, which is used to calibrate delays due

. to water vapor content along the ray path from the radio (4) Record meteorology parameters on the MCS.
source to the receiver. A thorough discussion of Water Vapor
Radiometer requirements is provided in Reference 4. Table 4 presents the key characteristics of the MDS.

F. Antenna Pointing Control and Drive
-- Vl. System Tests

The antenna pointing subsystem is comprised of several

units mounted in various Ioca!ions throughout the antenna After installation of equipment and initial power-up tests,structure and control room. system tests were performed to verify system operation. 'rests

!,"_ were performed in the following functional areas:

IChiu, M.,personalcommunication,January 1983. (1) Receiver-Mark Ill Terminal Checkout tt
2_n
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(2) Antenna Pointing Tests sources (see Table 5). Observations were performed with two
"_e different frovt-end configurations: one configuration included
•, (3) S-and X-band Performance Tests uncooled amplifiers, while the other configuration used cooled

GaAs- PET amplifiers)
,. A. Receiver and Mark III Terminal

Except for initial cool-down problems with the cryogeni- Vii. Activities
tally cooled GaAs--FET Low Noise Amplifiers, receiver tests

: were completed without trouble. Compatibility of the receiver q-heMojave Base Station (MBS) began VLBI observations in
, umt which was fabricated at Haystack Radio Observatory and support of tile Crustal Dynamics Project in June of 1983 and

" the air-cooler unit fabricated by a local vendor in Barstow, was since then ha_ participated in each observation session with the
a challenge. After minor difficulties, the unit operated and mobde vehicle antennas• The MBS has participated in several
temperature tests indicated proper operation was obtained, other special observations including the first baseline measure-
Performance results are shown in Table 2. ments between the VLBI station at Kashuna, J_,7.inand the

U.S.
B. Determination of Pointing Corrections

An antenna must be accurately pointed at quasi-stellar The original NASA Crustal Dynamics Project plan called forNASA to transfer a dedicated base station to the Nattonal
radio noise sources for successful VLBI experiments. Most

Geodetic Survey/NOAA Branch of the Department of Com-pointing errors are caused by imperfections of the mechanical
merce. The transfer of the Mojave Base Station will take placestructure of the antenna and mounting of the RF feed

assembly, m 1984. GSFC is responsible for the transfer, but JPL has the
task of operating the facility untd transfer and of assisting
GSFC with the transfer. Actual stauon operation is performedD. B. Shaffer2 of lnterferometncs, Inc., provided a method-

ology for determining pointing corrections. The procedure by Bendix Field Engineering Corporation personnel.
describes some of the considerations for good pointing deter-

The Mobile Vehicle (MV) stations wdl also be transferred tominations, contains a hat of the best sources to be used for

pointing observations and gives some suggested observing NOAA as planned beginmng in 1984 with the transfer of the5-meter MV-3 antenna and electronic trailer van. The 4-meter
plans. Pointing accuracy of the 12.2 meter antenna was deter-
mined by Shaffer to be .02 degrees at X-band. Perfc,rmartce (MV-2) and 9-meter (MV-I) fa(:ihties will be transferred in .,

19_5. MV 2 and 3 wdl be located and operated out of the
"" results are shown in Table 3. Mojave Base Station. MV.I is permanently located at :_

C. S- lind X-Band Performance Vandenberg Air Force Base.

During June 1983 RF performance of the 12.2 meter A depot level maintenance facdity has been located at the
(40 foot) antenna was determined. Aperture efficiency and Mojave Base Station to support the MV's and to perform
system temperature were measured by tracking radio star noise special engineering and testing functions.

2Shaffer,D. B.,personalcommunication,September1983. 3Shafft'r,D. B., personalcommunication,August1983.
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TlOle 1. KeY system r_lulmme¢_

Simultaneous Reception Bands: B180-8580 MHz Table 3. Antenna poln/ing control key ehaclctsdstlcs
2235-2335MHz

P.)latizatioJ,:RCP Both Bands PrimeMover: ElectricDriveMotors,2.5Horsepower.2 PerAxis

OperatingSystemTemperature: 150°K max.(X-band) ElevatorLimits:>80 ° from ZenithinallDirections
100"K max. (S-band) Maximum Velocity:1.0degrees/secondBoth Axes

System InstantaneousBandwidth(IdB): 400 MHz (X-band) PointingAccuracy:0.02degreesBoth Axes

I,.,0MHz (S-b_'rd) AngleReadout:

IF Frequency: I00--500MHz (X-band) Accuracy 0.UldegreesBoth Axes
215-315 MHz (S-band)

Resolution 0.00275 degrees Both Axes
Signal Cable Calibration: Meagre Delay to l 0 pace sec.

Data Acquisition Terminal: Mark Ill Comp-_tlble

Data Record Rate: l 12 MB/s

Channels:28

AntennaBlindPointAccuracy:0.1AntennaBeamwidth atX-band

Antenna SlewRate: 1.0degree/_ec.

. FrequencyStandard:Hydrogen Maser
Table 4. Key characteristics of the Meteorology Data Subsystem

Water Vapor Radiometer: 2 Frequencies

Meteorology: MeasureTemperature,Humidltyand
%lca_Ul¢:

Barometric Pressure
:: I. Temperature I°C

- "_ RelativeIlumldJ_y 5_:,mP.'-_ -.

3 Barometric Pres',ure < I millibar ._
Readout Re_,olutlon 0.1 mllhbar

Measurement Ac,.'uracy .01',_
at Sea Level

11

Table 2. MIcrowew and rK_iver key characteristics

Input Frequencies: X-band 8180-8580 MHz (-I dB)
S-band 2210-2350 MHz l-IdB)

Aperture Efficiency: .._.45 X-band Tlbtt 5. Al_u(e efftcilncy _ lyslem tamplflture
.47S-band

Antenna Beamwidth' .205 degrees, X-band Cooled I'ET
•745 de|tees, S-band Tsys Aperture

System Temperature: 60"K X-band (Cooled FET) "K Eff,oency
(at Zenith) 72"K S-band (Cooled FET)

S-band 72 .47
Intermediate Frequency: X-band

Bandwidth 400 MHz Wide at -I dB X-l_nd 60 145
/ S-band 140 MHz Wide at -I dB

-_. PhaseCadibration Input: -30 dB coupler

,.o
.g
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